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Editor

Recently Announced Meetings in 1990
XIX-th MEETING of European Working Group on AE
The next EWGAE meeting will be held in Erlangen, W. Germany on 3 - 5 October 1989. The Code Subgroup
meeting will precede the meeting on 2nd of October. It is hosted by Dr. Streicher, Siemens - KWU. Contact the
EWGAE Secretary, Sofratest, Z.I. du Petit Pare, 78920 Ecquevilly, France (FAX: 33-1 34755341).

1st Symp. on Evaluation of Advanced Materials by AE
This one-day symposium precedes IAES-IO, Sendai and will be held at Research Center for Advanced Science and
Technology (RCAST), University of Tokyo, sponsored by RCAST and JSNDI. Contact Prof. T. Kishi, RCAST,
University of Tokyo. 4-6-1 Komaba. Meguro, Tokyo 153, JAPAN; FAX 81·3-481-4575.

1990
XIX·th MEETING of European Working Group on AE
The next EWGAE meeting will be held in Erlangen, W. Gennany on 3 - 5 October 1989. The Code Subgroup meeting will
precede the meeting on 2nd of October. It is hosted by Dr. Streicher, Siemens - KWU. Authors making a presentation are
encouraged to provide a comprehensive technical abstract including figures in order to facilitate exchange and discussion. For
planning, participants are requested to inform before May 15, 1990 the EWGAE Secretary, Sofratest, Z.l. du Petit Pare,
78920 EcquevUly, France (FAX: 33-1 34 755341). Registration fee will be £125 and payable to EWGAE account 0203905,
Lloyds Bank, the Cross, 2 Melboum St, Royston, Hertfordsh., SG8 7BL, England before July 15.

10th International AE Symposium
The 10th IAES, sponsored by the JSNDI, will be held at the Aoba Memorial Hall, Tohoku University, Sendai. Japan on 222S October 1990. The Symposium attempts to cover all areas of interest in AE applications, research and development, as
well as standards activities. Paper and Program Committee Chair is Prof. H. Niitsuma and the Organizing Committee is
chaired by Prof. K. Yamaguchi while the Secretarial Committee by Prof. H. Takahashi. For details, contact Prof. H.
Niitsuma, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University, Aramaki aza Aoba, Sendai 980, Japan.

1st Symp. on Evaluation of Advanced Materials by AE
This one-day symposium precedes lAES-10. Sendai and will be held at Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology
(RCASn, University of Tokyo. sponsored by RCAST and JSNDI. Those interested to participate are urged to send an
abstract of 200-300 words before 31 May 1990 to Prof. T. Kishi, RCAST, University of Tokyo. 4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro,
Tokyo 153. JAPAN; FAX 81-3-481-4575.

1st Workshop on AE in Civil Engineering and 2nd
Workshop on AE and Rock Fracture Mechanics
Following the IABS-I0, this international joint meeting will be held at Kumamoto University on 29-31 October 1990. It is
for those working on the application of AE in geologic materials and in civil engineering. Topics to be included are source
characterization and inversion, evaluation of structural integrity, fracture mechanics, diagnostic applications. materials and
structural behavior, and Kaiser effect. Contact Dr. Masayasu Ohtsu, Department of Civil Engineering, Kumamoto University,
Kurokami 2-39-1. Kumamoto 860, Japan (FAX 81-96-344-5063).

34th Meeting of Acoustic Emission Working Group
The next AEWG meeting is tentatively set for November 12 - IS, 1990 at University of Illinois. Urbana, IL. Meeting
organizer is Dr. Henrique Luis M. dos Reis. 117 Transportation Bldg., Rm. 23, University of Illinois, 104 S. Mathews,
Urbana, n.. 61801. Write to him for details.

1991
2nd World Meeting on Acoustic Emission, Boston
Plan is under way for the 2nd WMAE and 35th AEWG meeting during the 50th Year Anniversary Meeting of ASNT in
Boston, September 1991. Details to be announced later by general chairman, Dr. S. Vahaviolos. PAC. PO Box 3135.
Princeton, NJ 08543.
Ii

Origin of Acoustic Emission Produced during
Deformation of Beryllium
C. R. Heiple and S. H. Carpenter
Abstract
Two acoustic emission peaks are produced during deformation of beryllium. The flJ'St is near O.lCII plutic strain, and the
second is at about 1CII plutic strain. The first peak wu
attributed to generation and rapid motion of new dislocations,
while the second peak wu attributed to breakaway of dislocations from pins created by the deformation process.
Meuurements reported here support these proposed mechanisms. There is a modest increase in internal friction at the first
peak, and a substantial increase at the second peak. Annealing
after cold work at temperatures where impurities are known to
be mobile results in a return of the fmt peak on reloading. with
the peak height increuing with higher annealing temperatures.
The second peak is observed on reloading after annealing at a
temperature too low for appreciable impurity diffusion. The
height of the second peak does not increase with higher annealing temperatures over the 350 - 750·C temperature range studied. The energy released by the mechanism(s) responsible for
the larger acoustic emission events wu estimated to be 80 pJ
for powder-source and 800 pJ for ingot-source beryllium. These
values correspond to the energy release from yielding a small
fraction of an average grain, and are therefore consistent with a
dislocation mechanism.
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Introduction

Fig. I Acoustic emission event rate and stress venus strain for
powder-source beryllium in tension. The sample was tested at a
nominal crosshead speed of 0.05 mmlmin, producing a strain
rate beyond yield of about 0.OOI6lmin. System gain was 8S
dB. (Heiple and Adams, 1976)

Acoustic emission (AE) produced during deformation of
beryllium was characterized a number of years ago by Heiple
and Adams (1976). The principal features of the AE activity are
shown in Fig. I. There are two peaks of AE activity. The fltSt is
centered at about O.ICII plastic strain and is thus near the onset
of plastic now. The second peak occurs at about 1CII plastic
strain. The measure of AE chosen for Fig. 1 is the event rate,
because observation of the AE with a transient recorder demonstrated that the emission wu entirely of the burst type. The
event rate is normalized to events per cm' per unit strain. A
plot of rms voltage versus strain shows the same features.

iron content showed essentially no fust peak, independent of
heat treatment.
The height of the second peak wu nearly independent of
prior heat treatment or the source of the beryllium. It was the
same in high-purity and normal-purity beryllium. Its height
wu not correlated with the height of the fltSt peak (Table I).
As can be seen from Fig. I, the second peak is broad in strain
compared to the peak near yield.

The height of the f1J'St AE peak was very sensitive to prior
heat treatments and to the source or supplier of the beryllium.
In general, heat treatments where precipitation of impurities
occurs (most notably AlFeBe.u increased the height of the fltSt
peak. The height of the first peak differed substantially
between ingot- and poWder-source beryllium, and also between
powder-source beryllium from two different suppliers. The pe~
heights and location for the various heat treatments and matenals tested are given in Table 1. High-purity powder-source
beryllium samples (CIP/HIP P-I) with very low aluminum and

The AE behavior in tension and compression were qualitatively similar. However. the event rates were substantially
lower for compression samples. The lower event rate in compression was traced primarily to geomeuy differences between
tension and compression samples (Heiple and Adams, 1976).
The measured amplitude of artificial signal~ after insertion into
compression samples was less than after insertion into tensile
ban. Thus, a larger fraction of the real signals from a compression sample fall below the threshold voltage and are not
counted, leading to a lower event rate.

Received 7 September 1989. The authon are affiliated with Physical
Me&a1IU1J)', EO&O Rocky flats, P.O. Box 464, Oolden, CO 80402.
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Table I Height of AE event rate peaks in beryllium as a function of material origin, heat lreallnenl, and pUrity.
(Heiple and Adams, 1976; Heiple and Carpenter, 1979)
Malerial and
Condition
As Received
Hot pressed powder
Supplier I
Supplier 2
CIP/Hlp· P-I
Ingot
Solution Heat Treat
Hot pressed powder
Supplier I
Supplier 2
ClP/HIP P-I
Ingot
Solution Heat Treat and Age
Hot pressed powder
Supplier I
Supplier 2
CIP/HIPP-I
Ingot
Direct Age, Slow Cool
Hot pressed powder
Supplier I
Supplier 2
Direct Age, Fast Cool
Hot pressed powder
Supplier I
Supplier 2
Heat lreallnenls:
Solution heat treatment

Peak I

Peak 2

(events/cm3-unit strain)

(events/cm3-unit strain)

>100 X 107
13 X 107
0.4 x 107
2x 107

2.4 X 107
1.4 X 107
2.2 x 107
1.0 X 107

0.8 X 107
8 X 107
0.5 X 107
none

1.3
1.0
1.6
4.8

7 X 107
>100 X 107
0.05 X 107
none

107
X 107
x 107
x 107
X

1.2 X
l.1x X
1.8 X
2.2 x

22 X 107

107
107
107
107

10 X 107

107
1.3 X 107

5 X 107
4 X 107

1.3 X 107
1.1 X 107

1.1

X

powder. 6 hr at 1040·C. air quench
ingot: 4 hr at 900·C. air quench

Age: 6 hr at 760·C. cool at 7S·Clhr
Direct age, slow cool: 6 hr at 800·C, cool at 7S·Clhr
Direct age. fast cool: 6 hr at 760·C, air quench
• CIP/HIP '" Cold isostatic pressed, then hot isostatic pressed
Both A£ peaks were proposed to arise from dislocation
motion. The fmt was attributed to the same mechanism proposed by Hahn (1962) for the origin of yield points in some
materials. Hahn proposed that dislocations could be pinned by
precipitates (probably AIFeBe4 in beryllium) rather than
Cottrell atmospheres. If the precipitate pinning Is strong, then
the mobile dislocation density is reduced. When the beryllium
is sIreSsed, new mobile dislocations must be generated to allow
plastic flow. If the stress required to move the new dislocations
is less than that required to generate them. then avalanche-type
dislocation motion occurs. This type of motion can produce a
yield point and results in vigorous AE. The results of mechani·
cal property measurements (Floyd, 1974) and the AE behavior
of the first peak are consistent with the proposed mechanism.

above is reduced or eliminated. As expected, yield points are
reduced or eliminated by quenching after annealing, and the
height of the fmt AE peak is reduced substantially.
The second peak was also attributed to dislocation motion,
but in this case due to breakaway from pins created by deformation, rather than from generation of new dislocations. The
nature of these pins has not been determined. Neither peak
arises from twinning or grain cleavage (microcracking), both
of which occur in beryllium. Most grain cleavage occurs
beyond 1~ plastic strain. where the AE eveDl rate is dc(:reasing
with strain. Neither grain cleavage or twinning occur to a significant extent at low strains in compression, but the AE
behavior was qualitatively similar to that in tension. The
number of twins and cleaved grains observed was several orders
of magnitude less than the number of AE events detected.
Finally, inclusion (primarily BeQ) fracture and decohesion are
unlikely to be significant AE sources for either peak. The secODd AE peak was about the same in ingot- and poWder-source
beryllium. but the BeD inclusion density is much higher in

It should also be noled that the height of the fmt AE peak
is sensitive to cooling rate follOWing heat treatmenL Rapid
cooling of beryllium generates high enough thermal Slresses to
generate new dislocations around inclusions (primarily BeD).
These fresh dislocations increase the mobile dislocation density so that the avalanche motion of dislocations discussed
2

powder-source than ingot-source beryllium. In addition, the
size and distribution of BeQ is unaffected by the heat treatments
employed in this work, but major differenc:es in the height of
the rust peak oc:c:wred with heat treatmenL
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Three sets of experiments are reported here which were
intended to provide additional evidence as to the mechanism
responsible for AE during deformation of beryllium. In the rust
experiments, internal friction (dislocation damping) was measured during deformation of ingot and powder source beryllium.
Internal friction measurements in the kilohertz frequency range
provide a powerful expetimental technique for the investigation of dislocation proc:esses, interactions andlor mechanisms
in cryslalline materials. The amplitude independent damping is
directly proportional to the dislocation density to the first
power times the average loop length to the fourth power
(Granato and LUcke, 1956). The functional dependence of the
damping on dislocation density and loop length makes it an
ideal parameter with which to investigate the proposed AE
mechanisms in beryllium. If the first event rate peak is due to
the generation of new dislocations, a modest increase in the
damping should be observed from the increase in dislocation
density. If the second event rate peak is due to breakaway of
dislocations, a significanUy greater increase in the damping
should be observed because breakaway increases the average
loop length, and the damping depends on the average loop
length to the fourth power.

Fig. 2 Internal friction sample.
Carpenter, 1965). A closed loop crystal driver was used to
maintain the sample at its resonant frequency. The sample was
machined to a length of one wave length for an 80 kHz longitudinal standing wave. Gripping surfaces were machined at 114
wave length from each end. The sample geometry is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The 1/4 wave length points are displacement nodes,
hence attachment at these points does not interfere with the
standing wave. Feedback loops within the cryslal driver maintain a constant strain amplitude and lock On the resonant
frequency as it changes slightly due to sample elongation.
The original AE measurements of Heiple and Adams (1976)
were made using a DuneganlEndevco modular system. The same
system was used for the annealing study reported here. The output signal from a DuneganlEndevco (DIE) S140 AE transducer
(PZT-SA piezoelectric element, longitudinally resonant type,
resonant frequency 140 kHz) was fed through a DIE 802P
preamplifler and into a DIE totalizer with a frequency bandpass
of 100-300 kHz. A DIE digital envelope processor was used to
give a continuous summation of the number of events, from
which the event rate was calculated. The rms voltage of AE signals was monitored with a Hewlett Packard 3400A nus voltmeter. The rms data showed the same qualitative changes with
strain as the event rate. The transduc:er was located on the gauge
section of the tensile bars and was coupled to the specimen
with a viscous resin.

The second set of experiments involved straining tensile
specimens beyond the AE peaks, annealing the samples at several temperatures, and measuring AE during reloading. At room
temperature, the Kaiser effect is observed in beryllium (Heiple
and Adams, 1976). That is, if beryllium is loaded, unloaded, and
reloaded at room temperature, then DO AE is observed during the
reload until the original load is reached. If the first peak is
associated with pinning of dislocations by impUrities, then the
flrst peak should be observed on reloading if the samples are
annealed (prior to reloading) at temperatures high enough for
significant impurity diffusion. The heights of the first and
second peaks were measured during reloading as a function of
the intermediate annealing temperature. As discussed above,
the second peak is not believed to be associated with impurities. Thus the response of the second peak to annealing temperature is expected to be different from that of the farst peak.

The signal characterization experiment was performed
using a Panametrics S050AE-160A preamplifier. The signals
from this preamplifier were characterized with an Acoustic
Emission Associates Phoenix AE signal characterization system. The same transduc:er, transducer location, and coupling
were used as in the other tests. Some of the larger signals were
recorded directly with a Sollee SDA 2000 transient recorder.
Only tensile samples were used for the annealing study.
The samples were pin loaded, sheet-type specimens with a 1.9
cm gauge length and a 0.16 cm1 cross-sectional area. They were
machined from poWder-source beryllium from Supplier I (see
Table 1) made to the same specification as the material used in
the original work (Heiple and Adams, 1976). The compositions
of the various types of beryllium used for the experiments
reported here are given in Table 2. The heat treatments used for
the annealing study were as follows. The tensile bars were
annealed at 1050'C for 8 hours, and cooled at less than
20·C/hour. They were then strained in tension to about 1.%
plastic strain. Two samples were then annealed at each temperature (3S0'C, SOO'C, 6S0'C, and 7S0'C) for four hours. They
were heated to, and cooled from, the annealing temperature at
less than 20·C/hour. The annealing temperatures were sel~ted
on the basis of available high-temperature tensile test data for
beryUium (Beitscher and Grimes, 1970). These data show serrated stress-strain curves at 400°C and strong serrations at

The third set of experiments was intended to provide improved characterization of the signals produced during deformation, including a better measure of changes in average signal
amplitUde as a function of strain. The primary objective of
these tests was to estimate the energy released by the mechanism(s) responsible for AE during deformation and then
determine if this energy release corresponds to a physically
plausible amount of dislocation motion.

1. Experimental Procedure
The internal friction was measured using a modified Marx
piezoelectric composite oscillator at a resonant frequency of
approximately 80 kHz. The necessary sample modifications
required to measure the internal friction during tensile
deformation have been described in detail elsewhere (Baker and

3

Table 2 Composition of beryllium tested, weight percent

BeQ
AI

Fe
C
Mg
Si
Grain size

Powder-Soun:e, Hot-Pressed Be
Supplier 1
Supplier 2
Specification
0.82
1.31
<1.5
0.045
0.043
<0.07
0.117
0.101
<0.12
G.089
<0.10
0.057
0.004
0.013
<0.08
0.027
0.024
<0.08
18.7JlD1
19.6 11m
<3SJ1ID

ClP/HIPP-l

Ingot

0.70
0.010
0.018
0.024

<0.005
0.067
0.143
0.080
<0.001
0.056
34 11m

0.0006
0.001

SOO·C. Thus, appreciable impurity diffusion must occur at
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The tensile bars used for the signal characterization study
were samples reserved from the original study, and were therefore also pin loaded, sheet-type tensile bars. Both powdersource and ingot-source material were tested. The powder-source
material was from Supplier 2. The nominal crosshead speed was
0.05 mmJmin. producing a strain rate beyond yield of about
0.0016 per min for the powder-source samples and about
0.0014 per min for the ingot-source samples.
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The powder-source material used for the internal friction
study was the same as that used for the annealing study. It was
tested in the as-received condition. The ingot-source material,
however, differed from that used in the original study and
reported in Table 2. A thicker sheet was needed to machine the
internal fiction sample, so the beryllium had a substantially
larger grain size, 110 11m compared to 35 11m for the ingotsource material measured originally.
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3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 3 Stress and increase in internal friction versus strain in
tension for poWder-source beryllium. The strain rate after yield
was 0.OOO3/min. (Heiple and Carpenter, 1979)

3.1 Inlernal Friction
Internal friction and applied stress are shown versus strain
in Figs. 3 and 4 for poWder-source and ingot-source beryllium,
respectively. The data are consistent with the AE peak near
yield arising from the sudden generation and movement of new
dislocations, and with the second peak (near 1CJl plastic strain)
originating from dislocation breakaway.
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In both materials there is a modest increase in damping
near yield where the first AE peak is located. The increase is
expected since the damping is proportional to the dislocation
density. The main effect of a dislocation generation process is
10 increase the dislocation density. The increase in damping is
greater in the ingot-source material, which may be related 10 its
larger grain size.
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The increase in damping near the location of the second
AE peak at about 19& plastic straiD is much luger than that near
yield for both materials. Since the damping depends on the
fourth power of the average loop length, a breakaway process
should result in a large increase in damping, as observed.
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3.2 Annealing
The response of the rust and second peaks to intermediate
annealing temperatures is also consistent with the proposed
mechanisms responsible for these peaks. The maxima of the

Fig. 4 Stress and increase in intemal friction versus strain in
tension for IDDealed ingot-source beryllium. The strain flue
after yield was O.OOO3/min. (Heiple and Carpenter, 1979)

4

--

age) with increasing annealing temperature. This result is consistent with impurities migrating to dislocations during
annealing, and pinning them. As indicated previously, appreciable impurity diffusion is known to occur at 400'C and
above, since serrated stress-strain curves have been observed in
this temperature range (Beitscher and Grimes, 1970). The
height of the second peak, expressed as rms voltage, decreases
slightly with higher annealing temperature. The event rate,
however, is significantly lower after the 6S0'C and 7S0'C
anneals. The behavior of the second peak is clearly different
from that of the first peale and is not consistent with it arising
from dislocation-solute interactions. Furthermore, the presence
of a strong second peale after annealing only four hours at
3S0'C is further evidence that the second peak is not from fracture or decohesion of inclusions. Neither healing of cracks or
healing of inclusion-matrix interfaces is expected at this temperature.
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Fig. S Peale 1 and 2 heights, expressed as rms voltage, for
powder·source beryllium during reloading in tension as a function of prior annealing temperature. The voltage is referred to
the transducer output, and corrected for noise. The sample was
tested at a nominal crosshead speed of O.OS mmlmin, producing
a strain rate beyond yield of about 0.016/min.
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Heiple et al. (1990) measured the AE signals produced by
the fracture of boron particles in 2219 aluminum during tensile
deformation. A comparison of the energy of these signals (the
integral of the squared voltage) with the elastic energy release
by the particle fractures is given in Fig. 7. This comparison
provides a method for estimating the energy released by other
sources from their AE signals, provided the source velocity is
similar to boron particle fracture and sample geometries are
similar. The velocity of avalanches of dislocations is believed
to be comparable to that of briWe crack propagation. Thus, it
is anticipated that the energy released by the dislocation
motion producing AE in beryllium can be estimated using Fig.
7 from the AE signals produced.
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It should be noted that the magnitUdes of both peaks are
lower than those observed in as-received (i.e., hot pressed)
material. Even after a 7S0'C anneal, the rust.peak event rate is
more than ten times less than in as-hot-pressed material. The
event rate at the second peak is about 113 that from as-hotpressed beryllium. The reduced event rate is probably associated with the increased dislocation density resulting from cold
work prior to annealing. The added dislocations provide more
obstacles to the glide of dislocation avalanches, thereby reducing the average glide distances and thus the average AE signal
amplitude. With a smaller mean amplitude, a greater fraction of
the signals wiD fall below the instrument threshold and not be
counted-leading to a lower event rate. Measured amplitude distributions from the signal characterization experiment support
this hypothesis. An appreciable number of signals exceeded
the 0.02 mV threshold used for the signal characterization measurements on as-pressed material, while few signals this large
were detected from the annealed samples. There was no indication of a yield point in the stress-strain curves of the annealed
samples. The as-pressed material usually had a yield point or
plateau, and the highest event rates accompanied load drops at
yield.

o +---=.:...-"""T""--........---...,----,...----1
300
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o

Annealing Temperature ( C)
Fig. 6 Peale 1 and 2 heights, expressed as event rate, for powder-source beryllium during reloading in tension as a function
of prior annealing temperature. The event rate is normalized to
events/cm2 .unit strain. The sample was tested at a nominal
crosshead speed of O.OS mmlmin, producing a strain rate
beyond yield of about 0.016/min.

Acoustic emission signals were recnrded with a transient
recorder during tensile deformation of both powder- and ingotsource beryllium. The energy of the larger signals was calculated. The average energy of the larger AE signals in the peak
near yield from the poWder-source material was 0.2 x 10. 12
V2sec. This corresponds to an energy release of 80 pl. For the

rust and second AE peaks are plotted versus annealing temperature in Figs. Sand 6. The height of the peak near yield
increases strongly (expressed either as event rate or rms volt5

4.

The results reported here provide additional support for the
mechanisms postulated previously (Heiple and Adams, 1976)
for the origin of AE peaks produced during deformation of
beryllium. The ftrst peak, near yield, arises from the generation
and nearly simultaneous motion of groups of dislocations. This
type of dislocation motion was proposed by Hahn (1962) as a
possible mechanism for yield points in metals. Measurements
by Floyd (1974) indicated that the yield point in beryllium
probably arises from this mechanism. The generation of neW
dislocations primarily increases the dislocatiOn density, so a
modest increase in internal friction near yield and the fU'St AE
peak is expected and was observed. Internal friction is proportional to dislocation density.
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For the generation and rapid motion of numerous new dislocations to occur, existing dislocations must be pinned.
Impurities in beryllium (primarily iron and aluminum) are
likely responsible for the pinning (Floyd, 1974). If many Il1Obile dislocations are created by prior cold work. then the ftrst
AE peak will not be observed until these dislocations are
pinned. Annealing cold-worked beryllium at temperatures
where impurity diffusion is known to occur resulted in reappearance of the first AE peak during subsequent deformation.
The height of the peak increued substantially with higher
annealing temperatures.
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Fig. 7 Boron particle fracture energy versus AE signal energy,
referred to trausducer output The point plotted with a + is from
a particle with a branching crack. (Heiple et aI., 1989)
ingot material, the largest signals averaged about 2 x 10,12
V2sec, corresponding to an energy release of 800 pl. These
values are in reasonable agreement with an earlier estimate
(Heiple and Carpenter. 1987) of 500 pl for the energy released
by thc source responsible for AE during deformation of powder
source beryllium. Thc carlier estimate used the bursting of
bubbles formed by reaction of a drop of dilute acid with the
tensile bar as a calibration source.

The second AE peak (near 1% plastic strain) was proposed
to originate from breakaway of dislocations from pins created
by the deformation process itself. Its height is unrelated to
impurity or inclusion content Both the number of deformation
twins and microcracks. and the strain dependence of their formation, are inconsistent with the observed AE.

The cnergy release measured here is also reasonable in
view of the postulated diSlocation AE source. Tetelman (1972)
calculated the energy released, AEg. by yielding one cubical
grain of side d by moving n dislocations across the grain with a
driving shear stress 'to His expression was

The primary effect of 8 dislocation breakaway process is to
increase the average dislocation loop length. A substantial
increue in internal friction is expected from breakaway, since
the damping depends on the fourth power of the average loop
length. A large increase in damping wu measured at the location the the second AE peaIc near 1% plastic strain. The second
peat is weU-developed on reloading after only a 3S0·C anneal
foUowing cold work. The height of the peat does DOt increase
with higher annealing temperatures, although the highest
annealing temperature tested was well below the recrystallization temperature. The behavior (following cold work and
annealing) of the second peak is not consistent with its being
associated with impurities, inclusion fracture, or decohesion of
inclusions. While the nature of the deformation-produced dislocation pins is DOt known, they may be unique to beryllium
since this type of AE peak has not, to our knowledge, been
observed iD apy other material.

The dislocation density in the poWder-source beryllium
was about 5 x 1012/m2 (Carr, 1977), the Burgers vector b is 2.3
X 10. 10 m, and the stress at the ftrst AE peak was about 200
MPa. If all the dislocations within a cube of side d are presumed
to move at once, then a cube 4 J1D1 on a side is required to
produce ID energy release of 80 pl. Since the average grain size
in the poWder-source beryllium was 19 J1m, nearly simultaneous
yielding of only a small portion of an average grain is required
to prodUce the largcr evcnts. The quantity of simultaneous
dislocation motion required is therefore physically plausible.
The energy released to produce the larger events in the ingotsource beryllium was larger than in the powder-source material.
Assuming a comparable dislocation density, and using the
lower yield stress in ingot beryllium, the calculated yielding
volume was a cube 6.5 J1m on a side. The grain size in the
ingot-source beryllium was 35 J1D1, so the fraction of a grain
which yields to produce the larger events is similer for both
materials.

The energy released by the mechanism(s) responsible for
the larger AE events in beryllium wu estimated to be 80 pJ for
powder-source and 800 pl for ingot-source beryllium. This cor·
responds to the energy release from yieldiog a smaH fraction of
an average grain. The estimated energy release is therefore
physically reasonable and consistent with a dislocation mech·
anism.
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Optimal Waveform Feature Selection Using a PseudoSimilarity Method
K. J. Siddiqui, Y.-H. Liu, D. R. Hay and C. Y. Suen
of features and the choice of a pattern classification algorithm.
It is observed that for the same class of problems with almost
similar characteristics of the data, no two researchers have
applied the same feature set This leads to a conclusion that an
abundance of information is available in a pauem from which
the method-dependent information useful for classification can
be extracted. Once the discriminatory features are known, any
suitable classification algorithm can be used for categorizatioo. To explain clearly the methodology developed in this
paper, the problem of extracting and selecting the waveform
parameters is considered as a lest case.

Abstract
Feature extraction and selection have been a recurring
issue in pattern recognition problems. This paper addresses the
issue from a different perspective. Without assuming any
particular classification algorithm, it suggests that one should
fust extract as much information in the form of features as
conveniently possible in several pattern-information domains
and then apply the proposed algorithm called the pseudosimilarity method to select a significantly smaller and optimal
feature subset. The pseudo-similarity method is formally
described and is successfully applied to a waveform classification problem. The features selected by the algorithm have
been used to classify ten signal classes and produced a very
encouraging recognition performance of 85.5% on 200 samples. Computationally inexpensive, this method is particularly
useful for problems with large data set The method further
reduces the need for a careful feature determination problem,
which a system designer usually encounters during the initial
phase in the design of a pattern classifier.

Previous work on feature extraction and selection is reviewed in Sec. 2, while Sec. 3 outlines the feature extractiont
selection problem. Section 4 provides the details of the data
tested by our algorithm. Section 5 describes method for the
feature measurement The next two sections discuss mathematical model for measurement normalization and the selection of
features, and a description of the method of selecting an optimal feature subset by applying the model. The selected feature
subset is then successfully applied to the classification of 200
waveform patterns and the results are presented in Sec. 8.
Section 9 concludes the objectives of the experiments cooducted in this research.

1. Introduction
Generally a pattern recognition (PR) problem is considered as a group of several subproblems. Fu and Min (1968) considered a PR problem as a group of two subproblems, namely,
feature extraction and classification. A basic issue in most of
the PR approaches is to determine and measure the discriminatory features useful for classification. Although significant
progress has been made on general classification approaches,
research in feature extraction and selection has produced relatively little progress on general techniques and results.
Selection of features that contain the most discriminatory
information is important because the cost of pattern classification is directly related to the number of features used in the
decision rules. ThUS, when the complexity of the problem
increases in real-Ufe applications, it becomes particularly
important to adopt methods that bring efficiency to both the
design of the feature extraction and selection algorithm, and
the classification method.

2. Review
The problem of selecting a highly discriminatory subset
of features has been approached in many ways. Most of the
earlier works on feature selection for automatic pattern
classifiers are based on the choice of the classification scheme
the designer had in mind. Another assumption that has been
used is that the distribution of the data is either Gaussian or
nearly so. Unfortunately in many applications the distribution
of data deviates significantly from Gaussian. 10 addition the
designer's biases may affect the performance of the classifier.
The feature selection techniques developed in the past may
be divided into five categories: a) statistical, b) information
theoretic, c) transformational, d) stepwise (incremental), or e)
structural.

The objective of this paper is to develop a general
methodology for feature extraction and selection that is independent of a designer's subjective biases both in the selection

a) Statistical Methods
In the statistical feature category, stepwise multiple
regression was one of the rust techniques examined (Nagy,
1968). In this method a candidate feature is admitted to the feature set if the incremental increase in the Mahalanobis J>2
(Mahalanobis, 1936) measure satisfies a statistical test of significance. The Mahalanobis 02 measure is the squared distance
between the means of two classes normalized by combined
covariance matrices (Anderson, 1958). A number of other statistical distance andlor similarity criteria have been used by
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others (Rounds, 1980; Suen. 1982; Wang and Suen, 1984).
Other statistical teehniques include examination of correlations
between pairs of features (Rao, 1967), eigenvector analysis
(known also as the Karhunen-Loeve expansion and principal
components analysis) (Chien and Fu, 1968). Several other
techniques involve the computation of the statistical measures
of central tendency and dispersion/Variation, simple regional
counting schemes or n-tuple methods (Suen, 1982; Talmon,
1986).

rules. The primitive structural parts are perceptually higher
level objects than scalar numeric measurements.
In practice, the structural approach involves a set of independent processes:
1) identification and extraction of primitives;
2) identification of relationships to be defined among
primitives;
3) recognition of allowable structures in terms of the
primitives; and
4) the relationships among them.
A number of structural methods have been reported in (Fu,
1982; Pavlidis, 1977).

Generally the statistical property selection techniques
possess disadvantages that limit their utility in pattern classification problems. For example, stepwise multiple regression
and the [)1 criterion schemes require the joint probability density function to be unimodal.

To design a pattern classifier using structural features
requires a syntactic approach whereas any parametric classification algorithm such as Bayesian classifier, or nonparametric
classification algorithm such as minimum distance classifier
can be used with other kinds of features discussed above. In the
following sections the word feature will refer to a numerical feature in any of the categories (a) through (d).

b) Information Theoretic Methods
The second category of feature selection techniques, the
information theoretic approach, includes those schemes that
jUdge the utility of a feature set based on one of two commonly
used figures of merit: entropy or divergence (Tou and Heydoren,
1967). Entropy is a measure of the spread of the samples of
each class in the feature space. The entropy is zero if all members of a class have the same vector representation. Divergence
(Kullback, 1959; Lewis. 1962) is a measure of the distance or
differences between pairs of class probability densities in the
feature space.

3. Feature Extraction/Selection Problem
The word feature denotes an entity that is derived from
some initial measurements. This implies that somehow one
knows what initial measurements should be made (Kanal,
1974). Feature extraction and selection consist of the extraction of significant features from a background of redundant
details. and can have a variety of goals.

One of the disadvantages of both figures of merit is the
amount of computation required to evaluate them. Another disadvantage is that neither of them is a direct measure of the
overall probability of error.

If the goal is to classify patterns then the primary task
would be that of extracting from the pattern the information
that is most relevant to the discrimination process. There is no
established theory yet to decide what ItiDd of features to detect
for the recognition of a given set of patterns. Usually, a system
designer determines the pattern features using his instinct.
experience, understanding of the problem, performance criterion of the system, amount of data. etc.

c) Transformational Methods
In these methods features extracted using any of the statistical or decision theoretic methods are transformed into another
set of linearly independent features. These techniques attempt
to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space by creating
new features that are linear combinations of the original measurements (Chien and Fu, 1968; Wu and Stark, 1986). The
problem with these teehniques is the excessive computational
cosL Other problems with these methods are inherited with the
statistical or decision theoretic teehniques one selects to use.

The difficulty in deciding the goodness of pattern measurements increases as the complexity of the patterns and the
size of the problem increase. In fact, the feature selection process is vague. One cannot precisely define what Idnds of features are essential. and what is a precise and reliable process for
the extraction of these features. Apart from the difficulty in
defining the features, misrecognition is another usual issue
with PR systems. For a practical PR system, one would expect
such a system can:

d) Stepwise (Incremental) Methods
The procedures of stepwise analysis and dynamic programming have also been applied to the feature selection problem (Foroutan and Sklansky. 1987; Fu et at.. 1967; Fu and
Min, 1968). Stepwise analysis is designed to make decisions
using the smallest possible number of features (Fu and Min,
1968; Mucciardi and Gose. 1971). Dynamic programming
(Chang, 1973) has been used to select the optimal subset of
features as a function of the measurement cosL These methods
are comparatively more efficient since they avoid exhaustive
enumeration. However, they offer no guarantee that the selected
subset yields the best value of the criterion among aU subsets
of size m (Narendra and Fukunaga, 1976).

I) recognize patterns or objects correctly regardless of the
presence of noise.
2) recognize patterns regardless ot the size ot the problem,
3) identify pattern classes even if there are liale interclass variations. and
4) recognize objects from a given class even when there
are significant intra-<:Iass variations within that class.
In this paper we consider the fU'St three objectives to select an
optimal feature set to design a prototype classification system.
The fourth objective is the subject of future integrations in the
system.

e) SlrUcturai Methods
Linguistic approaches view patterns as complexes of
primitive slrUctural elements, usually called primitives. The
relationships among the primitives are defmed using syntactic
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tion is to transform a pattern (waveform) into another domain.
The phases of signal acquisition, their processing for noise
elimination and the methods developed for feature extraction
have already been described in (Hay et aI., 1988). Other
components, which include feature extraction instrumentation,
optimal feature selection and pattern Classification, are the
subject of this paper.

To design a system that overcomes the difficulties
described above and considers the objectives mentioned above.
we propose a new feature selection scheme. This scheme examines the input data very thoroughly and extracts. within practical norms, whatever specific knowledge is available. and then
selects all those measurements that could possibly provide
valuable discrimination information. Operating under this
scheme, the system exhibits a highly unbiased and automatic
capability of feature extraction and selection.

4. The Waveform Pattern Data
Ultrasonic signals were applied to mild steel bars of 12.7

This approach leads to another recurring problem, that is
usually called the curse of dimensionality in PR (Duda and Hart,
1973). The classification techniques that are analytically or
computationally manageable in low dimensional spaces can
become completely impractical in a space of 50 or more dimensions (Duda and Hart, 1973). Objectively, it is reasonable to
believe that only a small number of potentially discriminatory
features may be present in the larger feature space, which may
be carrying most of the information relevant to the decision
making (classification) process. Many other features may be
providing little gain or may in fact be degrading the decision
making process. It is very difficult to distinguish between more
meaningful and less meaningful features. Primarily, the
problem is how to reduce automatically the dimensionality of a
larse feature space without greatly affecting the performance of
the classifier. Such a reduction of feature dimensionality would
yield both economies in the cost of processing many features
and limiting the designer's biases in the feature selection
process. Furthermore, an unbiased removal of redundant and
irrelevant features can increase the reliability of the classifier
and an automatic problem independent feature subset (optimal)
selection scheme can bring robust and good classification
reSUlts.

mm (0.5 in.) thick and 25.4 mm (1.0 in.) wide, in which the
slots of different depth and length were artificially machined to
simulate varying degrees of wall erosion. A total of nine Oaws
were introduced into the bars to simulate varying degrees of
thinning, in Oaws of different lengths. In addition, to acquire
signals representative of no Oaw condition, an unOawed bar
was also tested. The dimensions of each slot machined into the
bar and their corresponding flaw names are showu in Table I. A
micro-computer controlled acousto-ultrasonic data acquisition
system ARIUS (Lacasse et aI., 1985; Matthews et aI.• 1989)
was then used to acquire, digitize, process and store the signals.
Ultrasonic signals were introduced into the bars. The ultrasonic
pulser and acoustic emission transducer were positioned on
either side of the flaw in such a way that both of them were
equidistant from the Oaw and the total distance between them
was 38 cm (15 in.).
The ARIUS system drove a 2.25 MHz ultrasonic signal
into the bar. The transmitted signal was detected using an AET's
(Acoustic Emission Technology) transducer model A2385L
3252. The signal was amplified with an AET preamplifier
model 140 to 40 dB gain and to a passband from 100 kHz to 2

MHz.
This objective solution leads to a panero measurement
system suggested in Fig. 1. Although the system has been
designed for waveform processing, the functionality of the
components is generic and can be applied, without much effort,
to many other PR problems. The system is comprised of three
basic components: the waveform acquisition, the feature
extraction, and the feature selection. Apart from these
components a transformation switch is added whose tunc-

The resulting acoustic signals were acquired and digitized
at 16 MHz using the equipment at the Tektrend International,
Inc, Montreal. A total of 400 data files were created, 40 for each
of the nine Oaw types and 40 for the Oawless bar as well. Each
data me consisted of 2048 data points. Four sample waveforms
representing four typical pattern classes are shown in Figs. 2a
through 2d.
TIME
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Fig. 1 Pattern measurement system.
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Fig. 2c A typical waveform representing a meme pattern (class
2). Vert. scale: 4.74 unit/diY, honz. scale: 12.8 J1s/div, data
width: 2048.

Fig. 2a A typical waveform from a flawless bar (class 10).
Vert. scale: 18.3 unit/div, honz. scale: 12.8 ~div, data width:
2048.
ladc03.dal

-..NI3.dal

Fig. 2d A typical waveform representing a smsh pattern (class
7). Vert. scale: 5.14 unit/div, honz. scale: 12.8 J1s/div, data
width: 2048.

Fig. 2b A typical waveform representing a lade pattern (class
6). Vert. scale: 25.8 unit/div, honz. scale: 12.8 J.lsJdiv, data
width: 2048.
Table 1 Defect Area Sizes and Their Identification
length
depth
0.25 !DID (0.01")
1.52 !DID (0.06")
3.18 mm (0.125")

76 mm (3")

3.

152 mm (6") 228 mm (9")

smsh (7)
mesh (1)
smme (8)
meme(2)
mede (3)
smde (9)
no flaw (10)

4.
5.
6.

lash (4)
lame (5)
lade (6)

The choice of features is usually broad and so their
selection is often affected by the system designer's biases and
discretions. To minimize the effect of such bias, different
parameters in the time domain as well in other transformed
domains are selected as features. Besides statistical parameters
such as mean, standard deviation or higher order moments,
absolute quantities such as maximum amplitude, impulse area or
energy, waveform features such as impulse sum, were also
determined. Shape factors, which describe the waveforms
through intervals, are also included. Through a transformation
of domains, new features are obtained, which may be more
significant..

5. Pattern Measurements on Waveforms
From a preprocessed signal, many waveforms in other
domains can be generated to accumulate maximum information
from the data. This can be done by using suitable
transformations, since they make certain information more
readily accessible in a particular mapping space. Allhough
there are many transformation techniques available in the field
of signal processing and information theory, the Fourier
transformation has been used extensively (Steams and David,
1988). The signals, their transformations and their derived
functions such as the spectrum, the correlation function or
cepstnlm. can all be additionally processed. This study includes
the following transformations:
1.
2.

Power SpeclrUm: using the sum of the squared real and
imaginary components of the Fourier transform.
Autocorrelation: using inverse Fourier transform of
the power spectrum.
Phase: using phase of the Fourier transform.
Cepstrum: using a Fourier transform of the logarithm
of the power spectrum.

Tilis scheme conceivably captures many features among
which only a few may be needed. The few, which will be most
suitable for classification, hopefully, will be present in the
larger set. Thus the feature extraction process essentially
measures all the above stated features in six domains described
earlier. Table 2 lists the generic features. Exll(;t nature and the
characteristics of these features are listed elsewhere (Hay et aI.,
1988).

Time waveform: using input time waveform (raw time
vs. amplitude signals).
Frequency Waveform: Fourier transform of the time
waveform.
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Table 2 Analytical Features Used

Statistical
mean.
standard deviation.
higher order moments.

Waveform
impulse sum
in different data
windows.

Geometrical
peak location.
rise time.

fall time.
rise slope.
fall slope.
half slope.
pulse location.

We refer to the classes of pattern as WI. Wz, .... wD• Let xit
denote the set of sample patterns of class wit . Each set xit
consists of Nit q-dimensional feature vectors. Denote a feature
vector of the i-th pattern by Xi (xn, xi2..... Xjq)T. where T
indicates the transpose. Each component Xlj of the feature
vector is called a feature element and each element is a real
number.

For a p feature selection process. p S q. we select a pfeature subset

OJ

FI

From a p feature selection process. we obtain a sample
mean of p features

zljIt ..

Mi = (nil' n12' .... nlq)T where
I { mJ ifzJ e F I
nj'"
o otherwise
for j = 1.2..... q and ID.i is the j-th element of M.

sit
where Zijk is the transformed value of the i-th feature for the j-th
pattern of the k-th class. Xijk is the original value of the i-th
feature for the j·th pattern of the k-th class. x.1t is the mean of
the i-th feature over the whole training set, and sit is the
standard deviation of Xik over the whole set of pattern class k.
The sample mean is considered to be the representative of each
pattern class. Thus, only the means of each pattern class were
used to select an optimal feature seL

There are
q!
( q)
P "'p!(q-p)!
number of Mi'S. Let
Q = { MI: i = 1.2..... q!lp!(q - p)!}.
It is clear that for each Mit there exists an FI which corresponds
to iL

The feature subset selection problem can be viewed as an
optimization (optimal selection) problem where the objective
is to muimire the interclass variation so that the patterns are
as distinguishable as possible. The interclass variation is evaluated by computing the variance or the class dissimilarity.
However. this distinction should be possible with a significantly smaller feature subset In this selection process. we
selected p features. where p « q. This p is selected according to
the need and the nature of problem. These p features are those
that maximize the discrimination among the pattern classes.

Among all Ml's in Q. a fea~ Flo' is said to be the best p
feature subset of F. if the corresponding Mig satisfies the
follOWing:
T-4

T-4

M'oS M'o~MIS MI. forallM I e Q.
It is clear that S-I is positive definite. since S is assumed
positive definite.

Let Xi .. (Xu. X21..... Xqi)T ~ O. i .. 1. 2, ..., n. be a sample
pattern with q features (i .e.• the j-th component corresponds to
the j-th feature for all j "" I, 2, .... V. and belong to pattern
class i. The mean M over all the classes is:

7. Optimal Feature Subset Selection
In order to select the best p feature subset of F. we consider the
fonowing mathematical model:

±xl
n

(P)

T

.. (ml'm1...·• m'l).
The overall unbiased patterns variance-covariance matrix is S ..
( Slj )qllq' where

slj"

Z",: k '" 1.2, .... p, i j < ilt if j < k }

.. {

from a q-fealure set F .. { Zi: i '" I. 2, .... q }. This is equivalent to discarding q - p features from the subset F \ Fp•

Each pattern measurement varies both in unit of measurement and the range of magnitude from pattern to pattern. These
inhomogeneities within a pattern class were eliminated using
the classical Z scalingi. i.e.• by computing
(Xijk - X lie)

I_I

Sbape
amplitude.
area,
weighted area,
energy.
pUlse width,
peak width.

classes and it is symmetric. and without loss of generality we
may assume it is positive definite. Each column. SI (or row, Si)
of S corresponds to one component IDj of M. or precisely. one
feature in the q-feature seL

6. Feature Subset Selection Model

M ...

Absolute
skewness.
kurtosis.
no. of peaks.
full pulse,
half pulse.

••

T -4

Maxuwzc MIS MI'

sUbjectto M len.
It is clear. Mi '" MZ. where Z is a q II q diagonal matrix.
components of which are

r.. (x 1J - mJ(xtJ-mliJ!(n-l)

I

I ifnJ",mJ
zJ" {

j-l

It is clear that S is a dissimilarity measure between the pattern
13

I

OifnJ"'O

Thcn, by thc construction of n, to solvc thc abovc program (P)
is equivalcnt to solving the following quadratic program (QP):
Maximize MZS-IZM
(QP)
subject to

t

j

Zt

a

based on bow many nearby samples are also members of that
class (Hay et al•• 1984).
Thus using the optimal featuR set obtained through the
optimization methocl proposed in the pRvious sections the
KNN pauem classifier was trained on the design data seL Table
4 sullllDlUizcs the Rcognition performance on diffeRnt pattern
classes. This table is a confusion table. which is a usual
practice in Rporting recognition worts. The trained classifier
was applied on the testing data seL Table 5 summarizes the
Rcognition Rsults obtained. As seen from Tables 4 and 5,
signal classification results have been significantly impressive. To investigate the performance of the optimal feature set
as opposed to that of complete set, the same pattern classifier
was applied using all 108 features. As seen from Table 6, this
has Rsulted in a very poor performance of 56%.

p and Zig 0 or 1.

.1

After simplication, the foUowing integer linear program (lLP)
is obtained. which is equivalent to (QP).
(UP) Maximize

±±slJm~zl+2
'f
± slJmlmJt lJ
I j
1-lj-1+1
subjectlo

t,ZI

a

p

1-\

ZI
ZI'

+

ZJ - t lj

", 1

til'" 0 or 1 foralliandj,and i~j.

9. Discussion and

Using optimization software (e.g., LINDO, GAMS,
...ele.). one can obtain the optimal solution
a (
z·2' ....
Z. q)' If z·j '" 1. the i-th feature is selected, otherwise it is discarded. The optimal set of features selected are shown in Table

Z· Z·.,

Conclusion

Using the optimal feature set, we designed a pattern
classification system. The recognition performance shown in
Tables 4 and 5 indicates that the objectives fOt a flexible PR
system we established in Sec. 3 have been closely meL The
system achieved a reasonable recognition performance of
85.5% in identifying the flaw depths in flaws of 76, 152, and
228 mm in length. This provides some cliRetions for future
experiments. For example, the recognition performance on
diffeRnt types of flaws could provide information for future
instrumentation such as the relation between the flaw length
and the distance between the pulser and the probe. At present,
we use only the hierarchical KNN classifier. Other classifiers
such as a tree classifier with optimal features and an appropriate
classifier at each node may provide better results. The results
using the entire feature set are very poor. The higher performance that RSulted from the optimal feature set supports the
claim that the feature selection process can be automated and
human biases can be reduced. Another advantage of the algorithms is that it selects the optimal feature set in combination
and thus overcomes a major limitation, whi<:h the algorithms
such as stepwise discriminant analysis pose. The overall
scheme presented provides an automatic design tool for
knowledge acquisition and its optimal selection and thus has a
potential use in designing knowledge based and expert
systems.

3.
8. Waveform Classlrlcatlon Using Optimal Feature
Set
USiDg the optimal feature set a pattero classificatioD
experiment was conducted. A lo-class pattern <:iassification
problem using 400 waveform samples Rpresenting 10 different
dcfect classes was designed to fmd the effectiveness of the
optimal feature set selected iD the pRvious section. The
samplcs in each 10 of a pattern class were repRsented by 108
feature sel Thus q was equal to 108 and using the information
theoretic ratio of number of features to number of pattern
classes (Kanal, 1974) we evaluated p to be equal to 10 (see
Table 3). The available data set of 400 samples WeR arbitrarily
divided into two equal sets of 200 patterns. These two data
subsets were then referred to as the design pattero set and the
testing pattern seL The well known k-neaRst neighbor (KNN)
method based on class-similarity hierarchy (Siddiqui, 1988).
with k = 3. was selected as a classification algorithm. KNN
classification methocl is usually considered appropriate in the
situations when a large degree of overlap between classes is
found. This method assigns an unknown pattern to a class

Table 3 Optimal FeatuRs Selected by the Pseudo-Similarity Algorithm
Domain
FeatuR Description
Time

1

2
3

4

5
6
7
8

x

number of peaks above signal base line
number of peaks above 10% maximum
signal amplitude
number of peaks above 25% muimum
signal amplitude
second largest peak position
% of total area under largest peak
% of partial power in the ftnt oc:tant
% of partial power in the fourth oc:tant
" of partial power in the eighth oc:tanl

Power of Spectrum

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
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Table 4 Classification Results on Design Set Using Optimal Features·

\
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
20

2

3

4

5

6

7

19

8

9

10

Total Correct
20
19
20
20
20
20
20
20

20

20

1
20
20
20
20
20
20

18

18

2

Recognition
100
95
100
100
100
100
100
100
90
100

~

Number of pattern correctly classified = 197.
Overall percentage '" 98.5~
• The rows represent the input pattern class and the column represents the output pattern class.

Table 5 ClassifICation Results on Testing Set Using Optimal Feature Set·
1
1
2

2

3

18

4
2

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

3

3

17

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

20
7

2

11

2

4

14
20

1

19
19
7

13

Total Correct
18
20
17
20
11
14
20
19
19
13

Recognition
90
100
85
100
55
70
100
95
95
65

~

Number of pattern correctly classified '" 171
Overall percentage '" 85.5~
• The rows represent the input pattern class and the column represents the output pattern class.

Table 6 Classification on Training Set Using AU 108 Features.
1
2

1
16

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
3
2
1
2

2

3

6
1

2
14
3

16

1

1

4
1

1

1

6

7

2

1

2

5

11
1
1
2
1

8
7
3

3
1
10
1
1
1

7
5
10
3
1

9
3
2

2
2
3
12
1

10
1
2
5
4
17

Total Correct
16
6
14
16
11
0
10
10
12
17

Recognition
80
30
70
80
55
0
50
50
60
85

Total number of pattern correctly classified '" 112
Overall pen:eDll!&e .. S6CJ1o
• The rows represent the input pattern class and the column represents the output pattern class.
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The Effect of Same-Side and Through-Thickness
Transmission Modes on Signal Propagation in Wood
Richard L. Lemaster and Stephen L. Quarles
through wood. The anisotropic (orlhotropic) nature of wood
cau lead to complicated propagation pathways, which can lead
to misinterpreting the received signals. In order for this technique to realize its fun potential, the effect of physical aud
structural properties on signal propagation in wood must be
understood. While this study investigated only the acoustoultrasonic technique, the results should also provide a better
understanding for the AE technique as applied to wood.

Abstract
Acousto-ullrasonic (AU) techniques have seen increased
usage in the evaluation of wood and wood composites. What is
needed before these techniques can reach their full potential is a
thorough understanding of how the wood material itself affects
the AU signal. This study investigated the influence of wood
structure and physical properties on the propagation of acoustic signals in wood as a function of either through-thickness or
same-side transmission modes. Four species of wood were used.
The two softwood species (ponderosa pine and white ftr) both
exhibit abrupt transitions between the earlywood and latewood
bands. In addition to the two softwood species, a ring-porous
hardwood species (California black oak) and a diffuse porous
hardwood species (madrone) were used.

The overall objective of this research was to investigate
the differences in signal propagation in same-side and throughthickness transmission modes. The specific objective encompassing both transmission modes was to determine the effect of
physical and structural properties on the propagation of acoustic waves.

2. Experimental

Small specimens were prepared and pulsed in both transmission modes on both the radial and tangential transverse surfaces. Through-transmission mode specimens were also pulsed
in the longitudinal direction.

2.1 Materials

Four species of wood were used. The two softwood species
were ponderosa pine (PinIIs ponderosa) and white fir (Abies
cOMolor). Both of these species exhibit an abrupt transition
between earlywood and latewood. The nominal specific gravity
(swollen volume basis) for ponderosa pine and white fir were
0.40 and 0.39, respectively. The two hardwood species were
California black oak (QuerCIlS kellogg;i) and madrone (Arbutus
menziesi;). California black oak is ring-porous and madrone is
diffuse porous. The nominal specific gravity for oak and
madronc were 0.49 and 0.65, respectively. Representative
micrographs of the 20 mm x 20 mm sample material are shown
in Fig. l.

The results showed a definite species effecl The results
also showed that differences in the structural properties as
related to the internal geometry and the surface characteristics
of the samples accounted for more of this species effect than
the differences in the gross physical properties (specific gravity, porosity and moisture content). Overall, the throughthickness mode would be the technique of choice for defect
detection because there was much less variability between clear
specimens of the same species and pulsing surfaces.

1. Introduction
Nondestructive evaluation procedures for wood and wood
components using acousto-ultrasonic (AU) techniques have
seen increased usage recently. Previous investigations have
demonstrated the feasibility of using the technique to detect and
measure defects in solid wood such as knots, holes, splits and
checks (Lemaster and Dornfeld. 1987; Michalski, 1983). It has
also been reported that AU techniques showed promise for predicting the dimensional stability of wood fiber hardboard (dos
Reis and McFarland, 1986) as wen as monitoring glueline curing (Beall. 1987). AU techniques utilized to date have used both
through-thickness and same-side transmission modes.

All specimens were initially flatsawn and carefully
machined to 20 x 20 x 50 mm in the longitudinal direction for
the same-side transmission mode. For testing in the throughtransmission mode the specimens were remachined to 20 x 20 x
40 Mm. The rationale behind this was to duplicate the distance
betweeD the transducers in the same-side and in the longitudinal
direction in the through-thickness mode (see Fig. 2). Five
specimens per species group were used. These SpecimeDS were
randomly selected from several sample boards within a given
species group.
2.2 Equipmenl

While showing the potential of AU techniques, these studies have not investigated the influence of wood structure
and physical properties on the propagation of acoustic signals

The input signal was supplied by a signal generator coupled to a laboratory built signal pulser. The spike-pUlse signal
had an amplitude of approximately 250 V with a replication
frequency of 500 Hz and was sent to a 110 kHz resonant frequency transducer. A 175 kHz resonant frequency transducer was
used as a receiver. Previous work indicated that this combi-
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are affilil1ted with University of California Forest Products Laboratory,
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(a) Ponderosa pine

(b) California black oak

(c) Madrone

(d) While fit

Fig. 1 Diagram of the 20 mm x 20 mm wood species used in the study.

SAME-SIDE
TRANSMISSION
PULSER
RECEIVER

nation maximized the rms voltage signal in wood material
(Qasick et al., 1987). Both pulsing and receiving transducers
were coupled to conical steel waveguides which were tapered
from a diameter of 15 to 10 mm with a 60° angle of taper. A 2
mm thick piece of black neoprene rubber was used as a couplant
between each waveguide and the wood. A standard AET SC6
resin couplant was used to couple the transducers to the waveguides. An AET 204B was used to amplify and filler the received
signal. For the same-side transmission mode a total gain of 90
dB was used. For the through-transmission mode, a gain of 80
dB was used. A 115 to 250 kHz bandpass filter was used for
both transmission modes.

THROUGH-THICKNESS
TRANSMISSION
PULSER

LllI~"~

I

After the signal was amplified it was sent to an Analog
Device lrUe-rms voltage chip, and the rms voltage was then
displayed on a digital voltmeler. The separate true rms voltage
chip was used since it had a 25 ms response time, which was
considerably faster than that available on the AET 204B. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.

RECEIVER
Fig. 2 Specimen dimensions for same-side and through-thickness transmission tests.
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup used in testing (same-side transmission mode shown).
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Fig. 5 The relationship between rms voltage averaged over all
specimens and replications within a given species group and
pulsing surface. a) Through-thickness transmission (top).
b) Same-side transmission (bottom).

Fig. 4 Notation used for designating testing surfaces.

2.3 Testing
All specimens (4 species x 5 replications per species) were
equilibrated to 21DC (70 DF), 65% relative hUmidity, before
testing. All testiog was conducted in the envirooment room
where the specimens were equilibraled.

Analysis of variance procedures showed that, for both
transmission modes, the four spe(;ies fell into three significantly different groups. For the through-thickness transmission mode, the softwoods, ponderosa pine and white far, comprised one group. For the same-side mode ponderosa pine and
Califomia black oak comprised one group. These results were
based on the average rms voltage for each species, and a significance level of 0.05.

Testing was conducted on each surface. Rms voltage was
recorded as a measure of signal strength. The notation used to
designate each surface is shown in Fig. 4. Each measurement
was replicated five times, giving a total of 20 measurements
per specimen (4 surfaces x 5 replications per side). The rms
voltage signal was recorded after pulsing for 10 s.

Analysis of variance was conducled to determine if there
were significant differences between pulsing/receiving surfaces
both within a given species as well as when all species measurements were combined. Table 1 shows that there were significant differences between all five pulsing/receiving surfaces for
the same-side transmission mode. Table 2 shows that when all
the species were combined for the through-thickness mode,
there were significant differences between the longitUdinal,
radial and tangential pulsing/receiving directions. The results
were similar for each species group though the differences were
not as distinct and consistent between the radial and tangential
directions. Specific reasons for these differences will be discussed in subsequent sections.

3. Results and DIscussion
The relationship between the average rms voltage signal
for each pUlsing direction and each species group is shown in
Fig. 5. Figure 5a showed that the received signal for the
through-thickness transmission mode was much less dependent
on the pUlsing dire(;tion than for the same-side transmission
mode. There was also a more consistent relationship between
the different species for the through-thickness transmission
mode. Figure 5b showed no apparent relationship between
species or pulsing surface for the same-side transmission mode.
The received signal may therefore be dependent on properties
or features that were associated with, or unique to, a given
species and the pUlsing/receiving surface. The differences
between species were most obvious when comparing white far
with the other species.

3.1 Ellect 0/ Physi&al Properties

Measured physical properties included specific gravity
(oven-dry volume and volume at test), porosity. and two mea19

Table 1 Results of analysis of variance for same-side transmission mode showing statistical differences between pUlsing
directions between species. Statistical differences (experiment-wise a = 0.05) are indicated by discontinuous underlining.
a) Ponderosa pine

TIR-P

RLT.roNCAYE

RLT.ffiNYEX

b) White flf
RLT-CONCAYE

RLT-CQNVEX

DAD

IlJt:D

RLT.(DNCAVE

RLT.(DN\'EX

UR-B

ll.B..:.n

D..B:B.

l1.B.:Jl
c) California black oak
d) Madrone
e) All species
Longitudinal

RLT-CQNCAYE

RLT.(DNYEX

ll.R:B.

RLT.(;()N\IEX

ll.B..:.n

RLT-CQNCAVE

Table 2 Results of analysis of variance for through-thickness transmission mode showing statistical differences
between pulsing directions between species. Statistical differences (experiment-wise a = 0.05) are indicated by
discontinuous underlining.
a) Ponderosa pine
Longitudinal

RLT{DNCAYE

RLT.(;QNYEX

n.R-B

TI.R-P

RLT£ONYEX

RLT-CQNCAVE

TI.R-P

TI.R:B.

RLT-CQNCAVE

RLT£ONYEX

llR-D

UR-B

Longitudinal

RLT-CQNCAVE

RLT-coN\'EX

11.R-D

11.R-B

Longitudinal

RLT-CQNCAYE

RLT.(;QNYEX

llR-P

UR-B

b) White flf
Longitudinal
c) California black oak
Longitudinal
d) Madrone
e) All species

sures of moisture content (mass of water/oven-dry mass, and
mass of moisture/unit volume).

madrone, which showed very little variability between specimens, which was probably due to the homogeneity of madrone
compared to the other species tested. For the same-side tr8Dsmission mode no trend was observed.

The initial hypothesis was that between-species differences in physical properties would have a significant effect on
signal propagation, and that a prior knOWledge of these properties would aid in predicting signal strength as measured by
ems voltage. For both tr8Dsmission modes the measured physical properties did not have a significant effect on signal propagation. To determine if structural properties were important,
selected gross anatomical properties for each species were
quantified and analyzed.

Multiple regression lec:hniques were used to determine the
relationship between the ems voltage of the received signal
(dependent variable), and several measured independent variables, given in Table 3, which appeared to influence the
magnitude of the received signal. Wherever possible the variables were physically measured (i.e., distance and angles). AU
other variables were represented by binary code (e.g., 1 represented a concave interface, 0 represented a convex interface).
Since the inctependent variables for the RLT-CONCAVE and
RLT-CONVEX surfaces were generally different from those used
for the TLR-B and TLR-D surfaces, each of these sets were
analyzed separately.

32 Effect ofStructural Properties

The ems voltage of the received signal for all specimens
are shown in Figs. 6 to 9. In each case, there was no statistical
difference between the five replications for each specimen
within a given species. Consequently the figures were constructed using values which were averaged over a given surface.
As seen in Figs. 6a - 9a for the throUgh-thickness transmission
mode, the tangential direction exhibited the least amount of
within species variability, followed by the longitudinal direclion and then the radial direction. The only exception was

The results of the regression analysis for pooderosa pine,
white fir and California black oak are listed in Table 4.
Madrone was not analyzed due to the diffiCUlty in quantifying
its structural properties (it is a high density, diffuse porous
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transmission (left). b) Same-side transmission (right),
not quantified as to size or orientation but were just listed as
hardwood and is therefore more homogeneous than the other
either the presence or the absence of a defect All knots were
species investigated in this study). Results given in Table 4
less than 2 mm in diameter. The slope of grain was
showed that the gross anatomical properties had a smaller
consistently a significant parameter for both transmission
effect on the rms voltage signal in the through-thickness
modes in the radial direction (RLT-CONVEX. RLT-CONCAVE),
transmission mode than in the same-side transmission mode.
In California black oat. the presence of a vessel or ray adjacent
As expected, the minute knots found in the specimens had a
to the receiving transducer wu a significant addition to the
significant effect on the rms voltage output The knots were
regression model. but this was not the case for the pulsing
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transducer. This parameter could be restricted to oak due to Ihe
greater within growth ring density variation in ring-porous
species. The majority of vessels in ring-porous wood are
formed at the beginning of a growing sesson. This results in a
greater impedance mismatch wilhin growth rings than in other
species. This mismatch would cause greater signal loss across
Ihe specimen, and could cause additional attenuation when
coupling to vessel or ray surfaces.

A result of particular interest was observed for the sameside transmission mode. Ponderosa pine and Califomia black
oak were cut close enough to Ihe pith so that the growth rings
of the sample material had a measurable radius of curvature.
Regression analysis showed that pUlsing/receiving into a
concave or convex growth ring interface significantly
influenced the rms voltage of the signal, with the rms voltage
signal for the concave interface generally being greater than
the convex interface. The growth rings of the white fir
specimens were relatively nat (i.e., the radius of curvature was
very large), and the concavity and radius of curvature measures
were not significant additions to the final regression model.
The concavity of the growth rings did not have any effect on
the rms voltage output in the through-transmission mode.

WHITE FIR
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SPECIMEN5
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Table 3. Independent variables used in the multiple
regression analysis.
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Fig. 9 Rms voltage versus pulsing surface for each white fir
specimen averaged over all replications. a) Through-thickness
transmission (top). b) Same-side transmission (bottom).

Table 4 Regression analysis results for same-side (SS) and through-thickness (TT) transmission modes. Model
variables are described in Table 3. Surface 1 = RLT-CONVEX; 2 = TLR-B; 3 = RLT-CONCAVB; 4 = TLR-D.

Species

Surface
Combination

Ponderosa pine

1-3
2-4

0.90
0.06

0.44
0.00

White far

1-3
2-4

0.37
0.56

0.70
0.34

1-3
2-4

0.61
0.95

0.65
0.00

California
black oak

Significant Model Variables

Coefficient of
Determination
SS
Tf

Tf

S8
Concavity,

a.

~,

9

9

9, Defect

a

a, Defect

Pulsing/receiving
surface, Concavity, 9
Pulsing/receiving
surface, a, 9
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Distance, 9

Receiving surface,
9
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Fig. 10 Rms voltage versus curved interface type for the plastic specimens (Le., CC-175 = concave interface relative to the pulser
with a radius of curvature of 1.75 inches, CV::I convex interface). The error bars give 95% confidence intervals. a) Through-thickness
transmission (left). b) Same-side transmission (right).
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Fig. 11 RIDS voltage versus flat interface type for the plastic specimens (halves ::I 1 flat interface, Thirds :z 2 flat interfaces). The error
bars give 95% confidence intervals. a) Through-thickness transmission (left). b) Same-side transmission (right).
rms voltage for the 2S nun radius of curvature specimens were
about half of that of the adler two specimens.

In order to test the hypothesis that the concavity and
radius of curvature in the pulse direction could influence the
received signal, polyethylene specimens were made and tested.
These specimens were prepared with curved interfaces having a
radius of curvature of either 2S or 44 mm, as well as a flat,
"control" interface. Each interface was coupled using petroleum
jelly. The specimens were tested with the interface being both
concave up and concave down. As shown in Fig. 10, lite rms
voltage signal did not depend on the orientation of interface for
the through-transmission mode but did for the same-side mode.
There was also a smaller radius of curvature effect in lite
through-transmission mode as compared to the same-side transmission mode. No differences in rms voltage were observed for
the through-thickness transmission mode between the flat
Interface and lite interface with a 44 mm radius of curvature. The

A 2S nun radius of curvature is much more drastic than lItat
encountered in the wood specimens. The results did show that
even though testing in the through-thickness transmission
mode was much less sensitive to radius of curvature than the
same side transmission mode, radius of curvature was still a
parameter that must be conside~ when testing materials.
To furlber understand the effect of growth rings, polyethylene specimens were prepared with 0, I, 2 and 3 interfaces.
Again each interface was coupled willt petroleum jelly. These
results are shown in Fig. 11. The number of interfaces had a
signiflcant influence on the rms voltage of the propagated signal in the same-side mode. The results from lite through-lIticlt
23

ness IraDsmission mode showed that energy content might also
be dependent on the position of the interface relative to the
sensors.

University of California, Forest Products Laboratory Technical
Report No. 35.01.442, Progress Report No.1. Richmond, CA,
27 p.

4.

Conclusions

1.

In this study the variability of the received signal (rms
voltage) both between and within species was considerably less for the through-thickness transmission mode
compared to the same-side transmission mode. This would
indicate that whenever possible it would be desirable to
use the through-thickness AU technique when evaluating
wood for defects.

R.L Lemaster and D.A. Dornfeld (1987), "Preliminary investi·
gation of the feasibility of using 8COusto-uitrasonics to mea·
sure defects in lumber," J. Acoustic Emission, 6(3). 157-165.

2.

The results for the through-thickness transmission mode
showed a species effect between madrone, California black
oak and the softwood species (ponderosa pine and white
fir). The results for the same-side transmission mode,
though more variable. still exhibited a species effect.
Analysis of variance showed that the four species also fell
into three significantly different groups, with ponderosa
pine and California black oak comprising one group.
Therefore, from an application perspective, it would be
desirable to know the species that was being tested. This
is highly feasible since manufacturers usually use a limited
number of species.

3.

Gross physical properties did not adequately account for
differences in the AU signal between species. This would
indicate that the AU technique could not be used to detect
differences in physical properties. This fact, however,
would be considered an advantage from a defect detection
standpoint since in an industrial situation it is common to
have small differences in moisture content, specific gravity, and porosity between pieces of wood of the same
species. This would mean that these common differences
between pieces of wood would not affect the AU signal and
therefore would not mask the changes of the AU signal
caused by the presence of defects.

4.

Structural properties related to the internal geometry of the
sample and surface characteristics significantly influenced
the AU signal propagation. again affecting the same-side
transmission mode more. In addition. the results for the
through-thickness transmission mode tests showed that
pulsing in the tangential direction exhibited the least
amount of variability. followed by the longitudinal direction. The results showed that in order to obtain the most
information from an AU signal a manufacturer using this
technique should control or at least know the direction of
signal propagation in the wood. The variability caused by
pulsing an earlywood or laleWood band should average out
by sampling a larger area of wood than used in this study.

G.V. Michalski (1983), "An analysis of end check damage in
red oak boards in relation to acoustic emission count rate/stress
wave factor," M.S. Thesis (unpublished), Virginia Polytechnic
Inst. and St. Univ., Blacksburg. VA, 135 p.
H.LM. dos Reis and D.M. McFarland (1986), "On the &COustoultrasonic characterization of wood fiber hardboard," J.
Acoustic Emission, 5(2), 67-70.
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Defect Detection in Rolling Element Bearings by
Acoustic Emission Method
N. Tandon and B. C. Nakra
AE signal were used to detect defects at various loads and
speeds.

Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) technique has beeu used to detect
intentionally introduced defects of specified sizes in different
elements of ball bearings at various loads and speeds. Acoustic
emission counts and peak amplitude of the AE signal have been
measured for bearings with no defect and with defect. It is
shown that both these parameters can detect defect in the bearings but peak amplitude is a better parameter. Acoustic emission measurements have proved to be useful in deteetiDg defects
at low as wen as at normal speeds.

2. Experimental Setup
The bearing test rig used in the experiment is shown in Fig
lao It consists of a shaft (5) supported on two support bearings
(6). The rig is driven by a dc motor (I) through a fiexible coupling (2). The motor provides variable speeds from 100 to
1500 rpm. The test bearing (8) is mounted in its housing (7) at
the end of the shaft. Radial load can be applied to the test bearing by a lever arrangement as sbown in Fig. lb. The AE transducer is mounted in such a way that the measurements are made
in the zone of maximum load (Fig.lb). The lower portion of the
test bearing housing (7) is flat so that the housing and thus the
outer race is held fIXed by the load. Loads of 2010 100 kg were
applied to the test bearing. The test bearings used in this investigation are SKF 6002 with 15 JWD bore and static load rating
of 2.5 kN (255 kg). A cylindrical defect (simulating pits) was
introduced in either the raceway or ball of these bearings by
spark erosion. Defect diameters of 150, 250 and 500 JUD and
depths of 50, 100 and 150 J.lDl were introduced in the bearing
elements. Equal amount (approximately 0.35 g) of grease was
applied to each bearing. The bearings with outer race defect
were mounted in such a way that the defect was downwards in
the zone of maximum load.

1. Introduction
Machine condition monitoring is now getting considerable au.eotion since it helps in achieving greater plant availability, lower maintenance costs and better productivity and
safety. The proper functioning of a machine depends upon the
smooth performance of its various elements, i.e., gears, bearings, couplings, shafts, etc. Rolling element bearings are
often critical components of machines requiring the application of condition monitoring techniques. Several bearing fault
detection techniques such as vibration, noise, shock pulse,
acoustic emission and oil analysis are currently available.
Acoustic emission (AE) technique for the detec:tion of defects in
rolling element bearings is comparatively recent. The application of AE as a measure of the condition of the slow speed antifriction bearing of offshore gas production platform slewing
cranes was suggested (Rogers, 1979).

The measurements were performed using microprocessor
based AET 5000 AE measurement system consisting of a transducer with 175 kHz resonance frequency (AET AC175L), a
preamplifier with 60 dB gain and 125 kHz to 2 MHz fllter, a
central processor, a microcomputer and a printer. The frequency
response curve of the transducer shows two major peaks,
smaller one at 110kHz and bigger One at 175 kHz. The preamplifier incorporates a filter with lower cut off frequency of
125 kHz so that the effect of 110 kHz peak is reduced. Threshold level (fIXed) of 0.75 V was selected for all the measuremeats. MaiD amplifier gain seUings ranging from 2 to 50 were
selected for different measurements. Peak amplitude of the
signal is expressed in dB with 0 dB corresponding 10 1 mV at
the preamplifier outpuL

One of the advantages of AE monitoring is that it can
detect the growth of subsurface cracks. Vibration monitoring of
bearings can detec:t defect only when the crack has appeared on
the surface of raceway. It has been shown that the monitoring
of AE event rates detected a defect before it appeared on vibration acceleration during fatigue life test on thrust ball bearings
(Yoshioka and Fujiwara, 1984). The usefulness of demodulated
AE signal spectrum in detecting defect (at the defect frequency)
in double-row roller bearings has also been demonstrated
(Bagnoli et al., 1988). Acoustic emission signal has been
shown to detect a defect in the form of a fme scratch on the
inner race of axially loaded angUlar contact ball bearings
though at low speeds only (Smith, 1982; McFadden and Smith,
1984). The purpose of the present study was to investigate the
usefulness of AE technique iD detecting defects of kDown sizes
in radially loaded ball bearings at low as wen as at normal
speeds. AE counts in a fixed time interval and peak amplitude of

3. Results and Discussion
Initial measurements of AE signal showed that il was nol
possible to perform measurements on the bearings with no
defect and with maximum defect size (500 JUD diameter, 150 ~m
depth) at the same gain setting on the system because of a large
difference in the values of AE event counts and AE counts in
the two cases. There is an upper limit on the events per second
that can be processed on the system. Also for the same bearing,
results could not be obtained at the same gain seUing for differ
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are affiliated willi Industrial TribololY, Machine Dyaamics and
Maioteunce Engineering Centre (lTMMEC), Indian Institute of
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ent speeds. So for each bearing, gain versus event counts or AE
counts were plotted and the curves were eXlrapolated to obtain
values at the desired gain. All the AE count values shown in
this paper are for a 3 sec. duration and the gain is different for
load and speed plots (8 for load and 20 for speed plots). The
plots of number of AE event counts and AE counts during evCJY
three seconds were obtained for total duration of IS seconds and
the values given are the average values for this period. The
nature of the curves of AE event counts with different loads and
speeds for the bearings is similar to that of AE counts, so oo1y
the curves for the latter are presented in this paper. During measurements, it was observed that the peale amplitude of the signal of \he bearings was qUite steady with time.
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Fig. 2 Acoustic emission (ringdown) counts for a defect of 500
J.lID diameter and ISO J.lID depth at 1500 'Pm.

Figure 2 shows that, in general, AE counts increase with
increase in load. The detectability of raceway defects is very
good. Detectability decreases with load. There is a substantial
increase in AE counts with speed (Fig. 3). The results of Figs. 2
and 3 indicate that it is difficult to detect ball defect by measuring AE counts. The AE counts for different defect sizes is shown
in Fig. 4. These results indicate that AE counts are useful for
detecting race defects bigger than 250 J.lID diameter.

The results of peak amplitude measurements are given in
Figs. 5 to 7. They indicate that peale amplitUde of AE signals is
a good parameter for detecting defects in races as well as balls.
Figure 5 shows that peak amplitude does not increase substantially with load as in the case of AE counts. The detectability of
defect is good at higher speeds as well as shown in Fig. 6. In
general, \he detectability of outer race defect is the besL A gen
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Fig. 3 Acoustic emission counts for a defect of 500 JlDl diameter
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Fig. 5 Acoustic emission peak amplitUde for a defect of 500 J.lm
diameter and ISO JlDl deplh at 1500 rpm.
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4.

Conclusions

80

Acoustic emission technique is useful for detecting defects
in rolling element bearings at low as well as at normal speeds.
Both AE count and the peak amplitude of the AE signal can
detect defects in bearings. However peak amplitude has proved
to be a better measure of the bearing condition.
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eral increase in peak amplitude is found with increasing defect
size (see Fig. 1). The peak amplitude has a much better trend
than that of AE counts given in Fig. 4. Figure 7 shows that
peak amplitude is able to detect even the smallest size defect in
the bearings.
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Monitoring of a Pressure Vessel (282) by means of
Acoustic Emission
H.-A. Crostack and P. Bohm
during the construction of the plant continue to be maintained
during operation.

Abstract
The aim of the ZB2 investigations was 10 demonstrate the
capabilities of acoustic emission (AE) analysis in searching for
and classifying flaws. Therefore a series of pressure tests and
load cycles were performed on a pressure vessel within the
scope of a joint project. Various location methods were
employed 10 localize flaws of different position, size and type
which were artificially introduced inlo the vessel. Within the
scope of these investigations, the array location method.
being almost independent of sound velocity and mode type,
was tested. The locating accuracy was found to be improved
relative to conventional location methods.

During the same period, acoustic emission (AE) analysis
has been discussed as a non-destructive examination technique
to accompany pressure testing, but this method has not gained
the acceptance necessary for introduction into the system of
recurrent examination. In contrast to the situation in the
Federal RepUblic of Germany, Switzerland has already adopted a
recommendation for acoustic emission testing during the initial pressure tesL
Since ultrasound examinations imply considerable
expense in terms of time. money and radiation exposure of the
operating staff. the inclusion of AE analysis as an inlegrallesting method in the scheme of recurrent test methods is being
discussed. The use of slress analysis IOgether with fatigue monitoring would thus Culm the conditions for a quantitative examination method.

The AE analysis as an integral flaw-fmding method has
shown that at present it is able to detect active flaws in pressure
vessel components subject to pressure test conditions and
especially when subject to cyclic load.
1. Introduction

2. Objective
The consU\!cUon of automation and flexible lDIDufacturiDg
systems requires increasingly complex high-technology monitoring methods which must provide simple and clear information on the mode of operation and working order of !he system.
This applies to automobile and aircraft consU\!ction. to industrial plants of all kind and of course to power plants.

To demonstrate the AE analysis as a possible automated
method. a joint project was carried ouL The following institutes participated in the project Battelle-Institulel Frankfurt,
Siemens. Untemehmensbereich KWUlErlangen, Materialpril(ungsanstalt IStuttgart, Institut fllr zersWrungsfreie PrUfung
(lzfP)/SaarbrUcken. University of Dortmund and the PaulScherrer-Institute (formerly EIR), WUrenlingenlSwitzer-land.

The primary aim of such monitoring methods is always the
safety of the plant. Economic considerations play a secondary
role whereby less comprehensive but purposeful examination
should reduce examination costs.

With the various systems of these institutes natural flaws
developed in a thick-walled vessel were examined under normal
operating conditions to determine the effectiveness of AE
analysis in terms of its detection capability. Acoustic emission
analysis is currenUy capable of detecting macroscopic crack
growth, but should also be extended to detect non-growing
flaws during pressure tests and cyclic loading.

In the case of nuclear power plant technology. a further
aspect is that automated monitoring shortens the test intervals,
resulting in reduced radiation exposure of the power-plant staff.
For about IS years the mechanized ultrasonic testing of
primary circuit components has been an integral part of the
safety concept for West German nuclear reactors. Extensive
experience in Germany has beeD gained since the ftrSt examination at the nuclear power plant BibUs A in 1974. This collected
experience is incorporated in a detailed body of regulations
(KTA), in numerous primary circuit constructional measures as
well as in the new design of test systems and manipulators. The
safely concept practised in the Federal RepUblic of Germany
ensures that the technological safety conditioDS eSlablished

3. TheoretIc:al Basis
An essential point of the investigations lies in testing the
AE measuring systems newly developed and available in the
Federal Republic of Germany for their effectiveness relative 10
conventional test systems. In particular, it should be determined whether these newly-developed and improved location
methods have a clear advantage in comparison to conventional
location methods, which is normally based on the triangulation principle. A schematical view of this location method is
given in Fig. 1.

Rec:eived 23 OclOber 1989. The lulboR are affiliated wilb UDiversiW
Dortmund, Fachbereich Maschinenbau, Fachgebiel QualilitskonuolJe.
4600 Dortmund-Eichlinghofen (50), Emil-Figge-Slrasse 74, FR

This method measures time-of-flight differences which
arise when a sound wave propagating within the component
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receive similar signals whose propagation velocity is constant
over the area covered by the transducer (the active measuring
range is small relative to the aperture of the sound ficld of the
emitting source). With the aid of the conditional equations for
location parameters resulting from this array, the sound velocity can then be eliminated. Its actual value is thus irrelevant
for the location.
Figure 3 presents an example for the similarity of the
signals in the multi-sensor array. The test source emitted with·
in the wall. The distance between the array and the source was
1800 mm. The wave reached elcment 1 fust and element 3 lasL

O:emissicIn

The result from a measurement by means of a four-element
array allows thc determination of the direction from the centre
of the transducer to the AE source. At least two but preferably
three such receivers then allow the location of the active source
to be reconstructed from the detected directions and their points
of intersection.

!DI't~

SI·S3:~ti'ttl"

Fig. 1 Schematical representation of the triangulation principle.

4. Description of the Test Object and Execution of
tbe Measurements
The component examined was a pressure vesscl ZB2
(vessel of intermediate size, No.2) of ferritic base material,
reactor construction steel 20 MoMoNi 5 5, which has been
known for a long timc in power-plant cngincering. Vessel
dimensions are: outsidc diameter 2024 mm. wall thickness 120
- 130 mm. length 3000 mm (sec , Fig. 4). Twenty-one nozzles
in thc form of a rectangle were DIOunted on the front sidc. The
bottom sidc has a manholc of 380 mm diamcter.
A specially-prepared flaw segment is welded into the
cylindrical part of thc vessel. This flaw segment consists of
eight single elements and contains 14 deflDed artificial flaws.
The length of the patch is 2960 mm and thc width 1500 Mm.
The inner side is band-plated in the region of the segmenL The
material used here is austenitic stainless steel X 6 CrNi 18 11.
The relative position of the flaws in the component as well as
their sizes and dimensions are givcn in Fig. 5.

propagating
front

wow

Fig. 2 Schematic vicw of Ihe modified location method.
Thcre are three types of flaws: intrinsic plating flaws,
intrinsic substrate flaws and substrate flaws which extend into
thc plating. In addition, a bonding flaw and a slag line were
added. Thirteen of totally 14 flaws are purely terminal flaws,
whilst one flaw is introduced as a crack on the outside surface.
The geometrically smallest flaw is 1 mm deep and S mm long;
the largest is 24 mm deep and 100 mm long.

reaches the transducers mounted on the surface of the
component at different times. To determine the location of the
AE sourcc, a sound velocity must be assumed. Here the
propagation vclocity of thc Rayleigh wave is generally used in
calculation, corresponding to a velocity of about 3 mm/J1S in
steel.
The exactness of this method depends on a constant sound
velocity of an emitted sound signal over the entire path from
the soun;e to the individual acoustic transducen. However, this
is DOt always the case. Therefore a new method was developed
at the Faculty of Quality Control, Dortmund University that
ensures both local and global monitoring. In difference to
other location methods a modified transducer array is employed, as shown in Fig. 2.

In order to detect the AE signals, three four-element transducers (arrays) are coupled onto the outside surfaces of the
vesscl. Thc lUTllya lie at the vertices of an equilateral triangle
with an edgc length of 500 mm. as shown in Fig. 6.
Within the scope of the examinations performed on this
vessel, 11 pressure tests and about 15,000 cyclic load changes
were carried out

Multi-element transducers were employed instead of widely

5. Results of Calibration Measurements

aeparaccd individual receivers. They consist of four transduc:ers

in a square array of edge length 30 mm. The individual elements
posscss almost identical rcceiving characteristics. They

Prior to the actual pressure tests, calibration measurements
were carried out, using both pencil lead breaks (Hau-Nielsen
30
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the position and depth
elongation of the artificial flaws.

source) and ultrasound transmitting probes as emitting sources.
The individual elements of the four-element transducer were
calibrated with the aid of the insonicated test signals, and the
locating accuracy for external and internal emitting sources was
finally determined.
Fig. 6 Transducer mangemenL
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Fig. 7 Numbers of location during the fltSt pressure test; representation of the entire vessel; 100 mm x 100 mm raster size.
The calibration measurements show, that the signals of
the Hsu-Nielsen source can be localized at all emitting
positions of the flaw patch. The investigation was planned so
that each institute should locally monitor particular flaws. The
results of the inner-face test sonications show that the AE
system of the Faculty of Quality Control, Dortmund University, is suitable for the local monitoring of flaws in the
triangular area and in its vicinity as well as for global
monitoring of the entire flaw patch..

course of the fltSt pressure test, array 1 registered more than
6,000 AE events which was suitable for direction determination. The signal amplitudes present showed peak values up to 2
mV at the transducer outputs. Only limited on-line information
on flaw activity was available and ooly the post-test evaluation
of the measurements provided some indications of two of the
flaws.
The number of locations during the 11th pressure test are
comparatively low, as can be seen in Fig. 8. During this
pressure test, a maximum pressure of 315 bar was achieVed. In
contrast to the first pressure test, several flaws were detected.
At the maximum pressure in particular, several of the larger
already grown inside cracks emitted some AS signals. The
increased flaw activity is presumably due to the fact that
stationary hot phases and hot cycles were carried out prior to
the last pressure tests, Whereby the alternating mechanical load
and the creep processes within the material were superimposed,
thus causing intermittent crack growth.

6. Results of tbe Pressure Tests
The total of 11 pressure tests were performed at an internal
vessel temperature of 50 °C. As expected, high background
noise was observed during the two initial pressure tests. Figure
7 presents the number of AS locations at the whole vessel
during the entire fltSt pressure tesL The pressure increases at a
rate of 1 bar/min up to the desired pressure maximum of 180
bar.

7. Results of Cyclic: Loading

The weld seams of the flaw patch have been drawn into the
raster. Further, the collectively-determined zero point is shown
in order to provide a common evaluation basis for the location
determinations of all institutes. The figure shows that a high
proportion of the received signals lie in the region of the
nozzle field and at the edge of the flaw patch. The waves
detected are in most cases Rayleigh waves. The origin of the
signals occurring outside the flaw patch probably is frictional
noises within the nozzles. The signals detected at the weld
seam arose in part from the friction of some transducers. In the

In contrast to the results of pressure tests, the cyclic load
tests which have also been performed resulted in a multitude of
location determinations at the positions of some artificial
flaws. After ooly a few applied cycles (maximum load 220 bar,
minimum load 20 bar), two flaws with strong AE activity were
located. As an example for the location of an interoal flaw,
numbers of location are plotted during the cyclic load phase.
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Fig. 11 Location diagram for the cyclic load phase; representation of the longitudinal elongation of Flaw 14.

Fig. 10 Partial view of the bottom of the ZB2.
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Fig. 12 Load diagram of cyclic examinations with location determinations on naw 8.
To aid in naw fmding, the welded patch has been drawn
into Ihe raster. The maximum peale in the centre of Fig. 9 can
clearly be attributed to the activities of the naw. The location
determinations shown at the right side of the picture are due to
friction sources from a seal ring of the vessel manhole. The
manhole, as seen in the photograph in Pig. 10, lies far outside

the flaw regioo monitored. The location of the event can,
however, be determined with relative accuracy.
Figure 11 represents a location result at an internal crack
origioally 100 mm in length. The weld seam is symbolized by
the thick line, and the naw is symbolized io its longitudinal
34
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pressure at about 80 bar. After SO load changes and a short
phase of pressure relief, the Oaw flfSt emit1ed at 60 bar during
further 21 cycles. As the number of cycles increased, the AE
activity of this naw was displaced to about 80 bar. This
phenomena of the so-called crack paths is monitored very well
at three inserted Oaws. The crack paths are always constant
over a wide range of pressure at one level. Sometimes a sudden
change of the paths is registered. These changes can be
interpreted as crack growth.

310

100

Figure 13 presents the whole number of events located at
the inserted Oaws. Moreover the relationship between the
number of locations during cyclic loading and increasing
pressure tests is shown. Only 3 of the 14 inserted Oaws (Oaw 8,
11, and 14) were noticed and registered significantly. These
Oaws were originally the largest inserted flaws. Moreover it
can be stated, that during cyclic loading (the Dortmund group
had monitored about 1500 cycles), the location rate was much
greater than during the increasing pressure tests. Flaws 5, 6, 7,
10 and 13, which were originally smaller Oaws, were detected
only during cyclic load.
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8. Conclusions

_

The measurements on the pressure vessel ZB2 have shown,
that the sound velocity and mode-independent array location
method developed at the University of Dortmund, Faculty of
Quality Control, is suitable to ensure global and also local
monitoring of flaws.

• numb.r 01 locahcn~ durIng hydro· te~t
number 01 locatlQn~ during cyclic load

c:J -

Fig. 13 Number of events located at the Oaws.

The type of stressing - pressure test or cyclic load - has a
significant inOuence on the flaw detection capability. In view
of the higher noise level, series of spurious signals and fewer
Oaw signals during the cold pressure tests, this type of stress
during the ZB2 experiments proved to be insurticient for
systematic Oaw evaluation. During cyclic loading, in contrast,
clearly-indicating regions could be recogniced and evaluated.

elongation by the thin line. The small circles are location
determinations which were registered during a period of 75
cycles. The total number of cycles at this time was about
10,000. Location determinations on both crack tips suggest
activity in the crack branches. The Oaw emitted mainly during
pressure increase within a pressure load from about 160 bar.
Since the signals did not generally occur in the region of load
maximum. it can be concluded from previous experience that
the changes in the crack detected here cannot be interpreted as
crack growth.

In the case of the ZB2, it is not generally possible to
quantify the detection limit for flaws which do not change, as
was already suggested by the ZB 1 and the Large Vessel Project
at the MPA Stuttgart.
Since it was not possible to detect all Oaws introduced into
the pressure vessel, the question arises whether acoustic emission analysis should be principally used for the monitoring of
pressure vessels. AE analysis information on characteristics
and criticality of flaws therefore need additional examination
by fracture mechanics. In general, centres of location could of
course be subjected to supplementary non-desbUctive examination by other methods. At least in the case of artificiallyintroduced Oaws, the result of the pressure test with AE analysis
was not acceptable. In contrast a pre-acceptance cyclic test of
pressure vessels appcan to be useful.

Since the vessel was not monitored by the Dortmund group
during the entire cyclic test phase, complete information
cannot be given on the loads at which Oaws produced AE
activity. It is indeed possible that the Oaw emitted at higher
pressures during a phase which was not monitored. Further
location determinations on this Oaw were carried out towards
the end of the cyclic load phases. The centers of gravity of the
location determinations have moved away from the ends of the
Oaw, i.e. the crack must have grown. Later metallographic
investigations of this flaw in addition showed that this flaw
has indeed grown in length according to the location results.
With the exception of the flaw shown in Fig. 11, further
activities could be detected at the other naws with the same
positional accuracy.

Monitoring pressurized components with AE analysis
should gain in extending the initial pressure test to cyclic load
within the reach to classify and value the behaviour of failures.
The future emphasis of AE monitoring is to place the emphasis
on the continuous monitoring of components during operation.

In Fig. 12 a load-time diagram of an internal Oaw is
presented which emitted a 50-called crack path during 7S
cycles. The cyclic load changes were carried out at maximum
load of 120 bar. The Oaw is mainly detected with increasing
35
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A Procedure for Acceptance Testing of FRP Balsa Wood
Core Pressure Vessels
P. Ouellette, S.V. Hoa and L. Li
toring to acceptance testing of new and old FRP/BWC road
tankers.

Abstract
Acoustic elDlSSlon (AE) monitoring is becoming the
nondestructive testing method of choice for many large fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) structures of industrial importance. Over the last decade several test procedures have been
adopted in North America for qualifying such structures. In the
case of FRP pressure vessels and tanks, the recommended
practice developed by the Committee on Acoustic Emission
from Reinforced Plastics (CARP) has been in existence for
about seven years. In testing FRP road tankers with balsa wood
cores (BWC), designs that have proved successful in service for
many years are consistently rejected using the CARP practice.
A new procedure was developed for these "noisy" structures.
The method is based on a fixed sequence of six repeated loading
cycles. The AE count activity from cycle to cycle is recorded,
and normalized with respect to activity during the fIrst cycle.
Based on tests of 2S road tankers, including 8 tests to bursting,
a standard practice is proposed with acceptance/rejection criteria which can be rapidly calculated BOd used unambiguously in
the decision-making process. The results presented here might
advantageously be applied to other designs of FRP pressure
vessels and other polymer composite structures.

1. General Experimental Description
The important characteristics of the FRP/BWC road
tankers are given in Fig. 1. Also shown in this figure are the
locations of the sixteen AE sensors which were typically used.
The structure of the principle pressure boundary is schematically presented in Fig. 2. Although the wall section shown is
from the cylindrical shell, there was balsa wood core in some of
the heads as well. The design incorporated the BWe mainly \0
provide stiffness on the road, but it also increases the thermal
resistiVity of the tanker walls.
The AE monitoring was usually performed with an ATLAS
7016 (PRP-I) analyzer which is designed for routine field
testing of structures. This instrument has a preset dead time of
100 ~s, and two threshold levels that were set at 40 dB (low
threshold or LT) and 70 dB (high threshold or HT), with 0 dB
being equal to 1 ~V out of the sensor. Two models of AE
transducers were used. The high frequency (HF) model R1SI had
a principal resonance at 150 kHz, a built-in preamplifier with
40 dB gain, and was connected to an AE channel with a 100 Eo
200 kHz bandpass filter. The low frequency (LF) model R6I had
a principal resonance at 60 kHz, a built-in preamplifier with 40
dB gain, and was connected to an AE channel with a 20 to 100
kHz bandpass filter. The instrument has a therma1 printer to
record AE data and load data. The AE parameters available
depend on the fumware used in the mainframe. The parameters
which were used in the present work were LF and HF AE counts
above the low threshold, and HF events above the high threshold. These parameters are accumulated over the test duration
either on a per-channel basis or an all-channels basis depending on the firmware used. The mainframe was set to record AE
activity on a "fmt hit channel" basis.

1. Introduction
We have undertaken a project to develop a nondestructive
testing procedure for the acceptance testing of road tankers
made of fiberglass reinforced plasticlbalsa wood core (FRP/
BWC) material (Hoa and Ouellette, 1986; Ouellette and HoI,
1986, 1987a, b, Cj Ouellette et at., 1987, 1989). Acoustic
emission (AE) monitoring presented itself as the most practical
method available. The road tankers are not under pressure while
moving, but are subjected to internal pressure to unload their
contents. The contents USUally consist of corrosive liquids or
liquid waste and the use of pumps is not recommended. Thus,
the road tankers can be considered as stationary pressure
vessels for the purpose of the work being described here. There
is already a recommended practice available (CARP, 1987).
Since the design pressure is 280 kPa, and although the scope of
the CARP Practice does not explicitly include FRP pressure
vessels with balsa wood cores, we decided to use it as the best
point of departure. We may note in passing that other organizations have also published AE testing procedures for FRP
pressure vessels (ASME, 1989; ASTM, 1985), but these are
essentially based on the CARP Practice (CARP, 1987). This
paper presents the results of our attempts to apply AE moni-

As the project evolved, the sequence of pressurization changed,
but in essence \he loading consisted of increasing the pressure
in steps and maintaining the pressure constant for short "hold"
periods. This was continued until the test pressure was attained,
a hold period was observed, and the pressure was finally
released. The road tankers being tested were the subject of a
Department of Transportation exemption which stipUlated a
test pressure of 1.5 times the design pressure which was 280
kPa. This is more than the value of 1.1 times the design or
operating pressure which has traditionally been recommended.

3. Results
Received 12 October 1989. The authOR are afrl1iated with Compoaile
Materials Research Laboratory, Departmenl of Mecbanic:al Engineer-

The fIrst FRP/BWC road tanker was tested in November
1985 (HOB and Ouellette, 1986). The pressurization schedule
followed the recommendation in the CARP Practice (CARP,

ing, Concordia UnivolTlity, 1455 do Maisonneuve Blvd. West, MODtreal, Canada H30 \M8.
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Fig. I Sketch of a typical FRPJBWC road laDker showing locations of AE sensors. LP refers to a low frequency sensor and HF a high
frequency sensor. Typically, length is 10.8 m and inner diameter is 1.8 m.
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Fig. 2 Wall construction of an FRP/BWC road tanker.
1987) for pressure vessels. Although this tanker had already
been loaded to about 350 kPa before our test, the AE activity
was such that it failed the acceptance criteria set out In the
CARP Practice. The Felicity ratio was as low as 0.19, much
lower than the recommended minimum of 0.95. The total
number of AE counts detected was more than 30 times the
recommended maximum of about 5000 for the HF channels. The
number of AE events above 70 dB also exceeded the allowable
number. Considerable AE activity was recorded during the hold
periods at constant pressure which also violates the acceptance
criteria. ~e note in passing that the determination of Peliclty
ratio and the "quietness" of hold periods leaves much discRtion
to the interpretive abilities of the testing personoel.) Either
this tanker was uDacceptable, or the recommended practice was
not applicable. Tankers of the same design, made in the same
shop, had given many years of satisfactory service, having
been accepted on the basis of a simple hydrostatic test without
AE monitoring. On the other hand, the recommended practice
had apparently found broad acceplaDcc iD testing of FRP tanks
and vessels. The initial conclusion, based on visual inspection
of the fabricatioD process aDd laboratory test specimens, was

that the bond at the FRP-balsa interface was poor and
conbibuted greaUy to the AE activity recorded.
Efforts to improve the bond at the intedace were made
(Ouellette and Hoa. 1986, 1987c), but the AE activity was not
significantly reduced. It appeared at this stage that this technical problem of manufacture could not be economically
solved, and that a method of testing which would discount such
AE activity would have to be found. This wu bued on the
concept that such "flaws" did not significantly lower the
capacity of the" tanker to w1thslaDd pressure loads, and that the
AE activity originated in large part from rubbing at the interface and cracking in the wood and did not constitute "significant damage". The latter phenomena would be campa-fable 10
AE from crack closure in metals testing, and phenomena which
had already been described in polymer composites testing
(Awerbuch and Ghaffari, 1986).
It is necessary to reiterate that the test pressure used in
these tests exceeded the value recommended by CARP by a
factor of almost 1.4. It did not seem appropriate that the
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Fig. 3 Cumulative HF AE count results for a sixteen year old FRP tanker (#7180), showing less AE activity on the second cycle.
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pressure and j = 3 is full test pressure), S, when present. refers
to local values by sensor number and when absent, global
values from all sensors are implied, f refers to the flfSt cycle in
which pressure level "l' is attained and ~.>,J refers to AE counts
in cycle "i" from the zero load level to load level "j" including
hold periods with subscript s referring to the sensor number in
the case of results at the local level

tankers be expected to pass using the CARP criteria. However,
even at the CARP recommended load level the vessel would not
have passed.
In subsequent tests starting in June 1986, the effect of
repeated loading on the amount of AE activity was observed.
This behavior was somewhat affected by the duration of the
unstressed period between loadings, but if loading was repeated
within about one hour, there was considerably less activity
upon reloading (Ouellette and Hollo 1986; 1987. and b). This
effect can be seen in Fig. 3 which shows results for a sixteen
year old FRP tanker without core over two cycles. Figure 4
shows the effect for a new FRP/BWC tanker using an AE
parameter, Y, which gives the HF AE activity normalized with
respect to pressure. Results for LF channels exhibited the same
trend. Similar results have been reported for polyester resin!
chopped glass-strand mat pressure vessel heads (Phillips and
Harris, 1980). By the end of 1987, our results were consistently reproduced in ten tests of both old and new FRP/BWC
tankers, and in four tests of old FRP tankers without cores.
Because the absolute quantity of AE for different tankers of the
same nominal quality varies considerably, the values of the
parameter Y vary signifICantly. A better measure was required.

The resulting "AE trend parameter", Z. is plotted in Fig. 5
for an FRP/BWC tanker that had been in service for four years.
Z is reported on the basis of cumulative LF AE counts (NLF), HF
AE counts (NHF), and HF events above the high threshold
(EHFHT), respectively. The test pressure was 420 kPa which is
1.5 times the design pressure. The increase in cycle 5 is caused
by an overnight interruption in the test, but the original trend
resumes in the subsequent cycles.
It was also desirable to use only one AE quantity rather
than three or more. To this end, AE counts were chosen since
they are weighted by the amplitude and energy of the activity,
as well as the number of events. AE counts from all sensors are
considered in assessing the test reSUlts.
It seems reasonable that the AE trend numbers for a good
tanker should show similar "good" characteristics at each of the
locations monitored. Thus, the data, which consists of cumulative AE counts, must be used to calculate Z numbers both on a
global and local level. It follows that all Xs must be acceptable
for the vessel to be acceptable; for example, the vessel is not
acceptable if it is good at every location save one. Table I
shows the recommended format for a table from which the
acceptance/rejection decision can be made. In the case shown,
the tanker would have been jUdged acceptable despite the vel)'
high number of AE counts recorded on cycle number 3.

For the purpose of a standard test procedure, where the
pressure levels would be faxed, it is possible instead to choose
the AE parameter used by normalizing with respect to AE
activity; specifically, AE activity during the first cycle
(Ouellette et al., 1987).
AE trend parameter, Z, is defmed as
t.J _

Z(.)-

t.J
A(I)

- r.J
A(.)

Here, i is the cycle number and ranges from 1 to 6, j refers to
the load level (j = 1 is 113 of test pressure, j = 2 is 213 of test

Table I. Recommended format for acceptance/rejection decision table, showing a full data-set from an actual tanker test at dte test
pressure of 1.5 times the design pressure. Data includes AE activity during dte hold periods. AE trend numbers, Z, must be truucated to
one decimal place before evaluating the resUlts.
Channel
No.

CYCLE No. 3
Z
INLT

CYCLE No. 5
Z
INLT

CYCI2No.4
Z
INLT

250
705
1,236
298
257
582
257
607
379

154
657
133
198
37
78

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.01

119
200
32
119
64
86

0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01

7,925

0.02

5,779

0.01

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

38,980
24,510
56,600
13,668
37,015
25,670
37,396
19,705
17,947
71,558
8,597
42,995
2,558
6,277
4,403
12,101

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2,345
3,090
3,604
851
4,035
5,202
2,004
2,616
2,208
2,921
1,117
2,680
192
505
210
932

0.06
0.13
0.06
0.06
0.11
0.20
0.05
0.13
0.12
0.04
0.13
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.05
0.08

609
346
411
303
663
1,114
889
702
1,136

t·

419,990

1.00

34,512

0.08

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

495

•:r. is LF and HF AE counts above 40 dB summed over all 16 channels used.
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Fig. 6 Rccommcoded loadiog schedule consists of six cycles including two low level cycles
aDd four cycles at the test pressure. The data is recorded 81 22 points.
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To meet the time constraints imposed on a practical routine AE tesr. and using Ibe (maximum) loading and unloading
rates of 2% and 5% of test pressure, respectively, a loading
schedule was devised and is shown in Fig. 6. This schedule was
used in four of the last tests conducted. It incorporates two low
level cycles and four cycles at Ibe test pressure. There are five
minute COnstant pressure hold periods which must be observed,
and data must be recorded at 22 points. Only the data recorded in
the four cycles to the test pressure are used in the acceptance/rejection decision. Among the four tests mentioned
above, two were extended until the tankers were fmally ruptured. These burst tests were conducted by running the recommended schedule to progressively greater test pressures until
bursl. In these two cases, safety margins can be calculated. The
data for these four tests is given in Table 2.

4.

The method ouUined in this paper for the testing of
FRP/BWC road tankers subjected 10 internal pressure loads may
be useful in developing new procedures for FRP pressure vessels which would be considered too noisy by other standards.
Certain characteristics of the new procedure make it amenable
10 routine acceptance tests:
1) it has the traditional benefits of AE testing; viz., full
coverage of large strUctures under actual load. providing
results economically and quickly;
2) within certain limits, it is not sensitive 10 instrUment
calibration and test setup errors;
3) it does not fundamentally rely on a fIXed measure of AE
activity;
4) if the strUcture is quiet, the procedure will still be applicable;
5) "noisy" strUctures which might otherwise present problems in interpretation of results can readily be assessed;
6) data is easily reduced to the AE activity trend parameter,

Table 2. List of tankers amenable 10 exact application of proposed recommended practice. The calculation of safety margin
is explained in the text.
TANKER No. PRESSURE DECISION

S-37

420 kPa
504kPa
588 kPa
789 kPa

1) Z can easily and unambiguously be used in the accep-

tance/rejection decision.

REJEC11ID

5-121

420 kPa

ACCEPIED

5-122

420 kPa

AttEPIED

5-40

220
280
336
392
420
756

ACCEPIED
AttEPIED

kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa

z;

SAFElY MARGIN

AttEPIED
AttEPIED
BURSr

1.3

Because the procedure is empirical and the data base is rela·
tively small, it is prudent to restrict the scope of application
for the present· More worle is planned in the next three years
10 extend the scope to include FRP equipment both with and
without cores, and subjected to both internal and/or external
pressure. This worle will also aim to establish the current margin of safety of a given vessel and the proper time interval until the next routine tesr. based on the results of the testing
sequence described in this paper.

1.9

It is often pointed out that AE monitoring can have an
important beneficial effect on the wider ~tance and use of
FRP pressure vessels which may have been unfavorably
received because of failures in the past With the prospect that
AE monitoring will become a mandatory part of FRP pressure
vessel acceptance tests, it is now equally important that ade·
quate vessels are not falsely rejected. This means that the procedures used must have as broad a scope as possible. If the teat·
ing procedures adopted are not appropriate, it is possible that
not only will FRP pressure vessel use not increase, but AE
monitoring of such eqUipment may fall inlO disrepute.

ACCEPfED

ACCEPIED
REJECI'ED
BURSf

Conc:luslon

The margin of safety shown in Table 2 is calculated as
follows:
I) identify the lowest test pressure at which the unit is
rejected;
2) the next lower level is then associated with the highest
test pressure at which the unit would have been accepted;
3) divide this highest acceptable test pressure by the
appropriate faclOr (here, 1.5) to get the highest acceptable
service pressure;
4) divide the burst pressure by this highest acceptable service pressure 10 get the safety feclOr;
5) fmally, the safety margin is the safety faclOr minus 1.0.

• A paper has recently come to our auention which gives a
general qualitative description of test results for graphite/
epoxy rocket motor cases (McNally, 1985). Many of the working hypotheses presented in McNally (1985) as well as the AE
characteristics described apply 10 the present worle on FRP/
BWC tankers.·

Based on the results accumulated in 25 tests of composite
vessels, 21 on FRP/BWC and 4 on FRP road tankers, a
recommended practice was proposed (OueUeue et al.. 1989) and
presented 10 the CARP in March 1989. This document uses an
acceptance criteria based on AE trend parameters of 0.3 or less
after (our cycles at lite test pressure. In cases where the absolute
values of cumulative AE counts are less Iban 625 per channel,
the vessel is accepted without reference 10 the AE trend parameters.

pn:ISUn:
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AE Literature
A Comprehensive Guide to the Literature on Acoustic
Emission from Composites, Supplement II
Thomas F. Drouillard
of the two previous symposiums. Note the mean rate of
growth In the number of ublicatlons each year. The
hars for 1983 and 1986 are disproportiona tely high
because of the papers from the San Francisco and
Montreal symposiums. The sudden drops for 1977. 1981,
1984. and 1987 reflect the depletion of material to
publish followin~ years with major conferences. Contributing to the low number for 1987. as well as the
two years since, Is that not all of the literature
published in these years has been acquired and processed. This trend has been apparent in previous bar
charts.

Abstract
Comprehensive bibliographies on the subject of
acoustic emission (AE) from composites were compiled
for the First and Second International Symposiums on
Acoustic Emission from Reinforced Composites which
were held in San Francisco. California in 1983 and in
Montreal. Canada in 1986. The current bibliography.
consisting of 212 references. is the third in the
series. The material is presented in the same format
as that previously used: a bibliographic section. an
author index, and a sUbject index. Included is a bar
chart showing the number of pUblications per year of
all pUblications on acoustic emission from composites
from 1970 to 1989. Also included is an analysis of
the types of pUblications. a list of major conference
proceedings. and a list of organizations and authors
with a ranking of their prolificacy of pUblication.
These three bibliographies present a compilation of
the bulk of world literature published on the subject
of acoustic emission from composites.
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The current bibliography is intended to provide a
supplementary listing of new literature on acoustic
emission with respect to composites. It is the second
supplement in the series. The original bibliography
(Reference 42) was prepared for and published in the
proceedings of the First International Symposium on
Acoustic Emission from Reinforced Composites. held
July 19-21. 1983 in San Francisco. California (Reference 207) while Supplement I (Reference 41) was
prepared for and pUblished in the proceedings of the
Second International Symposium on Acoustic Emission
from Reinforced Composites. held ,July 21-25. 1986 in
Montreal. Canada (Reference 208). These two proceedings were published by and are available from the
Society of the Plastics Industry, Washington, n. C.
Collectively. the three bibliographies provide a comprehensive guide to most of the world literature on
acoustic emission of composites.
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Discussion of publication statistics

Fig. 1 Bar chart showing the number of publications
per year on acoustic emission/composites literature.

Figure 1 is a bar chart of 680 references which
include all of the literature on acoustic emission
from composites listed herein and in the proceedings

Table 1 lists the various forms in which material
has been published. Proceedings are by far the most
popular form in which to publish. representing about
74 percent of the total (compared to 41 percent reported in the previous bibliography). Journals run
second at 19 percent. Note that only 210 references
were used to develop the statistics. Excluded were
two references (References 207 and 208) to the proceedings of the the San Francisco and the Montreal
symposiums.

Received November 15. 1989. The author is affiliated
with EGtoG Rocky Flats. Inc •• Rocky Flats Plant
(formerly operated by Rockwell InternationaI). P.O.
Box 464, Golden. Colorado 80402. The bibliography was
prepared for the Third International Symposium on
Acoustic Emission from Composite Ma terials. held July
17-21. 1989 in Paris. France. and was included in the
proceedings, published by the American Society for
Nondestructive Testing. Columbus. Ohio.

Table 2 presents a listing of eight conferences
In which four or more papers were presented. The
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order of listing is not significant; they are grouped
by series. Note that 68 percent of the papers were
presented at the eight conferences, while 32 percent
were presented at all other conferences. Considering
the locations of the eight major conferences, Japan
(with four) is by far the leader in hosting conferences during this period of time. United Kingdom is
second with two conferences, United States and Canada
share third position with one each.

activity and was apparent at the World Meeting on
Acoustic Emission held in March 1989 in Charlotte,
North Carolina.

Table 3 is a listing of the most active organizations with the most prolific authors of acoustic
emission/composites literature. The organizations are
listed in the order of their prolificacy of pUblication, with the University of Tokyo heading the list.
To be listed an organization must have published four
or more papers. This is is an increase over the three
papers previously required. The number in brsckets at
the end of the organiz'!tion's name and location line
indicates the number of papers issued from that organization. The principal authors are listed in the
left-hand column. All people listed are associated
with the organization unless indicated otherwise with
an asterisk or as noted in parentheses. Many of the
university papers were coauthored by persons in industry who sponsored the research. New to this list
of organizations are: CETIM. Drexel University, Kyoto
Institute of Technology, University of California at
Los Angeles, and
University of Naples. Organizations
that have been on the list the last two times are:
Polytechnic South West (work originally begun at the
Royal Naval Engineering College) and the University
of Tokyo. Organizations that have been on the list
all th ree times are: Ecole Na tionale Superieure des
Mines de Paris and the Monsanto Chemical Company. An
aeti ve group that was on the list the first two times
and has dropped off this time is the University of
Rath.

The Bibliography section consists of 212 references--205 authored references and seven unauthored
references. Two basic requirements were used as criteria to select the references listed--references
must deal with both acoustic emission and composites
and references must be published in the open literature and be available to the public. References are
listed alphabetically. first by the surname of the
principal author, then by coauthor(s), and finally by
title of the article. Each reference is assigned a
number which provides a cross-reference to the Author
Index and SUbject Index. In addition, each reference
lists the title of the article or paper; all known
forms of publication, such as technical report,
journal article, paper in a proceedings, thesis,
patent, code or standard; dates of publication and
presentation; languages of publication and translation; and information on availability. All referenced
publications were in the English language, unless
otherwise indica ted. All foreign titles are followed
by an English translation. Diacritical marks such as
the German umlaut and the French accents have been
omitted. Titles of journals are given in full and are
followed by the CODEN. a five character code intended
to identify each journal. Included in references of
books is the International Standard Book Number to
facilitate identification and procurement.

Contents of guide to the literature
This guide to the literature on acoustic emission
from composites is comprised of three sections: Bibliography, Author Index, and Subject Index.

The Author Index is comprised of 374 names of
authors and coauthors. Names of editors and coordinators of proceedings are also listed.

The 77 pUblications that were produced by the
nine organizations represent 37 percent of the total
number of pUblications listed in this bibliography,
whereas in Supplement I, from the Montreal symposium,
the top nine organizations produced only 32 percent.
In descending order, the five countries of the organizations most prolific in pUblishing material on AEI
composites are: Japan, 27: United States, 24; France,
IS; United Kingdom, 6: and Italy, 5 pUblications.
These data show that Japan, and in particular the
University of Tokyo, has become the leader in AE
activity in regard to composites. France and the
United Kingdom are running a close second and third.
This trend has recently been observed in all AE

The SUbject Index is comprised of over 100 main
topics and 150 SUbtopics.
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Table 1. Forms of Publication.
No. Articles

!

155

73.8

40

19.0

Handbook Sections or Chapters (ASNT)

7

3.3

Codes and Standarda (ASTM and ASME)

5

2.4

Book Chapter

1

0.5

Report (bibliography)

1

0.5

Thesis

1

0.5

Form of Publication
Proceedings of Conferences and Symposia
Journal Articles

210·

Total

100.0

• 210 references were used to develop the statistics. Excluded were two
references to the proceedings of the First and Second International
Symposium on Acoustic Emission from Reinforced Composites held in San
Francisco in 1983 and in Montreal in 1986.

Table 2. List of Maior Conference Proceedinl!s.
No. Papers

!

36

23.2

4

2.6

8th International Acoustic Emission Symposium,
Tokyo (1986)

11

7.1

9th International Acoustic Emission Symposium,
Kobe (1988)

22

14.2

Fourth International Conference on Composite Materials,
ICCM-IV, Tokyo (1982)

5

3.2

Fifth International Conference on Composite Materials.
ICCM-V, San Diego (1985)

7

4.5

15

9.1

6

3.9

106

68.4

49

31.6

155

100.0

Conference
Second International Symposium on Acoustic Emission
from Reinforced Composites, Montreal (1986)
Seiken Symposium: International Conference on NDE for
Advanced Materials and Monitoring Applications on the
Basis of Acoustic Emission Technology, Tokyo (1986)

Sixth International Conference on Composite Materials
and Second European Conference on Composite Materials,
ICCM-VI • ECCM-2, London (1987)
4th European Conference on NDT and 16th Conference
of the European Working Group on Acoustic Emission
(EWGAE). London (1987)
Total for eight conferences
All other conferences
Total

If!

Table 3. List of Orl!an zations and Authors in Order of ProlificacY oC Publication.
Number in [] indicates the number of papers published by organization.
Principal authors are listed in the left-hand column.
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan [19 )
K. Yamaguchi
M. Enoki
T. Kishi
J. Hirai
I. Kimpara
J. Johkaji
M. Shiwa*
S. Kohara
S. Yuyama**
K. Kudoh
I. Ohsawa
Y. Nagata
H. Oyaizu
T. Ozaki
F. Sun

H. Ohtsuka <Industrial Products Res. Inst.)
T. Horikawa (Nippon Kokan K. K.)
]\I. Kawashima (Nippon Kokan K. K. )
T. Mori (Nippon Kokan K. K.)
T. Ishida (Nippon Steel Corp.)
Y. Tanaka (Shimadzu Corp.)
E. Tsushima (Tao Nenryo Kogyo Co., Ltd.)
H. Yoshizawa (Tao Nenryo Kogyo Co., Ltd.)
M. Koshitooge (Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd.)
(* now with Nippon Physical Acoustics Ltd.)
(** with Nippon Physical Acoustics Ltd.)

Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mines de Paris, Evry, France (11)
D. Valen tin
B. Ponsot
A.R. Bunsell
F. Perez (Aerospatiale)
Drexel University, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (9)
J. Awerbuch
J.G. Bakuckus
J. Block*
S. Ghaffari
W.E. Eckles
R. Prinz*
M. Madhukar
(* Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt)
Kyoto Institute of Technology, Kyoto. Japan [8 )
A.
M. Suzuki
H. Hamada
E. Jinen
M. Imura
H.
T.
Z. Maekawa
K. Koike
1\1.
H. Nakanishi
A. Mori
M. Iwamoto
T. Tamura

Yokoyama
Yonehara
Hirano (Sekisui Koji Co. Ltd.)
Sinobu (Sekisui Chemical Co. Ltd.)

University of California! Los Angeles. California, U.S.A. (8)
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bibliographies, 41, 42, 160
brief mention of AE/composites, 48, 71, 159
codes and standards (see Codes and standards)
conference report, 143
handbook (ASNT), 32, 34, 58, 78, HO, 114, 157
proceedings, 207, 208
review or survey, I, 13, 14, 33, 34, 47, 48, 53,

53, 54, 57, 61, 62, 63, 64, 68, 73, 74, 76, 77,
79,80,81,84,88,98,99,104, lOS, 107, 115,
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Composites (types of)--(continued)
117, 121, 122, 128, 131, 132, 144, 147, 148,
149, 152, 154, 158, 163, 173, 174, 176, 191,
200, 202
glass/polyamide, 15,113
glass/polyurethane foam, 89
graphite/epoxy, 2, 3, 4,5,6,7,8,14,15,17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 35, 36, 37, 45, 50, 57, 59,
60, 62, 66, 6~, 72, 75, 77, 82, 83, 86, 88, 90,
91, lOS, 107, 108, 109, lID, 112, 117, 123,
124, 125, 126, 135, 136, 137, 145, 153, 156,
166, 167, 175, 179, 180, 182, 183, 184, 185,
186, 192, 197, 198, 201, 204, 205
hybrid (see Hybrid composites)
Kevlar/epoxy, 30, 35,36,69,77,107,116,117,
140. 193
metal fiber/epoxy, 15
metal fiber/metal matrix, 9, 160
metal inclusion/epoxy, 130
mOUlding compounds (see Moulding compounds)
S-glass/epoxy (see Composites (types of), glass/
epoxy)
short glass fiber bulk moulding compound, 51
short glass fiber-calcium carbonate/epoxy, 118
short glass fiber/epoxy, 68, 169, 195
short glass fiber/polybutylene terephthalate, 16
short glass fiber/polyethylene terephthalate. 26.
165
silicon carbide/aluminum alloy, 87, 203
silicon carbide/ glass-ceramic, 100
silicon carbide/titanium 6AI-4V, 9
silicon carbide/zinc alloy, 188, 189
steel fiber/epoxy, 15
wood-based, 11, 12, 38, 39, 40, 102, 129, 172
Compression testing, 18, 21, 22, 50, 67, 70, 100,
117, 134, 187
Conference papers (listing of). see also Articles
(types of), proceedings
First International Symposium on Acoustic
Emission from Reinforced Composites, San
Francisco (1983), [Reference 208 contains
listing of papers] ,
Second International Symposium on Acoustic
Emission from Reinforced Composites, Montreal
(1986), 5, 14, 16, 21. 31, 41, 45, 49, 57, 59,
62, 67, 75, 92, 93, 96, 104, 108, Ill, 115,
117, 121, 125, 129, 132, 133, 140, 141. 149,
153,164,168,187,194,197,199
8th International Acoustic Emission Symposium,
Tokyo (1986),4, 6, 24, 55, 89, 130, 145, 170,
176, 190, 202
9th International Acoustic Emission Symposium,
Kobe (1988),26, 52, 56,68,70,77, 83, 86,
91, 120, 128, 144, 148, 150, 163, 165, 172,
179, 188, 200. 204. 205
Fourth International Conference on Composite
Materials, ICCM-IV, Tokyo (1982), 3, 19,81,
88, 175
Fifth International Conference on Composite
Materials, ICCM-V, San Diego (1985), 7, 30,44,
85, 100, 185, 198
4th European Conference on Non-Destructive
Testing and 16th Conference of the European
Working Group on Acoustic Emission (EWGAE),
London (1987), 27, 28, 33, 73, 79, 139
Seiken Symposium: International Conference on
Nondestructive Evaluation for Advanced
Materials and Monitoring Applications on the
Basis of Acoustic Emission Technology, Tokyo
(1986), 2, 4, 6, 53
Sixth International Conference on Composite
Materials and Second European Conference on

Composite Materials. ICCM ,. ECCM, London
(1987), 22, 25, 35, 37, 50,71, 76, 107, 118,
126,154,159,167,177,192
Creep (stress rupture), 113, 133, 134, 136, 196,
205
Curing, 57, 138, 175
D

Damage assessment, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 17, 37, 49, 52,
65,66, 76, 81, 82, 86, 93, 101, 103, 106, 109,
116, 126, 135, 136, 137, 145, 146, 147, 148,
153, 154, 179, 180, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186,
192, 193, 196
Data evaluation criteria, 55
Delamination. see under Sources of acoustic
emission
E

Energy, I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 14, 21, 34, 35, 45, 51, 66.
83. 85. 88, 94, 97, 130, 149. 152. 153, 163,
164, 169, 170, 172. 190, 200, 201. 202, 205
Extraneous noise studies. 34. 53, 54. 55, 69. 157

F
Failure mechanisms, see Sources of acoustic
emission
Failure prediction, 13, 33, 44, 73, 86, 104. 156,
158, 186, 187
Fastener joints (mechanical), 68
Fatigue. see Applications for composites, fatigue
Felicity effect. see Kaiser effect
Fiber breakage. see under Sources of acoustic
emission
Fiber pullout. see under Sources of acoustic
emission
Fiber splitting. see under Sources of acoustic
emission
Fiberboard composites, 11, 12, 38, 39, 40, 102,
129, 172
Fibers (types of)
alumina, 117
aramid. 30. 35. 36, 69, 77, 107, 116, 117, 140,
150, 193
boron, 106, 177
carbon. 52. 85. 92, 177. 187, 190, 204. see also
Composites (types of), graphite/epoxy
ceramic. 9, 87, 100, 203
glass (see Composites (types of), glass/epoxy;
Fibers (types of), short glass)
graphite, 52, 190, 204. see also Fibers (types
of), carbon; Composites (types of), graphite/
epoxy
Kevlar (see Fibers (types of), aramid)
metal, 9, 15, 130, 160
metal inclusion, 130
monofilament, 91, 194, 204
rowing based, 164
short glass, 16, 26, 51. 68, 118, 165, 169, 195
silicon carbide, 9. 87, 100, 177, 188. 189, 203
silicon carbide whisker. 177
steel, 15
Fracture toughness, 16, 35, 172
Frequency analysis (spectrum analysis). I, 34, 43,
72, 88, 103, 108, 109, 118, 122, 123, 124, 126.
130,133,134,163,165,166,167,179,194.
204
Friction (fretting), 2, 4, 5,6,45, 59, 62, 125,
126. 163, 165, 167
H

High performance composites. see Applications for
composites, high performance composites

High performance pressure vessels. see Applications for composites, high performance pressure
vessels
Hybrid composites, 87, 88, 117
carhon fiber-silicon carbide whisker/aluminum,
177
carbon-glass, 92
Hygroscopicity. see Moisture absorption
lIygrothermal effects. see Moisture absorption

Matrix splitting. sec under Sources of acoustic
emission
Metal fiber composites, 9. 15, 130, 160
Metal matrix composites, 9, 85, 87, 106, 110, 160,
177,188,189,203
Moisture absorption, 11, 12, 20, 24, 36, 38, 39,
76, 81, 102, 131
Monofilament test specimen, 91, 194, 204
Moulding compounds, 16, 46, 51, 118, 195
bulk, 51
short glass fiber, 51
sheet, 118

I

Impact damage, 2, 4, 27, 59,81,107
In -service inspection. see Proof testing
Instrumentation, acoustic emission, 28, 34, 55,
115. 155, 157, 181
Interfacial debonding (fiber-matrix). see under
Sources of acoustic emission

N

Noise. extraneous (study on, 34, 53, 54, 55, 69,
lID, 157
Noncontact sensor mounting, 204
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE), I, 13,22,27,33,
38, 44, 48, 55, 56, 60, 64, 66, 81, 93, 112,
138, 139, 145, 157, 159, 161, 168, 175, 186,
193

K

Kaiser effect or Felicity effect, t, 17, 33, 34,
53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 101, 127, 129, 151, 153,
157, 162, 178, 182, 184, 206, 210

P
Pattern recognition, 123, 124, 126, 141, 157
Pipe, composite. see Applications for composites,
pipes
Proceedings, 207, 208. see also Con ference papers
(lIsting of); Articles (types on. conference
report
Pressure vessels. see Applications for composites,
high performance pressure vessels; Applications for composites, low performance pressure
vessels
Proof testing, I, 3,19,28,31,53,54,56,58,
78, 93, 98, 110, Ill, 112, 129, 132, 139, 151,
159, 175, 206, 210, 211, 212
Propagation, wave. see Wave propagation

L

Life prediction, 17, 93, 154, 183
Linear location. see Source location
Location of AE sources. see Source location
t.ow performance pressure vessels. see Applications
for composites, low performance pressure
vessels
t.ow temperature or cryogenic studies, 16, 89, 180
M

Materials characterization (studies of), I, 4, 6,
7, 8, 16, 19, 24, 27, 29, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40,
43, 44, 46, 51, 52, 57, 60, 63, 64, 65, 70, 73,
76, 77, 81, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90, 95, 97, 100,
103, 105, 106, 107, 113, 117, 118, 120, 121,
125, 130, 134, 135, 144, 145, 148, 149, 152,
154, 156, 166, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174,
175,176,177,179.184,188,189,190,191,
195, 197, 202
Matrix behavior (study of), 29, 46, 64, 95
Matrix cracking. see under Sources of acoustic
emission
Matrix materials (types of)
aluminum alloy, 85, 87, 150, 177, 203
calcium carbonate/epoxy, 118
carbon, 52
ceramic, 100
epoxy, IS, 30, 35, 36, 68, 69, 77, 107, 116, 117,
118, 130, 140, 169, 193, 195. see also
Composites (types of), glass/epoxy; Composites
(types of), graphite/epoxy
glass-ceramic, 100
liquid crystal polyester, 191
metal, 9, 85, 87, 106, 1l0, 160, 177, 188, 189,
203
moulding compounds, 5, 16, 46, 51, 195
plastic (see Matrix materials (types on, epoxy)
polyamide, IS, 113
po1ybutylene terephthalate, 16
po\ycarbonate, 194, 195, 196
polyethylene terephthalate, 26, 165
po1ymethyl methacrylate, 120
polystyrene, 97
polyurethane foam, 89
polyvinyl chloride, 170
resin (see Matrix materials (types of), epoxy)
rubber toughened, 103
styrene acrylonitrile copolymer, 194
titanium 6AI-4 V. 9
zinc alloy, 188, 189

Q

Quality control. see Applications for composites,
ma terials characterization

R
Rocket motor cases. see Applications for
composites, high performance pressure vessels
Rubber toughened matrix composites, 103
S
Sensor mounting, noncontact, 204
Sensors, calibration of, 10, 34, 43
Signal analysis or time domains, 44, 49, 57, 108,
194, 199, 200, 202
Signal propagation losses. see Wave propagation
Simulation of AE sources, see Calibration of AE
tests
Source location, 1,2,3,4,23,24,26,29,34,
37, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 66, 69, 73, 75, 79,
80, 86, 88, 91, 94, 106, 112, 118, 128, ISO,
lSI, 163, 166, 167, 169, 180, 193, 194, 200,
201, 202
Source mechanism identification. see Sources of
acoustic emission
Source simulation. see Calibration of AE tests
Source verification techniques. sec Sources of
acoustic emission
Sources of acoustic emission, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
14, IS, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 29, 34, 36, 37,45,
50, 51, 52, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63, 66, 67, 72, 77,
82, 83, 84, 85, 88, 91, 92, 99, 100, 101, 104,
lOS, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 113, 116, 121,
122, 124, 125, 126, 133,134, 140, 141, 142,
144. 150, 152. 154. 156, 157, 163, 165, 166,
167, 176, 177, 179, 180, 182, 185, 186, 188,
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Conferences and Symposia
Abstracts of Papers given at the 33rd Meetlog of
the Acoustic Emission Work Group

sistent with the lowering of the cohesive energy along the
grain boundary, however, other mechanisms are also plausible.
Harold 1.. Dunegan, Dunegan Engineering Consultants, Inc.
AE Monitoring of Hydrogen Embrittlement Cracking in High
Strength Steel
Results are shown to date of a continuing program at
Dunegan Engineering to determine the influence of yield
strength, hydrogen content, stress, and temperature, on the
time required for initiation of cracks and time to failure of high
strength steel exhibiting cracking due to hydrogen embritUe·
ment. Results are shown of acoustic emission monitoring of
high strength bolts undergoing cracking due to hydrogen embriUlement under the above variable conditions. It is shown
that the time for crack initiation to start and estimates of time
to failure can be determined from the acoustic emission data.

Tuesday, 16 January 1990
Workshop on Acoustic Emission in Manufacturing
David Dornfeld, InslIUctor
Wednesday, 17 January 1990
Session I - Materials
Christian Pfleiderer and Steve Carpenter, University of Denver
An Investigation of the Acoustic Emission Generated During
the Deformation and Fracture of Premium Grade 4340 Steel
The acoustic emission generated dUring the deformation
and fracture of premium grade 4340 steel has been investigated
in detail. Four different tempers of the 4340 steel were used to
give a wide range of mechanical properties. The acoustic emission generated during uniaxial tension and compression has
been measured and characterized. The emission generated during
crack propagation using double canlilever beam samples has
also been measured and characterized. A digital transient
recorder was used to store and evaluate individual waveforms.
The experimental acoustic emission data will be explained in
terms of the microslIUCture and mechanical properties.

Session

n - Materials

David J. Holcomb, Sandia National Laboratories
Comparing Computed Damage and AE Locations
Under compressive stresses, briUle polYCIYstalline materials fail as the result of growth, interaction and coalescence of
microcracks. Constitutive laws developed for such materials
must incorporate the effects of crack: size, density, orientation,
and interaction on the inelastic strain and resulting reductions
in compliance. A method of incorporating the accumulation
and growth of microcracks into a continuum model is to use a
measure of microcrack growth and interaction defined as damage. Although a number of damage theories have been proposed, there is not generally accepted experimental technique
for detecting and measuring damage. Acoustic emissions (AE)
have been correlated with microcrack nuclea-tion and growth.
We propose that AE locations and density are useful measures
of damage that can be correlated with calculated damage. Our
approach uses acoustic emissions (AE) and computer modeling
to study the development of damage in geomaterials.

Steve Carpenter, University of Denver
The Effects of Cathodic Charging on the Acoustic Emission
Generated by Intergranular Cracking in Sensitized 304
Stainless Steel
In a recent publication, it was reported that the mode or
type of crack propagation (transgranular, intergranular or
microvoid coalescence) in 304 stainless steel could be identified by analysis of the acoustic emissions generated during
crack propagation. Different crack propagation modes were
produced in double cantiliver beam specimens of 304 stainless
steel using combinations of heat treatments and cathodic
charging. The acoustic emission generated was measured, analyzed and correlated with metallographic results. IntergraDular
cracking of separation was observed in three experimental conditions; (1) sensitized samples tested in air at room temperature, (2) sensitized samples which were cathodically charged
prior to testing in air at room temperature, and (3) sensitized
samples which were simultaneously and continuously cathodically charged while being tested at room temperature. The particular acoustic emissions generated by intergranular separations were identified by careful analysis of the acoustic emission waveforms. The amount of intergranular cracking and the
acoustic emissions detected were found to be strongly dependent on the experimental test conditions. The amplitude, duration and hence the energy carried in the waveforms of the emissions from intergranu}ar separations were found to decrease
dramatically when there was a constant supply of hydrogen,
i.e., during continuous cathodic charging. The results are con-

G.F. Zamiso and Kanji Ono, University of California, Los
Angeles
Acoustic Emission during Fracture of AI-U Alloy
Acoustic emission monitoring was conducted during interrupted fracture toughness testing of al AI-2.67U-2.58CuO.l22r alloy aged at 450 K for 1 to 228 hours. The acoustic
emission data was correlated to the fracture transition behavior
from normal microvoid coalescence to intergranular duclile
fracture mode with the progress of aging. Results wiD be discussed in conjunction with the corresponding acoustic emission behavior during tensile deformation.
Stuart McBride, Royal Military College
AE from Rubbing Surfaces (Abstract: Unavailable)
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weakened cylinders is described. Recent cylinder test experi-

Session III - AE Fundamentals, Sibley Auditorium

ence is reviewed.
Clinton Heiple, Rockwell IOlerDatiooal
Acoustic Emission From Phase Transformations in Au-47.S
atCJ6Cd
Acoustic emission from the direct and reverse thermoelastic martensitic phase transformations in Au-47.S ate,{, Cd was
measured in detail. In agreement with prior work. signals from
the reverse transformation on heating were both larger and
more numerous than from the direct Ilansformation during cooling. The volume of transformation producing the larger signals
was estimated to be about 40xlO em • The average signal amplitude and energy changed dramatically during the course of
the reverse transformation. but were nearly constant through
the direct transformation. The average signal amplitude increased for slower heating rates through the reverse transformation, but was independent of cooling rate through the direct
transformation.

John J. Hanley, Southwest Research Institute
Acoustic Emission Testing in Natural Gas Vehicle Cylinders
The feasibility of acoustic emission (AE) testing to
inspect natural gas vehicle (NGV) cylinders for cracks is being
evaluated. Presently, hydrostatic testing is performed but it is
costly. An in situ inspection done by pressurizing and
depressurizing the cylinders while they are still in the vehicles
can quicken the inspection. Laboratory fatigue and fracture
tests have been done to study the mechanisms that produce AE
from cracks and to record characteristics of the AE signals.
Background noise measurements were also obtained while
filling and releasing gas from NGV cylinders. This was
necessary in assessing the delectability of the AE signals
above typical background noise. Some preliminary AE testing
has begun on a hydraulically pressurized cylinder with a fatigue
crack initiated from an EDM notch. A laboratory system
capable of detecting and locating the source of the AE has been
developed.

Thomas M. Proctor, National Institute of Standards and Technology
The Sphere Drop Test
At the 31st meeting of the AEWG, I presented a paper that
compared impact results for a series of dropping steel spheres
on a glass plate to step force calibration results. During this
process the invene transfer function was determined for the
high fidelity conical transducer used. With this inverse transfer
function, the transient force function was determined in an absolute way for the steel sphere impulse. These farst results were
disturbing because both the measured "contact" time and the
peak of the impact force were in error by far more than our experimental limits would indicate when compared to the predictions based On the Hertzian impact theory.
Since then this experiment has been redone with a view in
mind to resolving all suspected errors. Considerable redundant
data was collected, and various errors were investigated. As a
result of this more controlled experiment. detailed coofarmation between the predictions of the exact elastic solution for
the case of the impacting sphere on a plate and experimental
results in absolute force terms was obtained. This is very reassuring as it (I) coofmns the elastic theoretical and experimental basis for the presently accepted calibration procedure for AE
transducers, (2) demonstrates successful deconvolving out of
the impact force-time function in accurate detail from data obtained from a piezoelectric transducer and (3) demonstrates a
method from which any unknown point force can be measured.
AU three results hinge on the ability of being able to find an
accurate inverse transfer function for a practical piezoelectric
transducer (NBS Conical displacement transducer).

Session V - Process Control,
Richard Lemaster, University of California, Berkeley, Forest
Products Laboratory
Monitoring Density in Wood Based Materials with AE
It has been shown that AE is sensitive to the chip
formation process in wood cutting operations. In addition, AE
is sensitive to changes in the density of the wood the cutting
tool is removing. By monitoring the AE generated when a
cutting tool cuts through the thickness of a wood composite
panel the density profile of the panel can be determined. This is
an important quality control parameter. Similarly the AE
generated when a cuning tool moves across the growth rings of
a piece of solid wood can be used as an indicator of the growth
ring density, an important parameter for tree growth analysis.

Frank C. Beall, University of California. Berkeley
Forest Products Laboratory
AE Evaluation of Surface Roughness of Wood-Base Materials
Carlos Valdes, IBM Palo Alto Scientific Center
AE at Very Low Strain Rates
Thursday, 18 January 1990
Session VI - Composite Materials
Thomas F. Drouillard, Rockwell International
A Comprehensive Guide to the Literature on Acoustic Emission
From Composites, Supplement II
Comprehensive bibliographies on the subject of acoustic
emission (AE) from composites were compiled for the First and
Second International SymposiUms on Acoustic Emission from
Reinforced Composites which were held in San Francisco,
California in 1983 and in Montreal, Canada in 1986. The
current bibliography, consisting of 212 references, is the third
in the series. The material is presented in the same format as
that previously used: a bibliographic section, an author index.
and a subject index. Included is a bar chart showing the number

Session IV - Inspection
P. R. Blackburn, Union Carbide Industrial Gases
AE Testing for Acetylene Cylinden
Acetylene is distributed (primarily to the metalworking
industry) in portable steel cylinders. These cylinders have
some uolque physical features; many cylinders have been in
service for a very long time; and, acetylene cylinder inventories are very large. ConsequenUy, they are a very good
application for AE testing. In service, cylinder bottoms may be
weakened by corrosion. An AE test which will identify
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tion to varying degrees. FR values were derived (rom AE
produced during cyclic hydraulic loading.
The results revealed that specimen strength and FR values
decrease almost linearly with impact damage level. AE sources
were active at different locations throughout the specimens but
the majority of the Felicity-related AE was (ound to originate in
the damaged regions. FR values were directly related to specimen strength which implies that a properly configured pressure
test with AE monitoring could be used to predict the strength of
damaged structures of similar construction. More sophisticated
techniques for FR determination which are independent of
source-transducer separation were examined. Low-cpoxy-matrix
content, in conjunction with impact damage, was demonstrated
to affect both failure strength aod FR values.

of pUblications per year of all pUblications on acoustic
emission from composites from 1970 to 1989. Also included ill
an analysis of the types of publications, a list of major
conference proceedings, and a list of organizations and au!hors
wi!h a ranking of their prolificacy of publication. Theses Ihree
bibliographies present a compilation of the bulk of world
literature pUblished on the subject of acoustic emission from
composites.
Michael R. Gorman, Naval Postgraduate School
Acoustic Emission Produced By Matrix Cracking
Transverse matrix cracking was studied in a cross-ply
graphilelepoxy laminate. By considering the geometry of the
cracking and the plate geometry of the specimen some fundamental advances have been made in the understanding of
acoustic emission patterns which have been observed in composite materials for years. Location amplitudes, counts, ele.,
are all explained in terms of the underlying wave phenomena.
This talk focuses on !he plate wave nature of the acoustic
emission and !he implications of these discoveries for acoustic
emission measurements.

Hari Dharan, University of California, Berkeley
AE Monitoring of Composites During Manufacturing and
Fracture
Tour of Forest Products Laboratory.
AEWG Business Meeting

John Rodgers, Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Technologies
Development of Production Acoustic Emission Evaluation
Criteria From QUalification Torque Load Testing of Graphilel
Epoxy Power Transmission Shafts
Power transmission shafts. also knoWD as drive shafts or
torque tubes. offer an ideal application. for composite
materials. Strength and stiffness can be tailored to the
application. and weight savings for SO percent over aluminum
are possible. For several years the difficulty has been the termination of the shaft into appropriate end fillings.
The use of typical metallic fittings reduces the weight savings
gained by the application of composites. Minimal weight
savings will not justify the extra expense incurred in bringing
composite parts into present aerospace systems: acceptance
tests, reliability assurance. and the procedures different from
metals. to assure both vendor and customer of the performance
of the component under all required conditions. especially
fatigue and in a hoUwet environment. These problems arc
solved using polygonal. molded-in end fittings for composite
fiber/resin structures (patents applied for).
Acoustic emission was used in conjunction with destructive testing to determine the critical evaluation of graphite/
epoxy torque tubes under limit load conditions. Thirteen qualification tubes in two different configurations were tested in
order to establish AE evaluation criteria. The recommended
criteria and limit load testing prome can be used successfully
screen production parts for consistent designlmateriaVfabrication quality.

Friday. 19 January 1990
Session VIII - Maoufacturing
Thomas Blum, University of California, Berkeley
Tool Failure Detection in Milling Operations Using an
Intelligent Tool Monitoring System
More than one decade of research passed since acoustic
emission (AE) was (irst used to monitor the metal cutting
process. Major progress has been made since then. Tool monitoring systems supervising the cutting process for single point
cutting tools have been successfully introduced to the industry.
However. the monitoring of milling operations using a
multipoint cutting tool still remains a major obstacle. Due to
the variation of the chip thickness throughout the cut and the
fact that more thao one cutting edge might be active at the same
time. the description of the actual cutting process itself
becomes very difficult. In addition, it is difficult to mount ao
AE-sensor close to the rotating culling tool. These facts made
the reliable detection of tool failure difficult.
A research scheme will be introduced to monitor milling
operations. Results obtained from experiments using a neural
network to process the AE-signals in the turning process
(Dornfeld eL al.) and results obtained while using a "magnetic
sensor coupling device" (Ioasaki eL al.) to detect culling process related AE-signals will be combined. A major goal of this
research plan is the development of a sensitive aod highly
reliable multipoint cutting tool monitoring system.

Session VII - Composite Materials
Jerry W. Whittaker. Martin Mariella Energy Systems, Inc.
Correlation of Felicity Ratio and Strength Behavior o( ImpactDamaged Spherical Composite Test Specimens
An investigation was made of the acoustic emission (AE)
Felicity Ratio (FR) behavior of small. impact-damaged. mament-wound. spherical composite test specimens. Damage
modes included composite micro-buckling. matrix cracking.
delaminations, fiber breakage. and permanent liner deforma-

David Dornfeld, University of California, Berkeley
Deburring Feedback Using AE
AE Feedback o( Precision Machining
Session IX - Signal Processing
Joseph C. lelanko. U. S. Bureau of Mines
Adaptive Signal Discrimination
An Application to AEIMS Slope Stability Monitoring
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The study demonstrates the use of signal processing and pauem
recognition techniques to discriminate between simu-Iated
slope instabilities and traffic noise at a highway slope field
site. The general approach which was utilized, adaptive signal
discrimination, appears to be a promising technique for the
development of a rockfall warning system. The generally high
reliability of classification based on testing results indi-cates
that under optimum conditions the method works very well.
However. further studies are required to evaluate the reli-ability
of the system in various situations which may com-monly
occur in the field.

Acoustic Emission During Fracture of AI-U Alloy, G. Zamiski
and K. 000, Universily of California, Los Aageks, CA
A Critical Study of the Solidification of Aluminum-Uthium
using Acoustic Emission. D. Henkel and J. Wood, Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, PA
NOE for Future Aerospace Challenges Track
NDE for Aging Aircraft Session, Chairman: John Carlyle,
Physical Acoustics Corp, Princeton, NJ
Monitoring of F-15 Fatigue Cracking with Acoustic Emission,
P Elehtherion, Physical Acoustics COlp, Princeton, NJ; and R.
Fisher, Wright Research and Development Center, WrightPatterson AFB, OH
Acoustic Emission Inspection of Aging Transport Aircraft. J
Carlyle, Physical Acoustics Corp, Princeton, NJ, and J. Helms,
Transport Aircraft, Ojai, CA

Session X - Industry
Hartmut Vallen. Vallen SySleme
AMS2, A New Multichannel AE-System
The features and capabilities of this new AE Systems are
described.

General NOT Applications Track
Tanks and Practical Acousl1c Emission Testing Session (Sponsored by CARP), Chairman: Martin Peacock, ONV Industrial
Services, Houston. TX
Development of an Acoustic Emission Testing Procedure for
Fiber Reinforced Plastic with Balsa Core Highway Tankers, S.
Hoa. University of Concordia. Montreal, Canada
Acoustic Emission Testing of Furan RTP Equipment. J. Fisher,
FMC Corp., Baltimore, MO
AE Testing of FRP Equipment - Experience with the CARP
Recommended Practice, M. Peacock, S. Stockbridge, and M.
Bosworth, DNV Industial Services, Inc., Houston, TX
Intensity Analysis of Fiber Reinforced Plastic Vessels, T.
Fowler, J. Blessing, and P Conlisk, Monsanto Chemical Co.,
SL Louis, MO

ASNT Spring Conrerence and CARP Sessions
1990 Spring Conference of ASNT, "NDE: The Next Decade
and Beyond," was held at Hyatt Regency Hotel, San Antonio,
TX on March 19 - 23, 1990 and attracted the largest
participants of over 800. CARP committees and AE sessions
were scheduled on the 20th and 21st. Do the 22nd, CARP
Informal Presentations session was held.
Wednesday. 21 March
Offshore NOE Track
Geophysical Aspects of Acousl1c Emission Session. Chairman:
Jim Leaird, Hartford Steam Boiler Inspec:tion Technologies,
Sacramento, CA
Decoding AE Waveforms Produced by Rock Fracture, S. Glaser
and P. Nebon. The University of Texas. Austin. TX
Seepage Investigation Using Acoustic Emission Testing, A.
Blystra. Purdue University, Calumet. Hammond. IN
Kilohertz Acoustic Emission Monitoring at the Presidio, San
Francisco, During the MooS.l Lake Eisman EarthqUake of
August 8,1989, and Moo7.1 Loma Prieta Earthquake of October
17. 1989, B. Armstrong and C. Valdes, IBM Scientific Center,
Palo Alto, CA
Acoustic Emission from Concrete. M. Taylor, University of
California. Davis. CA; J. Leaird. Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Technologies. Sacramento, CA

First National Workshop on A~oustlc Emission
June 28-29, 1990, Srlharlkota, India
This workshop will be held at SHAR Centre, Indian Space
Research Organization, Sriharikota. organized by Indian
Society for Nondestructive Testing, Sriharikota section and
cosponsored by Acoustic Emission Working Group (India). For
details. contact Mr. S.V. Subba RIO. SHAR Centre, Sriharikota
- S24 124, NeUore , Andhra Pradesh, India.
The XIX·th MEETING or European Working Group
on Acoustic Emission, October 2-5, 1990,
Erlangen, W. Germany

General NOT Applications Track
Acoustic Emission and Aerospace Composites Session (Sponsored by CARP) Chairman: Gary Hawkins, Aerospace Corp.,
Los Angeles, CA
Structural Evaluation of Composite Rocket Motor Case Using
AE. T Lewis, Morton Thiokol. Brigham City, UT
AE for Composite Cure Monitoring, D. Smith, Jr, Boeing
Aerospace, Seatl1e, WA
Acoustic Emission Behavior of Impact-Damaged Composite
Biaxial Test Specimens Under Constant Load Conditions, J.
Whillaker, W. Brosey, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Oak
Ridge. TN; M. Hamstad, University of Denver, Denver, CO
Acoustic Emission from Composites at Constant Stress, G
Hawkins, Aerospace Corp., Los Angeles. CA

The next EWGAE meeting will be held in Erlangen, W.
Germany on 3 - 5 October 1989. The Code Subgroup meeting
will precede the meeting on 2nd of October. It is hosted by Dr.
Streicher, Siemens - KWU.
Authors making a presentation are encouraged to proVide a
comprehensive technical abstract including figures in order to
facilitate exchange and discussion. For planning, participants
are requested to inform the EWGAE Secretary before May IS,
1990 at Sofratest. Z.l. du Petit Parc, 78920 EcqueviUy, France.
Registration fee will be £125 and payable to EWGAE account
0203905, Lloyd! Bank, the Cross, 2 Melboum St, Royston,
Hertfordsh., S08 7B1., England before July IS.
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Berkeley, CA 94720 USA
fax: +01(415) 643-8982
e-mail: domfeld@euler.berlceley.edu
Notification of acceptance or rejection of papers, as well as
author kits for the proceedings of the conference, will be
mailed to the fust author (or to a designated author) by January
IS, 1991. The camera-ready mats must be returned by March
IS, 1991. Symposium proceedings will be published by
ASME. Papers of exceptional quality may be considered for
publication in the ASME Journal of Engineering for Industry or
Journal of Acoustic Emission.

Flrst Symposium OD EvaluatioD or AdvaDced
Materials by Acoustic EmlssloD, October 19,
1990, Tokyo, Japan
This one-day symposium precedes IAES-IO, Sendai and will be
held at Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology,

University of Tokyo, sponsored by RCAST and JSNDI. Those
interested to panicipate are urged to send an abstract of 200300 words to Prof. T. Kishi, RCAST, University of Tokyo, 4-6I Komab&, Meguro, Tokyo 153, JAPAN; FAX 81-3-481-4575.
1st International Conference on AE ID Manufacturing, June 12-14, 1991, Berkely, California

A short course on acoustic emJSSlon and applications in
manufacturing will be offered on June 10-11, before the
conference. Instructors will include research experts in the field
of acoustic emission and manufacturing. Industrial exhibits of
instrumentation are also planned. Interested representatives of
fmns wishing to exhibit should contact the program chair.

Sensors and sensing systems are becoming more critical to the
successful implementation of automated manufacturing, the
effective detection of· defects and flaws in materials and
structures, and an enhanced understanding of basic processes
and material properties characterizations. Acoustic emissionbased techniques for sensing have developed rapidly over the
past decade and are now finding application in all of the above
areas. One of the most promising areas of application is in
manufacturing.

4th International Symposium on AE from Composite Materials (AECM-4), Seattle, Wasblngton
The Fourth International Symposium on Acoustic Emission
from Composite Materials (B. Dykes, general chairman) will
be held 27 -31 JUly 1992 in Seattle, Washington, USA.. This
Symposium will provide a world wide forum for those involved
in AE and composites (FRPs, MMCslFRMs and reinforced
ceramics) in industrial applications, research, instrumentation,
codes and standards.

A rich base of research and experimentation has developed
around the world; the purpose of this conference is to provide a
forum for communication among researchers and practitioners
with experience using acoustic emissioD (AE) techniques in
manufacturing. It is hoped that the conference will promote
research activity in acoustic emission in manufacturing and
will provide researchers and engineers from various countries
with an opportunity to exchange ideas, present technological
achievements, and discuss future directions.
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TIlree proven recipes for raising
the productivity ofyour NDT inspections
3. Automate your acquisition of data.

- consolidate scanning and robotic equipment under computer control
2. Automate the control and data management of your inspections

- provide a consistent operating methodology among inspection systems
1. Automate your data Interpretation and decision making

- interpret and classify your inspection data on-line as it arrives
- accurately identify types of flaws or artifacts at the moment of inspection
- obtain more information from your same inspection signals
- increase the resolution of your incoming inspection data
Benefits
• increases the accuracy and recognition rates of initial calls on indicators
- provides level III inspection quality in level I operations
- decisions can be made during the inspection process
• speeds up overall inspection process

Intelligence, the key ingredient to fully automate your NDT inspections systems.
Robotics with intelligence

Complete, fully automated inspection systems

ICEPAK - Tektrend's intelligent classifier engineering
package - gives you automatic data interpretation of
artifacts you want to recognize. ICEPAK is a platform for
automated inspection systems to classify signals on-line.

There is an intelligent Tektrend control system providing
real-time robotic control, data management, and automated data interpretation for your ultrasonics, acoustoultrasonics, eddy current, or acoustic emission NDT
inspections.

Compatibility with leading NDT suppliers
Use your preferred instruments with Tektrend's inspection control systems. They're compatible with products
and systems from such leading suppliers as:

Retrofit your present systems
Tektrend's NOT productivity solutions help you manage
the changes in your NDT laboratory as you wish, without
compromising the effectiveness ofyour present systems.

AMDATA • SMARTEDDY • ELOTEST
For more information on intelligent
inspection solutions call:
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Technologies
1600 Tribute Road
Sacramento, CA 95815·4308
Telephone: (916) 927-3861
FAX:
(916) 927-1308

Intelligent solutions for
automated NOT inspections

Authorized Representative for Tektrend International Inc.
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The Journal will publish contributions from all parts of the
world and manuscripts for publication should be submitted to
the Editor. Send to:
Professor Kanji Ono, Editor - JAE
6532 Boelter Hall, MSE Dept
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024-1595 USA
European authors may submit manuscripts directly to:

Dr. Roger Hill, Associate Editor - Europe
Department of Physical Sciences
Trent Polytechnic
Clifton Lane
NoUingham NGll 8NS England United Kingdom
Authors of any AE related publications are encouraged to
send a copy for inclusion in the AE Literature section to:
Mr. T.F. Drouillard, Associate Editor - JAE
Rockwell International
Energy Systems Group
P.O. Box 464
Golden, Colorado 80401
All the manuscripts will be reviewed upon submission to the
Editor. Only papers not previously published will be
accepted. However, special consideration will be given to
papers published in conference proceedings of limited
circulation; consult the editors.
Authors (unless stipulated otherwise by governments) must
agree to transfer the copyright to the Journal and not to
publish elsewhere, a paper submiUed to and accepted by the
Journal.

The title should be brief. Except for short communications,
descriptive heading should be used to divide the paper into
itscomponent parts. Use the International System of Units
(SI).
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Felicity Ratio Behavior of Pneumatically and
Hydraulically Loaded Spherical Composite Test
Specimens
J. W. Whittaker, W. D. Brosey and M. A. Hamstad
The Felicity effect concept has experienced wide usage
in the composites!AB testing community since its introduction by Fowler and Gray (1979). When a composite structure
is loaded two or more times, AE is produced on a succeeding
cycle(s) at some level lower (generally) than the previously
attained load level. The effect has great potential for the
detection of flaws in composites since the AE generated at
loads below the maximum of the preceding cycle seems to be
directly associated with the most highly stressed local
region(s). The effect is quantified by the Felicity ratio (FR),
which is dermed as "the numerical value which results when
the load at which significant AE begins on a SUbsequent
cycle is divided by the maximum load during the previous
cycle" (Hamstad, 1983). Currently, there is no standard
definition of significant AE. A partial list of the factors
which affect FR generation are summarized in Table 1
(Ramstad, 1986).

Abstract
A series of 10 small, spherical composite test specimens (some of nominal quality and some with embedded
anomalies) were fabricated and evaluated by various nondest·
ructive evaluation (NOB) techniques at the Oak Ridge Y-12
PlanL Acoustic emission (AE) was monitored during the
pneumatic proof and hydraulic destructive tests which
followed. The tests were so structured as to produce Felicity
ratio (FR) values. The results indicate that AE detection
sensitivity wu increased when pressurization was by hydraulic rather than pneumatic means. The increased sensitivity
multed in lower FR values for the hydraulic tests. FR values
were observed to decrease with the time delay between successive test cycles. Statistical evaluation of specimen failure
strengths revealed no significant differences between specimens with different anomalies which implies that the anomalies did not significantly affect specimen strength. Additionally, there were no statistically significant differences
between FR values produced by specimens with different anomalies. Limited data are presented which imply that the FR is
dependent upon the fiber spool from which a specimen was
wound.

Table 1. Factors which affect Felicity ratio behavior.

1. Specimen or struelure geometry
2. Time at load
3. Peak load as a proportion of failure strength
4. Loading rate
S. Construction materials
6. Time between successive loadings
7. Number of load cycles
8. Friction between damage surfaces

I. Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) monitoring is one of several
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technologies (inclUding
aeousto-ultrasonics, conventional ultrasonics, radiography,
and others). These are considered for their utility in inspection of composite structures of enclosed geometry for defects
which may affect structure strength, life, or other quality
considerations. The broad goals of this study were to determine which type(s) of anomalies could affect structure quality
and evaluate the utility of various NOB technologies to detect
qUality~egrading anomalies. Within these goals, AE monitoring was evaluated as a means of anomaly detection and
prediction of structure performance. The goal of the work
reported here was development of a relationship(s) between
specimen strength and FRs derived from a proof tesL

1.

Considerations

2.1 Test Design Philosophy
A primary goal of this study was to find some AE-based
method to predict composite structure strength from data
gathered during a proof test. Additionally, it was desirable to
inspect the specimens ultrasonically after the proof test and
prior to the destructive test to ascertain if detectable damage
growth had occurred. Thus, in its basic design, the test
regime required cycles for proof and destructive pressurization
and sufficient time in between for ultrasonic inspection.
Determination of an FR value from the proof test required
that it be composed of at least two cycles. Pneumatic pressurization levels of 62.0 and 18.6 MPa were selected. These
values represented 47 and 609&, respectively, of the specimen
design strength (130.9 MPa).

Received 3 January 1990. l.W. Whittaker IlJld W.D. Brosey are aflUialed with Development Division, Martin Mariena Energy Systems,
Inc., Oat Ridge, TN 37831-8084, operated by Martin Marietta
Energy System, Inc., for the U. S. Department of Energy under
Contract DE·ACOS-840R21400. M. A. Ramstad is with Depart-ment
of Engineering, University of Denver, Denver, Colorado 80208.
Tbis is based on the paper presented at Third International Symposium 011 Acoustic Emission from Reinforced Composites, 17·21 July
1989, Paris, Prance, and included in the Proceedings published by
the Amer. Soc. Nondestr. Testing, Columbus, OH.

In work reported by Gorman and Rylting (1983), a correilltion was developed between AE produced during a pressure
hold and the ultimate strength of composite rocket motor
cases. To investigate the possibility of such a correlation in
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Fig. 1. Composite specimen test sequence.
the current study, pressure holds of 10 min. duration were
added to each proof test cycle. A similar hold at lOS MPa
was added to the destructive test cycle to enable comparison
of the AE response at 79% of the expected specimen strength
to that at the lower levels. (Results of hold-related AE will
be reported elsewhere.) A constant loading rate of 3.45
MPa/min was used to avoid any rate-dependent AE effects.
The total test sequence for each specimen is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 5 minute pressure hold during the
second proof cycle depressurization resulted when the pressurizing gas was allowed to flow into a receiving vessel of
volume equal to the specimen's. Pressure equalization ensured
that the vessel had, indeed, been pressurized instead of merely an obstructed fill tube.

2) to facilitate pressurization. The shell was filament-wound
with a layer of composite material (nominal thickness, 4.2
. mm) made of high-strength fibers (Kevlar-49, manufactured
by DuPont) in an epoxy matrix (Dow DER332 resin/Jefferson
Chemical T403 hardener). Eight different spools of fiber were
required to wind all the specimens. A typical specimen is
shown in cross-section in Fig. 2.
Seven types of specimens were fabricated. Six types had
embedded anomalies which simulated those which could occur
during the manufacturing process. Ten specimens of each
type were fabricated to ensure statistically valid reSUlts. The
specimen types were identical except for the anomalies as
described below:
1. Standards -- Made to the parameters listed above.
2. Macrospheres -- Ceramic macrospheres were inclUded to
simulate voids in the epoxy. Macrospheres (diameter
range: 0.76 to 2.03 mm) were manually sprinkled in a
band extending to .± 30° from the equator on the composite
surface after approximately 112 the composite thickness
had been wound. The remainder of the the composite was
then wound over the beads.

2.omm

3. Delaminations - A variable number of shims composed of
3 layers of 0.013 mm thick Teflon sheet (diameter 3 to 2S
mm) were applied at two depths in the composite. One
group was placed within 0.1 to 0.6 mm of the aluminum
surface and the other was midway through the composite
thickness. The shims were generally placed within ±. 15°
of the equator.

(QUATO"

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of test specimen showing
component parts.

2.2 Specimens
4. Kevlar-29 - This fiber (also fabricated by DuPont) was
substituted for the normal Kevlar-49. Among other
differences. Kevlar-29 has a 44% lower elastic modulus
than does Kevlar-49. This should lead to greater specimen
expansion prior to failure (assuming constant failure
strength).

A total of seventy spherical composite specimens were
tested in this study. Each of the specimens was made starting
with a spherical 1100-0 aluminum shell (114.3 mm diameter
with a 2.0 mm thick waUl which contained the pressurizing
medium. A fill tube was welded into the north pole (see Fig.

76

5. Dry Windings -- Approximately 112 the total fiber was
wound without epoxy. At the equators of the specimens,
the inner and outer quarters of the composite thickness
were wound with epoxy while the central portion was
wound dry. Due to the winding technique, the thickness of
the dry fiber portion decreased proportionately toward the
poles.
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6. Tension Variation -- The inner 112 of the composite
thickness was wound with 300 or 450 g fiber tension
rather than the normal 600 g. The intention was to put
the inner composite layers into compression to induce
local fiber buckling. (There is no data to confirm that
buckling occurred, however. Strength degradation which
would result from fiber buckling did not occur.)
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7. Alternate Winding Pattern - The winding pattern was
changed to eliminate 10% of the fiber in the equatorial
region. The expected result was to increase composite void
content and/or epoxy-rich areas and decrease the failure
strength.
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2.3 Apparatus

Separate fIXtures were utilized for the proof aDd destructive tests. The destructive test fixture was of heavier-duty
construction since it was required to withstand failure of the
specimens. However, both fixtures were CODStruCted with the
same salient features. In each case, the specimen was supported only by a Teflon clamp around the fill tube. This ensured minimum contact with external materials that would
absorb AE energy propagating in the specimen. Four transducers (the number required for location of AE sources in a
spherical shell; Whittaker et al., 1988) were coupled to the
specimen's surface. The same transducer array geometry was
used with each fixture. Lead break devices were mounted on
the fixtures for calibration purposes. Figure 3 shows a specimen mounted in the proof test fixture with the lead breaker
positioned below the specimen. The same AE monitoring
system was used for each test and is shown schematically in
Fig. 4. PAC/Dunegan S-140A resonant transducers were used.
Their epoxy wear plates were modified to increase sensitivity
and coupling repeatability (Hams tad and Patterson, 1977) and
their cases were modified to fit the fixtures and ensure repeatable alignmenL Preamplification (40 dB) and flltering (100 300 kHz) were accomplished by PAC 1220A preamplifiers.
Further amplification (30 dB for pneumatic and 20 dB for
hydraulic tests, respectively) and filtering (100 - 300 kHz)
were performed by the analog section of the AE monitor
(PAC 300013104). The monitor detector threshold was set for
0.1 V. The combination of monitor gain and threshold voltage made the system sensitive to AE events with minimum
amplitude of 30 or 40 dB (referenced to 80 dB = 1 V) for the
pneumatic and hydraulic tests, respectively. AE events were
flltered in real time such that only those events with amplitudes ~40 dB were recorded. This was done to limit data file
size and minimize the data errors inherent in high-event-rate
AE data acquisition. Signals proportional to pressure were
recorded with minimum pressure resolution increments of 0.1
and 0.2 MPa for the pneumatic and hydraulic tests, respectively.

Fig. 3 Test specimen mounted in proof test fixture; a lead
breaker for calibration is mounted below.
2.4 Procedures

A specimen was selected and mounted in the appropriate
test fixture. AE couplant (Apiezon-M vacuum grease) was applied to the transducers which were then spring-loaded (contact force was 2.2 to 3.3 N) in contact with the specimen
surface. The specimen was connected to the pressurization
system and its interior evacuated and backfilled with pressurizing fluid (helium for the proof test and hydraulic fluid for
the destructive test). Following preloading to 4.1 to 6.9 MPa
(Hamstad, 1985), AE calibration was performed. The calibration consisted of breaking a lead ten-times in a controlled
fashion at the same point on the specimen's surface and recording the signal amplitude detected by each channel. The
specimen was considered calibrated if all signals exceeded a
preset minimum value and the mean value for each channel
was within a preset range.
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Fig. 4 Experimental apparatus used for AE monitoring of composite test specimens.
Following calibration, the specimen was subjected to
the appropriate portion of the test regime. To limit the
amount of data acquired to more manageable levels, monitoring was limited to certain significant portions of the regime.
During the proof test, monitoring was performed during the
first cycle pressure hold, the second pressurization (in the 0
to 62 MPa range only; i.e., to the first cycle peak pressure),
and the second cycle pressure hold. Monitoring during the
destructive test cycle was performed in the 0 to 78.S MPa
range (i.e., to the second proof cycle hold level) and during
the hold at 105 MPa. The time delay between proof and
destructive test cycles varied between 34 minutes aDd 92
days, although for the majority of the specimens the delay
was 27 to 35 days.

raulic test (not considering the scattered events occurring at
pressures below 40 MPa) is clearly much greater than that
detected during the pneumatic test Additionally, the emission was detected at a significantly lower pressure level on
the hydraulic test Consequently, the conclusion was drawn
that AE detection sensitivity was increased by the presence
of the hydraulic fluid. The fluid provided additional, less attenuative propagation paths to the transducers from all points
in the structure. With gas pressurization, the AE was constrained to propagate primarily through the structure with its
necessarily higher characteristic attenuation. The lower fluid
path attenuation resulted in each sensor having more uniform
AE sensitivity to the whole specimen. Thus, at the same
gains and threshold, the FR values determined from a hydraUlic test are more sensitive to the damage processes which
produce AE and thus control the FR.

One specimen was prooftested hydraulically to evaluate
sensitivity changes related to hydraulic pressurization. It
also received an additional pressure cycle to evaluate timedelay effects on the FR. A second specimen received an additional pneumatic proof-test cycle after a delay of one day,
also to investigate lime delay/FR effects.

The scattered AE events occurring at low pressures complicate FR calculation. By definition, the FR is calculated
from the load at the appearance of "significant" AE on subsequent loadings. The problem comes from the selection of
the "significant" AE. During the pneumatic and hydraulic
tests, the AE at low pressures occurs very erratically from
specimen to specimen and, thus, cannot be used for FR calculation. The concept of "sustained emission" was selected to
provide a systematic basis for FR calculation. For the purposes of this study, sustained emission is defined as the continuing occunence of AE with intervals between bursts of no
more than 0.83 MPa. Practically, the definition requires that
at least one (but potentially many) AE event occur every
0.83 MPa (equivalently, one every 15 seconds at the 3.45

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Felicity Ratio Determination

Typical second cycle results from a pneumatic proof test
(closed bars) aDd the single hydraulic proof test are shown in
Fig. 5. (The hydraulic proof test was identical in all respects
to the pneumatic test except for the substitution of hydraulic
fluid for helium.) The total emission detected during the hyd78

Secondly, the current specimens and stress field are considerably more complex than those considered in the above
references. It may be that a more sophisticatcd approach is
required to calculate the FR in such complex specimens
which do not have a wide strength distribution.

MPa/min pressurization rate). Significant emission was arbitrarily defined to occur when a total of at least 5 events
occurred during the sustained emission portion of pressurization. Consequently, for the hydraulic preSSUrization shown in
Fig. 5, the pressure at reinitiation of significant emission
(noted by the arrow) was 45.9 MPa. For both tests, the previous peak pressure was 62 MPa. Therefore, the FR calculated
for the hydraulic pressurization was 45.9/62.0 = 0.740. For
the pneumatic test, significant emission was at 58.9 MPa
and the calculated FR was 0.950.

An additional factor which may have affected the FR
sensitivity to the overall specimen stress state and the presence of the various anomalies was the load holds built into
the test cycles. Damage progression occurs during the holds
as implied by the copious amounts of AE that are generated.
The damage which occurs during the hold will not reoccur
during the next loading cycle and, thus, produce AE which
would affect FR measurement. This effect was observed by
Fowler and Gray (1979).

3.2 Correl4lion of FR Values with SpecirMn Strength
In Fig. 6, the FRs derived from the pneumatic proof and
hydraulic destructive tests are plotted against the percent of
actual failure load experienced by the specimens on the previous loading cycle. Two observations are noteworthy. The
first is that, taken as a whole, the hydraulic test FRs are significantly lower than the pneumatic test values. This results
from the previously mentioned sensitivity increase caused by
hydraulic testing. The higher the sensitivity 10 AE, the lower
the pressure at which AE is detected and the lower the FR calculated. The second observation is that there is apparently
no correlation between FR and normalized previous peak
pressure. This is contraJy to the findings of Fowler and Gray
(1979) and Tao and Gao (1982). Two potential reasons for
the lack of agreement present themselves. First, the current
set of specimens had a relatively limited range of failure
levels compared to the above references.

3.3 Dependence of FR on Test Time Delay
An early finding during data analysis was that the FR decreased with the time delay, ~, between the proof and destructive tests. The FR vs I,s behavior of randomly selected
proof-tested and all the destructively-tested specimens is
shown in Fig. 7. With the exception of the data for Specimen 3229 (described below), each point for the pneumatic
tests represents the FR calculated from the two standard proof
test cycles. The I,s between the start of the two cycles is relatively short (33 - 35 min). The FR values varied between
0.900 and 1.010. Specimen 3234 was tested under identical
conditions, except that it was hydraulically pressurized and
V-GA88-8571R
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mately 80 - 85°C. Hence, the matrix is near the glass tran·
sition region (in terms of absolute temperature) where significant creep can take place. It is expected that regions of the
composite which have experienced the most proof-test-generated damage also experience the most creep since the local
conditions in these areas have been disturbed to the greatest
degree by the proof cycles.

received a lotal of four test cycles (three proof and one to
failure). The FR determined from each pair of cycles (noted
by subscripts) varied between 0.732 and 0.828, a significant
drop from the pneumatic test values. This difference results
from the previously discussed test sensitivity increase of the
hydraulic test.
Dependence of the FR upon delay time is demonstrated
by both pneumatically- and hydraulically-tested specimens.
Most of the specimens had been destructively tested prior to
discovery of the a.s dependence. Thus, it was not possible to
acquire many more points at low td values. However, sufficient data points exist at the low values to establish that a
trend toward lower FR with a.s does exist. One pneumaticallytested specimen (#3229) was given a a third pneumatic pressurization cycle after a delay of approximately 3 days. The
calculated FR between cycles 2 and 3 was 0.903 which was
l.596 lower than the value produced by the proof test cycles
(0.917). The slight decrease with time is consistent with the
behavior demonstrated by the hydraulically-tested specimens
but the lower sensitivity of the pneumatic test probably contributed to the relatively small FR drop.

A portion of the maio body of the FR - tes data (that with
delay times between 38,000 and 61,000 min) is replotted on
expanded, linear scales in Fig. 8. The data are from specimens fabricated from 4 of the 8 spools of fiber used during
fabrication. The data appear to be segregated into 3 FR
ranges (0.55 to 0.65, 0.45 to 0.55. and 0.35 to 0.45). This
segregation was evaluated on the basis of which spool of
fiber was used to wind the specimens. The spool number is
noted by each data point. Statistical tests were performed on
the FRs produced by Spools 1. 2, 6, and 25. (Insufficient
data points from the other spools were available to perform
the tests.) The statistical tests revealed that significant differences (at the 9996 confidence level) existed between the
FRs produced by Spools 2. 6. and 25. Thus, the conclusion
was drawn that, for specimens tested with a relatively long
let. the FR is influenced by the fiber used in fabrication. One
potential explanation for the behavior involves the quality
of the epoxylfiber interface. The fiber from some spools may
be weUCd to a greater degree than others resulting in better
transfer of stress between fiber and matrix and. consequently.
less AE at lower loads.

There is insufficient information in the current study to
make definitive conclusions about the mechanism(s) which
causes the let effect. A potential explanation is based upon
the assumption that room-temperature creep occurs in the
composite due to fabrication-based residual stresses and linerinduced tensile stresses under the no external-load condition.
The glass transition temperature of the matrix is approxi-
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Table 2. Statistical Summary ofFR and Failure Strength Data
Anomaly
Type

Felicity Ratio·
Standard
Mean
Deviation

Failure Strength (MPa)t
Standard
Mean
Deviation

Standard

0.481

0.045

135.6

7.26

Delamination

0.543

0.069

137.1

7.08

Dry Windings

0.494

0.071

139.7

4.79

Tension Variation

0.513

0.060

134.5

6.74

Macrosphere

0.491

0.054

131.8

4.39

Alternate Pattern

0.507

0.035

136.1

5.32

Kevlar-29

0.466

0.067

135.3

6.67

Population

0.499

0.062

135.7

6.28

• PopUlation is limited to 40 specimens with approximately equal t.l.

t Population consists of all 70 specimens.
3.4 Suuistical Analysis
Specimen failure strengths and the FRs from the hydraulic test cycle were statistically analyzed for correlations with
anomaly types. The results are summarized in Table 2. No
statistically significant failure strength dirferences were observed which implies that the anomalies introduced did not
arreet their strength. This is not surprising since the embedded anomalies were not located in the regions of highest
stress (i.e., the poles). These high-stress regions control the
failure strengths.
No statistically significant FR differences were observed. This implies that the anomalies also did not affect the
AE mechanisms which control the FR.

3.

The fabrication anomalies used did not affect the failure
strengths of the specimens or the FRs calculated.

4.

No correlations were found between the FR and specimen
strength.

5.

The values of FR are dependent to at least a minor degree on the spool of fiber from which they are wound.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to the following persons for their invaluable assistance in the performance of these experiments: M. T. Calfee for specimen fabrication; K. F. Kesterson and J. C. Henderson for test performance.
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Correlation of Felicity Ratio and Strength Behavior of
Impact-Damaged Spherical Composite Test Specimens
J. W. Whittaker, W. D. Brosey and M. A. Hamstad
Abstract

which exhibited strength degradation due to known levels of
impact damage.

The acoustic emission (AE) behavior of small, impactdamaged, filament-wound, spherical composite test specimens was investigated with particular emphasis on Felicity
ratio (FR) determination. Damage modes included composite
micro-buckling, matrix cracking, delaminations, fiber breakage, and permanent liner deformation to varying degrees. FR
values were derived from AE produced during multicycle hydraulic loading.

2. Experimental Considerations
2.1 Specimens
The specimens utilized here were identical in construction to those used in the previous study (Whittaker et at,
1990). They were fabricated from epoxy-wetted Kevlar fiber
wound over a spherical aluminum shell into which a fill tube
was welded. The fill tube area was defined as the north pole.
Seven specimens were used, one representing each of the
anomaly types originally studied. These specimens were fabricated at the same time as the others and retained as standard
examples. The original study revealed that the anomalies did
not affect the failure strength or AE Felicity Ratio (FR) behavior of the specimens to a statistically significant degree.
Thus, the anomalies were not expected to affect the strength
or FR behavior of these specimens.

The results revealed that specimen strength and FR
values decrease almost linearly with impact damage level. AE
sources were active at different locations throughout the
specimens but the majority of the Felicity-related AE was
found to originate in the damaged regions. FR values were
directly related to specimen strength which implies that a
properly configured pressure test with AE monitoring could
be used to predict the strength of damaged structures of similar construction. More sophisticated techniques for FR determination which are independent of source-transducer separa-

tion were examined. Low-epoxy-matrix content, in conjunc-

The specimens were impacted by dropping them from
known heights onto a linoleum-covered concrete floor. Angular rotation was minimized so that impact normally occurred within 6· of the specimen equator. However, two specimens did rotate more so that impact occurred approximately
20 to 300 below the equator. The drop of each specimen was
video-taped so that the impact elasticity could be measured.
A calibrated scale placed near the impact site enabled the
rebound height to be measured when the tape was replayed in
slow motion. The rebound height Was subtracted from the
drop height to obtain the inelastic difference which then
served as the basis of an estimate of the energy absorbed.
The .nominal damage sustained by a specimen was equated
with the energy (in J) absorbed. Specimen data are summarized in Table 1.

tion with impact damage, was demonstrated to affect both
failure strength and FR values.

1. Introduction
Brosey et al. (1988) recently completed a study of the
effectiveness of various nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques (including AE monitoring) to detect simulated production-type fabrication anomalies in composite structures.
The study utilized small, spherical composite test specimens
each of which contained one of seven known anomalies. AE
monitoring was performed during pressurization of the specimens through several cycles to failure. The AE results from
that study were previously reported (Whittaker et al., 1990).
Specimens with low-to-moderate amounts of impact damage
(intentional or accidental) were found to always fail in the
damaged region but did not exhibit significant strength
degradation. This paper reports the results of a follow-on
study to evaluate the AE and strength behavior of specimens

2.2 Apparatus
A fixture constructed to withstand the rigors of catastrophic specimen failure supported the specimens (Fig. 1).
Four resonant AE transducers (PAC/Dunegan 8-140B) were
used to detect emission. The transducer output was preampHfied and filtered (40 dB, 100 - 300 kHz) by PAC 1220A
preamplifiers. Further signal conditioning (20 dB gain and
100 - 300 kHz bandpass filtering) was provided by a com
puter-based AE monitor (PAC 3000/3104). The monitor
threshold was set at 0.1 V. The combination of monitor
gain and threshold made the system sensitive to events with
minimum amplitude of 40 dB (in reference to 80 dB :0 1 V).
System dead time was 500 J.LS. Signals proportional to pressure were recorded with a resolution of 0.2 MPa. For a more
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Table 1. Summary of specimen data.
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Specimen No.
Type
Absorbed Energy (J)
Failure Strength (MPa)

A

2.24
128.2

0780

0781

0782

0783

0784

0785

K

D
8.02
87.9

S
10.02
115.8

M
13.06
97.1

II.
16.21
103.4

T
16.24
83.4

5.00
124.0

D .. Dry Windings
R .. Kevlar-29

A '" Alternate Pattern
M .. Macrosphere
T .. Low Windings Tension

DL = Delaminations
S .. Standard

detailed description of the experimental apparatus, refer to
Whittaker et aI. (1990).
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2.3 Procedures

A specimen was oriented in the fixture so that Transducer 3 (located behind the specimen in Fig. 1) was positioned within or near the damaged area. The transducers were
spring-loaded and coupled to the specimen surface with Apiezon-M vacuum grease. The specimen was connected to a
servo-controlled hydraulic pressurization system and filled
with hydraulic fluid. A preload of 4.1 to 6.9 MPa was applied
to the specimen and an AE calibration performed with the
lead breaker attached to the fixture (Fig. 1).
The specimen was hydraulically pressurized at a rate of
3.45 MPa/min to 62.0 MPa, 78.5 MPa, and failure in three
successive cycles (Fig. 2). Intermediate depressurizations
were at a linear rate of 13.8 MPa/min. Time between cycles
was held to 5 min to minimize the time delay effect on FR
values discovered previously (Whittaker et at, 1990). Peak
pressure was held for 10 minutes on each of the fU'St two
cycles. AE monitoring was performed during the fU'St cycle
pressure hold, the second pressurization (in the 0 to 62 MPa
range only, i.e., to the first cycle peak pressure), the second
cycle hold, and the third pressurization in the 0 to 78.S MPa
range (i.e., to the second cycle peak pressure).

3. Results and DIscussion
Fig. 1 Composite specimens mounted in test fixture.
Specimen is oriented so that the damaged area is under
Transducer 3, opposite the viewer.
160

3.1 Mechanical Behavior

An example of surface damage is shown in Fig. 3.
Damage includes micro-buckling (light-colored, wavy areas).
matrix cracks between fibers, and a crack transverse to the
fibers. Other damage modes (delaminations, composite/liner
disbonding, and liner deformation) are evident in the tangential radiograph displayed in Fig. 4. The deformed liner and
observed contour of the composite (Fig. 4) imply the following scenario for damage introduction. Upon impact, the
composite shell was pushed inward, loading the composite in
circumferential compression over a local area until it buckled. The inner surface fibers were then possibly loaded in
tension. When specimen rebound began, the inner surface
fibers were again loaded in compression until the composite
buckled outward. Outward buckling probably produced tension
in the outer fibers. Compression is expected to produce
micro-buckling since Kevlar exhibits poor resistance to
compressive loading (ASM. 1987). Micro-buckling followed
by tension is expected to further weaken or break fibers thus
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Fig. 4 Tangential radiography revealed that damage included
delaminations, composite-liner disbanding, and liner plastic
deformation.
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(D)

decreasing composite strength on a local basis. Due to the
symmetric construction of the specimens, the delaminations
were not expected to significantly degrade their strength,
although delamination growth could be a major source of AE.
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Fig. 5 Specimen strength decreases with impact damage
level. Mean and lower 20 bound for specimen strength are
shown for comparison. See text for the mean and -20.

Specimen failure strength, Pc is plotted against damage
(absorbed energy level, E) in Fig. 5. Additionally, tines
representing the mean and lower 2-standard-deviation (20)
bound of the original test results (Whittaker et al., 1990) are
plotted for comparison. (The burst strengths of 95% of the
specimens lie within the ±20 bounds.) Five of the seven im-

pact-damaged specimens failed at levels below the lower 20
limit, implying that impact truly degraded specimen
strength. The dry-bands part [denoted by DJ failed at a lower
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cycle and the black bars represent the third cycle). In each
case the evcnt rate increased as the previous peak pressure (PI
= 62.0 MPa and P2 = 78.S MPa for the flTSt and second cycles, respectively) was approached. The occurrence of emission below the preVious peak pressure is evidence of the
Felicity effect Felicity ratio values werc determined (or the
second and third load cycles using the Sustained Emission
definition o( significant emission introduced in Whittaker et
al. (1990). Sustained Emission is defmed as the continuing
occurrence of AE with intervals between bursts of no more

than expected level. This will be discussed later. Failure
occurred in the damaged regions of all seven specimens. In
the original study (Brosey et al., 1988), failure locations
were generally at the north or south poles although some
specimens apparently failed simultaneously at both poles. As
previously mentioned, some of the original specimens whieh
had sustained minimal impact damage failed in the damaged
regions but their failure strengths were not degraded. Thus.
the current results conrum that impact damage determines the
failure location and also reveal that strength can be degraded
with sufficient damage.

1.0 r--....-...,..---,~--.--.,....--...,.-....,....-:-........----.

3.2 ACOUSlic Emission Behavior
0.9

A key advantage to multichannel AE monitoring of a
structure is that emission sources can be approximately
located by determining which transducer detected the emission first (first hit analysis). Since the damaged areas in the
composite were rather small (22 - 35 mm diameter. as determined from the radiographs) we can be relatively sure that if
an event was detected by the Channel 3 transducer rrrst, then
the emission originated in or near the damaged area. Conversely, if any of the remaining channels was rlTSt hit, then the
source(s) were related to failure processes in non-impacted
material. When the data were evaluated on a flTSt-hit-channel
basis, the result was that, invariably, more firsl hil emission
was detected by Channel 3. As an example, for the second
loading of Specimen No. 0784, Channel 3 detected 54% of
the frrst hit emission while Channels I, 2, and 4 detected
23, 17, and 6%, respectively. Thus, most of the emission
originates in impact-damaged material as expected.
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Typical AE results are presented in event rate format in
Fig. 6 (lightly shaded bars represent the second loading
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Fig. 6 Event rates increase as previous peak load is approached. PAE for FR calculation and
previous peak pressures (PI and Py arc noted for each cycle. (Specimen No. 0783).
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Fig. 8 FR values are almost linearly related to failure strength. (AU first hits).
than 0.83 MPa. This approach combines the effects of all
the emission regardless of which channel detected a givcn
event first. Significant emission for each cycle in Fig. 6 is
noted as PAE by the arrows.

The FR values measured on the third cycle behave
somewhat differently than those on the second. The slope of
the line fit to the points is lower, which implies that FR] is
a less sensitive indicator of specimen strength. Secondly,
the scatter of the data is much greater as evidenced by the
lower coefficient of determination. Thirdly, the FR for the
specimen with lowest Pf (Specimen No. 0785) is zero which
says that emission reinitiated immediately upon pressurization. When the data for the third cycle of Specimen No.
0785 was examined in detail, all the emission occurring at
the lowest pressures was found to originate in the damaged
region. Its amplitude was such that it was attenuated prior to
detection by any of the other transducers. Emission was
detected by the other transducers only at much higher pressures. It is logical that this situation would exist because
undamaged composite should emit only when pressurc approached the previous maximum while damaged material
would emit at lower pressures if the damage mechanisms were
still active. This situation does raise some potentially significant issues, however. First, are the relationships in Fig.
3 dominated by the emission detected by Transducer 3? If so,
the practical benefit of the relationships may be limited to
only those cases in which the damage location is known.
Secondly, do similar relationships exist for AE detected by
transducers located remotely from the damaged area? Answers
for these questions were derived by appropriately filtering
the original data sets to examine the emission generated
under the conditions described.

Second cycle FR values (FR1 ) are plotted against the
damage level of each specimen in Fig. 7. The FR decreases
approximately linearly with increasing damage. The FR produced by a specimen thus depends upon the damage state of
the composite, as expected.
When plotted against failure strength in Fig. 8, the FR's
determined from cycles 2 and 3 (FR2 and FR3) are seen to
vary almost linearly with failure pressure. This is reasonable
since both the FR and Pf vary almost linearly with damage
level. The correlation between FR and Pf is very significant
since it implies that FR results can be used to predict specimen strength. Note that the data point for the dry-bands
specimen (D) represents a higher FR value than expected
from the correlation (at least for FRv. This implies that the
lower matrix level of this specimen in some way affected AE
generation and/or propagation such that the FR is affected.
From Fig. 5 we also see that the dry-bands specimen failed at
a lower than expected pressure. This implies that low matrix
content increases the effect of impact damage upon specimen strength. Composite resistance to micro-buckling is
lower with the decreased matrix content due to reduced lateral
support, thus more micro-buckling occurs resulting in a
greater weakening of the load-bearing fibers. AE produced by
local failure processes during loading (fiber breakage, delamination growth, etc.) will be attenuated to a greater degree by
the dry bands. Thus, only higher amplitude AE events which
are not attenuated below the detection threshold will be
recorded. Sustained emission will be achieved at a higher
pressure and a higher FR results.

Data files were filtered to include only those events
which were detected by Channel 3 fltst (They mayor may
not have been detected subsequently by one or more of the
remaining channels.) FR values were determined from the
resultant data and are plotted against Pr in Fig. 9a. Additional
filtering yielded those events which were detccted by Channel 3 first and subsequently by one or more of the other
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0.8
channels. FR values for these events are plotted against Pr in
Fig. 9b. Manipulation of the data in this way ensures that
the majority of the events selected come from the damaged
area (first detection by Channel 3 ensures this) and are
detected at a remote location (Le., Channels I, 2, and 4).
(TIle FR values (or the dry-bands specimen are excluded from
all fits of the data due to the adverse effects previously mentioned. Additionally, the zero FR value for Specimen No.
0785 is excluded (rom the fit in Fig. 9a.)
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Comparison o( Fig. 9a with Fig. 8 leads to the (ollowing observations. The almost linear relationship betwccn FR
and Pr is also evident in the Channel 3 first-hit data. The
slope of the FR3 • Pr line increased meaning that the sensitivity of the technique has improved. The fact that the
strength dependence of the FR exists in the Channel 3 data
is potentially beneficial. The technique could be used to
grade the strength of composite structures with existing damage (if the damage 10catioD is known) as part of a test for
usefulness of the structures.
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Fig. 10 FR values - strength relationships using cumulativc
criteria. (a. Events; b. Duration; c. Energy)
tum, is related qualitatively to the damage progression rate.
An alternative approach to defining significalll emission
would be to use a cumulative AEldamage criterion such as
total energy detected, total signal duration, or Dumber or
events detected. Three criteria were selected and used to define
FR's. Each criteria uses events detected remotely from the
damage location (i.e. Channels I, 2, and 4). The criteria are:

Figure 9b. shows that FRs derived from AE detected at
locations remote from the damage location also exhibit an
almost linear dependence on failure strength. It is interesting
that the relationships are essentially the same for Cycles 2
and 3 which is contrary to the results observed in Figs. 8
and 9a. This raises a question about the dependence of the FR
on proof test level as a function of proximity of the AE sensor to the damaged region. This potential effect is worthy of
additional study.

1. The pressure at which 50 cumulative events are
recorded;
2. The pressure at which the cumulative duration of aU
events recorded reaches 1 ms; and
3. The pressure at which a total of 50 energy counts are
recorded. (Note: The PAC 3104 uses energy counts to
approximate the energy content of AE signals.)

FR values were determined for each of Channels 1, 2,
and 4 using the above criteria and the sustained emission
approach and plotted against (ailure strength in Fig. 10. The

The sustained eWSSIOD concept produces FR values
which arc essentially dcfined by the AE event rate which, in
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three points at each Pr represent the FR determined from the
individual channels. The averages of the three FR's are joined
by a line. Trends between FR and Pr are only apparent at
pressures below 100 MPa. Thus, none of the three criteria
seem to be as sensitive to strength degradation as is the
original sustained emission criteria. Additional work on more
sophisticated FR techniques such as these may yield other
valuable insight but is beyond the scope of this work.
4.

Conclusions

An extensive study was made of the mechanical and
Felicity ratio behavior of a series of impact-damaged spherical composite specimens which were cyclically pressurized to
failure. Specimen strength and FR values were observed to
decrease approximately linearly with damage level. FR values
also decreased approximately linearly with decreasing
strength. This result could serve as the basis of a test for
strength prediction of similar structures. AE sources were distributed throughout the specimens but the majority of the
emission came from the damaged areas. FR's determined from
cumulative AE parameters were proposed as alternatives to
AE rate-dependent FR's and examples were presented. Finally,
low-epoxy-matrix content, in conjunction with impact damage, was demonstrated to affect both failure strength and FR
values.
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Delayed Acoustic Emission: A Rheological Approach

N. Rochat, R. Fougeres and P. Fleischmann
Abstract
Delayed acoustic emission is related to delayed damage
in fiber composite materials which occurs during creep tests
on tensile specimens. The aim of this study is to determine a
model characterizing the acoustic emission response of a
structure made of composite materials under constant load.
We have noticed a good correlation between delayed acoustic
emission and the composite material rheological behavior,
under constant load. Mechanical creep properties of the
composite mainly depends on the matrix rheological behavior. Thus, the basic idea consists in establishing a relation
between acoustic emission and the matrix rheological behavior. Thanks to a rheological study of the matrix, we have
been able to describe and quantify the delayed acoustic
emission. Damage criteria can be chosen between the parameters involved in the acoustic emission model.
1.

B(t)

Applied stress G'(t)

o Loading
Fig. 1. Typical evolution of the cumulative event count
versus time during creep test of a fiber composite material.
rheological behavior of the matrix. This results in a timedependent stress for broken fibers. The characterization of
the fibers by a Weibull type strength distribution yields a
cumulative weakening model.

introduction

Monitoring damage in fiber composite materials by
acoustic emission has been widely developed, but very few
studies deal with delayed acoustic emission. Acoustic emission bursts are detected during the loading of a fiber composite material. When the load is held constant. the acoustic
emission activity still remains. The cumulative event count
rate decreases as an exponential law of time, after load
holding begins (see Fig. 1). While the load is held constant.
delayed damage occurs in the composite materal, which
results in delayed acoustic emission. This delaycd damage
involves load transfers undergone by the matrix. Its timedependent rheological behavior is responsible for the delayed
mechanical phenomena. Thus, the damage during a creep test
on a composite is controlled by the rheological properties of
the matrix.

The main drawback of these previous models is the use
of phenomenological laws concerning the matrix behavior.
Thus, any change in the testing conditions (time, temperature, etc.) are not taken into accounL The originality of the
present study consists in the use of a purely physical approach of the matrix rheological behavior. Furthermore,
these authors usually consider fiber breaks as the main damage mode. In fact, damage includes phenomena such as
delamination, matrix cracking and fiber debonding. The proposed rupture model yields a description of delayed acoustic
emission related to physical parameters, characteristic of the
resin, considering damage in the broadest sense.
2. A Relation between Delayed Acoustic
Emission and the Matrix Rbeologlcal Behavior

Ponsot et al. (1985) emphasized the idea that a specific
role was played by the matrix. Delayed acoustic emission
data arc fitted by a purely phenomenological law. A parameter depending only on the nature of the matrix can then be
extracted. A failure model including time-dependent properties of the matrix was proposed by Lifshitz and Rotem
(1970) and Rotem and Baruch (1974). The local shear
stresses within the matrix near broken fibers relax due to the

A relationship between acoustic emission and strain is
found in various materials (Fleischmann et aI., 1988). As for
carbon-epoxy composite materials, we have observed a good
correlation between delayed acoustic emission and the composite rheological behavior. Figure 2 shows the similar evolution of both, the cumulative event count and the anelastic
strain versus time under constant load. Every increase of the
composite strain is related to an increase of the cumulative
event count, related to damage. Thus, the description of the
composite now accounts for the evolution of acoustic
emission.
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The composite rheological behavior can be cODsidered
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where £m(t) is matrix strain, Gr<t) is fiber stress, J(t) is the
matrix compliance, Em and Be are the Young's moduli of the
matrix and fiber, respectively.

0.8 %

Acousllc

In the case of a laminate composite, calculations are
much more difficult because of the tri-axial state of stress in
the composite. The basic idea to cope with this problem
consists in describing the matrix strain with an equivalent
stress (von Mises, Rankine, Tresca,...) taking into account
stresses in each lamina and their combination with respect to
the structure of the laminate. At the present time, the equivalent stress concept is extensively investigated by the
authors.

Emission

N (I)

N(I)

(1)

According to the failure model proposed by Rotem and
coworkers (1970, 1974), in the case of a damage process
based on fiber breaks, load transfers are delayed along the
broken fiber due to the matrix flow. This stress evolution is
supposed to be responsible for the next failure. Therefore, all
failures of individual fiber should be located in a quite restrictive area around the initial break.

o 1------...-----.----...----!60 0
o
15
30
45
Time (min)

Fig. 2. Creep strain (dotted line) and acoustic emission event
count versus time (full line) in a T800/5245C laminate
(oo/45°/90 o/-45°>S. Load is increased rapidly from 0 to 5.3
leN. At time zero, the load is kept constant. Then, strain and
acoustic emission behavior are plotted.

In fact, at the beginning of the damage process, it can
be considered that the locations where damage occurs arc
randomly distributed over the specimen and that there is no
influence of the local stresses from one site to another (this
assumption is no longer true when the concentration of such
sites becomes important, which is the case just before the
composite rupture). In such conditions, the local effect with
time dependent load transfer around the broken fiber or a
damaged site can be neglected. As a matter of fact, our main
assumption is that the time-dependent failures occur, because
of the average matrix strain all over the composite changes
due to the viscous flow of the resin. Thus, the critical strain
of a weak area is reached after a certain time only depending
on the matrix properties. This involves all failures to happen anywhere in the composite, without spatial correlation
between them. At the present time, we expect to verify this
assumption with the localization of the acoustic emission
sources.

(1) its own flow due to the rheological behavior of its
components (if damage is not too important) and
(2) when damage occurs in a very strong manner, the
stress release induces an elastoplastic strain in the
matrix, which increases the total strain. Figure 2 which
presents an unusual creep curve illustrates this case.

Considering the rheological behavior of the composite
components, fibers have an elastic behavior while the matrix
has an elasto-visco-plastic rheological behavior (this argument will be developed later). Thus, under a constant load,
the composite strain depends mainly on the matrix strain.
In the case of a unidirectional composite, we can make
the following assumptions:
i. The composite is made up of piled up fibers surrounded by matrix, in such a proportion as the volume fraction of fiber within the composite is respected.
ii. Matrix and fiber strain are homogeneously distributed
all along the fiber.
iii. Voigt assumption:
£c = Em =£r
where £c is composite strain, £m is matrix strain and
£r is fiber strain.
iv. The mixture law is:
Gc = vrGr+ VmGm,
where 0c is composite stress (constant), or and om are
fiber and matrix stress, vr and vm are fiber and matrix
volume fraction, respectively.
This yields the following equations:
Em
£m (t) =
GeJ (t)
v rEr+ v mEm
Gr(t) = Em£r(t)

It has been considered that the weak areas were randomly
distributed over the specimen. Figure 3 shows the cumulative
probability function chosen for theoretical failure strain of
those defects. It results in a cumulative number of damaging
events proportional to the matrix strain (which is consistent
with the experimental observations presented in Fig. 2).
Furthermore, as far as fiber breaks in a unidirectional composite, authors usually consider a stress distribution of the
WeibuU type: the cumulative probability function is plotted
versus fiber stress, which is related to the matrix strain
according to equation (2). Thus, in the case of fiber breaks,
Fig. 3 shows that the assumed probability function is
actually a simplification of the Weibull distribution.
The previous arguments can be summed up as follows:
Defects are characterized by a simplified WeibuU distribution. The cumulative probability function represents the
number of defects which fail because of the evolution of the
matrix strain with time. Acoustic emission bursts are directly

(1)

(2)
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WEI BULL distribution

dPr

Pr

distribution
'Used in the
model

Fig. 3. Schematic curves of cumulative probability function (Pr) and probability density function (dPr) versus matrix strain

above a critical stress level. For the S245C resin, this
critical stress is about 50 MPa which is 65% of the
tensile rupture stress.

related to defect failures, which results in the following
postulate:
The driving force of the delayed acoustic emission is the
matrix behavior, according to the following law:

In order to describe this mechanical behavior, a model
based on the physics of non-elastic strain in amorphous
polymers has been chosen (Perez et al., 1988; Ouali et aI.,
1988; Perez and Cavaille, 1989).

N(t) '" C CJs J(t)
(3)
where N(t) is cumulative event count. C is a constant related
to the cumulative probability function and CJn is equivalent
stress.

i. Structural assumption
The polymer can be considered as a close packing of
repeat units whose rigidity is largely dominated by the
intermolecular forces. Some disordered sites may exist which
present a lack or excess of density. Such sites will be
hereafter called defects.

3. Rheological Behavior of the Matrix
A study of the rheological behavior of the matrix has
been conduc ted on N ARM C 0 S24SC resin, in order to
determine J(t). Figure 4 shows the main type of experiments
carried out on neat resin specimens.

ii. Behavior assumption
When a low shear stress is applied, strain starts within
the defects, which become shear microdomains. When the
stress is removed, the solid recovers its previous configuration and this corresponds to the recoverable viscoelastic
behavior (anelastic strain). If the stress remains, it induces
diffusional expansion of the shear microdomain until the
lines bordering two neighboring microdomains are annihi·
lated, dissipating elastic energy as heat. This irreversible
process yields a permanent strain (viscoelastic strain).

~.P?LED
STREll~iH

1: = 1hour

Fe + A:-t--------II...

iii. Correlated molecular movements
Any motion of a repeat unit involves motions in the
surrounding structural units. Molecular movement consists of
intramolecular rotational movements of the smallest subchain atoms further along the chain. This involves hierarchically correlated movements of the neighboring repeat
units.

o . . ..

o if

~

'l'f

Em

Tf

Fig. 4. Creep and recovery tests on epoxy resin. Strain vs.
time is recorded. The applied stress is progressively increased.
The following behavior was observed (Rochat et aI.,
1988):
If the applied stress is not too high, the creep strain is
totally recovered after unloading, within the experimental uncertainty. There is no permanent strain which
is characteristic of a viscoelastic behavior.

This model results in the following creep law
J(t) '" J 2 + A[1 - exp

t_>b ] +~ (_t_)b
[_k_
l
b
b
1

l 't am

1

2

(4)

't am

where J(t) is matrix compliance, JE is elastic compliance, A
is a constant proportional to the defect density, 'tmu is characteristic time related to the nucleation and expansion of the
shear microdomain and is given by

If the applied stress is higher, the creep strain is mostly

recovered, but a plastic strain remains (about 29& of the
total strain). Thus, we have a viscoplastic behavior
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(5)

Here, to is characteristic time related to the hierarchically
correlated movements and represents the average time for the
system to change its configuration, and b I is correlation
parameter, which is generally small since the surrounding
matter is well organized. If b l = I, there is no correlation
effect and 'tmax = 'tp b2 is parameter which takes into account
the evolution of bl with unrecoverable strain, or under constant applied stress. 'tp is characteristic time related to chain
rotational movements, responsible for the p-transition.
When a low stress is applied

(7)

4. Acoustic Emission Results
Equations (3) and (7) results in the follOWing acoustic
emission law:
l
(8)
N(t) = C all J Il + -A
(t- ) b ]
[
b l 't lllll

(6.1)

Experiments were carried out on T8oo15245C unidirectional
and laminates composites specimens. The experimental
system consists of a Dunegan transducer having a 700 to
900 kHz frequency range, B&K amplifiers (70 dB gain) and
an acoustic emission event counter with adjustable threshold.
Tensile specimens are tested on an MTS 810 machine
controlled by a DEC POPII/73 computer. All the data are
recorded and processed by this computer. Stepwise loading is
applied to the composite specimens as shown in Fig. 6.

where Up is activation energy of the p transition, 'to is
Debye's time (about 1O- 13 s), ks is Boltzmann's constant and
T is temperature, respectively.

3.1 Effect of a large stress
When a high stress is applied, at O·K, equilibrium law
results in a reaction strength Fa (Fig. 5). For the transition
at temperature, T, thermal activation reduces the energy
barrier, Ua, which is the work of the strength Fa (hatched
area) (Cavaille et aI., 1989). Thus, equation (6.1) becomes

Applied

stress

(6.2)

50 N

ohnotuistio t1Ja.
lor .. structural

U energy

Up 1 -_ _.......,,--..-.....

Uldt to

::1_, t.his

'Mrgr barrbr

2.7 s

300 s

Fig. 6 Stepwise test.
Data were fitted according to the general law:
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(9)

with
b

F..

N m =CaE J E ,

Fig. 5 Definition of Ua
Calculations of U a yields the following equation where
m depends only on the shape of the energy barrier.

a m
-q
a

bt

= 'tMAXb t I

ACaBaa

Here, Nm is the cumulative event count during the loading, a,
represents the constant stress applied to the composite and
is proportional to the matrix stress or equivalent stress (a, =
aaE where a is an unknown constant). So, equations (8) and
(9) are similar. Curve fitting utilized a gradient method
(Marquardt's method; Eykhoff, 1974). There is a good agreement between experimental records of the cumulative event
count versus time and the fitted curves.

position 01 ..
structural. 1IIdt
X

Ua =Up [ 1 -

b =b t and 't

(6.3)

o

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the b and bln('t) parameters versus the applied stress in a stepwise test on two
uni-directional composite specimen. In order to compare with
data obtained from bulk matrix, the corresponding parameters
deduced from the matrix creep strain are plotted against an
equivalent stress. It is calculated from equation (1) in the

The creep tests carried out on the 5245 C resin, with
short periods of time «300 s) under constant load, results in
a simplification of equation (4). These are as follow:
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minimum value is not reached. Even the value of b is not
constant anymore. This evolution which is not predicted by
the model, can be accounted for as the beginning of a
damage, important enough to invalidate our assumptions.

case of a unidirectional T800/5245C composite material for
which fiber volume fraction is 60%.
The different curves are related to two experiments conducted on unidirectional samples with the same mechanical
test conditions. The acoustic emission settings were different, in particular the counting threshold. Parameter b is
unchanged by this process. As regards parameter 't, curves
can be superposed by a y-axis translation, which corresponds
to multiplying coefficient on 't . So the evolution of those
parameters can be reproduced whatever are the acoustic
emission conditions.

Concerning the data obtained from the matrix creep
strain, one can notice that the evolutions of the parameters
for the matrix or the composite material are similar. b is
constant and bln('t) decreases with the applied load. Nevertheless, the values are of different magnitude. Several considerations can explain these differences:
• The matrix strain is highly dependent on the loading
conditions because of its nonlinear properties.
• Creep strain on such a resin is not very easy to measure
leading to data scattering. On the contrary, acoustic
emission amplifies the rheological effects, and gives a
much more accurate measure.
• The equivalent stress plotted in Fig. 7 may not be
adequate.
• The physical parameters of the bulk resin might be
different from those of the resin within the composite.
• The approximation of the Weibull distribution is too
restrictive.

According to the model, bln('t) is given by
bl-I

ab I 'toto

bln('t) .. In [

CA

UIJ

G

kBT

a Go

c
J+-[I--J

m

(10)

This expression is in agreement with the shape of the b
In ('t)-curves: while bl is constant, this expression is a parabola. minimum of which is reached for the equivalent stress
aGo' Considering epoxy resins, the value of Go is 500 MPa.
which results in an eqUivalent composite stress of 13.5 GPa.
When the applied stress reaches the critical level of 1.6 GPa.
we can observe that bln('t) is no longer decreasing, while the

Figure 8 shows band bln(t) for T800/S24SC unidirectional and laminate specimen tested with the same mechanical conditions against stress. In the case of a (oo/±4S0]
laminate, both band b In (t) have the same evolution as a
unidirectional composite specimen. The average constant
value of b is the same (b .. 0.2). According to Favre et al.
(1984), the same value describes creep strain in carbon/resin
composite. As regards bln(t). the same parabolic shape is
obtained, but the curves cannot be superposed by translation.
This shows that the applied stress on the composite is not
an adequate parameter: the use of an equivalent stress may
standardize curves obtained from different laminates.
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Conclusions

Delayed acoustic emission was described by a model
based on the physics of plastic strain in amorphous polymers. As a rule, delayed acoustic emission can be accounted
for in terms of rheological behavior of the composite. This
study shows the potential of acoustic emission technique. It
allows the detection of local events that cannot be measured
by the variation of mechanical parameters such as strain or
stiffness.

0c MPa

2

1
This study results in a very interesting parameter: b can
be chosen as damage criterion which indicates the beginning
of an important damage. Furthermore it presents a practical
interest since it is independent of experimental conditions as
far as acoustic emission.
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An important issue is the choice of an equivalent stress
that may standardize curves. Thus, one could present a single
curve, which only depends on the nature of the components
of the composite material.

Fig. 7 Evolution of b and bln('t) parameters vs. the applied
stress. + and 0 are related to experiments on two T800/
S245C unidirectional tensile specimens under different acoustic emission conditions and • are related to data obtained
from bulk matrix.

Similar results have been obtained on T300/914 unidirectional and laminate composite materials.
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Fig. 8 Evolution of b and bln('t) parameters vs. the applied
load on a T800/5245C unidirectional and laminates tensile
specimens.
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Acoustic Emission Analysis of the Accumulation of
Cracks in CFRP Cross-ply Laminates under Tensile
Loading
J.-P. Favre and J.-C. Laizet
In continuation with our former work, the present communication attempts to verify that the correspondence between high-amplitude events and transverse cracks continues
throughout a monotonic tensile test up to the final cracking
state where the high-amplitude acoustic emission activity
should stop. In many respects, the present work is thus very
similar to what has been done over the years by Peters who
has been using a piezoelectric transducer to detect transverse
cracking (Peters, 1984, 1987).

Abstract
There is a great concern about the damage development
in carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP). but experience
does not usually keep up with the theoretical models due to
the experimental difficulties in the crack observation and
counting. In this respect, the acoustic emission could offer
some decisive advantages.
The crack accumulation in the transverse layer of simple
cross-ply carbon/epoxy composites under monotonic tensile
loading has been studied by means of the amplitude content
of the acoustic emission signals. Since cracks in the transverse layer are a prominent damage. they could be easily
controlled by x-rays and the necessary correlations were
frequently made.

Since, under increasing load. other damage modes may
occur which could produce a lot of high amplitude emission,
x-radiography was used in parallel with the acoustic emission
throughout the study.
2.

For lhick enough layers, there is a 1:1 correspondence
between the high-amplitude signals and the number of observed cracks and the damage progression can be easily watched. Two regimes of crack formation have been observed in
agreement with the current models of the cracking process.
For laminates with thin transverse layers, amplitUde distributions are more confusing.

A batch of T400H/6376 prepreg material was supplied
from Ciba (Duxford, UK) and cross-ply laminates of [Oz-90DOzl stacking sequence were moulded according to the manufacturer's recommendations. The central transverse layer was
made of n plies, with n .. I, 2, 4, 6 or 8. The specimens
(300 mm x 25 mm x 0.11 mmlply thickness) were equilibrated in dry environment conditions of 0% relative humidity
before testing. The tensile tests were performed on an
Adamel-Lhomargy screw driven testing machine in monotonic tension with a constant crosshead displacement rate of
0.5 mmlmin.

1. Introduction
In order to detect and monitor the cracking process of
the transverse layers in cross-ply carbon fibre reinforced
plastics (CFRP). one can resort to the high-amplitude acoustic emission. It has been recently established that, for crossply CFRP with a simple symmetric 0°/90° lay-up under
tensile loading, the fust recorded high-amplitude event corresponds to the first crack crossing the entire width of the
90° layer and the correspondence has been demonstrated to
hold out for various materials, layer thicknesses and conditions of environment (Favre and Laizet, 1990).

A single 2S mm diameter broadband piezoelectic transducer (Panametrics VIOS) with a quasi-flat response within
the 100 kHz - 2 MHz range was coupled at mid-length to the
specimen. After amplification of 70 dB. digitization and
processing (CGR equipment), the signals were stored according to their time of occurrence together with the current
value of several analog parameters (load, strain, etc.). For
subsequent analysis. various selection criteria could be
applied to display the results as histograms or plots of the
number of events as a function of time. For amplitude, the
dynamic range of the systcm was expanded to 10 volts and
the full (linear) scale was divided into 256 channels.

As it has been reported several times. the number of
transverse cracks progressively increases with the applied
load (Bailey et a1.. 1979; Fukunaga et al.. 1984; Wang,
1983) and the crack density eventually comes to a limit
("saturation level"). So far, the damage process has been
detected by the very tedious x-radiography inspection of
specimens loaded stepwise up to the final stress.

The fmal number of cracks in the specimens removed
after mechanical testing was systematically controlled by xradiography inspection after impregnation of the specimens
by a zinc iodide solution. As a general rule. the cracks used
to be kept within the free length of the coupons (110 - 130
mm) which demonstrates the effectiveness of the grips
system (ends just tightened without bonded tabs). On some
specimens. the cracks length and interdistance were measured. No consideration was put on the very limited splitting
(cracks in the extemal layers along the O' direction) obser-
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Table I Time and strain of occurreDce of the first crack
(2 samples/test) in dry T400H/6376 cross-ply laminates.

ved on some specimens. Some additional samples were also
inspected so as to verify that no crack was present in the
initial state. before mechanical testing.

n

time tl (s)

I
2
4
6
8

345-390
196-200
96-116
70-75
64-80

£1

(%)

3. Results
In order to avoid the tensile failure and the associated
acoustic emission of a specimen during a test, the maximum
tensile load was limited to 27 kN (that is 2.45 OPa with
respect to the four 0 0 layers or 92-95% of the rupture
strength) for all the specimens. The acoustic emission was
analyzed first for the high-amplitude events using various
selection criteria. and then the associated low- and mediumamplitude events were evaluated.

1.17-1.34
0.74-0.78
0.3S-0.46

0.27-0.32
0.21-0.31

Dumber of high-amplitude events for three conditions of the
selection parameters. Though three or four specimens of each
lay-up were tested. the results of Table 2 refer to only one
representative specimeD of each set of plates.

3.1 High-amplitude evenls
NI and N2. obtained by carefully scanning the xradiographs. refer to the total number of cracks and the
number of through-cracks (extending across the entire 2S nun
width). respectively. The distribution of the lengths of both
types of cracks are given in Fig. 1 for n = 2 and 4 for
intervals of 2.5 nun. The increasiDg value of the NUNI ratio
gives an indication that for thick transverse layers. the
cracks tend to span the whole layer Width. As expected. a
very limited cracking was observed on the thinnest laminate
and almost no through-cracks.

As demonstrated previously (Favre and Laizet. 1989).
the first high-amplitude events give aD exact iDdicatioD of
the onset of the transverse layer cracking. According to the
volume effect in a brinJe material of increasing thickness.
the first cracks occur earlier aDd earlier wheD n becomes
greater. The time of occurreDce of the first crack and the
corresponding laminate strain (from moduli determinations)
are given iD Table 1 for the five lay-ups. The strain for n ~ 6
agrees very well with the rupture straiD of the unidirectional
traDsverse material (D = -). which is 0.32%. taking into
account that £1 iD Table I does ignore the thermal residual
stresses constraining the transverse plies. From Table I it is
clear that the effect of the transverse layer thickness may be
neglected for n ~ 6.

Turning to the acoustic emission data. several selections
of the total amount of recorded events have been carried out
They are based on the analysis of the amplitUde distributions
represented in Fig. 2: clearly separated from the fast
decreasing population of low-amplitude events. a distinct
group can be noticed at high amplitude for all specimens.
The background noise whereby low and high amplitude
signals join together is very nat except for n = 2.

From separate tests, a rupture strain of about 1.5% was
found for the T400H/6376 material and the process of
transverse cracking will be limited to the strain range £1 < £
< 1.S%. Thus. the saturation state will likely not be arrived
at with the thinnest laminate.

From the past experience on various composite
materials. the threshold for the high-amplitude population
was flfSt set on channel 229 which gives the number NS of
events in Table 2. But on consideration of Fig. 2. a number
N4 was then introduced to let the group of high-amplitude
events match the current shape of the distributions. Finally.

At the end of the tensile test (27 kN). the specimens
were unloaded and impregnated with zinc iodide for enhanced
x-radiographic inspection. The number of cracks in the transverse layer has been summarized in Table 2 together with the

Table 2 Final number of cracks at the maximum load.
I

2

4

6

8

Cracks NI
Through-cracks N2
NUNI

7
0

313
162
0.52

281
134
0.48

258
ISO

0.58

201
137
0.68

Total events NT

126

1151

967

1602

2216

N3
N4
Ns

0
0
3

SIS
128
57

442
254
145

354
251
167

252
196
146

0.11
0.89

0.33
0.67
1.08
0.90

0.47
0.53
1.11
.. I

0.58
0.42
1.06
.. I

n-+

(90<A<255)
(210<A<2SS)

(229<A<2S5)

N5/N3
(N3-NS)/N3
N51N2
N4/NI

0.3S

0.41
98

studies that transverse cracks produce high-amplitude signals
and this specific damage process can be thus monitored by
simply recording the high-amplitude acoustic emission.
On the other hand, according to the same selection
criteria, there is an evident shortage of characteristic events
(or n t:: 2. The progressive distortion of the amplitude
distribution has been assessed in Table 2 by the means o(
two ratios that describe more or less that, when n passes
from 2 up to 8, there is an increase in the proportion of the
high-amplitude events and a corresponding decrease of the
medium amplitude events. That leads to the conclusion that
the energy released by crack.ing in the [Or902-02) laminate is
less than in the thicker ones, yet it occurs at higher stresses.

1---------------""V1"~I:
~li;:

crack length
Fig. 1 Distribution of crack lengths along the width for
intervals of 2.5 mm. The last box on the right refers to the
through-cracks (25 mm lcngth).

Keeping that exception in mind,the cumulative number
of through-cracks can be now plotted as a function of the
load or time. Some examples are given in Fig. 3 tak.ing the
value N5 of Table 2: two rates of cracks formation are clearly
observed with flfst a very fast regime when the process has
just started and then a more regular production up to the
maximum load without signs of saturation. Some similar
plots have been reported in the Iiterature,for example by
Wang et al. (1984) or Laws and Dvorak (1988), but within a
more limited range of stress (I GPa in the Wang experiments

a number N3 was also taken to include medium- and high
amplitudes since thc laminates with n .. 2 have many events
occurring in the medium range of amplitudes.
It is obvious from Table 2 that, for the last three laminates, there is a very good correspondence between either Nl
and N4 or N2 and N5. This is a conflfDlation of the previous
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Fig. 2 Amplitude distributions for all signals recorded between and 27 kN for n .. 2, 4, 6 and 8.
X-axis: 3 channels/small division. Y-axis: 5 events/small division.
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Fig. 3 Transverse cracks accumulatioD as a fUDctioD of time.
SelectioD parameters for amplitude: 229 < A < 255 (through-cracks N5 as in Table 2).
iDstead of the 2.45 OPa of the preseDt paper for same
laminates of another material). That is the reaSOD why, in
those papers, it was oDly the first part of the plot, with a
characteristic S-shape, which was observed. A detailed analysis of the statistical aspects of the traDsverse crackiDg was
giveD by Peters (1984) aDd Peters and Chou (1987), who
ascribed the two regimes of Fig. 3 to cODditioDs of uDperturbed and perturbed stress redistributions, respectively.

damage OD both sides of the crack surface or in the adjaceDt
O· layers (fibre failure), aDd also as frictioD betweeD the
deboDded or cracked surfaces. Each event of high amplitude is
thus followed by a burst of events of various amplitUdes,
especially of small ODes. So there is a close coiDcidence
between maxima iD the N vs t plots of Fig. 4. The relative
magnitude of the two peaks is likely to depeDd OD the eDergy
released by the transverse cracks, compare D .. 2 and D .. 6 in
Fig. 4.

As there is an incomplete recording of the cracks, the
plots of the lamiDate with D = 2 cannot be discussed at the
moment More refinements in the signal processing are
required to make valuable comparisons with the other layups.

2) The thickest laminate (n 0:: 8) behaves irregUlarly wilh
no apparent peak in the NT plot though transverse cracking
starts very strongly. It is suggested that the strength of the
very thick layer has DOW become so small that its failure
iDduces oDly limited associated damage to the Deighboring
material from which no distinct peak caD emerge. Here, we
are at the eDd of the above-mentioned NT/N5 evolution.

3.2 Overall Acoustic Emission Activity
Within the experimental conditions of the present study
(partiCUlarly with the broadband transducer), the high-amplitude signals oDly form about 10% of the total amouDt of the
recorded signals. But the two populations are iD close CODnectioD with each other as the schematic sketches of Fig. 4,
drawn from an average of several tests, try to suggest

3) Superimposed to the preceding ones, another feature can
be easily observed: a multitude of sigoals is detected in
proportioD to the applied stress. Those are likely to come
from sources distributed everywhere iD the specimens that
become more and more ooisy as the failure is approached.
For n = 2 in Fig. 4, this basic acoustic emission has hardly
started, which tends to prove that it is also related to the
transverse cracks that keep growing while stress is increasing. This feature comes to an extreme with the thickest
laminate.

ID the four diagrams, the Dumber N of events per uDit
time, either takeD without selection parameters (total eveDts
Dumber NT, see Table 2) or high-amplitude ODes only (Dumber N5) has been plotted as a function of the time for a
tensile test at a COnstaDt rate, up to the limit load of 27 leN.
A distinct evolutioD of the two popUlations is clearly visible
and can be characterized by three statements

4.

Conclusions

The crack accumulation iD the transverse layer of the
carbon/epoxy composites of general construction [02-90u02) under teDsile loading has beeD mODitored by acoustic
emission.

1) The transverse cracks formatioD is accompanied by a
cODsiderable quantity of sigDals of small amplitudes. That
should be expected since a part of the eDergy released by the
cracks propagating across the layer is used up as micro-

100

tineliload
27 kN

N

expected

AE

I n =2 I

In= I
4

time

I n =6 I

I

n

=8

I

Total number ot events (Q<A<2SS)
High-amplitude events (229<A<2SS)

Fig. 4 Comparative evolutions of Ihe emission rates of Ihe rotal number of events and Ihe
high-amplitude events (229 < A < 2S5) during tensile testing up ro Ihe DllIltimum load.
From the inspection of the amplitude distributions,
various selection criteria have been set up and Ihe number of
high-amplitude events collected as a function of Ihe load
compared to Ihe number of transverse cracks observed on Xradiographs.

This gives rise to a separate maximum in the acoustic emission vs. time curves. This crack-induced acoustic emission
activity is progressively overshadowed by a more general
acoustic emission Ihat increases with the applied strain.
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Analysis of Acoustic Emission Events from Single Fiber
Pullout Experiments
W. Mielke, A. Hampe, O. Hoyer and K. Schumacher
In this work experiments are presented, in which a
single fiber partially embedded in a polymer matrix is pulled
until fiber pullout or fiber fracture occurred accompanied by
one burst of AE. The advantages of this experiment are the
possibility to measure the released mechanical energy and
the possibility to determine the failure mechanism by optical
control.

Abstract
A contribution to the characterization of failure mechanisms in fiber reinforced plastics by acoustic emission (AE)
is given by measuring and analyzing AE during pullout
experiments of single fibres partially imbedded in a thermoplastic matrix. In a specially devised procedure, a single
fiber is partially imbedded in a drop of polymer matrix on an
aluminum substrate. This sample is then fixed in a micro
tensile tester. After clamping its free end, the fiber is pUllcd
either completely out of the matrix or up to the fiber fracture. For several matrix/fiber combinations including polycarbonate (PC), polyethyleneterephtalate (PET), polyamide
(PA) and glass fibers with different surface preparations
(Types A, B, C and D) and with diameters between 14 f1m and
39 J.1m, the relation between the mechanical energy released
by the event and the recorded AE signal characteristics (amplitude, energy and frequency spectrum) is shown. The comparison of mechanical and AE measurements does not show
proportionalities between the released mechanical energy and
the measured AE energy. The kind of failure cannot be determined from AE energy or AE amplitude measurements. However, the frequency analysis shows high frequency components for fiber ruptures.

1.

2.1 Tensile Test
Figure I shows one of the samples: on an aluminium
support there is a hemisphere of the polymer in which the
fiber is embedded when the polymer is in the uncured state.
The length of embedded fiber can be varied and measured at
the end of the experimcnt with high accuracy. After preparation the sample is fixed in a micro tensile tester, which
was constructed for this purpose. See block diagram, Fig. 2.
After clamping its free end the fiber is pulled with a constant
rate of displacement (0.3 J.1m1s). The accuracy of the measured
force is 0.1 mN and the accuracy of the displacement measurement is 0.1 J.1m.
Figure 3 shows thc force-displacement diagram of a
pullout experiment schematically. Below the diagram the
corresponding states of the experiment are shown. After a
linear increase due 10 the elastic elongation of the fiber in
its free part, there is a partial pullout of the fiber when the
shear stress exceeds the shear strength in the interface between fiber and matrix. This pullout leads to a sudden decrease
of the force giving one burst of AE. The embedded length
can be determined from the displacement at zero force. Figure
4 shows a glass fiber after a pullout experiment from a drop
of PC, with the fiber partially pushed back into the matrix.
The pullout can happen repeatedly (see Figs. 5, 6 and 8) or
only once with a subsequent continuous pUllout from the
matrix with gliding friction (Fig. 3).

1. Introduction
The signification of acoustic emission (AE) as a technique of quality control for fiber reinforced plastics will
increase if the interpretation of the recorded AE events can
be improved. During mechanical loading, the following
failure mechanisms may lead to AE events:
- delamination between fiber and matrix perpendicular
to the fiber axis
- fiber pullout in the direction of the fiber
- fiber fracture
- matrix fracture

2.2 Acoustic Emission Instrumentation

Some authors tried to attach failure mechanisms and AE
characteristics by skilfully preparing samples in which one
mechanism prevailed (Wolters, 1984; Ono, 1986; Berthlot
and Rhazi, 1986). Another way to obtain a correlation is the
investigation of single fibers completely embedded in a
matrix (Kishimoto et ai., 1983; W()lters, 1986).

The acoustic emission testing was performed with a
commercially available instrument (pAC 300013104) with
frequency analyzer (TRAI28). Usually a wideband transducer
"WO" was used in combination with 100 kHz high pass
filters. The transducer was directly coupled to the surface of
the aluminum support In most of the examples shown the
lotal gain was 40 dB (preamplifier only), in order to avoid
saturation of the logarithmic amplifier and the AE energy
evaluation circuit Only the experiment shown in Figs. 8, 15
and 18 was performed with a 40 dB postamplification.
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Fig. 3 Schematic force-displacement diagram.
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Fig. I Sample showing a single fiber in a drop of polymer
matrix On an aluminium substrate,

Balance
AE-Analyser

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the tensile tester for single fibers.
3.

Results

3.1 Mechanical Tests
Figure 5 shows an example of a force-displacement diagram for a polyamide matrix and a glass fiber with embedded
length of 140 J.l.m. Two pullout events occurred. After a linear
increase there is a decrease of the slope before reaching the
first maximum which is due to the plastic deformation of the

Fig. 4 Glass fiber after pullout from a drop of polyamide.
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Fig. 8 Force-displacement diagram for glass fiber A in PC
(multiple pullout).

polymer matrix at high shear stresses. The diagram also
shows the energies of the AE bursts initiated by the pullout.

of studying the relation between released mechanical energy
and measured AE characteristics without interference of sample geometry, sensor coupling, signal absorption and related
problems. The occurrence of these multiple pullouts depends
on the special matrix/fiber combination as well as on aging
of the samples and of the sizing of the fiber. However, in
most cases studied a single pullout followed by gliding friction or a fiber fracture (Fig. 7) was observed.

From the diagram the released mechanical energy is calculated by equation (1):
(1)

where KI is the force at the beginning and K2 is the force at
the end of the pullout event. C is the spring constant of the
free part of the fiber which can be calculated from the force
and the displacement at the fU'St maximum.

As already mentioned much information can be obtained
from evaluating the form of the tensile diagrams. Figure 5
shows the plastic deformation of the matrix before pullout
whereas Fig. 8 shows a brittle pullout. The dependence of of
these micro-tensile properties on fiber diameter, embedded
length, displacement rate and aging are summarized elsewhere
(Hampe et aI., 1989).

Figures 6 and 8 show multiple pullouts, which means
that after the fllst pullout the adhesion between matrix and
fiber is regained on a lower level. These multiple pUllouts are
interesting for AE measurements because of the possibility
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3.2 AE from Pullouts and Fractures

shows an amplitude maximum at 450 kHz, the fiber fracture
shows one at 450 kHz and one at about 800 kHz. Frequency
analysis of subsequent events from multiple fiber pullouts
shows nearly identical spectra indicating a strong influence

In a series of measurements samples were prepared with
varying embedded length from 20 J1m to 300 J1m in order to
get puUouts and fiber fractures for the same fiber matrix combination. The force-displacement diagram and the optical
observation of the experiment gives the information on
failure.

lE-Energy

Matrix: PC
Fillre: Glass C 120 Alell

Figures 9 and 11 show the relation between the AE
energy in arbitrary units not specified from PAC and the
released mechanical energy in flJ. The preamplification was
chosen to be 40 dB without main amplification. Although
fiber fractures usually occur at higher energies, pullouts and
fiber fractures are overlapping. Considering a wide distribution of thickness and strength of the fibers, puUouts and
fractures can not be separated by energy measurements.
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Many authors take the AE amplitude as the best descriptive value to differentiate between pullouts and fiber fractures. But as it is shown in Figs. 10 and 12 fiber fractures
and pullouts may result in the same AE amplitude when
releasing the same elastic energy. The diagrams show that
from about 10 flJ mechanical energy upwards there is a saturation in the amplitude which is not caused by the amplifier
(saturation at about 100 dB).

Fig. II Energy relation.

In Fig. 11, two points are marked with FA (Frequency
Analysis). They have been chosen as typical examples for
the evaluation of frequency spectra shown in Figs. 13
(pullout) and 14 (fiber rupture). While the pullout spectrum
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Fig. 20
17).

of measuring geometry. The high frequency components
which accompauy fiber fractures are reproduced in about 80
of the experiments.

the mechauical energy stored and released during the experiments grow from 1.8 Il1 to nearly SO Il1 for the fltSt pullout.
AU AE experiments are performed with low amplification in
order to avoid saturation of the logarithmic amplifier and of
the AE energy evaluation circuit which has a limit at about
1350 units.

3.3 AE from Multipk Pullouts
Figures IS to 20 show the results of AE measurements
during multiple fiber pullouts. With increasing fiber diameter
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Amplitude/energy relation (experiment as in Fig.

A general relation between mechanical energy and AE
energy (Figs. IS, 16 and 17) cannot be found although in
the region below 5 JLJ the measured AE amplitudes are below
the saturation limit. The AE energy scale of Fig. 15 is not
comparable with that of the others because of different signal
amplifications.

International Symposium on AE from Reinforced Composites, Montreal, Soc. Plastics Ind., New York, pp. 29-39.

The AE amplitudes (Figs. 18, 19 and 20), which are
measured independently from postamplification, are in excellent agreement so that the amplitude is more reliable than
the AE energy evaluation, at least for low energy events (E S
10 JLJ).

4.

ConciusloDS
The kind of failure during mechanical loading of a fiber
reinforced plastic cannot be detected by AE amplitude or
by AE energy measurements alone because of the overlapping of fiber pullout and fiber fracture on the energy
and amplitude scale.
A frequency analysis shows differences between fiber
pullout and fiber fracture with high frequency components for fiber fractures. A strong influence of geometric
parameters and saturation effects must be considered and
must be excluded.
The AE energy evaluation in the AE equipment shows no
proportionalities between released mechanical energy
and the measured AE energy. The relation between AE
and mechanical energy is parameter dependent.
The AE amplitudes correlate well with the released
mechanical energies so long as the event energies are
below 10 JLJ.
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Digital Signal Analysis of Acoustic Emission from Carbon
Fiber/Epoxy Composites
Kanji Ono and Kenji Kawamoto
both distributions of conventional AE parameters and plots
of peak amplitude vs. signal duration are employed to give a
better definition of the damage monitoring via acoustic emission techniques.

Abstract
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composite samples were
tested in tension and their acoustic emission signals were
digitized and analyzed using the ICEPAK pattern recognition
analysis method. A complementaIy set of conventional AE
parameters was also obtained using Phoenix AE system and
compared with the digitized data. AE signals generated from
single lap joint, unidirectional and cross-ply laminates were
classified using features in the power spectral and auto-correlation domain. Typically, three to four signal types were
selected by visual comparison of waveforms from each type
of the samples tested. After training a K-nearest neighbor
classifier, unknown signals were analyzed using ICEPAK.
The pattern recognition method can be used in discriminating
the apparently same shaped signals with dissimilar peak
amplitude. These often have different power spectral features.
This study demonstrates the effectiveness of the ICEPAK
method in the differentiation of signal types, but points up
the need of better identification of reference patterns in addition to waveform matching. Three types of AE signals corresponding to delamination sources were successfuUy classified
in the lap joint sample. However. AE from more complex
sources could not be related to specific failure mechanisms.

2. Experimental Procedures
The laminated sheets of Celion 0-50 carbon fibers and
Hexcel F584 were made in the form of a 6-ply unidirectional
sheet with a lap joint and of 20-ply unidirectional sheets.
AU of the specimens with nominal width of 12.7 mm were
cut from the sheets using a diamond blade saw and the edges
of the samples were polished. Endtabs were bonded to 254
mm long tensile test specimens. Another type of tensile specimens were made at the Katholieke University, Leuven and
were of an 8-ply thick cross-ply composite (Wevers, 1987).
The mechanical testing was performed on a floor model
Instron machine. The screw-assisted wedge grips were used
for tensile tests. Crosshead speed was 0.127 mmlmin. All
tests were conducted at room temperature ranging from 21 to
24°C.
Acoustic emission tests were conducted during mechanical testing. An acoustic emission sensor (a wide band type,
PAC WD) was attached using viscous couplant and springs.
The sensor was connected to a 40 dB preamplifier (AET
140B) with a plug-in filter of 50 to 500 kHz. In some tests,
an additional 20 dB gain was provided. The output from the
preamplifier was fed to a Phoenix signal acquisition module
(Phoenix/SAM, AE Assoc.) having a threshold set at 30 or
50 dB in reference to 1 J.lV at the output of the sensor. The
definition time for signal recognition was 100 ~. Signals
detected by the SAM were processed and transferred to an
IBM PC/AT and stored on a hard disk for off-line post processing. The root mean square voltage (Vrms) of AE signals
and applied load were also recorded using a two-pen recorder.
Waveform digitization used a transient recorder (Data
Precision D6oo0A) with a I MHz sampling rate and 512 J.ls
long for each signal. Each experiment collected up to 360
waveforms, which were stored on a hard disk on another PC.

1. Introduction
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites are used for
many aerospace applications. Several fracture mechanisms
occur in a fiber reinforced composite dUring its loading
history. Four main fracture modes have been found in fiber
reinforced structural composite materials (Serafini and Hanson, 1982; Masters and Reifsnider, 1980); Le., fiber breakage, matrix cracking. splitting (or matrix cracking along
fibers), and delamination. Delamination is the most prevalent life-limiting failure mechanism in advanced composite
materials (Dharan, 1987). To ensure the structural reliability,
it is necessary to understand the nature of the failure in the
composites and to distinguish between fracture types. A nondestructive inspection procedure is needed to assure that the
damage monitoring can be achieved successfUlly. Acoustic
emission (AE) has been verified to be one of acceptable techniques for detecting failures in laminated composites (Fowler,
1986. 1981). The main goal of the AE technique is to determine if a specific signal was due to delamination or other
failure types. In this paper, one of pattern recognition analysis methods has been tested for its capabilities. In addition,

All the stored digitized data were first plotted out and
visually analyzed for various time domain features. This was
followed by frequency domain evaluation. For each sample,
these evaluation identified several prominent groupings of
similar signals and these were used to form reference signal
groups. These signals were analyzed using ICEPAK pattern
recognition software from Tektrend International in order to
extract features for efficient signal classification. SubsequenUy, all the digitized data was analyzed using ICEPAK.
Results of the classification procedure were correlated with
those of conventional AE signal analysis.
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3. Results and Discussion

A-type

3.1. Lapjoinl Samples

Vertical scale
86.24 mV/div.

Four samples with a single lap joint of 51 mm overlap
failed by shear at 4.73 MPa on average. The nominal tensile
fracture strength was 304 MPa. All the samples failed by
delamination. One of the samples was step-loaded during
which 360 AE signals were digitized. The signals were
obtained only from the rising load portions. Discarding
clipped, overlapped and others that are hardly distinguishable
from background noise, 192 waveforms were analyzed further. Visually, three types were identified to be distinct as
shown in Fig. 1. Their overall signal envelopes were usual
ring-down shape. The A-type signal has initially a high frequency waveform followed by a low frequency segment. The
B-type is primarily of high frequency signal, while the Ctype of low frequency signal. Twelve waveforms from each
type were selected as reference and used to train the K-nearest
neighbor classifier of the ICEPAK. The following features
were selected:
1. Number of peaks above signal baseline in the power
spectral (PW) domain.
2. Percent partial spectral power in the 2nd octant (PW),
3. Percent partial spectral power in the 8th octant (PW),
4. Percent of peaks above 25% of the maximum signal
in the autocorrelation domain.
5. Percent of total area under second greatest peak in the
autocorrelation domain.
The reference waveforms were classified perfectly using the
above features. Of the 192 signals analyzed, 78 were classified as A-type (40%), 52 as B-type (27%) and 62 as C-type

B-type
Vertical scale
135.5 mV/div.

(32%).

Figure 2 shows the percentages of the three types of AE
signals at each stress (or load) range. Initially, B-type was
dominant. With increasing stress, A-type increased at the
expense of B-type. reaching about a half of the total at midstress ranges. C-type also increased from -10% at the lowest
stress range to about 40% at the maximum stress range. The
percentage of B-type diminished at the mid-stress range, but
recovered slightly at higher stresses. Figure 3 illustrates a
cross plot of the peak amplitude vs. stress for the three
types of signals. Both A- and C-types showed increasing
spread of peak amplitude with stress increase; i.e., the minimum amplitude remained at 45-47 dB. while the maximum
increased from 52 dB to 70 dB. For B-type, most signals had
amplitude of 45 to 60 dB, with seven higher amplitUde
events detected above 207 MPa. A cross plot of the peak
amplitude vs. event duration of signals according to signal
types is given in Fig. 4. Although separate plots for three
types indicate more clearly, it can be seen that most B-type
events have signal duration between.100 and 300 JLs.
whereas C-type events have signal duration exceeding 200
JLs. In the case of A-type signals, signal duration tends to
increase with signal amplitUde.

C-type
Vertical scale
68.25 mV/div.

The same AE signals were fed to Phoenix AE system and
analyzed. Over the stress range up to 212 MPa, more than
1500 events were detected with peak amplitude ranging to 89
dB. As the maximum peak amplitUde detected in digitized
signals was 70 dB. Done of more than 200 high amplitude

Fig. 1. AE signals of A-, B- and C-types. Horizontal axis:
512 JLs long.
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Fig. 4. A cross plot of signal amplitude vs. event duration for three types of AE signals.
events were included in the pattern recognition analysis. On
the other hand, low amplitude events of 45 - 48 dB were not
detected in the Phoenix system.which was due to the use of
50 dB threshold level. The amplitude distribution observed
was basically of power-law function with the slope of -0.8
for the stress range of 0 - 212 MPa. However, event duration
was typically less than 500 J.ls (less than 20 events exceeded
500 J.lS). For the higher stress range, the AE activities were
much higher (>10,000 events) and the slope of power-law
amplitude distribution declined to -0.45, indicating more
copious emission of high amplitude events. Many events
(-2000) also lasted over 500 J.ls (some in excess of 3 ms).
These were not covered in the present digital signal analysis.
The comparison of digitized data and results of the Phoenix
system indicates that reasonable sampling was achieved at
stresses below 214 MPa, but sampling was grossly inadequate at higher stresses. High amplitude and long duration
signals were also not represented well by the limitation of
the transient recorder used.

tude (>75 dB), long duration (>200 J.lS) events;
(3) the friction of delaminated faces generates low amplitude emissions.
Since all the AE signals analyzed in the present study
were of medium amplitude, only the first mechanism fits in
terms of amplitude and duration. Of the three signal types
identified in the present study, B-type signals are most
likely to be due to the initiation and slow growth of delamination. These have the same amplitude range and are more
active at low stresses than either A- or C-types. The B-type
signal characteristics are also expected from a single mechanism of stepwise jump of delamination. Although the amplitude ranges are slightly different from earlier observation,
the low frequency, long duration C-type signals can best be
explained by the friction of delaminated faces. These also are
found at higher stresses, following the B-type activities in
terms of applied stress. The A-type signals exhibit a combination of B- and C-type signal characteristics, with a high
frequency B-type segment and a trailing low frequency, Ctype waveform. From the above interpretation of B- and Ctype signals, it follows that A-type signals are produced by
the stepwise jump of delamination and subsequent frictional
emission. As the applied stress increased, more A- and Ctype signals were detected (Fig. 2) and with increasing average amplitudes. These are also consistent with the present
interpretation, as more delaminated surfaces become available
to generate frictional emissions at higher stresses.

Samples in the single lap joint configuration fractures
via delamination, which generates AE signals observed (Ono,
1986). This conclusion was deduced from
Fracture appearance,
Low applied tensile stress levels,
No carbon fiber fracture observed.
From the range of AE signal characteristics observed, three
mechanisms were suggested (Ono, 1986):
(1) the initiation and slow growth of delamination are
responsible for AE signals with medium amplitude
(50 - 70 dB) and -120 J.ls average duration;
(2) rapid advances of delamination produces high ampli-
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A-type
Vertical scale
51.61 mV/diy.

3.2. Unidirectional Samples
In terms of waveforms, three types were typically found.
These are shoWD in Fig. S. A-type is similar to that in Fig.
I with the highest peak in the high frequency region. B-type
is different from A-type in that the highest peak exists in
the trailing low frequency region. C-type is essentially the
same as B-type in Fig. 1. For the classification of waveforms, five power spectral domain features were most suited:
1. Number of peaks above signal baseline in the power
spectral (PW) domain,
2. Greatest peak position (PW),
3. Percent of total area under second greatest peak (PW),
4. Inter-peak distance from 1st to 2nd greatest peak
(PW),
S. Percent partial spectral power in the 2nd octant (PW).
Figure 6 shows a cross plot of signal amplitude vs. duration. Results of two separate experiments are given here. In
one test, 60 dB amplification was used to digitize lower
amplitude signals, while the other was used to obtain high
amplitude signals in the 6S - 85 dB range. Among the high
amplitude signals, C-type had shorter duration (SO - 200 JLS)
and A- and B-types were of over 200 JLS duration. The low
amplitude signals also showed three types of signals, but
signal duration varied widely. The observed signal distribution indicates that the three signal types are not sufficient to
separate all possible origins of AE signals in these samples.
Waveform classification must be supplemented by other
characteristics. Amplitude and duration are obvious ones, but
other power spectral and autocorrelation domain features can
be utilized. For example, high amplitude A-type can be discriminated from low amplitude A·type by using partial spectral power in the 2nd and 6th OCtaDts (PW) and partial power
in the Ist and 8th octants in the autocorrelation domain.
From previous work (ODD, 1986), it is likely that low amplitude C-type represents fiber fracture and long duration A- and
B-types are from splitting. However, further study is needed
to elucidate fracture mechanisms from AE signal waveforms.

B-type
Venical scale
69.56 mV/diy.

C-type
Vertical scale
62.3 mV/diy.

3.3. Cross.ply Samples
Four types of waveforms were observed in two samples
tested in the configuration of 8-ply, (0°'90°). cross-ply composite. A- and B-types are similar to those in the unidirectional samples (Fig. 5), C·type is a low frequency waveform
as in C-type of Fig. 1, and Ootype is a high frequency waveform as in O·type of Fig. 1 or C-type of Fig. 5. For the
classification of waveforms, five power spectral domain features were used:
1. Number of peaks above signal baseline in the power
spectral (PW) domain,
2. Inter-peak distance from 1st to 2nd greatest peak

~ltMJ6\~~t. ·... 1··· ···t ..... J•• J..

:t:. . . " I

(PW),

3. Percent partial spectral power in the 1st octant (Pw),
4. Percent partial spectral power in the 2nd octant (PW),
S. Percent partial spectral power in the 5th octant (Pw).
This classifier was 98~ effective in classifying a set of
training waveforms, but it had some difficulty in separating
A-type from B-type missing about 20~ of the total (in comparison to visual classification).

Fig. S. AE signals of A-, B- and C-types. Horizontal axis:
512 JLS long.
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Fig. 6. A cross plot of signal amplitude vs. event duration for three types of AE signals from unidirectional samples.
selection of reference patterns is of paramount importance.
In almost all AE applications of pattern recognition analysis, we do not possess a priori knowledge of existing patterns or classification. In the present case, we attempted to
utilize visual sorting of waveforms. This led to a self-consistent classification in the case of single lap joint samples
where AE signals are produced basically by delamination
only. In the two other cases, the present approach proved
inadequate, reflecting obviously more complex AE generating
mechanisms.

Most signals detected from these samples were of low
amplitude (below 45 dB) both in digitized form and in the
Phoenix acquired data. In the latter, the maximum amplitude
was 47 dB detected in the 200 to 248 MPa stress range.
Figure 7 illustrates a cross plot of the peak amplitude vs.
stress for the four types of signals. A cross plot of the peak
amplitude vs. event duration of signals according to signal
types is given in Fig. 8. A-type signals were found over a
wide range of stress, but especially above 207 MPa. The
range of peak amplitude changed little with stress at 30 to
40 dB. Most signals had duration less than 70 v.s. Other
three types were similar in terms of stress dependence and
were active from 69 to 241 MPa with signals over 40 dB at
lower stress region. The duration of B-type signals was less
than 120 v.s and increased with amplitude. Most of C- and Dtype signals had short (below 50 v.s) duration, but some were
over 100 v.s.

This study and others (Belchamber et aI., 1985; Chan et
aI., 1985; Ohtsu and Ono, 1987) demonstrate that pattern
recognition analysis using ICEP AI{ and similar softwares can
provide a potent tool. However, for effective use of pattern
recognition analysis in composite characterization via AE,
we must establish signal features corresponding to each AE
generating mechanism. Special specimen design and other
means of material evaluation are essential for this effort.

As in the case of the unidirectional samples, it is difficult to assign specific fracture mechanisms to observed types
of waveforms. Since only transverse matrix cracking is
expected at low stress levels (below 138 to 172 MPa), it
may be responsible for AE detected here. However, all four
types were observed. As mentioned in the previous section,
fiber fracture is a probable source for low amplitude, short
duration D-type signals, detected above 207 MPa. In other
cases, it is premature to ascribe specific mechanisms.

4.

Conclusion

AE signals from carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composite samples were digitized and analyzed using the ICEpAK
pattern recognition analysis method. AE signals were classified using features in the power spectral and auto-correlation
domain with K-nearest neighbor classifiers. TypicaJly, three
to four signal types were selected by visual comparison of
waveforms from each type of the samples tested. Three types
of AE signals corresponding to delamination sources were
successfuJly classified in a lap joint sample. However, AE

3.4. Discussion
In using pattern recognition analysis procedure, the
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from more complex sources from unidirectional and cross-ply
laminates could not be related to specific failure mechanisms.
This study demonstrates the effectiveness of the ICEPAK
method in the differentiation of signal types, but points up
the need of better identification of reference patterns in addition to waveform matching.

M. Wevers (1987), "Identification of Fatigue Failure Modes
in Carbon Fibre Reinforced Composites," Ph. D. Thesis,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Heverlee, Belgium, May.
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Acoustic Emission: A Micro-Investigation Technique for
Interface Mechanisms in Fiber Composites
D. Ronby

:: ~----m-----!:::D

Abstract
The acoustic emission (AE) technique was used in two
studies for characterizing the fiber-matrix interface; the
multiple fracture of a single mament in a model carbonepoxy composite and the microindentation on an unidirectional SiC/mullite ceramic composite. Concerning the
multiple fiber fracture, the AE events are direcUy linked to
the fiber breaking phenomena. The events counting permits
an easy deterDunation of the average length of the remaining
segments. AE source localization brings confmnation of the
random nature of the fiber breaks. The quantitative analysis
of the AE signals delivered by an absolute transducer leads to
dynamic and geometrical information about the fracture
process itself. The AE signal is in fact linked to the pullback of the two fiber parts, of which magnitude and dynamics are dependent on the interface behavior.

&

i

\')
1
,

~/

Fig. 1 Schematics of multiple fiber fracture.
tion of the average segment length D yields a value of '(.
according to the following relationj
D .. 3r ocR (2D) I 4'(·

(I)

where ocR (20) is the strength of a fiber having a length 20.

Concerning microindentation, in the case of a strongly
bonded interface, the unstable debonding process can be
detected in real time by a typical AE event The relation between the critical debond load and fiber radius seemingly
indicates that the debonding criterion is more likely given
by energy balance than by a critical interfacial shear stress.
The AE produced by debonding was also analyzed quantitatively by using the absolute transducer.

The aim of the fll'St part of this paper is to prescnt our
investigation of this phenomenon by application of AE
techniques and to point out what new possibilities the use of
AE can give in experiments involving single filamcnt specimens. We present herein three types of AE analyses:
i) event counting, giving access in real time to the
number of fiber fractures and to thc stress or strain at
which the fiber fractures occur;
ii) fiber fracture localization, giving an access to
eventually fiber fracture interactions and also to a signal
amplitude analysis;
iii) quantitative signal analysis, giving access to geometrical and dynamic details regarding the fracture
process.

1. IDtroduction
Specimens containing an axial single filament are used
for the study of interfacial characteristics (Fraser et at,
1983; Favre et aI., 1986). Under tensile stressing, the fiber
exhibits multiple fracture (Piggott. 1980), as shown in Fig.
1. After breaking, there is a debonded zone of length I,
where the fiber ends contract against friction. This mechanism leads to a linear increase of fiber stress from zero at
fiber end to a value equaling the maximum stress applied to
the fiber; the slope depends on fiber radius r and on the
characteristic interfacial shear stress 't. (the friction stress)
which is assumed here to be constant The multiple fracture
process stops when the debonded zones overlap. The evalua-

The aim of the second part of this paper is to present
analyses of the AE produced during microindentation experiment and particularly due to debonding at interface. The
indentation method was first used by Marshall (1984) to
estimate the frictional stress at the fiber-matrix interface in
ceramic matrix composites. In the case of non-bonded frictional interface, the fiber is progressively loaded by the
Vickers indenter and pushed in the matrix hole (Fig. 2 a,b,c)
and the load-displacement relation gives access to the
friction stress at the interface.

Reeeived la Deeember 19a9. The author is affiliated with Groupe
d'Etudes de Metallurgie Physique et de Physique des MatEriaux,
O.E.M.P.P.M. UA CNRS no. 341 - INSA de Lyon - F69621 VilleurbanDe cedex, FRANCE. This Is based on the paper presented at
Third International Symposium on Acoustic Emission from
Reinforced Composites, 17-21 July 1989, Paris, Frallcc, and included
in the Proceedings published by the Amer. Soc. Nondestr. Testing,
Columbus, OH.

Journal of Acoustic Emission
Volume 9, Number 2
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An alternate interface behavior is the perfect bonded
case where debonding occurs when critical conditions are fulfilled. In this case, during fiber loading, there is no gliding
at interface and all displacements are fully elastic. For a
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Fig. 4 Elongation and event counts versus time for a single
carbon filament-epoxy specimen.

8

Fig. 2 Schematics of the indentation stages.

specimens are stressed by an Instron machine with a 0.5

mmImin crosshead speed. Since the matrix is transparent. the
specimens could be inspected before and after testing by
transmission optical microscopy with polarized light.
2.1 Events Counting

-

a

co

A home-made transducer having resonant frequency of
400 kHz and a shoe button diameter of 4 mrn is used for this
purpose (fixed at position C, Fig. 3a). The signal is preamplified (Bruel & Kjaer, Model 2637, gain 40 dB).
amplified (Bruel & Kjaer, Model 2638, gain 20 dB) and then
put in an event counter (home-made unit with a retriggerable
monostable device of 600 p.s dead time) for delivering an
analog value proportional to event counts. Figure 4 shows a
typical event counting as a function of specimen elongation;
the first event occurs at 1.25% strain and the AE continues
to increase up to 2.35% strain. For this specimen, which is
typical, 32 events are recorded and by optical investigations,
33 fiber breaks are observed. The AE events are clearly due
to fiber fractures. Most of the fractures result in penny
shaped voids (pull.back of fiber ends) without matrix cracking, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 Tensile specimen having a single axial fiber;
a: standard sample; b: machining for the thick pie:o-

transducer at D. Dimensions in mm.
given critical fiber load. debonding between fiber and matrix
occurs. and then frictional sliding can take place. This type
of behavior was studied by Mandell et al. (1986) for glass
and graphite fibers in epoxy. These authors concluded that
the critical parameter was the interfacial strength (stress
condition). Another approach to debonding, based on energy
considerations, was previously proposed by Outwater and
Murphy (1969). Wells (1982) measured the debond stress
(critical fiber stress for debonding) in tension of steel wires
of varying diameter embedded in epoxy and clearly showed
that the debond stress is more accurately predicted by the
energy condition.

AE gives a very good counting method of fiber breaks
and the average segment length can be obtained (with no
more than 5% error) by using the following relation

D = I + (LINt>

(2)

where L is is the specimen gauge length and Nl is the total
event count. The AE allows a very rapid measure of D and
permits also the use of non-transparent matrices (e.g.• metal
matrix composites). Another point of interest is that for
each fiber break. AE gives in real time the strain or the
stress, so that it is possible to perform statistical analyses
of the breaks.

1. Single Filament MUltiple Fracture
The specimens were produced at ONERA (France) by
using a carbon fiber (Courtaulds-Grafil lIT) without surface
treatment (diameter 2r::: 7.6~, average strength a,R(l2mm)
::: 2.62 GPa. Weibull's modulus m = 2.77) and a OOEBA
epoxy matrix. The geometry of the specimens is given in
Fig. 3; the fiber lies in the median plane along the specimen
axis. In order to avoid effects due to fiber parts situated
outside the gauge length. the fiber portions at the gauge end
(A and B in the figure) are removed by machining and
replaced with epoxy. The sensor is located at C. The

2.2 Break Locali:ation
For AE sources localization along the fiber axis, two
transducers (similar to the one described before) are used;
they are placed at positions A and B (as indicated on Fig. 3a)
with the shoe button just at the end of the fiber. The signal
given by each transducer is amplified (as before, mainly to
118

The potential between transducer faces A and B is
preamplified (input impedance> 2 kn) and further amplified
with a broadband amplifier (whole gain of 46 dB, frequency
range of 0.5 to 10 MHz). The signal is then recorded by the
transient recorder (sampling frequency, 100 MHz). The signal
pet) is directly linked to the displacement u(t) of the incident
wave (Rouby et al., 1983);

obtain a gain on the order of 50 dB) and recorded by a
transient recorder (Biomation 8100, two channel recording,
sampling frequency 5 MHz. trigger on transducer A signals).
Linear localization is easily obtained by measuring the
delay between the signals delivered by the two transducers.
The wave velocity is calibrated by pencil brealcing at given
locations between the transducers. The calibration gives C =
2075 ± SO mls and this value corresponds to pressure wave
velocity. Considering an error of 0.2 J.Ls for the measured
delay, the precision of localization is of the order of 0.5

A typical example of locations of successive events is
given on Fig. 5. It is clearly shown that the breaking events
occur randomly along the fiber. A succession of neighboring
events are very seldom observed. The fiber fractures are not
interacting.
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where h is the piezoelectric coefficient (in our case h = 1.3
OV1m) and Zp and Zc are the acoustic impedances of plexiglas
and piezo-ceramic, respectively (we have taken Zp I <Zp + Ze)
= 0.1). The attenuation in epoxy and plexiglas, as well as
the loss at the epoxy-plexiglas interface are neglected.
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Fig. 6 Attachment of the absolute tranducer; a: specimen
cross-section; b: fiber; c, d: plexiglas cylinder: e: thick
piezo-element.
When the fiber breaks, the emitted P-wave (a, Fig. 6)
propagates toward the tranducer and reaches the A face,
giving the first moving signal a as shown in Fig. 7 (the
negative signal corresponds to specimen expansion). The Q'
signal comes from reflection on the opposite surface (see
Fig. 6); the delay between a and Q' is about I Jls, corresponding to a velocity of nearly 2000 mls (pressure wave).
After a delay of 238 J.LS we observe the beginning of P-wave
signal due to arrival of the fust impulse on face B of the
transducer. As we can see in Fig. 7, the recorded waves have
very similar shapes (for a given specimen, 8 to 9 of such
signals are recorded). The Q spike corresponds to fiber fracture and its duration is about 700 ns. The area under the
spike is linked to the source volume (area S times opening y
as difmed in Fig. 1) by the following relation (Rouby et al.,
1983):

201---Hft-+-+H-+-t-tf---+--+-+-+-+t-+---+-

3°t-tm=t=ttmta=EEw=a:a=a=f

324

Fig. 5 Single filament carbon-epoxy composite. Example of
source locations as a function of event number (the specimen
gauge length is given on the top).

t&

2.3 QUanlitative Signal Analysis

W

For this purpose, a thick piezoelectric element is used
(PZT, 12 mm diameter x 12 mm thick); this transducer is an
absolute one; i.e., the delivered signal is directly proportional to the displacement produced by the AE wave (Rouby
et al., 1983). Details of transducer mounting are shown in
Fig. 6. In order to locate the source ahead of the transducer
(normal incidence) a narrow section is machined in the
sample (see Fig. 3b). A cylinder of plexiglas is interposed
between the piezo-element and the specimen. in order to
have the far field response of the transducer; the same size
cylinder is fixed on the opposite side for minimizing the
reflected wave. All interfaces are acoustically coupled with
silicone oil and pressed with springs.

= S Y 14 d C ( I

- v)

(4)

where IJ. t is the source duration, d is the source-transducer
distance, C is the longitudinal wave velocity, v is the Poisson's ratio of epoxy, S is the fiber cross-section and y is the
fiber pull-back opening (see Fig. 1). Using the above
expression. we fmd an opening of 4 JUIl. The fiber pull-back
opening can also be calculated from the fiber stress profile
(see the lower part of Fig. 1). In this case (Piggott, 1980),
we have
y
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= 0.5 Ell

(5)
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Fig. 8 Schematic illustration of the microindentation setup;
a screw plate; b: specimen; c: polishing clamps; d: Vickers
indenter; e: AE tranducer; f: main amplifier; g: counter; h:
voltage-frequency converter; i: loudspeaker.

Fig. 7 Examples of recorded signals with the absolute transducer from a single carbon filament specimen.

e'

where 1 is the length of debonded zone (I .. 0.7 nun. in our
is the fiber breaking strain (1.25% for the first
case),
signal). Equation 5 leads 10 an .opening of 4.37 JIm, which is
in very good agreement with the result of AE signal analysis. After unloading, the residual opening equals yl2 and this
order of magnitude can be well observed also by microscopy.

More interesting is the case of bonded interface where
debonding produces an AE signal and detection of this signal
allows us to determine the critical debond load in real time
(details of the methodology are given elsewhere (Rouby et
al, 1983). The material used is an unidirectional SiC (NicaIon) - mullite composite processed by Aerospatiale (Bordeaux, France). Special processing conditions gave strong
adhesion between fiber and matrix, so we can study the
debonding mechanism. The Nica)on fibers (from Nippon
Carbon Co.) are of considerable interest because they exhibit
a very large scatter in diameters (say, from 6 to 30 JIm) so
the effect of fiber radius on debond stress can be measured.

The mean fiber-end velocity (i.e. yl2~t) is about 3 mls
which is a very low value. On the other hand, if we consider
that the fiber break involves the growth of two opposite
cylindrical shear cracks at the interface (or frictional displacement fronts), the average velocity of this front (i.e. ~t)
is of the order of 500 mis, approximately one half of elastic
shear wave velocity. It can be seen, finally, that the AE
seems not to be directly due to breaking process, but rather
and more interestingly due 10 interface mechanisms induced
by the breaking process. In this case, the AE analysis leads
to very significant information regarding the dynamics of
interface processes (shear mode fracture or friction) in
composites incorporating fibers.

3.

I

Figure 9 shows that the debond stress ad (critical
debond load Fd divided by fiber cross-section) decreases as
fiber radius increases. This is in agreement with the energy
criterion for debonding which states that a debonding crack
can propagate along the interface when the energy of the
system becomes lower (inclUding work of external forces,
elastic energy changes and energy of new created surfaces);
the resulting expression for debond stress is (Outwater and
Murphy, 1969; Wells, 1982)

MlcrolndentatloD

The experiments are performed with a standard microhardness setup and the transducer is fixed on the specimen as
shown on Fig. 8. The material tested is cut into pieces of 12
mm length and clamped between two rods of brass with a
square cross section. The specimen cross section perpendicular to fiber direction is polished to a very smooth surface
using standard metallographic techniques.

(6)

where Er is the Young's modulus of the fiber and Guc the
energy needed for mode II crack growth at the interface; for
our composite Guc .. 830 J/m2•
On Fig. 10 are given examples of signals recorded with
the absolute transducer. Here, the spikes a and b have the
same significance as in the preceding section. The weight of
the spike a increases as critical debond load Fd (specified on
the figure) increases and its duration ls nearly constant,
about 500 ns. This indicates that the debond crack propagates catastro-phically along the fiber over a distance and
then with a speed which increases with increasing critical
debond stress. Unfortunately, the crack length after dynamic
debonding is not known, so this speed cannot be determined.

In the case of non-bonded frictional interface (which is
typical for ceramic matrix composites), the progressive
sliding of the fiber (Fig. 2a, b and c) gives no AE except
when the fiber undergoes splitting (Fig. 2d and e). Fiber
splitting occurs mainly for large fiber radius where the cracks
are initiated by the high load needed for sliding, it occurs
also if the indentation is not well centered. The only interest
of AE in this case is to determine if the measurement has
been made without fiber damage.

120

mechanical (critical conditions for AE source activation). The
second kind of information is the values of quantities (geometrical or dynamic) conceming the emitting phenomenon
itself. AE appears as a very interesting tool for investigating
micromechanisms involving fiber-matrix interfaces.
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Fig. 10 Examples of recorded signals with the absolute
transducer (microindentation on SiC-Mullite composite).
Applied to microindcntation experimcnts. AE leads
again to useful information for better interstanding of fiber·
mattix interface processes, particularly for the debonding.
4.

CODc:lusloD

Acoustic emission gives access to two kinds of information. The first kind is the localization of the emitting
phenomenon, either geometrical (AE source location) or
121
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The lOth IAES, sponsored by the JSNDI, will be held at the Aoba Memorial Hall, Tohoku University, Senclai. Japan on 22 25 October 1990. The Symposium attempts to cover all areas of interest in AE applications. research and development, as
well as standards activities. Paper and Program Committee Chair is Prof. H. Niitsuma and the Organizing Committee is
chaired by Prof. K. Yamaguchi while the Secretarial Committee by Prof. H. Takahashi. For details, contact Prof. H.
Niitsuma, Faculty of Engineering. Tohoku University. Aramaki aza Aoba, Sendai 980. Japan.

1st Symp. on Evaluation of Advanced Materials by AE
This one-day symposium precedes lABS·10. Sendai and will be held at Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology
(RCAm. University of Tokyo. sponsored by RCAST and JSNDI. Organizer: Prof. T. Kishi. RCAST. University of Tokyo.
4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro. Tokyo 153. JAPAN; FAX 81-3-481-4575.

1st Workshop on AE in Civil Engineering and 2nd
Workshop on AE and Rock Fracture Mechanics
Following the IAES-I0.lbis international joint meeting will be held at Kumamoto University on 29-31 October 1990.
Organizer: Dr. Masayasu Ohtsu, Department of Civil Engineering, Kumamoto University, Kurokami 2·39-1, Kumamoto
860, Japan (FAX 81-96-344-5063).

34th Meeting of Acoustic Emission Working Group
The next AEWG meeting is set for November 12· 15, 1990 at University of Illinois, Urbana, n.. Organizer: Dr. Henrique
Luis M. dos Reis, 117 Transportation Bldg., Rm. 23, University of Illinois, 104 S. Mathews, Urbana, IL 61801. See page
130 of this issue.

1991
1st International Conference on AE in Manufacturing
Papers are solicited for this Conference to be held June 12-14, 1991, Berkeley, California. The manuscript should be
submitted by October 31, 1990 to: Professor David A. Dornfeld, 1st International Conference on AE in Manufacturing.
DepanmentofMechanicai Engineering, University of California, Berkeley. CA 94720 FAX 415-643-8982

4th International Conference on Acoustic Emission
Plan is under way for the 4th International Conference on Acoustic Emission fonowing the meetings at Anaheim (1979),
Lake Tahoe (1985) and Charlotte, North Carolina (1989). 35th AEWO meeting will also be held. This conference is
cosponsored by the American Society for Nondestructive Testing during its 50th Year Anniversary Meeting in Boston,
September 16 - 19, 1991. For more details, contact Dr. S. Vahaviolos, general chairman, Physical Acoustics Corp., PO Box
3135, Princeton. NJ 08542. FAX 609-895-9726
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Acoustic Emission Characterization of the Deformation
and Fracture of an SiC-Reinforced, Aluminum Matrix
Composite
Ob-Yang Kwon and Kanji Ono
Numerous studies have investigated the strengthening mechanism and the mechanical behavior of discontinuous SiC
reinforced MMC's. Some of the recently pUblished were with
special reference to the interfaces between SiC and aluminum
matrix (Fu et a1., 1986; Brown et. al., 1986; Vogelsang et
aI., 1986; Arsenault, 1986). Noticeable improvement in the
mechanical properties of the MMC's, especially in strain to
failure, has also been made during last several years.

Abstract
The microscopic mechanism of acoustic emission (AE)
activities from the deformation and fracture of a SiCpI A I
6061 composite material has been investigated with the digital waveform processing and recognition analysis. Several
mechanisms proposed as the source of acoustic emissions
during the deformation and fracture of particulates-reinforced
metal matrix composites include matrix related one, splitting
or debonding of interface, and fracture of particles. Digital
waveforms of AE signals were recorded on a transient
recorder and processed in a minicomputer, VAX 111150.
Power spectral estimation of AE signals was obtained
through z-transform of autoregressive (AR) model. The spectra can be easily quantified with AR coefficients or reflection
coefficients (PARCORS) which were employed as the features
in the pattern recognition analysis. The reference patterns
were prepared by activating different source mechanisms; AE
signals due to matrix deformation by the serrated yielding of
solutionized samples, signals due to the separation or debonding of interfaces from fully annealed samples, and signals due to the fracture of particles by the deformation at the
vicinity of fatigue pre-crack tip of as-received samples. The
three reference patterns were clearly separated from each
other using 12 PARCORS as the features. When actual test
data was classified, the dominance of the surface rubbing of
broken SiCp or the interfacial separation in the pre-yield
region changed to the dominance of matrix deformation on
or after general yielding. The fracture of particles was not
clearly discriminated by the present investigation although
many broken particles were found.

Acoustic emission has been a technique of characterizing
the microscopic failures of various metals and composites
The deformation and fracture mechanisms of both SiC w - and
SiCp-reinforced aluminum matrix composites were previously
investigated using acoustic emission (Johnson et a1., 1986;
Kennedy, 1985). Several mechanisms proposed as the
sources of AE from the MMC's include matrix related ones,
fracture of inclusions, separation of the interface between
matrix and reinforcements, and, to a lesser extent, fracture of
reinforcements. The separation of SiCp-matrix interface
(Johnson et al., 1986) accounted for a single AE source
mechanism in SiCplAI-2124, whereas the multiple fracture of
very large oxide particles (Kennedy, 1985) was also prescnt
for the SiCplAI-6061. Since it is important to clarify through
which path cracks initiate and propagate, pattern recognition
analysis was employed to examine the digital waveforms of
AE signals from the tensile testing of a SiC p/ AI-6061
composite.

2. Experimental Procedures
2.1 Materials

1. Introduction

Material was the DWAL2S, a commercial 2S w/o SiCpl
AI-6061 MMC. Specimens were cut from the extruded
channels whose nominal dimension was 2S mm, 2S mm and
2.5 mm in flange width, depth and thickness, respectively.
Smooth tensile specimens were first tested in as-received
condition (fully aged, T6) using a floor model Instron. Other
sample geometry tested in this condition were those with
double end notehes and those with a fatigue pre-craCk and a
sharp notch at each side as shown in Fig. 1. In order to
activate different types of deformation and microscopic
failure processes, samples in one or two of the gcometry
above were also tested in the fully annealed (0) and the assolutionized (W) conditions. Annealing was made by heating
samples at 415°C for 6 hours followed by controlled cooling
of extremely low rate of O.soC/min, down to 150°C. When
samples were tested in the solutionized (W) condition,
samples were heated at 530°C for I hour and water quenched.
The tests were finished within 30 minutes after samples had

Silicon carbide (SiC) has been the most common reinforcement for producing metal matrix composites (MMC's).
Although continuous fibers could be introduced, discontinuous ones, either whiskers (SiCw ) or particulates (SiC p)
were the major reinforcement for aluminum alloy matrices.
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Schematic diagram of instrumentation for tensile testing
and AE monitoring is shown in Fig. 2. All the specimens
were tested at a fixed displacement rate of 0.005 in/min.
Digital waveforms of AE signals were recorded on a transient
recorder (Model 6000A, Data Precision) controlled by an
IBMJPC. AE signals from a wideband type AE sensor (Model
WD. PAC) were fltSt amplified by 60 dB at the preamplifier
with 125 kHz - 1 MHz bandpass filter. After an additional
amplification of 10 dB and low pass filtering at 1 MHz, AE
signals were digitized at the sampling rate of 2 MHz. Digital
waveforms were then transferred to and processed in an
offline minicomputer (VAX lln50) by a digital signal
processing software, ILS package (Signal Technology Inc.
Santa Barbara, CAl running under UNIX 4.3BSD. AE actiVity
in rms voltage by true rms voltmeters (Model 3400A, Hewlett Packard) was always recorded together with the applied
load on a two-pen recorder. AE signals were also monitored
in a more conventional way by a signal acquisition module
(SAM, Acoustic Emission Associates) interfaced with an IBM
PC/AT. Although this was for the double checking of digital
waveform recording in the transient recorder, the processing
of data fIles and the comparison with present study will also
be of interest

20

Fig. I Geometry and dimension of specimens.

3. Results and Discussion

LOAD

3.1 Mode of Fracture

SAM

DATA
60d

6000A

A
X-y-y'
~~L~OA~D~~Recorde

IBMIAT

Specimens in the as-received (T6) condition failed in the
classical ductile fracture of 45° shear. Most of the specimens
showed 3 to 5 % elongation at the ultimate tensile strength
of 450 to 480 MPa. Some degree of ductile behavior still
remained even after machined notches were introduced.
Numerous SiC particulates were located within dimples in
SEM fractographs as shown in Fig. 3(a). Most of them
appeared to be intact but some broken ones were also shown.
Samples with polished faces at gage sectioD indicated some
partiCUlates appeared to be broken during tensile loading.
Figure 3(b) was taken from the polished gage section within
200 JJ.m from the fractured edge. The direction of tensile
loading is horizontal as indicated. Many of the particulates
are fractured in this photograph and these could be one of the
sources of AE. When a very short pre-crack was introduced at
the notch root, fracture mode changed to the catastrophic
brittle fracture.

IBMIPC
I
I

I
I

I

I

VAX
(11/750)

4,3 BSD

Specimens tested in the fully annealed condition (0)
showed a monotonic stress-strain curve until fracture whereas
the solutionized (W) specimens showed considerable amount
of serrated yielding or dynamic strain aging aCler general
yielding up to final fracture. The resultant elongation in this
condition was more than 15 % with the ultimate strength of
350 MPa.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the instrumentation.
been quenched. All the specimens were subjected to preloading before AE data acquisition to avoid collecting spurious noise from the grip sections. Several specimens of
smooth tension in the fully aged T6 condition was tested in
the interrupted mode of loading. The flat faces of gage section was polished and examined under the optical microscope
at each interruption.

3.2 Acoustic Emission
When smooth tensile samples were tested in the asreceived condition (T6), burst type emissions were observed
over the broad range of load-displacemenl curve. They were
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Fig. 3 (8) SEM fraclograph of SiCpfAl-6061-T6; (b) SEM meta110graph of SiCpfAI-6061-T6.
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Fig. 4 Represcolalive AE signals of three different classes: (a) type A from the solutionized (W); (b) type B from the fully
annealed condition (0); (c) type C from notched and pre-craCked samples (T6).
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Fig. 5 AUlOregressive modeling (12th order) and FFf spectra of the AE signals shown in Fig. 4: (a) type A or (W);
(b) type B or (0); (c) type C or (1"6); (d) Collection of the AR spectra obtained from the reference veclOrs.
detected as early as 20 % of the ultimate load although the
event rate increased at the onset of general yielding. Nevertheless, the IOtal AE activities were significantly lower than
the previous studies on similar MMC's (Johnson et aI.,
1986). This is probably due 10 the matrix chemistry. Alloy
6061 has much smaller inclusions than aUoys 2024, 2124 or
7075, thereby generating fewer detectable emissions (McK.
Causland and Scala, 1984). Samples tested in the interrupted
mode of loading did not observe the Kaiser effect and a few
events were even detected during unloading.

waveforms were quite different from those of smooth samples. Both the rise time and the decay was very fast so that
the overall signal duration was extremely short as shown in
Fig. 4(c). This group of AE signals imply a unique source
mechanism and could be construed as due 10 the fracture of
particulates or inclusions. High triaxiality due 10 stress concentration at the crack tip could break the particles.
Very few events were detected when samples were tested
in the fully annealed condition (0) except the sharply
notched samples. MetaUographic examination showed that
fracture propagated through the matrix without particle
fracture during test. This group of signals showed the waveforms known as the typical AE signal, namely, with short
rise time and long tail of exponential decay as shown in Fig.

Notched and pre-cracked samples generally produced
fewer events than smooth tensile samples. Short duration of
test due 10 the catastrophic failure would partly account for
the small total events. In addition, most of the detected
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4(b). This group of signals were taken as the reference for
the splitting or surface rubbing of broken particles.

AE signals can be obtained through z-transform of the
model. Unlike FFT spectra, the AR spectra can be easily
quantified with a small number of AR coefficients, or
reflection coefficients. The latter are equivalent to the AR
coefficients and were utilized as features in the present
pattern recognition analysis. Figures S(a}, (b) and (c) are the
AR spectra superimposed on the FFT spectra corresponding
to the signals given in Fig. 4. Reflection coefficients are
actually the partial correlation coefficients (PARCORS) and
can be numerically obtained from AR coefficients or vice
versa. More details on AR modeling and its application can
be found elsewhere (Kwon, 1988; Ohtsu and Ono, 1987). The
classification rule employed in the present analysis was a
simple statistical measure called k-th nearest neighbor
classifier. Nearness was measured by Euclidean distance or
correlation cosine between the reference vector and the test
vector in the multi-dimensional space. The feature set vector
for the respective references and the unknown test data
consisted of 12 PARCORS in the present analysis.

When sharp notches were introduced in the fully annealed specimen, AE behavior changed. The total number of
events increased and AE behavior and waveforms became
similar to those of as-received (f6) samples. This could also
be due to the localized deformation with high stress concentration around the notch roots.
To obtain the reference pattern for the deformation of
matrix or the dislocation motion, samples were tested in the
solutionized (W) condition Some burst type emissions were
detected in the pre-yield region which can probably be attributed to the splitting, or surface rubbing of broken particles.
Once the classical serrated yielding started after general
yield, another type of AE signals were detected. Continuous
emission showed full duration of 1 ms long window with
slow rise and slow decay, often the rise time being longer
than a half of the duration as shown in Fig. 4(a).

Preparing the references is very important step in the
supervised classification. Three different classes of AE source
mechanisms were assumed for the reference patterns; the
deformation of matrix or dislocation motion (type A),
splitting or debonding at the interface (type B), and the

3.3 Pattern Recognition Analysis
Digital waveforms of AE signals were processed via
autoregressive (AR) modeling. Power spectral estimation of
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Fig. 6 Result of factor analysis for the three reference vectors.
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Fig. 7 Result of classification for the test data of 30 waveforms.
fracture of particles (type C). Three classes of reference
pattern were compared by their spectral envelopes as shown
in Fig. Sed). Each one was plotted with the reference
PARCORS prepared by averaging 30 vectors for type A, 18
for type B, 16 for type C. Note that the envelope for type C
drawn in thicker curve is quite different from the others.
Surface rubbing of broken particles could be another active
source but was included in type B.

detected and marked by the type classified with the references
prepared as discussed above. Matrix related source mechanism
(type A) is predominant from the onset of yielding up to
final fracture. This is probably consistent with the fact that
fracture process in SiCp"Al composites is dominated by the
matrix deformation and fracture (Fu et al., 1986; Johnson et
al., 1986). On the other hand, other mechanisms (type B and
C) were active only until the start of general yielding.
Surface rubbing of broken particles can be the source in the
low elastic range whereas splitting or debonding at the
interface becomes predominant when the load is approaching
the yield poinL Although a larger number of particles were
apparently broken during tensile loading, very few events
were classified into type C. Further work on this matter is
necessary.

Further refinement was made through the factor analysis
available in the ILS package. The result showed a clear
separation between classes as shown in Fig. 6, which is a
cross plot of the first and the second reflection coefficients.
Note that the Dumber of points which represent the vector or
AE waveforms is smaller in Fig. 6. Starting from the original 64-point plot, the apparent scattering of data points can
be reduced by zooming in around the particular coordinate.
Finally, the reference patterns A, Band C were made by
averaging 13, 9 and 7 vectors, respectively.

4.

ConclusIon

The deformation and fracture behavior of a SiCplAI-6061
MMC has been characterized by acoustic emission using the
digital waveform processing and pattern recognition analysis. The following conclusions have been drawn from the
analysis of AE signals dUring tensile loading of SiCpl AI·
6061-T6.

Once the reference patterns were prepared, 30 waveforms
from a smooth tensile specimen in the as-received condition
were classified and the result is shown in Fig. 7. The ticks
on the load-time curve indicate the moment of AE signals
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Burst type AE signals detected in the elastic region
are due to surface rubbing of broken particles whereas
those at the onset of general yielding can be from the
separation of particle-matrix interface. Signals in
both classes are with fast rise and slow decay.
•

AE signals from the general yielding are identified as
the result of matrix deformation. The waveforms are
with slow rise and slow decay, often being similar to
the continuous emissions.

•

The fracture of particulates generates very few
detectable AE signals. It has nol been clearly
discriminated by the present investigation although
many broken particles were found.

M. Vogelsang, RJ. ArsenaUlt, and R.M. Fisher (1986), "An
In Situ HVEM Study of Dislocation Generation at AlISiC
Interfaces in Metal Matrix Composites", Metallurgical
Trans., 17A, 379-389.
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Burst Prediction by Acoustic Emission in FilamentWound Pressure Vessels
Michael R. Gorman
In the current study, the pressurization rate was slowed
down to an easily maintained steady 69 kPalsec. This made
individual events detectable, although commercially available
AE analyzers were still far too slow to handle the event rates
(Russell and Gorman, 1983). As discussed later, the analyzers
were modified to accommodate the higb event rates. Instead
of a single pressure cycle, called the "proof cycle", where the
bottle is loaded to some predetermined percentage of Ultimate, held (or some period of time, immediately unloaded and
then reloaded to burst, the pressure was cycled to progressively higher loads beginning with P·/I0 (p... expected
ultimate or burst pressure). These will be called the A E
pressure cycles. This provided a lower bound on the load
level at which an AE based prediction of residual strength
could be made. These changes in the pressurization scheme
did not compromise the engineering performance data while
they significantly enhanced the usefulness of acoustic emission monitoring.

Abstract
Acoustic eJlUSSlOn in 51-em (20") diameter graphile/
epoxy pressure vessels was monitored during pressurization
(hydrotesliog). Several vessels were subjected to impact by a
blunt impactor but only after the vessels had been proofed;
that is, pressurized to 80% of nominal burst pressure as
determined from control (unimpacted) vessels. Acoustic emission (AE) activity was then monitored throughout a series of
successively higher pressure cycles ranging from 10 to 60%
of Ultimate. Each cycle included a ramp up to pressure followed by a four minute hold period and then pressure unload.
The event rate was high and specially modified AE analyzers
had to be used to acquire the data. This paper presents the AE
event count versus pressure history of these tests and demonstrates the ability of the AE technique to monitor the growth
of damage and to estimate the effect on ultimate strength.
The number of events that occurred during pressure holds
proved to be a reasonable estimator of vessel performance.

Another significant change from previous work was that
the bottles were intentionally damaged after they had been
proof-tested. In a previous study, damage was introduced into
virgin specimens which were then pressurized and monitored
for acoustic emission (Gorman, 1984a). That study concluded
that events from the damaged region could not be distinguished from other sources in a manner that would allow a
residual strength prediction. It was pointed out in that work,
that the residual strength of all of the damaged vessels was
within the spread of the distribution of strengths of the
control vessels. This was a severe test for the AE technique.
The question remained as to whether the vessels really had
been damaged. Despite this lack of damage, however, a
significant amount of acoustic emission had been observed.
It was decided that in the present study the vessels would
fmt be hydroproofed, impacted, and then the AE pressure
cycles would be performed. In this way, the AE sources
which operated during hydro-proofing would no longer be
present Therefore, the majority of events detected should be
due to damage growth caused by stress concentrations in the
impacted area. The results below show that this reasoning
was successful and some insight into damage growth in
composite pressure vessels was gained.

1. Introduction
Small pressure vessels are used to elucidate the behavior
of a material or partiCUlar design to be used for winding large
rocket motors such as the Space Shuttle boosters. These subscale vessels are made using the same manufacturing methods
as the actual motors but at far cheaper cost, hence. their
utility. They are bottle shaped, consisting of a cylindrical
center section with domes on either end.
In this study, each vessel was impacted at the same location in the cylindrical section with a blunt spherical indenter. Only the impact energy was varied. Acoustic emission
(AE) was monitored during hydrotesting to evaluate the potential for using AE to predict damage criticality; i.e.,
residual strength. This is not a new goal for the technique.
Acoustic emission has been used to rank performance of
filament wound composite material rocket motor cases in the
mid 19605 (Green et aI., 1964) and again in the mid 1970s
(Jessen et al., 1975). The former used rms voltage data while
the latter used the Kaiser effect in a way reminiscent of the
modern-day Felicity ratio. In both cases the pressurization
rates were as high (1.4 MPalsec) as could be obtained in
order to simulate motor firing. This meant many AE sources
operated simultaneously with DO possibility of sorting out
individual events.

2.

2.1 Mechanical
The eight pressure vessels that were used in this study
were constructed of graphite/epoxy. The diameter was 51 cm
(20") and overall length was 107 em (42"). The cylindrical
section was 76 em (30") long. The winding pattern was an
alternating double helicaUhoop pattern that resulted in an
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outside hoop layer. The vessel stress ratio (ratio of helical to
hoop stress) was designed to insure that failure occurred in
lite cylindrical section. Each vessel was manufactured from
lite same fiber lot and according to the same manufacturing
procedures. Coefficients of variation in burst pressure of 7 to
lOCJi are typical of such test articles.

sels were supported at the ports (the enclosures at lite top of
the domes) by a rigid support device. Impact energy was
varied by changing lite drop height and mass in order to
achieve a certain level of damage. The type of damage of
interest was from subvisual to barely visual. Just as in a
previous study mentioned above, litis provided a severe test
of the predictive power of acoustic emission data. Impact
energies needed to achieve lItese damage types were determined Ihrough a separate series of tests. Available energy
was determined by measuring the velocity of the impactor
just prior to impacL Force was measured with an instrumented tup and data acquisition system (General Research
Corp., Model 8200). Table 1 lists the vessel numbers and
their corresponding level of impact energy. Three vessels
were designated as controls and thus were not impacted.

Following manufacturing, each vessel was proofed to
80CJi of expected ultimate based on previous tests of similar
vessels. Each successfuUy passed proof. AE and strain gage
data obtained during the proof were similar to that of
previous work on similar vessels.
After proof-testing, five of the eight vessels were
impacted at midcylinder with a blunt, 4.2 em (1.67") diameter spherical indenter. Figure 1 shows lite configuration of
lite impact test stand and vessel support structure. The ves132
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Fig. 3 Sensor locations.
The (post-impact) AE pressure cycles were accomplished
by pressurizing the vessel with water at a relatively slow (69
kPalsec) rate to the desired pressure and then holding pressure for a four minute hold period before depressurizing. The
entire AE cycle series is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

sed of an analog section that evaluates each event In terms
of peak amplitude, rise time, duration, energy, and AE (ringdown) counts. This information is digitiZed and stored on a
floppy disk by a digital section. Handling the digital information limits the event rate that can be accommodated by
the system to about 100 events per second. For this reason
the analyzer was modified to allow the analog section to
function independently from the digital section. Event counts
were fed to separate counters. Digital-to-analog converters
changed the counts to a proportional voltage which drove
the strip chart recorders. The rewiring was done so that
digital section continued to function normally. The true
number of events in a test and the number displayed by the
AE analyzers often differed by several orders of magnitude.

2.2 Acoustic Emission
Foyr AE sensors (Physical Acoustics Corp., RlSI) were
attached to the vessels at the locations 1 to 4 shown in Fig.
3. These sensors are resonant at 150 kHz and have a built-in
40 dB preamplifier. Two additional sensors (5 and 6) were
attached 18 to 25 cm (7 to 10") away from the impact site
(mid-cylinder, zero degree azimuth) along the hoop direction.
These two sensors will be called the damage site sensors.
They were located to maximize their sensitivity to damage
growth activity. Recall that the outer most layer was a hoop
layer and the design tends to force the initial failure to the
hoops. Sensors were attacbed to the vessel with a thermoplastic adhesive. As a couplant, the thermoplastic adhesive
transmits AE signals at 150 kHz as well as a glycerin based
commercial ultrasonic couplanL All sensors were removed
from the vessel just prior to the final burst pressure cycle.

The analog section was capable of handling event rates
on the order of 2000 events per second. Rates of this
magnitude are common during pressurization, but this would
not be known from AE analyzer output alone. Thus, caution
is very much in order when drawing conclusions about
patterns in data captured by a saturated analyzer. In this
paper, only data that were recorded on the strip chart were
used to draw conclusions. Thus, rise time, amplitude and
other AE parameters wl1l not be discussed. Indeed, their
meaning for these tests is not certain. Event location in the
sense of an analyzer measured ~t was also preclUded. The way
in which damage can be located on large structural composites with high event rates Is by acoustically Isolating each
sensor so that it only detects sound from a given region.
Individual event location Is not yet feasible. A complete

The equipment used to monitor the AE consisted of two
four-channel analyzers (PAC 3400) and a six-channel strip
chart recorder (Servogor, Model 460). The reasons for using
an old-fashioned strip chart in the presence of modem,
digital AE analyzers is that the digital data systems were
found to be too slow for the high event rates found in large
graphite/epoxy structures. The PAC 3400 system is campri133

Table 1 Measured Impact and Failure Parameters

Vessel No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Impact Energy (J)
0
0
16
32.5
14
24
0
49

(0 ft-Ib)
(0)
(12)
(24)
(10.5)
(18)
(0)
(36)

Maximum Force (N)
0
0
6680
8160
5410
6460
0
9480

(0 lb)
(0)
(1502)
(1835)
(1316)
(1453)
(0)
(2132)

Burst Pressure (MPa)
25.2
20.9
23.1
19.2
26.2
19.2
22.0
18.0

Failure Location

(3605 psi)
(2996)
(3300)
(2747)
(3750)
(2750)
(3150)
(2583)

Near Tangent
Dome
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Dome?
Dome
Damage Site
Dome
Damage Site
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Fig. 4 Burst pressure vs. impact energy.
discussion of the way in which this particular analyzer
measures AE parameters, including digital oscilloscope pictures of how AE signals are handled by key circuit elements
has been presented elsewhere (Gorman, 1984b).

Each AE channel was assigned a one volt threshold and
a 21 dB postamplijier gain bringing the total gain to 61 dB.
This setting was based on the desire to minimize the overlap
between sensor zones of detection for sensors #1 to #4.
Pulse attenuation was checked by lead breaks at 5 cm
increments up to 45 cm away from sensor #4 in both the
hoop and helical directions. For comparison with other AE
systems, this is an effective 59 dB threshold with the zero
dB reference being one microvolt at the transducer.

The AE signals were bandpassed from 100 to 300 kHz.
The analyzer threshold was verified using an AE simulator
(AEA, Model AES 1). Adjustments to the threshold potentiometer were made as required. Calibration lead breaks (Peatel,
0.5 rom, 2H) were also performed prior to each test, on the
back of, 5 cm from, and 15 cm from each sensor mounted on
the cylindrical section (#3 to 6) in the hoop direction and
each dome sensor (#1 and 2) in the helical direction. Both
simulator and AE analyzer signals were periodically monitored with an oscilloscope to insure detection of any variations in the entire system setup.

3. Mecbanlcal Test Results
Impact testing resulted in subvisual to barely visual
levels of damage. The barely visible damage was in the form
of surface cracks that appeared to break fibers in some of the
outer hoop bands. Subsequent nondestructive evaluation with
both x-ray and ultrasonic techniques failed to detect the
134
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Fig. 6 Total events for each pressure cycle - vessel #6 (with impact damage).
J (24 ft-Ib), however, was indeterminate as indicated by the
question mark. It was impossible to determine the exact
failure initiation site from the film.

damage. Table 1 lists the available impact energy and the
maximum force that was measured during the impact for each
vessel. The burst pressure is listed for comparison. Failure
locations were determined from high speed photography.
Cracks would grow in the outer hoop layer parallel to the
hoop fibers and hoop band delamination followed by tensile
failure of the inner hoop plies. Examination of the experimental results shows that failure occurred at the impact site
only at the higher energy levels at 24 and 49 J (18 and 36
ft-Ibs). The failure location of the vessel impacted with 32.5

Impact energy versus burst pressure is plotted in Fig. 4.
Note that there is an 189& variation in burst pressure among
the control vessels. Also note that the lower impact energy
levels resulted in no apparent strength loss. In fact, vessel
#5, which was impacted with 14 J (10.5 ft-Ib), sustained the
highest burst pressure. Vessel #3, which was impacted with
135
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5.

16 J (12 ft-Ib), burst above the average pressure of the
control vessels.

Discussion

In order to put the present results in context, results
from two previous studies (Gorman, 1982 and 1984a) need to
be mentioned. In a series of tests on 15-cm (6") diameter
vessels the events which were detected during the pressure
hold periods correlated well with the burst pressure (Gorman,
1982). The vessels were made either of Kevlar/epoxy or
graphite/epoxy. The damage types consisted of cuts and
impacts. In a subsequent attempt to apply the same methodology to a series of 91-cm (36") diameter pressure vessels the
burst pressure could not be predicted (Gorman, 1984a).

4. Acoustic Emission Results
Figure 5 shows the activity for each sensor and each
cycle for one of the control vessels in terms of total events.
Recall that only four sensors were placed on the control
vessels. AE activity began during the 50% cycle. There were
more events during the 60% cycle, but still the activity level
was considered to be low. This pattern was typical for the
control vessels.
When significant damage was present, a dramatic change
in the pattern was observed, particularly at the damage site.
Figure 6 shows the event distribution by sensor and cycle for
vessel #6, which was impacted at 24 J (18 ft-Ib) and subsequently failed below the average burst pressure of the control
vessels. According to Table I, that failure initiated at the
damage site. Almost two orders of magnitUde difference in
the total number of events was observed (compare the y-axis
scale in Fig. 5 with that in Fig. 6). This type of vast
difference between the control and damaged vessels held true
for the entire set of vessels. During the pressure holds on the
damaged vessels, the most active sensor was either 115 or #6
and their numbers of events usually differed from each other
by a wide margin. This is thought to be due to the sound
propagating in front of the crack but not behind it because
of the geometry of the crack growth and delamination in the
hoop bands containing the cracked region. Attenuation
across the hoop in the direction towards sensors #1 and #2
is much higher than along the hoop towards sensors #5 and
#6. This could account for much fewer events reaching
sensors III and #2. It also suggests that the direction of
crack growth could be roughly determined.

In both cases above, the vessels were virgin (not hydroproofed) when the damage was inflicted. Other than size, the
main difference between the two vessels was in the degree of
damage done to them as measured by residual strength. The
15-cm (6") vessels suffered strength degradations between
259& and 509& while the maximum strength loss in the 91-cm
(36") test series was less than 209&. Most of the damaged 91cm (36") vessels burst within the scatter of the controls for
that series. It was concluded that the information in the AE
data concerning the damaged area was masked by all of the
other sources of AE, e.g., voids and other inhomogeneities.

AE monitoring clearly identified the three vessels (#4,
#6 and #8) that failed below average as having AE data
which deviated widely from the control data. Furthermore, the
two impacted vessels (#3 and #5) that burst within or above
the scatter of the controls, exhibited AE signatures characteristic of the control vessels. The burst pressure was
plotted against the logarithm of the average number of
events for all sensors during the pressure hold periods as
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The pressure hold periods are of
particular interest because at constant load the AE activity
should decay to zero. Otherwise, the vessel is creeping to
failure. The AE data during bold is emphasized here primarily
because of the instrumentation limitations already discussed.
The event rate is not nearly as high during the load holds, so
the data are considered to be more reliable. Both the 5()CK, and
60~ pressure cycle data clearly rank the performance of each
vessel independent of the level of damage as given by the
impact energy. Figures 9 and 10 show similar plots using
the data from the most active sensor. Again, good correlation is obtained. Note that now vessel #5 is properly
positioned in the data set compared with Fig. 4. Vessel #5
had the least number of AE events indicating that, even if it
was damaged, it was still of control quality.

It is also widely accepted in the pressure vessel industry
that pressure vessel strength is fiber dominated. Fiber breaks
produce acoustic emission but again, as with matrix cracks,
not all fiber breaks are detrimental. From statistical theories
of composite failure [c.t. Phoenix and Wu, 1983, and
references therein] fibers break at random locations. It is not
until two fiber breaks overlap within the ineffective length
that composite strength is affected. Thus, in one case two
fibers may break at widely separated locations while in a
second case two fibers break at neighboring locations. In
both cases (at least in principle) two AE events are measured.
Theoretically, it can be seen that not all acoustic emission
events could (or shOUld) be correlated with strength.

Voids, residual stresses, and other stress raisers can
cause cracks to grow which causes acoustic emission. In
filament-wound composites, this growth usually begins at
low load levels because of the relatively high void content
in this material. As far as the pressure vessel structure is
concerned, it is believed that this cracking is benign and
probably even beneficial since the residual stresses are
relieved. Thus, it is clear from the point of view of using AE
data to predict burst pressure, that not all acoustic emission
events are related to strength.

Even though pressure vessel failure is fiber dominated
the matrix does play a role through the concept of load
sharing. When a fiber breaks, the matrix transfers the stress
through shear to neighboring fibers. Modeling the role of
the matrix has been a major impediment to developing these
statistical strength theories beyond the unidirectional composite material. It cao also be easily visualized that stress
concentrations near crack tips in the matrix could lead to
breaks in other than weakest link locations. Thus certain
types of matrix cracking can be expected to correlate with
failure.
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If flaws (both in matrix and fibers) are randomly distributed according to location and strength, then some stress
concentration(s) will be higher than others at a given point
in the loading. The importance of this conclusion for AE
analysis is that hot spots (areas of high AE activity) will
vary from pressure cycle to cycle as stress is relieved
(benignly or otherwise). As the maximum pressure increases
new hot spots will develop. If the most active sensor is
always at the same location, then that is most likely the
failure location.

M. R. Gorman (1984b), "Calibration of AE Instrumentation,"
Eighth Meeting of the Committee on Acoustic Emission
From Reinforced Plastics, Salt Lake City, Uf.
A. T. Green, C. S. Lockman and R. K. Steele (1964),
"Acoustic Verification of Structural Integrity of Polaris
Chambers," Modem Plastics, MOPLA, 41(11), 137.
E. C. Jessen, H. Spanheimer and A. J. DeHerrera (1975),
"Prediction of Composite Pressure Vessel Performance by
Application of the Kaiser Effect in Acoustic Emission,"
ASME paper #H3()()"12-2-037 .

Based on the above reasoning, it was hypothesized that
proofing the vessels before impacting them would eliminate
most of the background emission and make it easier for the
AE technique to detect critical events. Although the strength
degradation for the worst case in the series was only 21 %,
the burst pressures of both the damaged and undamaged
vessels are predicted to within 5%.

S. L. Phoenix and E. M. Wu (1983), "Statistics for the Time
Dependent Failure of Kevlar-49/Epoxy Composites: Micromechanical Modeling and Data Interpretation", Mechanics of
Composite Materials/Recent Advances, eds., Zvi Hashin and
Carl T. Herakovich, Pergamon Press, New York.
J. C. Russell and M. R. Gorman (1983), "Acoustic Emission
Prediction of Burst Pressure in Twenty-Inch Diameter Filament-Wound Graphite/Epoxy Pressure Bottles," Proceedings
of the First /nterllQtiollQI Symposium on AE From Reinforced
Composites, San Francisco, CA, July 19-21, Soc. Plastics
Industry, New York, Session 7, p. 1.

This reasoning also explains why the results of previous
studies turned out the way they did. For the 15-cm (6") vessels the stress concentration provided by the severe damage
simply dominated the hold emission and thus the correlation.
For the 91-cm (36") vessels the damage was dominated by
the other stress concentrations normally found in these
vessels and thus there was no correlation.

6. Summary and Conclusions
Impact-damaged graphite/epoxy pressure vessels were
hydrotested and acoustic emission was monitored using
instrumentation modified to handle the high event rates. A
new testing procedure was formulated based on reasoning
from statistical strength theories for composites. The new
procedure led to a good correlation between the number of
acoustic emission events and burst pressure. Further work is
needed on understanding how to separate critical emission
from noncritical emission for other load histories.
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Critical AE Problems for the Researcher

Adrian A. Pollock
necessarily produce AE during a pressure test and damaging
controversies about the reliability of AE can follow.
Sometimes these structures are AE-tested by changing the
temperature, but this is usually done on an ad hoc basis
without any clear understanding of the stressing principles
involved. Design principles and guidelines for practical AE
testing of such structures need to be developed, taking into
account the three-dimensional nature of the stress tensor.

1. Introduction: Some Major Problems

What problems should today's AE researchers be working on to keep this science and technology ill a state 01
healthy progress?
Selection of research problems is indeed a critical issue.
Nobel Prizewinner Arno Pennas remarks: "Finding good problems makes the difference between good research and bad
research" (Anon., 1989). Well-selected research produces
knowledge that is the basis for technological advances.
Poorly-selected research can distract, mislead and even hinder
technological progress.

We would like to get more information from the AE signal than we are presently getting. How can this be done?
How can we best use new AE-hardware parameters such as
counts-to-peak or average frequency (Vahaviolos, 1976)1
What are the practical applications of computed signal-processing parameters such as spectral moments? What could be
gained by more detailed processing of the waveform envelope? Can we flDd some lower-technology spin-off from the
complex science of source function analysis that will yield
some early benefits in everyday NOT?

We can think of the phenomenon of acoustic emission
as a new continent to be explored, loaded with natural
resources to be utilized. The researcher is the explorer and
map-maker, the engineers and NOT technicians are the ones
who turn raw land into farms, mines and communities. Our
knowledge of acoustic emission is far from complete. I
believe that there are not only masses of uncharted jungle
that will eventually be mapped out, but also major rivers as
yet unnavigated. We have been diligently opening up the
"Mississippi" of the AE source function, and a splendid venture it has been. But what about the "Colorado" and the
"Yukon"?

These are three major "rivers" on the "new continent" of
AE. The technical questions are broad and are not limited to
any partiCUlar application or material. The fust issue should
have been dealt with long ago. The second has become
important more recenlly as AE field applications have
matured. The third is a continuing issue which needs constant
refreshing and break-through.

Even our maps of the long-known "Delaware" need
major reconstruction. We still lack a coherent, unified theory
of AE from repeated loadings. The Kaiser effect was countered
by the Felicity effect amid much academic dispute; yet both
remained essentially unexplained phenomena, despite their
huge technological importance. We need a general theory
that will embrace both these effects as well as the phenomenon of AE during load hold. Test procedures such as the
ASME Article 11 and ASME Article 12 utilize load holds and
repeated loadings for structural integrity eValuation; these
procedures are successful, but in the absence of any adequate
theory they rest on purely empirical foundations. Here is a
clear illustration of T. J. FOWler's assertion that "fundamental
research lags behind applied research, development and use".

There are of course many other questions and areas to
explore. Just a few of them will be listed in the remainder of
this article, including some which were raised from the floor
at the The World Meeting on Acoustic Emission.
2.

Problems

1. The phenomenon of AE "cascades": groups of closely
spaced but non-overlapping AE signals, typically tens of
milliseconds apart, occurring even when the overall event
rate is quite low. These cascades evidently come from a series
of casually interconnected source events. Cascades are quite a
common occurrence. When, where and why are they likely to
occur? Do they offer diagnostic potential? What are the best
data-processing techniques for handling them? Pioneering
work of Erlenkaemper (1979) in this area was one of the
most interesting new AE fIDdings of the 1970's, but it has
never been followed up.

We need rational guidelines for the stimulation of structures that are exposed to both mechanical and thermal
stresses in service. This is a complex problem, but one that
is truly important for many structural test application. If
pressure vessels of piping systems are subject to crack
growth due to thermal stress in service, these cracks will not

2. In AE testing of new pressure vessels and tanks, burst
type emission is often observed before and dUring yield,
especially at regions of high secondary stress. This emission
does not necessarily indicate discontinuities (ASME, 1989).
What is the cause of this emission? Laboratory work on
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ceivably be monitored with useful outcome. There are more
exotic areas such as fast chemical reactions where AB's abilIty to detect rapid movement can provide new means for diagnosis and control.

IlnOawed specimens has largely focllned on low-amplitude
AE from dislocations and precipitates; is this what we are
seeing in the field, or are we dealing with grosser source
mechanisms associated with impurities, triaxial stresses or
weld metal? 00 we need more laboratory work on the magnitude and causes of large-amplitude AE before yield in
unOawed metals, or do we already have this knowledge?

3.

Conclusion

It is easy enough for an individual or a group to list
problems and interesting topics; it is a larger challenge to
determine whether they are "good problems" or "bad problems". They may even be "solved problems": with 6,0008,000 papers published in this field. and one or two major
conference proceedings coming out every year, there is a
high risk of wasting valuable resources reinventing the
wheel. Informal networking is an essential complement to
the traditional literature search, in order to improve the likelihood of one's work being truly new and progressive.

3. Topics in wave propagation: Can we use Lamb wave
theory to improve source location technology on plates and
sheDs? Are theRl "preferred mquCDcies" in plates that will
give gRIller sensitivity, lower attenuation or faster signal
rise times? Can we use Lamb wave theory to perform other
kinds of source characterization for practical NOT? What
happens to AE waves as they cross structural welds and
changes in section size? What theory describes the leakage
of wave energy from vessel walls into contained fluids? How
can we lise fluid-borne waves constructively and not be confused by them? Could fluid-borne waves be useful for source
location?

A major key to fmding good research problems is to be
in touch with developers and customers (Anon., 1989), people who want the benefits that AE technology can offer to
the world. The AE community has always been closely connected, but it has often failed to exploit this connectedness
and optimize the constructive communications and collaborations that will move the technology forward to everyone's
benefit Good choice of research problems, followed by creative and competent solutions, is indeed critical to the ongoing healthy growth of acoustic emission science and technology.

4. More quantitative knowledge about AE from frictional
sources would be useful. Relationship to movement, behavior
on repeated loading, persistence or absence during load hold,
signal characteristics and statistics, cascade characteristics,
and dependence on surface and lubrication are aspects that
could be investigated. How can we best distinguish reliably
and effectively between AE from friction and AB from defects
in the field?

S. The complementary relationship between AE and
other NOT methods could be more fully explored. One aspect
is the economics of structural integrity evaluation. Another
aspect is the fact that the fmdings of different NOT methods
sometimes seem to agree and sometimes seem to disagree.
OisagIeCment often causes dismay and doubt in the mind of
the party that bought the NOT services. This problem could
be reduced if we had a better framework for understanding and
evaluating the apparently conflicting fmdings.
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6. Acoustic emissivity: a true material characteristic expressed in SI units, experimentally measurable but defmed in
a way that is independent of equipment variables. Methodology has been developed for continuous emission but not
for burst emission. This methodology could be applied to put
at least some of our AE measurements onto an absolute
basis.
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7. Chaos theory: is this applicable to AE? Can we make
progress by thinking of AB as a chaotic, rather than a deterministic phenomenon? Is it possible to formulate constitutive equations or models of the source function in the context of chaos theory?
8. Neural networks: how can this new technology be
best applied to AE? Can we implement neural network parallel processing "as if sound were light"?
9. There is always a need for new and imaginative AE
applications. Civil engineering is largely untouched by AE.
The biological field is rich with opportunities and interest
There are countless manufacturing processes that could con-
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Quality Inspection of Rolling Element Bearing using
Acoustic Emission Technique
Vibha Bansal, B.C. Gupta, Arun Prakash and V.A. Eshwar
Abstract

The present study is concerned with the utilization of AE
technique as a quality inspection tool for the identification
of the "Standard" and the "Reconditioned" bearings. The
results from this study have been compared with the standard
condition monitoring techniques such as shock pUlse monitoring and temperature measurement. The study has revealed
that the application of the AE technique in the identification
of the reconditioned bearings even at small loads is
possible.

Several on-line inspection techniques are available to
identify the condition of bearings other than the measurement of physical and material parameters and include shock
pulse measurements (SPM) and acoustic emission (AE) testing. The present paper provides a comparison between the
SPM and AE techniques. The study indicates that the quality
inspection of ball bearings by AE technique is in good
agreement with SPM technique.

1. Acoustic

Emission

Instrumentation

1. introduction
Acoustic Emission measurements have been made with
the help of a microprocessor based 4-channel AET-5000 system. The AE sensor is a piezoelectric type transducer resonating at 375 kHz. The preamplifier (60 dB gain) and the
post amplifier (40 dB gain, max.) are used to amplify the
signals. A microcomputer and a printer are interfaced with
AET-5000 for recording and obtaining hard copies of the AE
data. In addition, an oscilloscope is connected to the AET
system for visual observation of the AE output signal.

Rolling element bearing is one of the most critical components in any machinery and is used to support a rotating
shaft and assist in the efficient transmission of power and
motion. These bearings are prone to failures due to improper
fitting, misalignment, lubrication starvation, etc. and need
proper maintenance and careful inspection to ensure safe
operation of the machinery. This problem is further aggravated by the noncompliance of the proper disposal of the
used bearings which in tum find their way back for use in
machineries again after reconditioning. This caused high
rates of bearing failures in Indian industries, which has been
one of the major obstacles in the achievement of quality
production.

3. Reference Techniques
The shock pUlse value, an indirect measurement of the
bearing condition, is related to the bore diameter of the
bearing, the bearing speed and the impact velocity caused by
the bearing damage. Initial sbock pulse value (dB j ) is the
shock value emanating from the standard bearing of the the
similar type and size operating under standard test con·
ditions. The bearings in tbe industrial environment are
operating under different loading and lubricating conditions
thereby increasing the measured shock pulse levels. These
levels are categorized as "Continuous" and "Burst" types and
are called as "carpet shock value" (dBc: value) and "maximum
shock value" (dB m value), respectively. The difference between the maximum shock value (dB m) and the initial shock
value (dB 1) is the measure of the damage caused to the
bearing.

Earlier studies on the use of acoustic emission (AE) testing for rotating machinery are very few in number and have
been primarily devoted to the use of the technique as an online system for condition monitoring (Fujiwara and Yoshioka, 1986). The probable physical phenomenon responsible
for AE generation in a ball bearing are rubbing and rolling
actions between the elements of a rolling element bearing,
surface deformation of the bearing components, etc. (Rogers,
1979). Accordingly, the AE signals emitted by a roller bearing are expected to be made up of both continuous (rubbing)
and burst (deformation) types. The internal as well as external clearances in the case of a reconditioned bearing are
disturbed during the process of reconditioning resulting in
increased amount of 'rubbing and impact. Therefore, it is
expected that the level of the AE signal will be much larger
compared to that of a standard bearing. Moreover, pits may
be present on the surfaces of bearing elements resulting in
increased level and frequency of burst signals.

A shock pUlse monitor, SPM 43-A, SPM Instruments,
StrllDgnlls, Sweden, is used to sense the impact velocity and
indicates the same in the form of electrical pulses. A piezoelectric transducer, mounted in the close proximity of the
impact point, (SPM, 1975) aids the monitoring.
The temperature measurement provides a qualitative reference to the relative condition of a bearing in operation. The
temperature rise reflects the increase in the heat generation
due to the increased friction of the bearing. A contact type
digital thermometer (ASK-MK-III) is used to measure the
surface temperature of the bearing housing.
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Table I Measured SPM Values, dB m (S - Standard Bearing; R - Reconditioned Bearing)
Shock Pulse Level dB at Load

Bearing Particulars
Number

o kg

Category

10 kg

20 kg

30 kg

40 kg

Lubricated

Test Condition
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6

S
S
S
R
R
R

6
3
8
34
32
26

6
8
8
34
32
26

5
8
7
34
37
20

5
9
7
34
37
28

5
9
8
30
30
20

Test Condition
B-7
B-8
B-9
B-10

S
S
R
R

Unlubricated
8
7
30
34

11
7
38
34

8
7
38
37

12
8
37
35

11
8
37
35

Table 2 Category Average of SPM Values (S - Standard Bearing; R - Reconditioned Bearing)
Condition

o kg

Category

10 kg

20 kg

30 kg

40 kg

Lubricated

S
R

6.7
30.7

7.1
30.7

6.7
33.0

7.0
33.0

7.3
32.0

Unlubricated

S
R

7.5
36.0

9.0
36.0

7.5
37.5

10.0
36.0

9.5
36.0

Table 3 Temperature Rise of the Bearing Housing
Temperature Rise,·C at Load kg
Test
Condition

Bearing Particulars
Category
No.

o kg

10 kg

20 kg

30 kg

40 kg
9.0
6.5
8.7
13.0
11.8
12.1

Lubricated
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-S
B-6

S
S
S
R
R
R

7.5
6.1
6.7
6.6
7.2
7.3

7.4
7.0
7.5
8.2
7.7
8.0

7.2
6.9
8.1
9.5
9.7
8.2

8.5
6.5
8.6
12.1
10.8

B-7
B-8
B-9
B-IO

S
S
R
R

7.5

7.5

5.9
7.4

6.6
9.5
8.1

7.8
6.8
14.0
13.3

8.1
7.3
14.8

8.5

Unlubricated

6.5

15.0

8.4
8.1
14.9
15.9

Table 4 Average Temperature Rise of the Bearing Housing
Temperature Rise, ·C at Load
Test
Condition

Bearing
Category

Okg

10 kg

20 kg

30 kg

40 kg

Lubricaled

S
R

6.8
7.0

7.3
8.0

7.4
9.1

7.9
10.5

0.1
12.3

Unlubricated

S
R

6.7
7.0

7.1
8.8

7.3
13.7

7.7
14.9

8.3
15.9
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Fig. 1

Bearing lest rig and instrumentation.
used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The main shaft is
supported by two plummer blocks with 6206 SKF bearings.
One end of the shaft is connected to a 114 hp electric motor
(single phase ac, 1440 rpm) through a flexible coupling.
This coupling has rubber pads to dampen the noise and
vibration inputs from the motor. The other end of the shaft
accommodates the test bearing with a provision for varying
the load on the bearing. The main advantage of this rig is
that the lest bearing can be changed without disturbing the
total setup. There are provisions on the housing, which
envelopes the test bearing, for the location of the sensors of
AE syslem and SPM.

TRANSDUCER

The bearing housing was loaded with the help of a
metallic hanger along with the provision for increasing the
loads. This made the top portion of the bearing as the
maximum loaded point and the sensor location closest to the
region of interest as shown in Fig. 2. Very near to the point
A, arrangements have been made to accommodate the SPM
transducer as well.
A batch of bearings was tested for their SPM values.
Based on the SPM standards, the bearings were categorized as
standard (S) and reconditioned (R) bearings (Refer to Table
1). Accordingly, five standard and five reconditioned bearings were considered for AB, SPM and temperature measurements.

HANGER

Fig. 2
ments.

Three bearings each of standard and reconditioned lots
were planned to be tested under lubricated condition. The
bearings were lubricated with grease so as to occupy 40% of
the free space between the races. To simulate unlubricated
condition, the rest of the lot was put into operation after
having been cleaned with diesel oil. Each of the above
bearings was subjected to loads varying from 0-40 kgf (39&
of the rated capacity) in steps of 10 kgf.

Bearing load and sensor location for AB measure-

4. Experimental Setup and Procedure
The whole setup consists of two main sections namely
the test rig and the sensor location on the rig. The test rig
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In the present testing the following values for the AE
system have been selected:
a. The threshold voltage at 1 volt (automatic mode);
b. The reject-ratio of 1:20000 was selected since the
number of events was very large;
c. Post-amplification gain of 21 dB.

S.

a The average level of signal obtained from the
standard bearing is of a continuous type and of the order
of 0.8 V peak-to-peak. As the load level is increased,
the AE levels changed little.
b. The average level of the continuous signal from a
reconditioned bearing is of the order of 2 V peak-topeak. This signal is interspersed with AE spikes of 5-6
V. Again, the load increase hardly affects the signal
levels. Hence the presence of spikes is a characteristic
property of a reconditioned bearing

Results

Typical AE signals for the standard and reconditioned
bearings at 10 kgf load reveal the fonowing features:
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The average SPM values for both categories of bearings
are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that the effect of
lubrication on the dB m values for each category is
negligible. However, a large difference is observed between
the values of standard (3 to 12 dB) and reconditioned (26 to
38 dB) bearings. Dependence on the loading conditions is
almost negligible in most of these cases for the tested load
range.

2

For inspection purposes, the distribution plots yield
more information than the time domain curves.

3.

Identification of bearing category is possible by AE
technique even at no-load condition justifying Its
suitability for quality inspection.
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Conclusions

The analysis of the measured data for the set of standard
and reconditioned bearings lead to the following conclusions:
1. The quality inspection of ball bearings by AE technique is in good agreement with SPM technique.
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Acharya and R. Krishnamurthy, Vikram Sarabhai Space
Centre, INDIA

3-4 "AE Studies on the Fracture Bahavior during Small Punch
Tests of C03Ti Intermetallic Compound", A. Kimura, H.
Izumi, K. Itakura, K. Sato and T. Misawa, Muroran Institute
of Technology, JAPAN

5A-2 "AE Inspection and Defects Assessment Based on AE
Location Sources for Metal Pressure Vessel", G. Shen, S. Liu,
Y. Wan, Q. Duan and B. Li. Center of Boiler and Prssure
Vessel Inspechon and Research, P. R. CHINA

Session 4A: Metal

5A-3 "AE Testing Technique and its Application of In-service
Pressure Vessels", W. Gaun, Z. He, Y. Tao, Z. Chen and Z.
Zhou, General Machinery Research Institute, P. R. CHINA

4A-1 "Acoustic Emission Analysis during Martensitic Transformation in an Fe-30%Ni Alloy", K. Takashima, M. Moriguchi and H. Tonda, Kumamoto University, JAPAN

SA-4 "Experience of Inspecting Metal Pressure Vessels by
AE Technique", Y. Wan, S. Liu, S. Shen and Q. Duan, Center
of Boiler and Pressure, Vessel Institute and Research, P. R.

4A-2 "Acoustic Emission in Fracture Process of Solder
Metal", T. Ookouchi, M. Ito, K. Tanalca and S. Shirakawa,
Nagoya Institute of Technology, JAPAN

CHINA
SA-S "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of In-service Uquefied
Petroleum Gas Vessels during Hydraulic Test", Z. He, Z.
Chen, W. Gaun, Y. Tao and Z. Zhou, General Machinery
Research Institute, P. R. CHINA

4A-3 "Acoustic Emission Generated during the Tensile Deformation of AZ3 1 Magnesium Alloys", H. Kato, T. Touwa
and Y. Takayama, Utsunomiya University, JAPAN
4A-4 "Acoustic Emission Generated during Luder's and
Uniform Deformation in Mild Steel", B. B. Jha, D. K.
Bhattacharya and B. Raj Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic
Research, INDIA

SA-6 "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Crack in High
Strain Gradient Zone", Y. Tao, W. Gaun, Z. He, Z. Chen and
Z. Zhou, General Machinery Research Insititute, P. R. CHINA

Session SB:Wood
4A-S "A Study of Behavior of ASOgm Steel during Fracture
Test", Z. He, Z. Chen, W. Gaun, Y. Tao and Z. Zhou, General
Machinery Research Institute, P. R. CHINA

5B-l "Acoustic Emission in Wood", M. C. Reymond, L.
Andriamitantsoa and G. Sagot, Unite Mixte CNRS LCPC,
FRANCE

Session 4B: Civil Engineering
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SB-2 "Application of Acoustic Emission to Stress Grading of
Timber 1If, Evaluation Using MOE and AE", H. Takeuchi, K.
Sato, K. Yamaguchi, N. Ando and M. Fushitani, Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology, JAPAN

9-S "Acoustic Emission Waves in Perfectbonded BimateriaJ
Plates", T. Wu. National Taiwan University, TAIWAN

9-6 "The Characterization of Materials with Simulated AE",
W. Sachse, A. G. Every and K. Y. Kim. Comell University,
USA

5B·3 "Effect of Poor Bonding on Bending Strength
Properties and Acoustic Emission of Laminated Wood", H.
Byeon, K. Sato and M. Fushitani, Tokyo University of
Agriculture and Technology, JAPAN

Session 10: Special Lecture
"Ocean Bottom Seismographs as a Tool to Study the Interior
of the Earth", H. Shimamura Hokkaido University, JAPAN

SB-4 "Acoustic Emission Inspection of Poor Bonding in
Production Line of Plywood in Factory", M. Ishibashi. K.
Sato and M. Fushitani, Tokyo University of AgriCUlture and
Technology, JAPAN

Session 11: Civil Engineering
11-1 "AEIMS Studies of Highway Rock Slopes", H. R.
Hardy, Jr. and E. J. Kimble, Jr, Pennsylvannia State University, USA

Session 6B: Composites
6B-l "The Investigation of Fracture of Process Behaviour
about Graphite Fiber Reinform Copper and Lead Bearing
Alloy Composite with Acoustic Emission Technique", X.
Zhu. Y. Lei. M. Yao, S. Chan and X. Zhong. Huazhong
University of Science and Technology, P. R. CHINA

Session 12A: Metal

6B-2 "Acoustic Emission Study on Stress-induced TraDSformation and Microfracture in Zirconia and Metal
FiberJZirconia Composites". M. Saito, H. Takahashi, A.
Kawasaki and R. Watanabe, Tohoku University, JAPAN

12A-l "Study of Spallation Characteristics of Oxide Scales in
2.2SCr-1 Mo Ferritic Steel by Acoustic Emission Technique",
B. B. Jha, D. K. Bhattacharya, B. Raj and K. J. L. Iyer,
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, INDIA

7: Evening Session (Washington Hotel)

12A-2 "Mechanism of AE for Low Strength Structural Steel
during Corrosion Fatigue", Z. Wang. W. Ke and Z. Zhu.
Institute of Corrosion and Protection of Materials, Academia
Sinica,. P. R. CHINA

11-2 "The Acoustics of Booming Sand". M. P. Leach and G.
A. Rubin Laurentian University, CANADA

7·1 "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of a Wear Occuring in a
Lubricated Ball-on-Cylinder Test", S. L. McBride and R. J.
Boness, Royal Military College of Canada, CANADA

12A-3 "Quality EValuation of Nitriding Coating in Steel by
Acoustic Emission Analysis", S. Bai, Z. Zhu and S. Fen,
Institute of Metal Research. Academia Sinica, P. R. CHINA

7-2 "Evaluation of Microstructure and Stress States by
Magneto-Acoustic Emission", O. Y. Kwon and K. Ono, Korea
Standard Research IDStitute, KOREA

12A-4 'The Application of AE Technique in the In-process
Flaw Detection of Hot Rolled Steel Plates", X. Liu, Y.
Zhang, M. Shen and R. Xu, Liuzhou Steel and Iron Plant. P.
R.CHINA

7-3 "Acoustic Emission from SIC/SIC Composites after
Thermal Ageing". J. Benoit and D. Valentin, Centre des
Materiaux. FRANCE
Country Report (Washington Hotel)

12A-5 "The Study of AE Characteristics of Materials for
Sucker-rod", G. Dai, B. Zhang and L. Li, Daqing Petroleum
College, P. R. CHINA

Tuesday. October23
Session 9: Theory

Session 12B: Subsurface
9·1 "Automatic Modeling of Ultrasonic Phenomena" I.
Grabec: and W. Sachse, EK University, YUGOSLAVIA

12B-1 "Precise Estimation of AE Source Direction by Spectral
Matrix Analysis". H. Moriya, K. Nagano and H. Niitsuma,
Tohoku University, JAPAN

9-2 "Elastic Waves Radiating from a Penny Shaped Reservoir
Crack in a Rock with Attenuation and Mapping of a
Reservoir Crack", K. Hayashi and M. Iimura, Tohoku
University. JAPAN

12B-2 "The Observation of Mic:roc:rackiDg Cluster in Stressed
Rock by AE and Seismic Tomography Techniques". K.
Itakura, K. Sata and A. Ogasawara, Muroran Institue of
Technology, JAPAN

9-3 "Crack Kinematics by Simplified Moment Tensor Inversion of AE". M. Shigeishi and M. Ohtsu, Kumamoto University, JAPAN

12B-3 "Numerical Analysis of Maximum Shear Seismic
Moment Release for Microseismicity Induced by Deep Coal
Mining Activity", Y. Fujii and Y. Ishijima, Hokkaido
University, JAPAN

9-4 "Elastodynamic Surface Responses due to Starting and
Stopping of a Mode III Crack", M. K. Kuo, National Taiwan
University, TAIWAN
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Nagataki, T. Okamoto and T. Soga, Nippon Physical
Acoustics Ltd., JAPAN

12B-4 RAn Application of Excited Geosound Observation in
Prediction and Preventing Rock Burst in Coal Field", Z.
Zheng, Institute of Geophysics, Stale Seismological Bureau
of China, P. R. CHINA

Banquet (Washington Hotel)

Wendnesday, October 24

12B-S "Seismological Research on Mining Tremors", S.
Zhang and Y. Yang, Institute of Geophysics, State Seimological Bureau, P. R. CHINA

Session 14: Instrumentation
14-1 "A Simplified AE Source Location Technique in
Cylindrical Vessels", D. J. Yoon, Y. H. Kim and O. Y.
KwoD, Korea Standards Research Institute, KOREA

12B-6 "Comparison of Aftershocks of Earthquake and AE
that Occurs after Turning Out Gas Slove and so on", H.
Ogasawara, Ritsumeikan University, JAPAN

14-2 "A Rational Approach to Acoustic Emission Signal
Analysis and System Calibration", N. N. Hsu and K. Yama·
guchi, National Institute of Standards & Technology, USA

Session 13A: Composites
13A·l "Non-Destructive Testing on Glass Fiber Pressure
Vessels Using Acoustic Emission", P. F. Filho and L. E. V.
L. da Costa, Brasitest/Korco Technology Center, BRASIL

14-3 "New System Concepts for On-line Digital Evaluation
of Acoustic Emission Signals", J. M. Rodgers, Hartford
Steam Boiler Inspection Technologies, USA

13A·2 "Acoustic Emission of Filament Reinforced Metallicspherical Pressure Vessels", B. Mouhamath and A. BunseH,
Centre d' ElUdes de Bruyeres-Ie-Chatel, FRANCE

14-4 "A Real Time Token Ring LAN for AE Monitoring", K.
V. M. D. Raju, S. V. S. Rao, K. V. Srinivasan, and M.
Annamalai, Indian Space Research Organisation, INDIA

13A·3 "Integrity Evaluation of Large Kevlar/epoxy Pressure
Chambers through Acoustic Emission, Potential and Limitation", T. CheHadurai, A. S. Sankaranarayanan, AVSSSR.
Sarma and A. R. Acharya, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,

14-5 "Development of Dynamic Crack Microscope, Multichannel AE Signal Processing System", S. Mashino, M.
Shiwa and T. Kishi, Japan Tabacco Inc., JAPAN

INDIA
Session ISA: Composites
13A-4 "Acoustic Emission in an FRP Isotensoid Cell", B. R.
A. Wood, R. W. Harris, G. Coall and G. Poljiak, CSIRO,
AUS11ARIA

ISA-I "Acoustic Emission Studies on Fracture Mechanisms
of Randomly Oriented Carbon Fiber/Glass Matrix
Composites", O. Chcn, N. Takeda and T. Kishi, Univcrsity
of Tokyo, JAPAN

13A-S "AE Monitoring during Fatigue Tests of Fiberglass
Components of Trucks", A. Sala, D. Bozzett. F. Tonolini and
O. Salvatore, CISE, ITALY

ISA-2 "Angular Dependence of the Elastic Properties in the
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics", Y. H. Kim, D. J. Yoon,
S. S. Lee and O. Y. Kwon, Korea Standards Research
Institute, KOREA

Session 13B: Concrete
13B·1 "Rate Process Analysis of AE Activity in Uniaxial
Compression Test of Core Sample", M. Ohtsu, Kumamoto
University, JAPAN

ISA-3 "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Failure Mechanism
of Mechanically Fastened Carbon/Epoxy Joints", H. Hamada,
Z. Maekawa, K Haruna, M. Shinobu and H. Naito, Kyoto
Institute of Technology, JAPAN

13B-2 "Aspects of Fracture Process Zone of Concrete", N.
Nomura, H. Mihashi, A. Suzuki and M. Izumi, Tohoku
University, JAPAN

15A-4 "Evaiuation of Failure Behavior of Notched Fabric
Composites by Acoustic Emission", F. Sun, I. Kimpara and
K. Kageyama, University of Tokyo, JAPAN

13B-3 "Drying Shrinkage of Concrete and Acoustic
Emission", T. Uomoto and H. Kato, University of Tokyo,

JAPAN

15A-5 "Strain Limits in Glassfibre Reinforced Phenolic
Determined by Acoustic Emission", B. Melve, SINTEF Pr0duction Engineering, NORWAY

13B-4 "Quick Detection of Alkali-aggregate Reaction by AE
Monitoring", S. Niiseki, M. Salake and M. Goute, Tohoku
University, JAPAN

Session 15B: Subsurface
15B-I "Stress Rate Effect on Acoustic Emission
Characteristics of Geologic Meterials", A. W. Khair, West
Virginia University, USA

13B-5 "Determination of Concrete Behaviour in Stuctures on
the Basis of Acoustic Emission Data", G. Muravin, Union
Science and Research Inshtute of Transport Construction,
USSR

15B·2 "Correlation of Quantitative AE Waveforms with
Discrete Fracture Mechanisms in Rock", S. D. Glaser and P.
P. Nelson, University of Texas at Austin, USA

13B·6 "Several AE Sources Observed during Fracture of
Repaired Reinforced Concrete Beams", S. Yuyama, S.
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ISS-3 "Refmements of Acoustic Emission Measurement to
Deduce Characteristics of Micro Fracture of Granite", G. W.
Kim and C. H. Dowding, Daewoo Engineering College,
KOREA

17-2 "Comparisons Between Various Waveguides in Three
Long Term Acoustic Emission Monitoring Projects", B. R.
A. Wood, T. G. Flynn, L M. Noyes and R. W. Harris,
CSIRO, AUSTRAUA

15B-4 H Spatial Distribution and Fractal Structure of AE
Location of Inada Granite under Triaxial Compression", X.
Lei, J. Ma, O. Nishi%awa, K. Kusunose and T. Satoh,
Institute of Geology, State Seismological Bureau of China,
P.R. CHINA

17-3 "Some Considerations on the Application of AE
Standards to Industrial Practice", G. D. Chiricot, F. Tonolini
and E. Fontana, University of Cagliari, ITALY
Discussion (Washington Hotel)

Thursday, October 2S

15B-5 "Acoustic Emission Associated with Rock Drilling
Tests under Laboratory Conditions", H. Asanuma and H. R.
Hardy, Jr., Tohoku University, JAPAN

Session 18: Structural Integrity

Session 16A: Ceramics

18-1 "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of a Ground Durability
and Damage Tolerance Test", S. L McBride, M. R. Viner and
M. D. Pollard, Royal Military College of Canada, CANADA

l6A-l "Acoustic Emission in Ceramic Matrix SiC Fiber
Composites during Interfacial Shear Strength Tests", M.
Enoki and T. Kishi, University of Tokyo, JAPAN

18-2 "Possibility of AE Crack Monitoring in Thermal Power
Plant Components", Y. Sugita., Chubu Electric Power Company, Inc., JAPAN

16A-2 "Sliding Wear of Sintered Silicon Nitrides", O. Y.
Kwon and D. S. Lim, Korea Standerds Research Institute,
KOREA

18-3 "Application of AE Technology to Monitoring of
Hcaders of Thermal Power Plant", M. Mocchetti, D BozzeLti,
F. Cattaneo, E. Fontana and S. Ghia, CISE, ITALY

16A-3 "Microfracture Process during Bending Tests of
Alumina Evaluated by Acoustic Emission", S. Wakayama, T.
Koji and H. Nishimura, Tokyo Metropolitan University,
JAPAN

18-4 "Application of Acoustic Emission to Testing Transmission Towers", M. N. Bassim and R. Roller, University of
Manitoba, CANADA

16A-4 "The Investigation of Acoustic Emission of YBaCuO
Ceramic Material during Cooling", S. He, Y. Xu and W. Cui,
Wuhan University, P. R. CHINA

18-5 "The Assessment of Integrity for Stopping Valve by
Use of AE and Fatigue Test", B. Zhang, G. lin, G. Dai, S.
Liu, F. Dong and J. Liu, Daqing Petroleum College, P. R.

CHINA
Session 16B: Subsurface
18-6 "Acoustic Emission On-line Monitoring for Highpressure Distributors of Natural Gas", B. Zhang, G. Dai, F.
Dong, L Li and J. Liu, Daqing Petroleum College, P. R.
CHINA

l6B-1 "An Analysis of Three Dimensional AE Lissajou
Pattern during Well-drilling and Estimation of Source
Direction" H. Asanuma, H. Niitsuma and N. Chubachi Tohoku
University, JAPAN

Session 19A: Composites
16B-2 "A Fundamental Study on the Kaiser Effect in Rock for
Tectonic Stress Measurement", T. Kojima and K. Matsun
Tohoku University, JAPAN

19A-I "MUlti-parameter Analysis of AE Waveform for Identification of Fracture Modes and Behavior in GFRP Low-Cycle
Fatigue Tests", K. Yamaguchi, H. Oyaizu, K. Kobayashi and
Y. Kobayashi, University of Tokyo, JAPAN

16B-3 "Stress Memory Measurement in Geological Materials
Using the Kaiser Effect of AE", F. Hassani and M. Momayez,
McGill University, CANADA

19A-2 "A Study on Fracture Mechanisms of FRPET by
Acoustic Emission Method (Effects of Sensor-Place and
Tensile Speed on Frequency Characteristics)", M. Suzuki, M.
Imura, E. linen. S. Kidat, M. Shimbo and Y. Miyano,
Kanazawa Institute of Technology, JAPAN

l6B-4 "Experimental Study on Rock Creep Fracture and its
Implication for Earthquake Prediction" A. Zhao, State
Seismo-Iogical Bureau of China, P. R. CHINA

19A-3 "Application of an Acoustic Emission Technique to
the Single-fiber Composite Test", T. Nishikawa, T. Ishida
and M. Higuchi, Nippon Steel Corporation, JAPAN

Excursion to "Sake" Brewery
17: Evening Session (Washington Hotel)

19A-4 "Evaluation of Defects in CFRP Laminates by
Acoustic Emission", I. Kimpara and I. Ohsawa, University of
Tokyo, JAPAN

17-1 "An Investigation of the Acoustic Emission Generated
during the Deformation and Fracture of Premium Grade 4340
Steel", S. H. Carpenter and C. Pfliderer, University of
Denver, USA
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Range", N. Chubachi, H. KanRi, T. Sannomiya. M. Obata and
T. Mihara. Tohoku University, JAPAN

19A-S "Effect of Hygrothermal Ageing of Felicity Ratio
Measurement of GFRP Tubes", I. Ghorbel, D. Valentin, M.
C. Yrieix and J. Grattier, Centre des Materiaux, FRANCE

23-2 "Investigation into the Ability of Polyvinylidene Fluoride Transducers to Detect Acoustic Emission in Fibre Reinforced Composite Materials", I. C. Smith and S. V. Hoa,
Concordia University, CANADA

Session 19B: Metal
19B-I "Frequency Spectrum Characteristics of Magnetomechanical Acoustic Emission in Magnetic Materials", J.
Xiao, X. Zhu and X. Ma. Huazhong University of Science and
Technology, P. R. CHINA

23-3 "Effect of Thermal Heat Cycle on AE Sensor Sensitivity
for Superconducting Magnet", A. Ninomiya, T. Ishigohka, H.
Inaba and Y. Higo, Selkei University, JAPAN

19B-2 "A Study of Source of MAE and its Mechanism", Y.
Gou, Y. Xu and G. Shen, Wuhan University, P. R. CHINA

Closing

19B-3 "Non-destructive Evaluation of Degraded CrMoV Steel
by BN and MAE Methods", T. Hirasawa, K. Fujiyama, I.
Komura. K. Onoda and Y. Kato, Toshiba Corporation, JAPAN
The First Symposium on Evaluation or Advanc:ed
Materials by Ac:oustlc: Emission. Oc:tober 20.
1990, Tokyo, Japan

19B-4 "Pulses and Peak-amplitude Distribution of MAE and
BN Signals during AC Magnetization in Samples Fe-3%Si,
Ni, & Co", Y. Yu, J. Liu, F. Du and Y. Xu, Wuhan
University, P. R. CHINA

Venue: Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology. Organizer: T. Kishi, University of Tokyo

Session 20B: Medical
Program
20B-1 "Evaluation of Callus Strength Using Acoustic
Emission Technique during Lengthening of Human Long
Bone", M. Suzuki, N. Inoue, Y. Watanabe, F. Yamashita, Y.
Hirasawa, T. Kusakabe, T. Hirai and T. Katayama, Kyoto
Prefectural University of Medicine, JAPAN

Opening, T. Kishi
K. Zgonc and I. Grabec, University of LjUbljana. Yugoslavia,
"A Multidimensional Optimal Deconvolution Applied to
Acoustic Emission Analysis"

20B-2 "Acoustic Emission Properties of Fracture Callus under
Tensile Loading", Y. Watanabe, N. Inoue, Y. Hirasawa and T.
Katayama, Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine, JAPAN

N. Hsu, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
USA, "Plate Green's Function - A Computer Program and Its
Application to Acoustic Emission"

Session 21 :Special Lecture
"Transient Sources for Acoustic Emission Work", F. R.
Breckenridge, National Institute of Standards and
Technology, USA

M. Y. Choi, S. Ishiyama and T. Kishi, Korea Standard
Research Institute, Korea, "Nondestructive Evaluation of
Graphite used for High Temperature"

Session 22: Instrumentation

Discussion

22-1 "Calibration of AE Sensors with Laser-genarated Ultrasound", Y. Matsuda, H. Nakano, S. Nagai and K. Muto,
National Research Laboratory of Metrology, JAPAN

W. Xu and S. Carpenter, University of Denver, USA, "An
Investigation of the Acoustic Emission Generated During the
Deformation and Fracture of Ti 6Al 4V Alloys as a Function
of Microstructure"

22-2 "Development and Use of Stress Wave Sensors", T. J.
Holroyd, N. Randall and S. King, Stresswave Technology,
UK.

S. Wakayama, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan,
"Detection and Evaluation of Microfracture in Ceramics"
M. Enoki, University of Tokyo, Japan, "Acoustic Emission

22-3 "Development of The High Sensitivity and Low Noise
Integrated Acoustic Emission Sensor", M. Shiwa, H. Inaba
and T Kishi, University of Tokyo, JAPAN

in Fiber Reinforced Ceramic Composites"

A. Maslouhi, C. Roy, Z. Piasta, D. Valentin and M.
Cherfaoui, Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mines de Paris,
France, "Digital Waveform Processing and Pattern
Recognition Applied to Microfailures Identification in
Carbon Fiber/Metallic Matrix"

22-4 "Development of the Heat-proof AE Sensor with Soldering Technjque", I. Sato, T. Yoneyama, S. Kokura, M.
Yanagibashi and H. Inaba, Energy Research Laboratory,
Hitachi Ltd., JAPAN

M. Shiwa, University of Tokyo, Japan, "Evaluation of Fiber
Reinforced Composites by Acoustic Emission Signals"

Session 23: Instrumentation
23-1 "Measurement of AE Signals in 100 MHz Frequency
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Discussion

sions from Around a Shaft in Intact Rock"

B. Wood and R. Harris, CSIRO. Australia, "Recovery and
Stabilization of Fibre Reinforced Plastic Structures"

K. Tsuyuki. M. Sato and H. Niitsuma, "Three Dimensional
Evaluation of Surface Aligned Cracks with Shear-wave
Splitting of AE"

Y. Mori and Y. Obata. Nibon University, Japan, ''Topics of
AE Application"

J . Kawakami and H. Hattori, "The Acoustic Emission Monitoring Technique on Landslide"

Banquet and Discussion
B.R.A. Wood and R.W. Harris, "Acoustic Emission Monitoring during Microseismic Activity Caused by Mine
Subsidence"

International Joint MeetinG, the First Workshop
on Acoustic Emission In Civil Engineering and
the Second Workshop on AE and Rock Fracture
Mechanics, October 29 - 31, 1990, Kumamoto,
Japan.

Session 4: Structural Integrity-2, Chairman: H. Niitsuma
M. Montoto, R.M. Elbert, L.M. Suarez Del Rio, V.G. Ruiz
De Argandona and C.M. Grossi. "Acoustic Emissionl
Microseismic Activity Monitoring of Salt Crystallization for
Stone Conservation"

Venue: Riverside Hotel, KoDimamachi 4-12, Kumamoto 860,
JAPAN. Organizer: M. Ohtsu, Kumamoto University

A. Hirata, N. Taga and K. Kaneko, "Acoustic Emission
Monitoring in Kan-Etsu Tunnel"

Schedule of Presentation

Monday, October 29, 1990
Opening Address (H. R. Hardy, Jr.)

M. Toida. K. Koshizuka and K. Aoki, "The Acoustic
Emission Monitoring Technique of the Loosened Zone around
Rock Cavern"

Session 1: Soun:e Characterization in Rock, Chairman: H. R.
Hardy, Jr.

T. Ishida, K. Kitano, N. Kinoshita and N. Wakabayashi,
"Acoustic Emission Monitoring during In-Situ Heater Test of
Granite"

S. D. Glaser and P. P. Nelson, "Quantitative Decoding of AE
Waveforms Produced by Discrete Rock Fractures"

Session 5: Mechanical Behavior and Kaiser Effect-I,
Chairman: H. Takahashi

H. Niltsuma, "Acoustic Emission from Tensile Fracture of
Rock"

A.R. Blystra, "Using Acoustic Emission Testing in Seepage
Investigations"

H. Saito and H. Niitsuma. "Measurement of Existing Single
Crack by Tri-axial Shear Shadow Method"

S. Naemura. M. Tanaka, S. Nishikawa, M. Nakamura, M. Jo
and T. Kishishita. "Acoustic Emission of Penetration Experiments to Judge Soil Condition"

K. Hayashi and H. Abe, "Feasibility for Distingushing The
Deformation Method Mode of A Crack in A Rock by Elastic
Waves due to Crack Growth"

B.R.A. Wood. R.W. Harris and T. Flynn. "A Laboratory
Investigation of AE from Coal"

Session 2: Civil Materials, Chairman: M. Ohtsu

R. L. Kranz, "Spatial and Temporal Attribute Patterns in
Acoustic Emissions"

H. Otsuka and H. Hikosaka, "Maximum Stress Estimation for
Old Railway I-Girder Bridge using Acoustic Emission
Signals"

Session 6: Mechanical Behavior and Kaiser Effect-2,
Chairman: H. Takahashi

A. Ghorbanpoor, "Acoustic Emission Evaluation of Bridge
Steels"

Living Trees"

H. Lim, A.W. Khair and D.Q. XU, "Acoustic Emission of
Different Rocks under Uniaxial Compression with Different
Stress Rate"

M.P. Leach and G. A. Rubin, "Another Look at Booming
Sand"

H.R. Hardy, Jr. and D. Zhang. "Kaiser Effect in Indiana limestone under Triaxial Stress Conditions"

Tuesday, October 30, 1990

K. Michihiro. K. Hata, T. Fujiwara and H. Yoshioka, "The
Kaiser Effect of Rocts"

T. Ikeda and M. Ohtsu, "Acoustic Emissions Detected from

Session 3: Structural Integrity-I, Chairman: H. Niitsuma
M. Friedel and R.E. Thill, "U. S. Bureau of Mines' Research
on The Kaiser Effect for Determining Stress in Rock"

BJ.S. Wilkins and A.M.M. Skeet, "Expected Acoustic Emis153

Korean Working Group on Acoustic Emission
(KWGAE)

Wednesday, October 31, 1990
Session 7: Concrete Engineering, Chairman: N. M. Hawkins

The Korean Working Group on Acoustic Emission
(KWGAE) has been established. The inaugural meetiog was
held at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
(KAIST), Seoul. Korea, on June 30, 1990. Twenty-two
members attended and more than thirty prospective members
sent proxies. This was a pure business meeting including the
approval of KWGAB Constitution, election of officers, and
get-along dinner.
KWGAE Officers for the flfSt two years are as follow:
Chairman: Dr. H.C. Kim, Professor of Physics, KAlST
Lee, Head, NOT Lab., K1MM
Auditor: Mr.
Secretary General: Dr. a.Y. Kwan, Head, NOB Lab.,
Korea Standards Research Institute (KSRI)
Treasurer: Dr. H.D. Jeong, Research Institute of Science
and Technology, Pohang Steel Co.
Archivist: Dr. Y.H. Kim, NOB Lab., KSRI

K. Miyano, Y. Murakami, T. Kyogoku and T. Kita,
"Evaluation of Joint Properties of Antiwashout Underwater
Concrete by AB"
E. Landis, C. Ouyang and S.P. Shah, "Automated Determination of First P-wave Arrival and AB Source Location"
M. Shigeishi and M. Ohtsu, "Identification of Crack Kinematics by Moment Tensor Decomposition"

l.s.

H. Shimada and K. Sakai, "Application of Acoustic Emission
Techniques in The Evaluation of Frost Damage in Mortar"
S. Nagataki. T. Okamoto and S. Yuyama. "Application of
Acoustic Emission to Structural Integrity of Repaired Reinforced Concrete Members"

Executive Committee meeting was held at KSRl, Taejon,
on July 13, 1990. Broad range of matters on future activities
of KWGAE was discussed. The schedule of the fmt KWGAE
meeting, membership fees, registration to the Government as
a nonprofit organization, training course on AE are just a
few of them. The first training course may be offered in
Spring, 1991. KWGAB meeting will be held twice a year,
Mar/April in Spring and SepUOct in Fall. The fust meeting
is scheduled on September 25, 1990 at KSRI. Proceedings
will be distributed at the meeting.
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ERRATUM
Thomas F. Drouillard, "AE Literature: A Comprehensive Guide to the Literature on Acoustic Emission
from Composites, Supplement II," Journal of Acoustic Emission, Vol. 9, No. I, pp. 45-68, 1990.
The Author and Publisher wish to apologize for the omission of the last page of the SUbject Index of
the above article. It appears below:
Subject Index--(continued from JAE, Vol. 9, No. 1)
Sources of acoustic emission--(contlnued) 189, 192,
194, 195, 197, 198, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204
delamination, 4, 14, 18, 19, 20, 22, 35, SO, 60,
66, 83, 87, 88, 101, 104, 107, 108, 121, 125,
126, 141, 145, ISO, 167, 176, 179, 180, 192,
200
fiber breakage, 14, 37, 50, 52, 63, 68, 72, 82,
83, 92, 99, 101, 104, lOS, 109, 116, 121, 125,
126, ISO, 163, 165, 167, 176, 182, 185, 188,
190, 192, 194, 195, 198, 200, 204
fiber pullout, 37, 51, 52, 72, 99, ISO, 165, 194,
195, 204
fiber splitting, 52, 60, 126, 200
friction (fretting), 2, 4, 5, 6, 45, 59, 62, 125,
126, 163, 165, 167
interfacial debonding (fiber-matrix), 50, 57, 68,
72, 77, 84, 91, 92, 99, 104, 109, 121, 130,
163, 164, 165, 167, 171, 176, 179, 185, 192,
195, 198, 204
matrix cracking, 2, 4, 14, 20, 37,50,51,52,
62, 66, 68, 72, 82, 83, 84, 87, 95, 104, 109,
116, 126, 133, 135, 136, 163, 164, 165, 167,
170, 176, 179, 185, 192, 195, 198, 204
matrix splitting, 2, 4, 5, 6, 37, 83
Spectrum analysis (frequency analysis), I, 34, 43,
72, 88, 103, 108, 109, 118, 122, 123, 124, 126,
130, 133, 134, 163, 165, 166, 167, 179, 194,
204
Standards. see Codes and standards
5 tatistical analysis, 17, 23, 24, 25, 116, 123,
141, 190
distribution of fracture elongation, 190
multivariate data analysis, 23, 24, 25

Stress corrosion and stress corrosion cracking
(study of), 61, 73, 77, 99, 120
Stress rupture (creep), 113, 133, 134, 136, 196,
205

T
Tanks. see Applications for composites, low
performance pressure vessels
Temperature effects (stUdy of), 16, 36, 89, 120,
136, 145, 146, 180, 188, 189, 198
Thermal cycling test, 145, 146
Thermo-acoustic emission. see Thermal cycling test
Thermoplastic matrix materials
polyamide, IS, 113
polybutylene terephthalate, 16
polyethylene terephthalate, 26, 165
polystyrene, 97
styrene acrylonitrile copolymer, 194
Thesis, 63
Time domains. see Signal analysis
Transducers, calibration of, 10, 34, 43
Trucks, bucket, 10, 78, lSI, 155, 168, 212
W
Wave propagation, attenuation, I, 23, 26, 34, 37,
43, 44, 69, 75, 79, 86, 137, 138, 142, 169,
178, 193
Weld Unes, 16
Wood-based composites, 11, 12, 38, 39, 40, 102,
129, 172

Z
Zone location, see Source location
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Enhanced Acoustic
Emissions Analyzer

SOLTEC's new SDA Series Recorders are
the ideal instruments for capturing and analyzing high speed acoustic emissions test data.
With a 10MHz, 12 bit digitizer, this series provides fast and accurate capture of transient
signals. Up to 2 megasamples of dual-ported
RAM allows the user to record long emission
bursts of both high and low frequency signal
components.
True turn-key operation is combined with
powerful hardware and software to make this
system the perfect choice for today's demanding high-speed acoustic emission applications.
Just connect the SDA to an IBM(g,-PC and start
collecting data.

Features
• 1 megasample of RAM standard, with
optional expansion to 2 megasamples
• 2,4 or 8 channel desktop or rackmount units
• 12 bit resolution
• Data transfer rates up to 1Mbyte/second
• Low noise, wideband amplifiers
• Menu-driven software included. No programming required
• Waveform analysis standard features: cursors, zooming, engineering units, waveform
area, energy, RMS, +/-/x/+/INT/DIF mathematical operators
• Data files compatible with ICEPACK (for
signature analysis), ASYST, ILS, DADiSP
and LOTUS 1-2-3.

(800) 423-2344 • In CA (818) 365-0800 • Fax (818) 365-7839
SOLTEC Corporation • 12977 Arroyo Street • San Fernando, CA 91340
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TIlree proven recipes for raising
the productivity ofyour NDT inspections
3. Automate your acquisition of data.

- consolidate scanning and robotic equipment under computer control
2. Automate the control and dats management of your Inspections

- provide a consistent operating methodology among inspection systems
1. Automate your data interpretation and decision making

- interpret and classify your inspection data on-line as it arrives
• accurately identify types of flaws or artifacts at the moment of inspection
• obtain more information from your same inspection signals
- increase the resolution of your incoming inspection data
Benefits
- increases the accuracy and recognition rates of initial calls on indicators
- provides level III inspection quality in level I operations
• decisions can be made during the inspection process
• speeds up overall inspection process

Intelligence, the key ingredient to fully automate your NDT inspections systems.
Robotics with intelligence

Complete, fully automated inspection systems

ICEPAK - Tektrend's intelligent classifier engineering
package - gives you automatic data interpretation of
artifacts you want to recognize. ICEPAK is a platfonn for
automated inspection systems to classify signals on-line.

There is an intelligent Tektrend control system providing
real-time robotic control, data management, and automated data interpretation for your ultrasonics. acoustoultrasonics. eddy cUllent, or acoustic emission NOT
inspections.

Compatibility with leading NDT suppliers
Use your prefelled instruments with Tektrend's inspection control systems. They're compatible with products
and systems from such leading suppliers as:

Retrofit your present systems
Tektrend's NDT productivity solutions help you manage
the changes in your NOT laboratory as you wish, without
compromising the effectiveness of your present systems.

AMDATA • SMARTEDDY • ELOTEST
For more information on intelligent
inspection solutions call:
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection Technologies
1600 Tribute Road
Sacramento, CA 95815-4308

Telephone: (916) 927-3861
FAX:
(916) 927-1308

Intelligent solutions for
automated NOT Inspections

Authorized Representative for Tektrend International Inc.

Notes for Contributors
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General
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The Journal will publish contributions from all parts of the
world and manuscripts for publication should be submitted to
the Editor. Send to:
Professor Kanji Ono, Editor - JAE
6532 Boelter Hall, MSE Dept.
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024-1595 USA
European authors may submit manuscripts directly to:
Dr. Roger Hill, Associate Editor - Europe
Department of Physical Sciences
Trent Polytechnic
Clifton Lane
NOllingham NG 11 8NS England Uniled Kingdom
Authors of any AE related publications arc encouraged to
send a copy for inclusion in the AE Literature section to:
Mr. T.F. Drouillard, Associate Editor - JAE
Rockwell International
Energy Systems Group
P.O. Box 464
Golden, Colorado 80401
All the manuscripts will be reviewed upon submission to the
Editor. Only papers not previously published will be
accepted. However, special consideration will be given to
papers published in conference proceedings of limited
circulation; consult the editors.
Authors (unless stipulated otherwise by governments) must
agree to transfer the copyright to the Journal and not to
publish elsewhere, a paper submitted to and accepted by the
Journal.

The title should be brief. Except for short communications,
descriptive heading should be used to divide the paper into
itscomponent parts. Use the International System of Units
(51).

References to published literature should be quoted in the text
citing authors and the year of publication. These are to be
grouped together at the end of the paper in alphabetical and
chronological order.
Journal references should be arranged as below.
H.L. Dunegan, D.O. Harris, and C.A. Tatro (1968), Eng.
Fract. Mech., I, 105-122
Y. Krampfner, A. Kawamoto, K. Ono, and A.T. Green (1975),
"Acoustic Emission Characteristics o( Cu Alloys under LowCycle Fatigue Conditions" NASA CR-134766, University of
California, Los Angeles and Acoustic Emission Tech. Corp.,
Sacramento, April.
A.E. Lord, Jr. (1975), Physical Acoustics: Principles and
Methods, Vol. II, eds. W. P. Mason and R. N. Thurston,
Academic Press, New York, pp. 289-353.
Abbreviations of journal titles should (ollow those used in
the ASM Metals Abstracts. In every case, authors' initials,
appropriate volume and page numbers should be included.
Illustrations and tables should be planned to fit a single
column width (85 mm or 3.3") or a double width (180 mm or
7"). For the reviewing processes, these need not be of high
qUality, but submit glossy prints with the final manuscript
Lines and Jelters should be legible (smallest character should
be larger than I mm).
4.

A paper is acceptable if it is a revision of a governmental or
organizational report, or if it is based on a paper published
in a conference proceedings volume of limited distribution.
An abstract not exceeding 200 words is needed for Research
and Applications articles, while it should be shorter than
100 words for other articles.

All manuscripts will be jUdged by qualified reviewers. Each
paper is reviewed by one of the editors and typically sent (or
review by members of the Editorial Board. The Board
member may seele another independent review. In case of
disputes, the author may request other reviewers.
5.

The language of the Journal is English. All papers should be
wrinen concisely and clearly.
2.

Page Charges

No page charge is levied. Fifty copies of off-prints will be
supplied to the authors free of charge.
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3.

Review

Electronic Media

In order to reduce any chance of typographical error, the
authors are encouraged to submit a floppy dislc copy of the
text We can read Macintosh and IBM PC formats. Those
who can connect to computer networles, such as BITNET,
ARPANET, ASIANET, EARN, NETWORTH, UUCP, CSNET,
JANET, OZ, etc. can send to "ono@ seas.ucla.edu". Note the
change in this address.

ManuscrIpt ror Review
6.

Manuscripts for review need only to be typed legibly;
preferably, double-spaced on only one side of the page with
wide margins and submitted in duplicate.

Color Photograph

We can print color photographs needed to enhance the
technical content of an article. Because of the cost, the
author is asked to pay $350 per page.
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Anecdotal History of Acoustic Emission from Wood

Thomas F. Drouillard
of Sound. Karl F. Graff's "A History of Ultrasonics"
[30] published in Volume 15 of the series Physical
Acoustics. edited by Warren P. Mason and Robert N.
Thurston. and two historical accounts on acoustic
emission by Thomas F. Drouillard. the first [16J
appearing as the introduction to his book Acoustic
Emission: A Bibliography with Abstracts published in
1979. and the second 1171. s revised edition,
appearing in Volume 5 of the American Society for
Nondestructive Testing handbook on acoustic emission
testing. which was edited by Ronnie K. Miller and
Paul Mcintire and pUblished in 1987; and Allen T.
Oreen's article "Necessity: the Mother of Acoustic
Emission Testing (1961-72)" [311 which appeared in
the May 1985 issue of Materials Evaluation. However.
little information was found relative to the history
of sound associated with wood. In fact, the amount
of technicsl literature on acoustic emission from
wood is extremely meager -- only 130 articles.

Abstract
The development of acoustic emission technology
has primarily been with metals, and more recently
with composites. Currently there is a growing interest in the study of acoustic emission from wood.
This has led to the preparation of a special bibliography of AE literature on wood by T.F. DrouWard
and F. C• Beall, which. in turn, prompted a look into
the history of acoustics associated with wood. wood
products. and wooden structures. Little historical
material and relatively few publications were found
on the SUbject. This article presents a historical
review on the dearth of information that could be
found -- from the reports of miners relying on the
audible sounds from mine support timbers providing a
warning of impending fallure and the beginnings of
the study and documentation of acoustic emission
from wood. starting with experiments reported as
early as 1934 by F. Kishinouye in Japan. up to the
introduction of fracture mechanics of wood in 1964
by A. W. Porter -- all collated into the general
history of acoustic emission. Included are a number
of anecdotes relative to the history of sound and
acoustic emission.

Historical Anecdotes
A number of interesting anecdotes on several
experiments and observations on sound related to
wood were found in some of the historical material
reviewed for this llrticle.

Introduction
Galileo GaU1ei (1564-1642) is considered to be
the founder of modern experimental science. In his
treatise Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences,
pUblished by the Dutch printer Louis Elzevir in
Leyden in 1638 [29]. is found perhaps the first
enunciation of the scientific principles of sound
and vibration. Galileo introduces his dialogue on
the subject with: "Impelled by your queries, I may
give you some of my ideas concerning certain
problems in music. a splendid SUbject •••• on the
basis of some easy and tangible experiments, I shall
explain some striking phenomena in the domain of
sound ... " He then discusses the phenomena of vibrating strings. and deduces quantitatively the laws of
strings. giving the relations between frequency and
the length, diameter, density. and tension of the
string. He shows that pitch depends on frequency
(without determining the actual number of vibrations) and demonstrates the ratios of frequencies
for various musical intervals. Quoting his statement
on sound transmission. "•••waves which are produced
by the vibrations of a sonorous body. which spread
through the air. bringing to the tympanum of the ear
a stimulus which the mind translates into sound."

Acoustic emission has its origins tied into the
discoveries and developments in the science of sound
as well as a number other technologies inclUding
mechanics. metallurgy. engineering. and electronics.
The history of sound is closely related to the
development of music. dating back to the sixth
century B.C. when the Greek mathematician Pythagoras
(580-500 B.C.) is reported to have conducted the
first studies of musical intervals and ratios.
According to Professor R.W.B. Stephens [89], "If the
the field of musical acoustics is excepted then the
historical development of acoustics can be said to
be comparitively unchronicled ••• " in comparison to
the other branches of physics.
1n searching for material for this article a
number of excellent historical reviews were found on
relevant subjects ranging from sound to acoustic
emission. These inclUde such noteworthy books as
Dayton C. Miller's Anecdotal History of the Science
of Sound published in 1935 [64] and Frederick V.
Hunt's Electroacoustics published in 1954 (36];
chapters and introductory material in books such ss
R. Bruce Lindsay's "The Story of Acoustics" [53]
which first appeared in 1945 as the introduction to
Lord Rayleigh's first American edition of The Theory

Galileo was perhaps the first to perform an
engineering evaluation on the strength of materials,
including wood. He studied fracture of wooden beams
in both tension and bending modes. In his Dialogues
[29] he describes the tensile test of a cylinder of
wood: " ••• it is necessary (0 consider what happens
when a piece of wood or any other solid which

Received 16 July 1990. The author is affiliated with
EGlO Rocky Flats. Inc•• Rocky Flats Plant. P.O. Box
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coheres firmly is broken; for this is the fundamental fact, involving the first and simple principle
which we must take for granted as well known .... 1t
is clear that however great they may be. the tenacity and coherence between the parts of this soUd.
so long 88 they are not infinite, can be ovel'OOllle by
the pull of the weight. a weight which can be increased indefinitely until finally the soUd breaks
like a rope •••• in the caae of the wood. we observe
its fibres and filaments run lengthwise and render
it much stronger than a hemp rope of the same thickness. n He further states: n ... whatever the nature of
this resistance which soUds offer to large tractive
forces there can at least be no doubt of its existence; and though this resistance is very great in
the case of a direct pull, it is found, as a rule,
to be less in the case of bending forces."

new science. For, although some of his conclusions
had been reached by others. first of all by
Aristotle, these are not the most beautiful and.
what is more important, they had not been proven in
a rigid manner from fundamental principles •••• 1 am
quite convinced: and, believe me, if I were again
beginning my studies, I should follow the advice of
Plato and start with mathematics, a science which
proceeds very cautiously and admits nothing as
established until it has been rigidly demonstrated."
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Fig. 2.
Illustration from Gallleo's Dialogues showing his arrangement to conduct a tension test on
cylindrical test specimen AB by adding weight C
which can be increased indefinitely. [reproduced
from Ref. 29, courtesy of Northwestern University
Press]
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Fig. 1. TiUe page of Galileo's Discourses and Mathematical Demonstrations Concerning Two New Sciences
Pertaining to Mechanics and Local Motions. pUblished
by Elzevirs in Leyden in 1638. [reproduced from Ref.
29, courtesy of Northwestern University Press]
Galileo no doubt heard the sounds of fracture
many times during his experiments. however, he made
no mention of this in his discussions on either
fracture or sound.

Fig. 3. Illustration from Galileo's Dialogues showing his experimental arrangement to conduct a bend
test on wooden beam ABeD. [reproduced from Ref. 29.
courtesy of Northwestern University Press]

One final note on Galileo regarding mathematics
-- because he combined mathematical analysis with
experimentation. he is often regarded 88 the founder
of modern mechanics and experimental physics.
Galileo says in his Dialogues [29]: "I am at your
service if only I can can to mind what I learned
from our Academician [Galileo referring to himself)
who had thought much upon this SUbject and according
to his custom had demonstrated everything by geometrical methods so that one might fairly call this a

Arthur T. Jones. who was Professor of Physics
at Smith College. states in his textbook Sound
published in 1937 [38]: "Sounds are produced whenever the motion of a body proceeds with sudden jerks
that set up sufficient compressions and rarefactions
in the surrounding air. It is probably in this way
that the sound is produced when a stick is broken.
or when a wood fire cracks, or when paper is crumpled." Jones also describes an experiment on the
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transmission of sound through wood which was conducted and reported by the English physicist John
Tyndall 0820-1893) in his book ~ published in
1876. Quoting from Jonea: "Tyndall tells of an
experiment in which the lower end of a long wooden
rod rested on the sounding board of a piano, and the
rod extended upward through another room and into a
lecture room above that. On the top of the rod was a
wooden tray. and when the piano was played an
audience in the lecture room heard the music carried
up through the wooden rod."

Robert Hooke on Improving Our Senses, NOT, and AE
Robert Hooke (1635-1703) was curator of experiments of the Royal Society of London from 1662 until
his death. In 1665 he published Micrographia (34),
the first important work on the microscope. The book
also presented contributions to science on a number
of other subjects, including fracture and the
enhancement of the senses: "The first thing to be
undertaken in this weighty work, is a watchfulness
over the failings and an inlargement of the dominion, of the Senses •••• The next care to be taken, in
respect of the Senses, is a supplying of their
infirmities with Instruments, and, as it were, the
adding of artificial Orgsns to the natural: this in
one of them has been of late years accomplished with
prodigious benefit to all sorts of useful knowledge,
by the invention of Optical Glasses •••• And as
Glasses have highly promoted our seeing, so 'tis not
improbable, but that there may be found many Mechanical Inventions to improve our other Senses, of
hearing, smelling, tasting. touching. 'Tis not
impossible to hear a Whisper a furlongs distance, it
having been already done: and perhaps the nature of
the thing would not make it more impossible, though
that furlong should be ten times multiply'd. And

Inherent Defects in Wood
Also found were a number of statements which
are appropriate to introduce this article. They
describe the inherent problems with wood as a
competitive structural material.
The following
statements were found in The New Encyclopaedia
Britannica [97): "As a biological product, wood is
variable in quality. Understanding the nature of
this material is a prerequisite for proper utilization of the many existing species. improvement or
minimizing of the inherent undesirable properties,
and production of the best possible quality in the
forest •••• The structure of wood with regard to
cellular composition and arrangement varies among
species. This influences appearance and properties •
•• •Relatively more important variation from the
practical point of view is caused by the presence of
defects such as knots. spiral grain, compression and
tension wood. shakes, and pitch pockets....Defects,
according to kind and extent, may adversely affect
the appearance, strength, dimensional stability, and
other properties of wood. Knowledge of the variation
of structure, and its effects on properties, permits
more rational wood utilization."

MICROGRAPHIA:
OR.

SOME

Phyjiological Dercriptions
OF

MINUTE BODIES
MADE

Perhaps the statement that best delineates the
subject matter was found in Andrew W. Porters Ph.D.
thesis [80): "Throughout history, man has found
increasing usefulness for one of nature's commonly
occurring materials - wood. The number of forms in
which this material has served him is indeed vast.
The useful Ufe of wood, however, has orten been
limited by the failure of some component after an
interval of time as a crack, or cracks. propagated
through it. This then is the subject of this dissertation (and many of today's research efforts] -- the
study of the development of fracture in wood as
influenced by load, environment, and time."
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The Need for NOT of Wood
These atatements imply the need for methods to
obtain more information on the fanure processes of
wood and to nondestructively assess the quality of
wood and wood products. In an article pUblished in
1965 (96), Robert L. Youngs, at the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Forest Products Laboratory in
Madison, Wisconsin. puts this into proper perspective to meet the needs of the wood industry: "In the
development of nondestructive testing for wood and
wood-based products, specific properties need not
necessarily be measured with the thought of providing an exact value for each piece tested, but rather
to classify individual pieces into categories within
which it could be stated with reasonable certainty
that a definite percentage of the pieces would be
within established levels." Acoustic emission offers
a unique NOT method for this purpose.
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Fig. 4. Title page of Robert Hooke's Micrographia,
pUblished in 1665. [reproduced from Ref. 34,
courtesy of J. Cramer, PubUsher in Weinheiml
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these drops I began to grind away at the smaller
end, but had not worn away on the stone above a
quarter of an inch before the whole drop flew with a
brisk crack into sand or small dust; nor would it
have held so long, had there not been a little flaw
in the piece that I ground away, as I afterwards
found."

though some famous Authors have affirm'd it impossible to hear through the thinnest plate of Muscovyglass; yet I know a way, by which tis easie enough
to hear one speak through a wall a yard thick. It
has not been yet thoroughly examln'd, how far Otocousticons may be improv'd, nor what other wayes
there may be of quickning our hearing, or conveying
sound through other bodies then the Air: for that
that is not the only medium, I can assure the
Reader, that I have, by the help of a distended
wire, propagated the sound to a very considerable
distance in an instant, or with as seemingly qUick a
motion as that of light, at least, incomparably
swifter then that, which at the same time was
propagated through the Air; and this not only in a
straight line, or direct, but in one bended in many
angles." Further on under "Observation VII, Of some
Phaenomena of Glass drops," Hooke mentions the sound
accompanying the fracture of glass beads: "Some of
these [glass drops] I broke in the open air, by
snapping off a Httle of the small stem with my
fingers, others by crushing it with a small pair of
Plyers; which I had no sooner done, then the whole
bulk of the drop flew violently, with a very brisk
noise, into multitudes of small pieces•••• Another of

Hooke thought that mechanical inventions could
be found for increasing the range of the senses,
especially that of hearing. In his Posthumous Works
pUblished in 1705 [35], he delineates the precepts
of both nondestructive testing and acoustic emission
as stated in his discourse on " ••• the ways of discovering the Properties and Powers requisite to be
well understood and made use of in the compiling of
a Philosophical History, may be these three following, I. By the Help of the Naked Senses. II. By the
Senses assisted with Instruments, and arm'd with
Engines. III. By Induction, or comparing the collected Observations, by the two preceding Helps, and
ratiocinating from them •••• The Defects therefore
being naturally two, we ought to provide against
them with two Artificial Helps; first, for the more
certain determining and defining the Sensations, and
reducing them to a Standard, and next for the Discovery of those sensible Properties in Bodies, which
our Senses are not able to reach, and defining them
also." Alluding to acoustic emission Hooke says:
"The Acuteness and Loudness of Sounds, and Sonorousness of Bodies, may be easily enough measur'd by a
sound Pipe of a determinate Bigness....There may be
also a Possibility of discovering the Internal
Motions and Actions of Bodies by the sound they
make, who knows but that as in a Watch we may hear
the beating of the Balance, and the running of the
Wheels, and the striking of the Hammers, and the
grating of the Teeth, and Multitudes of other
Noises; who knows, I say, but that it my be possible
to discover the Motions of the Internal Parts of
Bodies, whether Animal, Vegetable, or Mineral, by
the sound they make, that one may discover the Works
perform'd in the several Offices and Shops of a
Man's Body, and thereby discover what Instrument or
Engine is out of order••• "
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Historical documentation of audible acoustic
emission from wood is either extremely elusive or
simply does not exist. A number of early review
articles on acoustic emission contain statements
such as one by Robert G. Liptal and David O. Harris
who were then at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (now
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Livermore,
California [55]: n . . . [acoustic] emission can be of
such a high level that it is audible to the unaided
ear. A familiar example of this Is the creaking of
timber when SUbjected to loads near failure. The
emissions from the timber, used as an indicator of
impending failure of wooden structures, is, perhaps,
the earllest application of acoustic emission." They
go on to say: "If wood, tin, and rocks produce
sounds as they are deformed, and if these sounds
provide information on their deformation properties
and give warning of impending failure, then perhaps
it is possible to detect sounds from other materials
that would provide similar useful information.
Investigations into the sounds produced by other
materials (primarily metals) have given rise to the
modern work in acoustic emission." The article in
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Fig. 5. Title page of The Posthumous Works of Robert
Hooke, pUblished in 1705. [reprinted from Ref. 35,
courtesy of Johnson Reprint Corporation]
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very well have prompted the switch from wooden
timbers [95]: "As both the mines and city used great
quantities of lumber, Mount Davidson was soon devoid
of timber; logs were cut in forests over twenty
miles away in the Sierra [Nevada Mountains], moved
by water flumes to the Washoe Valley, and then
freighted to the fast-growing camp (of Virginia
City] ." In fact, "During the 1860s all supplies were
hauled by mule- and ox-teams from Sacramento."

which this appeared was one of eight published in
the March 1971 issue of Materials Research and
Standards, which was a special issue of the journal
devoted entirely to acoustic emission, the first
exclusive pUblication on this emerging technology.
It is legendary that the sounds emitted by
overstressed mine timbers provide a warning of
impending st:-uctural failure. During a recent visit
to his hometown of Ellwangen. northeast of Stuttgart, Gennany, Lothar F. Bieg of EGIlG Rocky Flats,
Inc., Golden. Colorado, tells of his visit to a
worked-out and recently restored iron ore mine in
the nearby town of Wasseralfingen [4]. Iron deposits
first discovered in 1608 were surface mined until
1764, at which time underground mining was begun.
The mine was actively worked through World War II. A
number of retired miners who had once worked in the
mine and did the restoration work told the visitors
stories about how each new apprentice was taught to
heed the warning sounds given off by the support
timbers. This word of mouth training had been done
for hundreds of yeara. When they heard a sudden
increase in the sounds emitted from the timbers, the
miners would immediately stop work and evacuate the
mine. They would then avoid that section of the mine
and wait for it to cave in. Afterwards they would go
in, clean up, and then rebuild the tunnel 80 that
they could resume mining operstions. The miners also
stated that certain species of wood were preferred
over others because they were better sound emitters.

Incidentally, it is interesting to note that
the discovery of gold which initiated the California
gold rush was by accident in a lumbering operation.
The fort and trsding post John A. Sutter had established in the Sacramento Valley in the 1840s was
prospering well. As trade increased Sutter needed
more lumber, and in the spring of 1847, he engaged
James Wilson Marshall to construct and operate a
sawmill near a source of what seemed to be an inexhaustible supply of timber. Marshall chose a spot on
the south fork of the American River in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, which later
became the town of Coloma, California, the heart of
the Mother Lode country. On the morning of January
24, 1848, Marshall was inspecting the improvements
made to the too shallow tailrace -- the deepening of
the channel by blasting out some bedrock. After
shutting off the fiow of water from the river, he
walked down the tailrace to see whether the Clow of
water had removed the sand and gravel that had collected during the night. He noticed the glitter of
something lodged in a crevice in the granite, some
six inches under the water. He picked up several of
the objects to discover they were nuggets of gold.
As news leaked out the Cailtornia gold rush was on.
A number of authors have introduced their
articles with undocumented statements about the
creaking of mine timbers. Donald G. Miller. who was
in the Wood Physics Section of the Eastern Forest
Products Laboratory, Department of Forestry of
Canada in Ottawa, introduces his two-page article
(68] with: "It has long been known that highlystressed wood often protests by making audible
cracking sounds before breaking. Miners are aware
that the sounds produced by mine timbers may be a
warning of impending failure. If more were known
about these sounds and about their relationship to
failure. it is possible that wider use might be made
of them as warnings of dangerous overloads in
timbered structures."

Fig. 6.
View of Black Diamond Mine tu n nel in
Pittsburg. California, showing ninety year old
redwood timbers. [photograph courtesy of Frank C.
BeaUl

Andrew W. Porter, then a graduate student :\t
State University of New York, Conege of Forestry at
Syracuse, states in hia Ph.D. thesis (80]: "Although
researchers in the wood field have long been aware
of sounds emitted from wood under stress, the significance and usefulness of these emissions have
been overlooked. The practical importance of these
sounds to miners, however, has long been realized
and is partly responsible for the widespread use of
wooden supports in mines."

Since 1961 when he first became involved in
acoustic emission technology at Aerojet-General
Corporation in Sacramento, California, Allen Green,
now President of Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
Technologies. has introduced his talks with a bit of
history (32]. He telis the story about how, during
the second wave of mining activity in the Virginia
City area of Nevada in the 1860s, following the
California gold rush of 1848-1849, the men in the
silver mines objected to the use of steel support
members in place of wooden timbers because of the
warning sounds wooden timbers provided. Ghost town
historian. the late Muriel Sibell Wolle, in her
discussion on Virginia City, makes the inference
that short supply and cost of transportation could

Roy D. Adams. then a graduate student in the
Department of Forestry, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
states in his master's thesis [11: "In the past,
miners have recognised that wood generates sounds
when stressed. Audible sounds emitted from mine
timbers are taken as a warning of impending
failure."
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Harold L. Dunegan and David O. Harris, who were
President and Director of Research, respectively. of
Dunegan/Endevco in Livennore, California (both were
formerly with Lawrence Radiation Laboratory), give
the following and perhaps most definitive statement
found on the subject [19): nOne of the first known
uses of acoustic emission dates back to the middle
of the last century. At that time, miners began
digging tunnels in the Sierras in search of gold.
Most of the miners were inexperienced in mining
engineering and were, therefore, not aware of many
of the safety precautions prevailing in the mining
industry at that time. As a result of their ignorance, they soon divided themselves into two groups.
Those who learned to heed the creaking of the mine
timbers and left the mine became known as the quick,
while those who passed off this acoustic emission as
a mere scientific curiosity rarely earned the title
of Old Timer. n

recorded on tape through a microphone for quantitative evaluation later on. Of interest was the sudden
increase in dB level of individual sound impulses as
read on a sound level meter.
Martin P. Ansell, at the School of Materials
Science, University of Bath, England, states in a
more recent article [3}, n... miners know that the
creaking of pit-props is a warning of their imminent
failure. n
The discussion on mine timbers might well be
summerized in a recent textbook by Cemal Bir6n and
Ergin Ariollu [5]. They say that wood was the most
improtant material for support in mining operations
until the end of World War II, however, it is still
in use as a support material in small-scale coal and
metal mines. In their discussion on the status of
wood supports in mines they list as one of the
advantages of using wood: nit breaks along definite
fibrous structures, giVing visual and audible signs
before it fails completely. This has given wood a
psychological advantage for miners over steel. nAnd
finally they say, "The breaking is not sudden but
stretches from fiber to fiber .... This essential
behavior of timber gives visual and audio indication
of breaking while still carrying some load and
giving enough time to change the support in the
mines."
Periods in AE History during the 20th Century
During the 20th century the history of acoustic
emission may be somewhat arbitrarily divided into
four periods: (1) the Tin Cry Period, (2) the Age of
Discovery, (3) the Golden Age of Acoustic Emission,
and (4) the present period in which significant
progress is being made in signal processing and data
analysis using computer-based instrumentation.
Tin Cry Period in AE History
The Tin Cry Period in acoustic emission history
extended from around the turn of the century to
1950. This was the period during which audible
sounds such as tin Cry were heard and reported as
incidental observations during experiments with a
number of metals inclUding tin, zinc, manganese,
cadmium, iron, and several aluminum alloys, and at
least one non-metal, rock salt. In reporting the
sounds they heard, researchers often gave these
audible sounds some analogous description such as
clicking, chatter, squeak, grinding, hissing, and
snapping noises and, in one case, tinkle or Japanese
glass chimes. In 1916 in Germany, J. Czochralski
pUblished the first such article [10] on the association between nZinn- und Zinkgeschrei n Ctin- and
zinc-cry] and twinning. The period ended with the
pUblication of Joseph Kaiser's doktor-ingenieur
dissertation [40]. Also, there were tin cry period
articles for wood, just as there were for metals.
One example is the article by C.K.A. Stieda [90]
who, with the Department of Forestry of Canada,
Western Forest Products Laboratory in Vancouver,
British Columbia, was studying the stress concentration in wood beams. In his discussion of test
results on fallure stresses for notched dry wood
beams he states: nIn dry material [wooden beams of
hemlock, balsam, and cedar] visual observation of
failure was always preceded by cracking sounds. When
these sounds started, the load-deformation curve

Fig. 7.
Miner warning fellow miner of impending
danger from cracking roof support timber. [drawing
by Brian D. Adams, Loveland, Colorado)
Eberhard Brinkmann, Georg Everling, and Fritz
Neveling of Essen, Germany, report in an English
translation of their article [7) that regarding the
warning capacity of various woods used in the hard
coal mining district of the Ruhr valley in Germany:
" ••• the Dortmund Mining Office, in their instruction
of November 29, 1937 ...prohibited the use of silver
fir [Weisstanne] as pit props [mine support timbers]
because with their introduction coping breaks had
occurred without warning ••••The warning property of
pit prop woods is their ability, upon mechanical
strain and before the maximum loading, to give
audible sounds. These sounds can only be considered
as warning when the attainment of maximum loading
reported by them is not associated with a sudden
break, that ia, with a complete 1088 of loading
capacity. To this extent, the warning property is
associated with the so-called brittleness of the
wood." The teat procedure used by the Hard Coal
Mining Association (Der Steinkohlenbergbauverein)
measured in terms of frequency and amplitUde the
sounds emitted during loading. These sounds were
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this is the only article in which Mogi makes a
reference to Kishinouye. Magi had pUblished a number
of articles in which he described experiments to
measure elastic shocks from rock fracture, but he
did not use the term acoustic emission untO 1972,
when he was invited to present a paper at the U.S.Japan Joint Symposium on Acoustic Emission in Tokyo,
Japan [71J. [This symposium was the first of the
biennial International Acoustic Emission Symposia
which are sponsored by the Japanese Society for NonDestructive Inspection.)

began to depart from its initially straight course."
This suggests that microfaUures are at least partly
related to the presence oC a proportional limit in
the stress-strain curve for wood.
Kishinouye's Experiment on Wood Fracture
The oldest, and perhaps the first, article to
be found on a study of acoustic emission from wood
was a Japanese article published in 1934 by Fuyuhiko
Kishinouye (1903-1977) in the Japanese seismological
journal Jishin [47). A reference to the English
version of this article, pUblished in 1937 in the
Bulletin of the Earthquake Research Institute, Tokyo
Imperial University [49], was uncovered by Professor
Arthur E. Lord, Jr. at Drexel University, PhUadelphis, Pennsylvania, during the literature search for
a review article on acoustic emission [56J, which,
in turn, first introduced it to the AE community. In
a recent correspondence [57), Lord recalls that he
found the reference in an article by ProCessor Kiyoo
Mogi (70) who was at the Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo, Japan. Mogi's article
contains the statement: "The elastic shocks [acoustic emissions) caused by the fracture of solid
material were measured by F. Kishinouye (see (49»
for the purpose of investigation of earthquakes. He
[Kishinouye) described the process of shock occurrences in wood specimens under flexural stress." On
further investigation it has been determined that
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however. took ClIft to IIlIZ1'I'flIS all out_rei aIrns ot fear IlIId APJIl'Oheaalan Ieat the visitors to the lIJllIlI upon rettIDz Il1Anned mighl tanake
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shore of the Idu Ptnl..ulo. about 100 Ian SW ot TOkyO. On Feb. 13.
1930. the t"",os_ple bepn to trel a IlWIIber ot small quick shocks
occompanied with detolllltlnr fOuncls like th4t ot distanl run firln£. such
as Is .... reI th.... CCClIIJODAII)· Ibrcu,h Wllr-ships Al tal'lltt practice oome
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llU'tDl:th. The shcclc telt em MArch 4, 5 h 11 m Willi 10 &tnlnlr thllt II '\Tme
tell In the fOUthem part or Kwantil district. wbllt the one that =urred
on M.rd1 O. 19b 54 III was violent enourh to be nconIed by al_t
...ery eelsmOfrAp/l ill J.pan. The obtuVAlioll9 nwIe at the Seismo-
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Fig. 9. First page of Kishinouye's 1937 article
describing the first prelusive, instrumented AE
experiment on the fracture of wood. {reproduced from
Ref. 49 by permission of the Earthquake Research
Institute, University of TokyoJ
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In the English version of his article pUblished
in 1937 (49) Kishinouye, who was with the Earthquake
Research Institute. Tokyo Imperial University (now
University of Tokyo), where he received his Ph.D. in
1927, presents the results of his investigation of
the Crequency-distribution of the Ito, Japan earthquake swarm that occurred between February and June
1930. To study fracture of the earth's crust as the
cause of earthquakes, and solve the problem of time
distribution of earthquakes, Kishinouye performed
acoustic emission experiments on fracture of wood. A
preliminary report on these experiments was read on
November 21, 1933, at a meeting of the Earthquake
Research Institute, and was pubUshed the following
year in the journal Olsin lsic) (47). Kishinouye
n ••• investigated the i'iiiie process of fracture by
recording the sounds or rapid vibrations of thin
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Fig. 8.
First page of Kishinouye's article "An
Experiment on the Progression of Fracture (A PreUminary Report>" publsihed in 1934 in the Japanese
seismological journal Jishin. {reproduced from Ref.
47 by permission of TOkYODaigaku Jishin Kenkyusho)
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wooden boards resulting from fracturing them."
Boards of cedar, pine, and Japanese cypress, having
"regular grains," were selected as material for the
experiments. "Wood, belng heterogeneous and somewhat
brittle, was selected as the most suitable material
for studying the fracturing of the earth's crust."
The Japanese article has recently been translated
into English by Professor Kanji Ono at the University of California at Los Angeles [48]. The article
is primarily concerned with the experiment in fracture of wood, giving a bit more detail than the 1937
English version and providing some insight into why
Kishinouye performed such an experiment.

recorded many inaudible vibrations. The process of
fracture varied with the velocity of bending, the
kind of wood, the grain of the board, and the
moisture content of the wooden board ....When the
materials were the same and the velocity of bending
equal, the board broke with nearly equal deformation
•••• When deformation proceeded slowly, occasionally
loud cresldng sounds were heard owing to rupture of
the grains, and low silent vibrations were found on
the oscillogram. This mode of fracture resembles the
mode of occurrence of an earthqUake swarm, a group
of small earthquakes and a few larger ones....It was
found that the process of fracture is affected
considerably by the condition of the experimented
material and the partiCUlar way in which the force
acts."
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What prompted Kishinouye to conduct such an
instrumented experiment can only be suradsed.
Neither his references nor his expertise in the
field of seismology indicates he had any familiarity
or knOWledge of the work done. mostly in Germany,
France, and the United States, with sound-emitting
metals in which audible sounds such as tin Cry were
reported ss an incidental observation during the
experiment. As he states in the English translation
(48], "As I am unfamiliar with studies in engineering fields. I hope to be enUghtened by someone." No
record has been found of any such acoustic emission
experiment having been performed on any material
prior to this time that could have influenced
Kishinouye. He was. however, familiar with both
mechanical and electronic equipment as indicated in
his pUblications (46.49]. The instrumentation he
used, specifically the modified three-tube amplifier, was what Selzo Hseno, a colleague at the
EarthqUake Research Institute, had developed as part
of a seismograph (33]. Initially, Kishlnouye planned
to use an alrbourne microphone 88 a sensor, but then
decided on using a phonograph pickUp 8S a contact
sensor which gave him much greater sensitivity. The
use of a phonograph pickUp Is understandable for
that period of time -- Dr. Leonard Obert. who was
retired from the U.S. Bureau of Mines In Denver,
Colorado, states In a historical sketch on the
discovery of mlcroseismic emission In rock [75] that
during the 1930s geophones were improvised in their
own shops from magnetic or crystal phonograph cartridges. This suggests that phonograph pickups were
familiar to those conducting mlcroselsmlc studies
and working in the fields of geophysics and earthquake science. And weD they should, the development
of microphones and crystal cartriges evolved from
three significant discoveries over a half century
earlier -- magnetostriction by James P. Joule In
1842 and the converse effect In magnetostriction by
Emilio Villari In 1864, piezoelectricity by the
brothers Paul-Jacques and Pierre Curie In 1880 and
the converse piezoelectric effect predicted theoretically by Gabriel Lippmann the following year and
verified experimentally by the Curies in 1881, and
the electromagnetic sound (telephone) tranBlJlitter by
Alexander Graham Bell in 1876 [36].
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Fig. 10. Experimental arrangement used by Kishinouye
to detect inaudible vibrations from the fracture of
wooden boards. [reproduced from Ref. 47 by permission of Tokyo Daigaku Jishin Kenkyusho]

Fig 11.
Part of oscUlogram showing "many rapid
inaudible
vibrations
{acoustic
emissions]
and
cracking sounds from fracture of wooden board."
[reproduced from article by Kishinouye, Ref. 49, by
permission of the Earthquake Research Institute,
University of Tokyo]
The apparatus for the experiment consisted of a
phonograph pickup using a steel needle inserted into
the tension side of a wooden board to which a bending stress was applied to cause fracture. In the
English version of the article [49] Kishinouye
states: "When the board cracked, electric current
was generated in the coil of the pick-up, the
current being amplified with an amplifier. which
formed a part of the Haeno radio-seismograph (see
[33] ). The current was recorded with an oscillograph
on cinematographic films •••• As bending proceeded,
cracking sounds were heard, while the oscillograms

Dr. Masayasu Ohtsu. at Kumamoto University,
Japan [76), along with Ono's translation of Klshinouye's 1934 article (48) shed some light on what
may have motivated Kishinouye to use this instrumentation and wooden boards to study fracture. During
the early 1930s there was considerable effort in
Japan to stUdy crack phenomena. At the Earthquake
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Research Institute this was being done in analogous
studies to earthquake SWanDS which were innovated by
Professor Torahiko Terada, a group lesder at the
Institute. In order to help explain earthquake
swarms, Terada. for example, compared the statistical distribution of several natural phenomena. He
states in an article pUblished in 1932 [92}: nAmong
the natural phenomena there seems to be some class
which show a quite similar statistical distribution.
One of the remarkable examples is afforded by the
daily number of falls of camelia [sic] flowers. In
the last spring, the present writer [Terada) and Mr.
T. Utigasaki of the Institute of Physical and
Chemical Research made some observations regarding
the fall of this flower •••• It will be seen that the
time distribution curves resemble to those of earthquakes ...in many essential points ... n Then. after
discussing
several mechanical models,
Terada
concludes with, nThe practicability of these models
are, however. not at all essential in the present
discussion, which is aiming at the description of a
Gedankenexperiment [idea/thought experiment) carried
out with the purpose of investigating one of the
posaible mechanism of swarm earthquake."

Survey of Japan. They state: nThe occurrence of
micro-fracturing shock [acoustic emission] has been
studied by several investigators. Kishinouye (see
[47}) and Mogi (see [70}) have reported strong
correlation between the number of shocks [acoustic
emissions} and strain of the media. n No reference to
this article has been found in either the AE or
mlcroseismic literature. Since no references to
Kishinouye's work have been found in the AE literature, save Mogi [70}. he has remained completely
unbeknownst to the AE community. Although his
acoustic emission work was known to the Japanese
earthquake community, and particularly at the Earthquake Research Institute. no one ever mentioned his
experiments when elastic shocks became synonymous
with acoustic emissions and the term was formally
introduced in Japan with the formation of the
Japanese Committee on Acoustic Emission in December
1969.
Coping with Background Noise
It is interesting the commentary Kishinouye
makes regarding the problems with background or
environmental noise (48): "Further care was needed
during the experiment that was affected by vibrations from a strong wind, passers-by and a truck
passing on a nearby street. n Similar noise problems
still plagued researchers over a quarter of century
later. For example, in his 1962 article (70] K. Mogi
states: nOne transducer was set on the test specimen. and another was set on the ground at a short
distance from the specimen. By comparison of these
two records, external mechanical noises were sble to
be discriminated from signals. To avoid external
disturbance. the experiments were carried out in the
second basement of our institute under a very calm
condition late at night. Thus, highly sensitive
measurements of elastic shocks were attained. n That
same year in his Ph.D. thesis [54) Robert G. Llptai
states: nThe first approach to noise isolation was
to conduct the strain emission tests when the
laboratory was relatively free of noise. This was
accomplished by running most of the tests early in
the morning (5 A.M.)." In 1971 R.G. Liptai and D.O.
Harris outlined the early approach to solving the
problem [55]: "Early workers in the area were
plagued by excessive background noise from the
laboratory and surrounding areas. As a result, they
often had to locate their laboratories in relatively
isolated areas, design loading fixtures with extreme
care, and work late at night to reduce background
noise. It was found that many of these problems
could be eliminated (or at least minimized) by working with instrumentation systems whose frequency
range was well above the audio range. This innovation ... liberated acoustic emission from the sound
isolated laboratory and was instrumental in leading
to its present status as a valuable scientific and
engineering tool. n Robert B. Engle and Harold L.
Dunegan [22] provide an explanation for the introduction of bandpass limitations in AE testing in the
1960s: nHigh-frequency limitations of [tape] recording equipment restrict the high-frequency spectrum.
Background noise due to low-frequency mechanical
vibration causes problems at the low-frequency end
of the acoustic-emission spectrum. The use of a
restricted bandwidth between 30 and 150 kHz satisfactorily eliminates mechanical background noise and
allows meaningful tests in normal laboratory environments. n

Another series of Gedankenexperiments carried
out at the Institute is found in an article pUblished in 1932 by Genrokuro Nishimura and Takeo Takayama
[74}. In their study of crack formation in glass
plates different types of cracks occurred: circular.
conical. feather, spiral, and radial cracks. The
last cracks to form were radial cracks which were
n••• accompanied with feeble sound. n The authors
further state concerning crack propagation, "After
the load reached a certain limit. which corresponded
with the stage of the formation of the first radial
crack8 in the plate with a feeble 80und I we in8tantaneously increased the load to the limit in which a
second feeble sound was heard. n And one of their
final observations was n... the elongation of the
radial crack is not continuous with time. n
Kishinouye indicated in [49} that he too conducted research on the analogy of earthquake swarms
to the failure mode of a material. To detect small
vibrations, he conceived the Idea of using a phonograph pickUp and electronic amplifier. Originally he
tried to test rock samples, but was unable to crush
the rocks with his loading device. As he states in
Ono's translation [48}: n...bending of rock samples
is desirable for stUdying the fracture of the
earth's crust. However, an experimental apparatus
becomes complex snd it is difficult to obtain sample
materials. Thus readily available red cedar and pine
were mainly used. n And from the English version of
his article [49}, nThe writer intended also to
experiment with rock instead of the wooden board.
but nothing suitable was available. n
There is no indication in the literature, in
either the field of acoustic emission or geological
science. that Kishinouye conducted any further
studies involving acoustic emission techniques.
except two articles pUblished in 1940 [50,51] which
only reported on microseisms in relation to certain
earthquakes. Ohtsu recently found an article in the
earthquake literature which gives a vague reference
to Kishinouye's acoustic emission work. This is an
article by Shozaburo Nagumo and Kazuo Hoshino [73}
pUblished in 1967. Nagumo was at the Earthquake
Research Institute and Hoshino with the Geological
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went to work for the then just founded KaiserWilhelm-Institut far Metallforschung. Erich ScheU
(1899-1964). who had already established his reputation in metals research at the Forschungsinstitut
der Vereinigte Stahlwerke A.-G. in Dortmund, was
already working at the Institut. F6rster started to
direct his career toward the development of research
instruments for materials evaluation. As he says in
[24]: "According to his three main fields of interest [physics. electronics, and music), he began to
elaborate as a quantitative means of research the
oldest qualitative NDT method already used by mankind for thousands of years: the sound test method."
During the 1930s electronic instrumentation such as
vacuum tube ampliflers were beginning to be used to
achieve much greater ampliflcations than were previously accomplished by mechanical means. F6rster had
acquired a knowledge of electronics and in 1935,
according to a recent correspondence [25]. " •••was
starting to develop methods to examine important
metallurgical procedures from the sound and the
sound damping of metal parts, dependent on the
temperature, the time. the mechanic deformation as
well as the speed of deformation. I came to these
methods of objectifying sound and noise due to the
fact that music is of very great importance to me.
i.e., the most important dimension of my life.
Deriving from this love for music there have been
developed three methods which are used today worldwide." One of these methods is the registration of
subaudible sound CAE) by amplifying the smallest
vibrational amplitudes of the specimen, that is.
" ••• listen into the solid-state body to be tested
while it was deformed, transformed, or SUbjected to
other thermIc or mechanical influences." [24]

A similar analogy of coping with noise is found
in the study of termite activity in wood. In 1929,
Alfred E. Emerson and Robert C. Simpson wrote [21],
"It was found best to mount the microphone button
and attached wood on a piece of sponge rubber in
order that outside vibrations jarring the table or
floor would not register on the apparatus." Twentyfive years later, in 1954. R.J. Pence, S.J. Magasin,
and R.G. Nordberg wrote [77]: "An instrument was
designed as a DC unit with a band pass and receptivity sympathetic to the footsteps of a drywood
termite •••• By narrowing the receptivity of the
device to a range of the sound of the footfalls of a
single termite. the selectivity is such that extraneous and undesirable noises are minimized. It is
difficult to exclude all sounds other than those
desired, but high receptivity to a limited band in
the over-all sound spectrum enables the operator to
receive peak frequencies in the narrow range he is
seeking."
Prelusive Experiments in Acoustic Emission
Kishinouye's experiment with wood adds to the
number of prelusive. instrumented acoustic emission
experiments conducted during the Tin Cry Period of
AE history, predating the previously reported earliest experiment by two years. The three separate and
unrelated prelusive experiments, described elsewhere
by DrouUlard [16.17]. were designed by the investigators to use electronic instrumentation to detect,
amplify, and record extremely small, subaudible
sounds produced in the test specimen whDe studying
some material deformation process. These experiments
were reported in 1936 and 1940 by Friedrich FlSrster
and Erich Scheil (26,27] who were at the KaiserWilhelm-Institut far Metallforschung (now the MaxPlanck-Institut far Metallforschung] in Stuttgart,
Germany; in 1948 by Warren P. Mason, Herbert J.
McSkimin, and William B. Shockley [62) who were at
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill. New
Jersey; and in 1950 by D.J. Millard in his Ph. D.
thesis (63) at the University of Bristol, England.
The three experiments involved martensitic transformation of nickel steel. twinning in tin. and
twinning in cadmium. all well known processes that
produce audible emissions. Kishinouye's experiment
with wood was similar in that its fracture process
was also a known producer of audible emissions.
However, all of the investigators were interested in
the inaudible emissions which they suspected were
associated with deformation and fracture processes,
hence the need for amplification of the subaudible
acoustic signals.

'1,4
Fig. 12. Friedrich F6rster. left. and Erich Scheil,
right. taken in 1936. (photographs courtesy of
Friedrich F8rster]

It is appropriate at this point to briefly
discuss the background and commonality of the three
prelusive experiments. as was done previously for
Kishinouye's experiment.

F6rster and ScheU conducted their experiment
on Ni-steel which they published in 1936 (26]. In
[24]. F8rster claimes that the 1936 recordings of
transversal vibrations [transversale Schwingungen]
produced by martensitic transformation " ••• can be
looked upon as the first instrumentally obtained
experimental result of the currently worldwideapplied NDT method of acoustic emission testing."

F8rater and ScheU's Experiments
Friedrich F8rster (1908) states in an autobiographical article [24] written nearly a half
century after the publication of his first prelusive
experiment, " ... [he) wants to illustrate with original figures and an exhaustive list of referencs the
first steps of his contributions to eight [nondestructive testing] methods that are now in use
worldwide." F8rster received his Ph. D. in physics
from the Universitlit GlSttingen in 1932. In 1935, he

They continued their experiments with improved
instrumentation and published their second and last
article on acoustic emission in 1940 [27]. Regarding
this article F6rster says (24], "Moreover. parallel
with the acoustic impulses, the variation of resis-
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tance with the formation of martensite and other
deformation processes in iron and nickel alloys was
recorded at filamentary test pieces, in addition to
the beta/alpha transformation of zircon [zirconium],
the twin formation when deforming bismuth wires,
etc." They used the same instrumentation to detect
the AE-effects in both the 1936 and 1940 experiments
-- a Siemans und Halske Elekrto-Kardiograph. The
detection technique ultilized an electrical effect
to measure extremely small voltage changes due to
resistance variations caused by sudden, jerky strain
movements in the wlre-shaped test specimen caused by
martensitic transformations. F6rster built an electrodynamic transmitter/receiver system to transform
mechanical vibrations and noises, that is, acoustic
effects, into electrical voltages. This receiver
system was suitable to detect the subaudible sounds
produced by martensitic transformation for electronic ampUfication and recording.
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Fig. 15. Electrodynamic transmitter/receiver system
built by F8rster to transform mechanical vibrations
and noises (acoustic effects) into electric voltage
and vice versa. [reproduced from Ref. 23 by permission of Dr. Riederer-Verlag GmbH]
F8rster also makes comments on the limitations
imposed by instrumentation in the mid-1930s [241:
" ••• neither the acoustic pickup instrument nor the
recording method were able at that time to resolve
processes within the range of 10 microseconds, which
is approximately the formation time of martensite
needles determined later on by the author (see
[27]). The further development of the analysis of
acoustic emission (see [27]) therefore led the
author to a measurement arrangement with a cathoderay tube (CRT) [Braunsche Rahre], as well as to the
construction of amplifiers with broad frequency
ranges that were not then commercially available."
He elaborates further on this in a recent correspondence (25): "In the work of 1936 the noises forming
martensite-needles were registered by means of an
Oszillograph. But this did not give any indication
as to the duration of transforming austenite into
martensite. This was the reason why the tests of the
work were repeated in 1940 using a cathode-ray
oscillograph instead of a bifilar oscillograph,
which only came on the market at that time. Due to
the fact that the noises from the transformation of
martensite did not give the possibility to determine
the duration of this transformation quantitatively,
during the work in 1940, not only the acoustic emission but also the changes of the electric resistance
during the transfonnation processes were registered.
••• These tests proved for the first time that in
pursuance of the transformation process of austenite
into martensite there are periodical in the amplitude timely fading resistance variations •••• This can
be seen as a quantitative work as to the 'Tin Cry
Period.'"

II

Fig. 13. F6rster and Scheil's recording of acoustic
emission events from martensitic transformation of
Ni-steel. [reproduced from Ref. 26 by permission of
Dr. Riederer-Verlag GmbH]

Why these two men with varied fields of interest collaborated on such an experiment is explained
by F8rster in his letter (25). Finding themselves
co-workers at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Instltut gave each
the opportunity to apply his expertise to a common
project. Quoting F6rster [25]: "I have combined my
knOWledge of physica and electronics with the excellent knowledge of Erich Scheil on the field of
hardening of steel. When Erich ScheU demonstrated
[to) me in 1936 the sound audible by ear converting
austenite into martensite, 1 suggested to examine
this sound systematically using electronic auxiliary
means." ScheU contributed many years of experience
in metals research and, in particular, a familiarity
with tin cry as evidenced in several of his previous
pUblications [83,91]. And F6rster, with a knowledge
of physics and electronics, applied this newfound
technology to an old experiment by providing the
necessary electronic instrumentation.
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Fig. 14. Experimental arrangement used by F8rster
and ScheU to detect acoustic emission during
martensitic transformation of Ni-steel specimen.
[reproduced from Ref. 26 by permission of Dr.
Riederer-Verlag GmbH]
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No references are given to other acoustic
emission work -- this work appears to be original
with the authors. There Is no evidence that these
experiments were continued. however, Mason did
pUblish several acoustic emission articles in the
mid-1970s [59.61]. According to his widow, Emmy L.
Shockley [87]. Dr. Shockley never lost interest in
dislocations. In a paper pUblished as recently as
1983 [88]. he continued to speculate about the
possible role of dislocations in solid state technology. [Mason, born in 1900, died in August 1986;
McSkimin. born in 1915, died in February 1981; and
Shockley, born in 1910. died in August 1989. Incidentally. Shockley. along with his two Bell Labs
colleagues John Bardeen and Walter Brattain, won the
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1956 for the invention of
the transistor.]

Mason. McSkimin. and Shockley's Experiments
The short article by Warren P. Mason. Herbert
J. McSkimin. and WDHam Shockley [62] was pUblished

in 1948 in the "Letters to the Editor" section of
Physical Review. The only motivation for the experiment is found in their introductory statement: "At
the suggestion of the last named writer [Shockley]
some experiments have been performed with view to
observing the effects of individual moving dislocations." In 1950 Mason pubUshed an expanded version
of the article in his book Piezoelectric Crystals
and Their Application to Ultrasonics [60]. Here he
states: "While many of the properties of metals can
be explained by assuming their existence. they have
never been observed directly by any experiment.
Recently (see [62]) an attempt has been made to
observe the presence and effects of such dislocations by means of the mechanical waves they generate
in metals." The authors estimated the speed of a
moving dislocation should approach that of sound and
would require instruments with capabilities " •••in
ranges already exploited in connection with ultrasonic delay lines."

Millard's Experiments
D. J. Millard's thesis work was carried out in
the H.H. Wills Physics Laboratory at the University
of Bristol. He states that the research was his own
independent work. The first statement relative to
sound in his thesis [63] is found in a discussion on
twinning: "When deformation twins are formed a click
is heard. It is clicks such as these that give rise
to the .£.!:I. of tin.... More recently the nature of the
onset of twinning in hard single crystal rods of
zinc was investigated by Miller (see [69]) .... Twinning was detected [in the eight specimens tested] by
the relativley insensitive method of observing the
sudden decrease of load that it caused and by
listening for the characteristic clicking sound. "
Millard called the acoustic sensor a twinning
detector and indicated that his detecting system was
very sensitive to both sound and shock. There are no
references given to other acoustic emission work.
This seems to be the extent of Millard's research
involving acoustic methods, however, he did coauthor
with his professor Norman Thompson an article based
on his thesis work which was pubUshed in 1952 [94].
In September 1978 Thompson informed me that Millard
had died. but did not say when [93]. Interestingly,
Millard does not use the term acoustic in his thesis
or in his coauthored article, nor does he enunciate
the acoustical aspects of his research.
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Fig. 16. Experimental arrangement used by Mason.
McSkimin. and Shockley to observe twinning in tin.
[reproduced from Ref. 60]

Common to these three experiments, as well as
to Kishinouye's experiment. was the development of
electronic instrumentation to enhance the acoustic
emission generated in the materials being studied.
Unfortunately, none of the researchers were smitten
sufficiently with the potential of the acoustic
method to persue further research in acoustic
emission. Also, none of them made any attempt to
search the literature to determine if any work had
previously been done. Both the F8rster and ScheU
article and the Mason, McSkimin, and Shockley
article boast that the authors were the first to
pUblish such information. F6rster still believed
this some fifty years later. Thirty-three years
later Mason stated in an obituary to McSkimin [58],
"He contributed to the first measurement of acoustic
emission observed in a metal ••• "

Fig. 17. Modification of stress applying mechanism
used by Mason, McSkimin, and Shockley to eliminate
spurious reflections. [reproduced from Ref. 62 by
permission of The American Physical Society]

Age of Discovery in AE History
Fig. 18.
Oscillograph traces obtained by Mason.
McSkimln. and Shockley showing voltages measured in
the twinning process In tin. [reproduced from Ref.
62 by permission of The American Physical Society]

The Age of Discovery in acoustic emission
history is the period during which the major efforts
were directed at probing into the fundamentals of
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acoustic emission phenomena. It started in 1950 with
the pUblication of Joseph Kaiser's doktor-ingenieur
dissertation (40) and includes the pioneering work
of Bradford H. Schofield at Lessells and Aasociates:
Dr. Clement A. Tatro and his graduate students at
Michigan State University, Tulane University, and
ultimately Lawrence Radiation Laboratory: the late
Professor Julian R. Frederick and his graduate
students at the University of Michigan [Frederick,
born in 1913, died in February 1983); Allen T. Green
and his co-workers at Aerojet-General Corporation;
Harold L. Dunegan and his co-workera at the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory: and a number of other persons
throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe
(see DrouUlard [16,17] and Green (31] for elaboration on other investigators during this period). The
period extended up to the formation of the Acoustic
Emission Working Group in 1967. Of the inOuence the
prelusive experiments had on early work in acoustic
emission, clearly the Mason, McSkimin, and Shockley
article [62] has" been cited the most, followed by
the F6rster and Schell articles [26,27), and finally
MUlard's thesis [63) with only one known citation
in an article coauthored by N. Thompson and Millard
[94). Kishinouye's work remained unknown.

[Umklapp-Prozessen). It was to shed light on this
subject that wood was included among the test
materials. What we used was a test bar of dry fir
[trockenem Flchtenholz), the direction of the grain
or fiber being parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the bar." Of the test results he states: "Wood
could, In fact, be taken as typical evidence that
the two frequency maxima are peculiar only to soft
materials, In other words, to all those that do not
have any pronounced yield point •••• For wood one
cannot speak of a yield point in the same sense as
in steel. It has to do with the fine structure of
the wood fibers, which have a hollow within -- the
lumen -- which may perhaps be compared to a hoDow
conductor, which in turn again consists of individual tubes, the fibrils. Defects, spots, wood rays,
etc. are the points of reducing strength, and they
may be viewed as being the loose spots in the wood.
To this has to be added the dependence upon moisture, which greatly Impairs the strength of wood."
Ameli/u«, F"r-f!fIulln ~ u. IIrntllJ./ Jrr- .J;min"
~w.Silllrwil ron tII.r 13.. I«.rlunq

/W 'f,oJ. Fic:lrf,mholz (I( ,t;.1<'~)

Kaiser's Work
Until now three of Joseph Kaiser's pubUcations
[40,42,44J have been given credit for presenting the

tirst work on the detection of acoustic emission
from wood. [Incidentally, Kaiser alternately spelled
his first name Josef.) In his doktor-ingenieur dissertation (40] '""if8I8er states that he carried out
tests on nine different materials, one of which was
dry spruce wood (along the direction of the fibers)
{trockenem Fichtenholz (zur Faserrlchtung»). Quoting
from an English translation of his dissertation
(41): "Spruce wood was taken as one of the materials
because of its unusually fine (micellar) atructure,
that is free of all magnetic influences. Wood had
not been thought of at first, and only suggested
itself as a material to be used for purposes of
comparison after the tests were under way." Under
test results and discussion on wood he states:
"While the tests were in progress, the theory
suggested Itself that the acoustic effects [Schalleffekte) obtained were perhaps to be regarded as
secondary effects of special {reversal) processes
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Fig. 20. Acoustic emission data obtained by Kaiser
from tensUe test of dry spruce wood. [reproduced
from Kaiser's Dr.-Ing. thesis, Ref. 40J
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In an English translation of his patent (43),
which was issued In 1952, Kaiser, then at the institut far Metallurgie und Metallkunde del' Technischen
Hochschule MOnchen where he was to remain until his
death in March 1958, states: "The procedure of the
present invention, in which the frequency andlor
amplitUde of the sound effects {Schalleffektel
produced when the material Is stressed and/or the
number of sound effects per unit time are determined
and evaluated, makes it pos81be to determine, for
any specimen, whether it has already been subjected
to sny stress, and if so, what was the magnitude of
this stress•••• The procedure may be used for all
metsls, woods [H6lzer], glasses, and stones, as well
as mixtures of these."

HY- Ha.e!{cal,v/,.,
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Fig. 19. Experimental arrangement used by Kaiser.
[reproduced from Kaiser's Dr.-Ing. thesis, Ref. 40]
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well as timber trusses tested to destruction in
static bending. Sounds were detected using a contact
microphone attached to the specimen and the sounds
recorded on a tape recorder. The pitch or tone of
recorded cracking sounds were then analyzed for
their spectral content. However, he states: "These
investigations did not reveal a change in the pitch
or in the tone of the sounds as the load increased.
The fundamental frequency of the sounds produced by
each specimen remained essentially the same as the
load increased and appeared to be the frequency at
which the specimen vibrated [the resonant frequency
response] when driven into vibration by striking or
other means." Rather than persue spectrum analysis,
Miller studied load versus emission [the time
history of emission from woodJ. Static bend specimens of clear maple tested to destruction showed
that no sounds were emitted until at least 95 percent of their maximum load was reached, that is,
they gave virtually no audible warning of failure in
bending. On the other hand similar tests on Douglas
fir showed them to be much more "talkative" than the
maple specimens. There was a wide variation in the
number of sounds produced by different specimens. He
derived a reduction factor of 56 percent of the test
value strength. "This means that the strength of
wood under long term loading is estimated to be
approximately 56 per cent of the test value. n His
conclusions
from
these
investigations
were:
n ••• while wood may not always give audible warning
of failure, if a warning is given it should not be
ignored. Action should be taken to reduce the load
or to reinforce the timber concerned."

In an article published in 1953 [44] Kaiser
uses the results of his wood tests to help explain
the source mechanism of noise emission. He states in
an English translation (45J: "J. Czochralski (see
(11]) ascribed the tin cry to the spontaneous
collapse [Umklappen] of the space lattice in a
crystallographically determined twinning position.
Since however according to some tests in stressing
of dry and wet spruce and beachwood [trockenem und
feuchtem Fichten- und Buchenholz], both parallel
with and perpendicular to the fiber direction,
strong noises [Gerllusche] also arise we can hardly
ascribe their occurrence to the collapse process
(UmklappvorgllngeJ •••• Since
faults
are already
present as points of origin for the noise-making
processes {gerlluschbUdenden VorgllngeJ in any
material it must be possible to observe the noises
even at low stresses. As a matter of fact investigations of various materials (metals, wood or
minerals) [Metallen, HlSlzern odeI' mineralischen
WerkstoffenJ have already indicated that 2even at the
lowest stresses of about 0.05 kg/mm the finest
(smallest] noises [feinste Gerllusche] occur according to the sensitivity of the testing machine."
Miller's Work
In 1959 Donald G. Miller, at the Eastern Forest
Products Laboratory in Ottawa, Canada, published one
of the first articles on a sonic technique to
inspect wood products [66J, He investigated the
possibility of detecting blisters and defective glue
bonds in plywood and other bonded materials by
changes in audio frequency of stimulated vibrations
at the location of the flaw. "The approach ••• is
based on the fact that when the surface of a plywood
panel containing a blister is rubbed or brushed, the
BOund produced 8S the brush moves over the blistered
area is slightly different to the ear from the sound
produced over an area of normal glue bonds." The
surface of the plywood was scanned with a rotating
brush. A microphone mounted near the brush detected
the sound from which spectrograms were made that
showed spectral differences of the BOund produced by
normal and blistered areas of the plywood. This
concept was developed into a patentable, nondestructive testing device for industrial application.
Although not stricktly acoustic emission, the technique is an early version of an instumented coin-tap
test and a forerunner to the present-day acoustoultrasonic test method.

Miller's work appears to have been independent
and self-inspired since he makes no reference to any
other acoustic studies. This observation is corroborated by Porter's comment [81], nIt is my recollection that Miller ••• was indeed working, and thinking
alone ... " Miller concluded his article (68] with the
statement, "It is intended to carry out further
research on the sounds generaled by wood when under
stress. II However, no references to further work have
been found -- this seems to be the extent of his
work in acoustics, save two articles on vibration
analysis published in 1962 [67] and 1964 [65].
Courte, Kallmes. and Jarrolls Work
In 1961 H. Corte, O. Kallmes, and D. Jarrot,
who were with Wiggins Teape and Company, Ltd.,
Beaconsfield, Bucks, England, published a paper on
the study of the mechanical behavior of paper (9).
During the fracture of two-dimensional paper they
observed: "The failure of every (spruce sulphite]
fibre bond was accompanied by faint sound -- a
click, as we propose to call it. When the sample was
slowly torn in a comparitively soundproof box it was
possible [using a microphone as a pickUp] to record
the clicks on tape. Samples of other types of paper
from writing paper to glassine gave quite similar
recordings, only that the clicks were much more
numerous. Moreover, other materials with heterogeneous structure such as aluminum foU exhibited the
same acoustical phenomena whereas cellophane which
has a homogeneous structure broke with one loud
bang. These observations suggested that the acoustical method provided a suitable tool to investigate
in detaU the process of fracture of fibre networks
and possibly, of other materials with heterogeneous
structures. "

1oIl...- ---40.,.. . . .
Fig. 21. Block diagram of Miller's sonic blister
detector. [reproduced from Ref. 66 by permission of
the Forest Products Research Society]
Perhaps most cited as the earliest published
work on audible acoustic emission from wood is a
brief two-page article by Miller published in 1963
{58J. He studied both soUd and laminated beams as
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.Fig. 22. Section of chart showing the simultaneous
recording of sound and strain gauge movements,
indicating that the clicka trUly indicate mechanical
events in the fracture of a two-dimensional sheet of
paper. [reproduced from article by Coorte, Kallmes,
and Jarrot, Ref. 9, courtesy of Benn Publications
Ltdl
Porter's Work

Fig. 24.
OscUloscope traces of the first acoustic
"pips" from wood fracture seen by Porter. [negative
from Porter's thesis material, courtesy of Andrew W.
Porter)
Also in 1964, under the same title as the
technical article above [79], Porter published the
first comprehensive stUdy on fracture in wood using
acoustic emission. This was his Ph.D. thesis [80)
from State University of New York, College of
Forestry at Syracuse. He introduced the use of the
Griffith-Irwin theory of fracture mechanics to
determine the critical condition for unstable crack
growth in the opening mode of failure of wood. The
"recent work" referred to in [78) was Porter's
thesis research which was presented in 1964 by his
major professor Richard E. Pentoney at the 18th
Annual Meeting of the Forest Products Research
Society in Chicago, Illinois. There is no indication
that this paper was ever published.

Introduction of AE/Fracture Studies

Andrew W. Porter, in addressing the need for
development of nondestructive strength tests for
wood and the search for more efficient cutting
methods, states in an article pUblished in 1964
[79], " •••it is essential that a clear understanding
be obtained of the mechanism by which fracture
proceeds in wood." Here he presents for the first
time an elastic fracture theory based upon an energy
balance applied to the opening mode fracture of wood
which leads to the establishment of a material
parameter, the strain-energy release rate. He further states: "Failure in any material usually passes
through three distinct phases which can be designated as craok initiation, slow crack growth, and rapid
crack propagation •••• From a practical standpoint,
however, most large-scale wooden structures contain
numerous intrinsic flaws in the form of knots,
spUts, and checks, even before load is applied. We
may,
therefore,
justifiably
give
our initial
attention to the latter two stages of fracture
development. Recent work (see [78]) using sensitive
electronic instrumentation has shown that the
pattern of slow crack growth in wood can easily be
studied by detecting these small microfractures as
acoustic emissions." He presents " ••• no discussion
on this technique, except to say that acoustic
emission promises to be a very useful tool in the
future for interpreting the deformation and failure
mechanisms in wood. n

It is interesting to conjecture how Porter
became interested in acoustic emission -- a conjecture which he has recently confirmed and enlarged
upon [81]. Porter states in his last letter: "My
initial research into acoustic emissions, (I first
called it clicks, then counts), was motivated by a
need to find some means of measuring crack length in
cleavage mode. I was amazed to find how linear was
the relationship between total counts and crack
length." Porter used a high fidelity phonograph
cartridge to detect the low amplitude vibrations
(acoustic emissions).

Porter states in his thesis [80], "Anderson was
one of the first to suggeat studying the acoustic
output from wood in flexure for he thought that this
approach could lead to a technique for the detection
of compression failures." This was in reference to
an unpubllshed report by Eric A. Anderson [2] who,
at the time he wrote the report in 1944, was at the
U•S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Products
Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, and, at the time
Porter was a graduate student in the early 1960s,
was Chairman of the Department of Wood Products
Engineering. State University of New York, College
of Forestry at Syracuse. The report contains the
following text relevant to acoustic emission: "When
a sound, tough piece of wood is bent to the breaking
point, various characteristic noises develop. By
means of these noises, the general progress of bending tests of wood specimens may often be followed.
Stressing of the piece by bending, meanwhile llstening to any characteristic noises which might (or
might not) develop, is therefore a possibiblity in
the detection of compression failures. A hearing aid

Fig. 23. Schematic diagram of electronic apparatus
used in total count studies by Porter. [reproduced
from Porter's Ph.D. thesis, Ref. 80]
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of some kind or perhaps a vibration device on the
order of an oscilloscope would be required. Such a
test would have to be carried out well below the
elastic limit of a given piece to be of value as an
inspection method." Anderson also describes a vibration method in which the resonant frequency of the
test piece is excited to detect " ••• compression
failures through some eccentricity in the relative
amplitudes of the impressed frequency and the
frequency developed thereby." When the report was
pUblished the following year as Forest Products
Laboratory Report No. 1588, the statements relative
to acoustic emission testing had been deleted.

The other references to acoustic emission work
in Porter's thesis are: T. H. Blewitt, R. R. Coltman ,
and J.K. Redman (6) and A.F. Joff~ (37) who merely
observed audible sound emissions; R.H. Christensen
(8), H. Corte, O. KaUmes, and D. Jarrot (9], M.H.
Jones and W.F. Brown, Jr. (39]. and D.G. Miller (68]
who applied some type of instrumentation (headphones, microphone, phonograph pickUp, and contact
microphone,
respectively)
to
detect
acoustic
emissions; and finally B.H. Schofield 185,86] who
was the first American to pioneer acoustic emission
research by first repeating Kaiser's experiments
during the last half of the 1950s and then go on to
develop instrumentation and a quiet loading device
to investigate the source mechanisms of acoustic
emission in various materials.

J600

In 1966 G.R. DeBaise, A.W. Porter, and R.E.
Pentoney pUblished a detailed account of their
acoustic emission technique to stUdy crack growth in
wood (12). At that time DeBaise was a graduate
assistant working for Professor Pentoney at the
State University of New York, College of Forestry at
Syracuse, and Porter was serving as scientific
leader for the New Zealand Antarctic Expedition. In
this review paper, they discuss the significance of
acoustic emission on the mechanism of failure of
wood under several different stress conditions. Here
they examine flaw growth in wood by detecting and
counting the small bursts of acoustic emission.
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In a later paper published in 1972 (82], A.W.
Porter, M.L. EI-Osta, and D.J. Kusec present the
concept of using this " ... relatively new nondestructive testing method called acoustic emissions ... "
for detecting flaw growth, an bnportant parameter in
determining the strength or lifetime of a wooden
structure. At the time this paper was written in
1971, Porter and Kusec were with the Department of
Forestry of Canada. Western Forest Products Laboratory in Vancouver, British Columbia and El-Osta was
a graduate student at the University of British
Columbia. By the time the paper was pUblished in
1972, Porter had started his own business, Porter
Engineering Ltd., Richmond, British Columbia, and
EI-Osta was a post-doctoral fellow at the Western
Forest Products Laboratory.
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Fig. 25.
Plot of total counts versus crack length
for cleavage-type Alaska yellow cedar specimen.
(reproduced from Porter's Ph.D. thesis, Ref. 80]
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In 1969 at the University of British Columbia,
Roy D. Adams completed the work for his master's
thesis, the investigation of crack growth in wooden
beams tested in bending, using the acoustic emission
technique to follow the development of microfractures (1]. He considered his work " ••• a pioneering
study in the wood engineering field and much effort
was expended in developing the instrumentation. n
Adams used the facUlties at the Western Forest
Products Laboratory for his research, as well as
having Porter as an advisor.
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Golden Age of Acoustic Emission
The Golden Age of Acoustic Emission was ushered
in with the formation of the Acoustic Emission
Working Group (AEWG) , November 2, 1967, in Alcoa,
Tennessee, and lasted through the decade of the
19708. The AEWG brought together in one place all of
the savants of AB technology. It provided the first
forum for the Interchange of ideas and information
on this new and developing technology and helped to
coalesce the direction of activities of the dozen or

0

Fig. 26.
Plot of total counts and load versuS
deflection of a clear Douglas fir beam in flexure.
[reproduced from Porter's Ph.D. thesis, Ref. 80)
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Ing a commercial nondestructive testing service, he
had conducted acoustic emission tests on laminated
wooden beams for unbonded areas. In the pUblished
transcription of a talk he gave at the 50th Annual
Meeting of the Coal and Ore Dock Superintendents on
March 25, 1971, in Green Bay, Wisconsin [72], he
states: "We also have evaluated laminated wooden
beams. I do not know whether this is of interest but
a normal laminated beam is made up of a five or six
board lay-up. Some of them are, however, much
heavier and wiD be as much as a 30 board lay-up. If
they are not glued on both surfaces and less than
one hundred per cent adhesion is achieved the individual boards start to rub and that rUbbing creates
stress waves which are detected by the sensors. This
data is then analyzed for size of non-bond, location
(both horizontal and vertically) as well as any
other defects which may be present in the native
wood."

people doing research in acoustic emission in
this country. During this period the AEWG membership
grew to over two hundred, and nineteen meetings were
held, one of which was the First International
Conference on Acoustic Emission held September 1979
in Anaheim, CaUfornia. This activity spread worldwide through the formaUon of simDar working groups
in Japan in 1969 and in Europe in 1972 and is chronicled in the 2000 references cited in DrouUlard's
bibUogrsphy pubUshed in 1979 [16], which documents
most of the work done during this period.
80
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Unfortunately, Muenow never pubUshed his test
results in the open literature. Technical reports on
his applications of acoustic emission on civil engineering structures and in the construction industry
were considered proprietary to his customers.
However, by his active participation in the AEWG he
shared this information with most of us working in
the field of acoustic emission at that time.
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Listening to Plants Grow
Robert Hooke was perhaps the first to allude to
listening to plants in his Posthumous Works pUblished in 1705 [35]: " ...who knows, I say, but that it
may be possible to discover the Motions of the
Internal Parts of Bodies, whether Animal, Vegetable,
or Mineral, by the sound they make ... that in Plants
and Vegetables one might discover by the Noise the
Pumps for raising the Juice, the Valves for stopping
it, and the rushing of it out of one Passage into
another, and the like."
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I n reviewing Allen Green's historical article
[31] I was reminded of one of the most interesting
stories about acoustic emission from plants and in
particular wood which was a talk by Dr. Harvey L.
Balderston at the 11th Meeting of the AEWG, held
July 18-20, 1973, in Richland, Washington [15].
Balderston, who had recently retired from the Boeing
Company, Space Division, Seattle, Washington, had
moved to Boise, Idaho where he was conducting some
experiments at home. One of his experiments was
monitoring the acoustic emission from plant growth.
Quoting from Green's article (31), Balderston
" ... claimed to be able to hear tree growth."

Fig 27.
Minutes of the Formative Meeting of the
Acoustic Emission Working Group, held November 2,
1967, in Alcoa, Tennessee. The twelve people in
attendance were: Harvey L. Balderston, Harold L.
Dunegan- , JuUan R. Frederickt, Allen T. Green- ,
Phllip H. Hutton-, Robert W. Mosst, Charles W.
Mussert, Dwight L. Parry., Herb N. Pederson,
Bradford H. Schofield, Norman K. Sowards, and Jack
C. Spanner. [t indicates now deceased; • indicates
he is still working in acoustic emission)

More recently, according to an article in The
Denver Post (13), Professor Joe Hanan and graduate
student Richard Harkess at the Plant Environmental
Research Center st Colorado State University, Fort
ColUns, Colorado, " ••• have been listening to roses
to determine how much stress a plant is under, and
the relationship between the stress and what's
happening in the plant's environment." They use Il
microphone attached to the rose stem to detect
acoustic emission produced by the fonnation of vapor
bubbles. "The bubbles form when the plant doesn't
get enough moisture ....The more stress the plant is
under, the higher the number of (clicking) [acoustic
emission) events." Their original research was
Ustening to trees grow.

Porter first attended the 2nd Meeting of the
Acoustic Emission Working Group held August 29-30,
1968, in Seattle, Washington, where he introduced to
the AE community his research in acoustic emission
of wood. However, his assocIaUon with the AEWG was
brief -- lasting only three meetings.
One of the earUest users of acoustic emission
on wooden structures was Richard A. Muenow who was a
director of Law Engineering Testing Company in
Atlanta, Georgia. According to my meeting notes of
the 5th AEWG Meeting, held May 14-15, 1970, in Las
Vegas, Nevada (14), Muenow reported that in provid-
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Repeating Old Experiments -- Listening to Termites

Concluding Remarks

One area of present-day research Involves the
application of new technology to old Ideas. that Is.
repeating old experiments using modern, computerbased instrumentation. Some of these old experiments
were unauccessful or had marginal results because of
the limitations imposed by instrumentation of the
period, but are worthwhne repeating today employing
state-of-the-art signal processing and data analysis
techniques. One example of this form of research Is
the study of termite activity in wood reported In
1989 by Vernard R. Lewis and Richard L. Lemaster at
the Forest Products Laboratory, University of California in Richmond (52J. This research is ongoing.
A similar example Is a study that was completed this
year in Japan by Yoshihisa FujU, Masami Noguchi,
Yuji Imamura. and Masahlko Tokoro. members of the
Department of Wood Science and Technology and the
Wood Research Institute, Kyoto University (28J.
According to a citation In the latter of these two
reports an instrumented acoustic study of termites
in wood was performed over sixty years ago. In 1929
at the University of Pittsburgh, Alfred E. Emerson
and Robert C. Simpson listened to mutual communication of termites using s microphone made from a
telephone transmitter (21]. They reported that a
termite walking on the wood as well as soldier
termites hammering their heads upon the wood could
easily be heard through the head phones. A slmUar
study was reported In 1954 by Roy J. Pence, S.J.
Magasin, and R.G Nordberg at the University of California at Los Angeles (77J. Using a highly sensitive
pickup with a slender, needle-like probe protruding
from the head, which was inserted into the wood,
they listened to the response soldier and worker
termites produced in response to a series of disturbing raps on the surface of the wood.

Acoustic emission research and applications in
wood and wood products have evolved from these
beginnings and is chronicled in a comprehensive
listing of the world literature on acoustic emission
from wood. This special bibliography (tSJ, prepared
by T.F. DrouIDard and F.C. Beall, may be found in
the "AE Literature" section of this Issue of the
Journal of Acoustic Emission, which Is devoted
entirely to acoustic emission from wood.
As I have stated in several of my presentations
and previous bibliographies. I continue to welcome
new information, anecdotes, and copies of publications that help to make the history of acoustic
emission and the collection of AE literature more
complete. For example, finding KIshlnouye's paper
was a cardinal discovery, adding a signIficant piece
of new information to the history of acoustic emission. The AE studies of wood currently under way
have extended into interesting areas such as the
stUdy of insect attack on wood and the transport of
nutrients in plant stems and trees. Looking into
this area of AE research has also been rewarding.
revealing the historical work on termites in wood by
Emerson and Simpson.
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An Experiment on the Progression of Fracture
(A Preliminary Report)
Fuyuhiko Kishinouye
Seismology Department
(This report was presented under the same title at the Earthquake Research Institute
Seminar on November 21, 1933.)

1. (Introduction)
The motivation for the present experiment came from a study(1) of the distribution of the
rate of swarm earthquakes that had occurred near Ito on the Izu Peninsula over May to
June, 1930. When the rate (f) is plotted against time (t), the distribution for the swarm
earthquakes as a whole is shown in Fig. 1 and the strongest quake occurs at P past the peak
rate. In order to obtain the distribution over a shorter period, times of individual quakes
were detennined from the records of the 120x microseismometer located at the Misaki
seaside station. Since Misaki is located 50 tan from Ito across the Sagami Bay, not all the
earthquakes were recorded at Misaki. This is clear from the comparison of the numbers of
earthquakes recorded at Misaki and Ito. However, those quakes felt by people in Ito were
of the same number as quakes recorded at Misaki, which totaled about 5700. Of these,
twenty were the largest and felt by people in Tokyo. The quake rate distributions before
and after these largest quakes were studied in detail. They show four types of distribution
as follow:
(i) Even when the time scale is short, a distribution is similar to that shown in Fig. l.
This will be called tentatively the "swarm
earthquake" type. (P in Figs. 1 to 3 indicates
the time of the strongest quake.)
(il) An earthquake occurs almost alone. This is
the singular type.
(iii) After the main shock occurred at P, many
aftershocks occur and their rates decrease
Figure 1
with time. This is similar to a great
earthquake and its aftershocks, and is called
the aftershock type (see Fig. 2).
(iv) The rate of weak earthquakes increases
gradually to the main quake at P followed by
no quake activity. This is the pre-shock type
(Fig. 3), and is similar to the distribution of
non-eruptive earthquakes before a volcanic
eruption.

p

p

There are cases that combine these four types of distribution and cause difficulty in classifying. The disFigure 2
tribution is affected somewhat by time scale, but it is
unlikely that the existence of different distributions merely results from the selection of time
scale. Therefore, the author thought of the presence of underlying reasons for the above
observation and wanted to examine the relationship between the Ito swarm and the
Translation by Kanji Ono of Japanese article published in Jishin (Earthquakes), 6, 25-31 (1934). See also
T.P. Drouillard, "Anecdotal History of Acoustic Emission from Wood," in this issue.
Journal of Acoustic Emission
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preshocks of the nearby North Izu earthquake. If we
can differentiate swann earthquakes and preshocks,
we may be able to predict an earthquake in some
special cases.
It is generally believed that as a part of the earth's
crust is strained to the elastic limit, dynamic
displacement and fracture occur, producing seismic
waves. Thus, the author initiated an experiment on
fracture as described below considering it as one
interpretation of the rate distribution of earthquakes.

Ji
p
Figure 3

2. Fracture Experiment
Terada, Fujiwara, Taguchi, Nishimura (2) and others have studied the morphology of
cracks in fracture. The author has recorded sounds or rapid vibrations emitted during
fracture continuously on film. That is, I wanted to study temporal development of many
cracks.
An experimental apparatus was constructed using mostly readily available components, and
recorded sounds and vibrations produced when a thin wooden board was gradually bent
and finally fractured into two pieces. Initially, a microphone was considered as a sensor,
but a phonograph pick-up was used. The pick-up was affIXed with a screw to a steel
phonograph needle driven vertically into the sheet When the sheet vibrates, the needle
moves and generates a current in the pick-up coil. The current was amplified using a
modified 3-tube amplifier which was a part of an old-type radio-seismograph made by
Haeno (3), and connected to the recorder of the radio-seismograph. The main part of the
recorder is an oscillograph and the rotation of its mirror was transferred to a standard cinematographic film of 35 mm width. The film was
inconvenient for developing but good recording
was obtained using Panchromatic type film.

., ..
,.

,..-.

Wooden board fracturing apparatus is a simple
device shown in Fig. 4. Two support points (c)
that had cylindrical ends and one circular cylinder
(e) were used to bend a sample board The
cylindrical surface ensures tangential board
contacts. The ring was pulled through a wire (f) by
a threaded rod (g) on the right side in the figure.
The rod gradually bent the board as the pulley (h)
was turned with a drive-belt (n) and a pulley (i).
The latter was connected to a wonn gear drive G)
reducing the rotation of an electric motor (k) shown
in the bottom of the figure. The motor was 1/30
hp, 6V dc, but was inadequate and was enlarged
later to 118 hp, lOOV ac. To prevent the vibration
of the motor from reaching the pick-up, the motor
was placed on a separate table and a drive belt was
used for power transfer. Still, the vibration of the
larger motor caused interference, which was
virtually eliminated by putting both the bend
apparatus and the motor on rubber sheets. Further
care was needed during the experiment that was
affected by vibrations from a strong wind, passersby and a truck passing on a nearby street

Figure 4
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In order to indicate the amount of bending displacement, fme copper wires (m) were placed
at 5 mm intetval under the sheet to which a metal plate (1) was attached as a contact. When
the sheet moves 5 mm, a current passes and a marking is recorded on the fllm. An ac

synchronous motor I made previously (4) was used to generate timing marles. Each
revolution of the motor drives the third mirror and makes a timing mark for each 115
second. Both of these used a single 6V battery, but a parallel capacitor was needed to
eliminate spurious oscillations on the oscillograph.
3. Experimental Results
In addition to cracking sounds, inaudible vibrations were found to exist. The manner of
board cracking was dependent on the rate of bending, the type of board and the quality of
the boards. For board materials, red cedar, pine, white cedar, as well as lead-tin solder

were used. As noted earlier, bending of rock samples is desirable for studying the fracture
of the earth's crust. However, an experimental apparatus becomes complex and it is
difficult to obtain sample materials. Thus, readily available red cedar and pine were mainly
used. When the type of board material is the same, the quality of lumber, i.e., sapwood or
heartwood, is the same and the grains are unifonn, fracture occurs at about the same
displacement for a constant bending speed. However, the present experiment used only the
boards with grains parallel to their length direction.
Briefly, the results indicates that, as a board is bent, wood grains start to tear from the
outside of the CUIVed board emitting small cracking sounds. Occasionally, visible fracture
occurs with considerably large sounds. This behavior resembles those of swarm
earthquakes and preshocks that have many small quakes with occasional large earthquakes.
When the rate of bending increases, a massive fracture occurs after a large displacement.
Sometimes, a board fractures completely at that time, but in others small fractures follow
the massive one with many small vibrations accompanied by cracking sounds. The latter is
similar to a great earthquake followed by many aftershocks with gradually reducing
activities.
Strong effects of humidity on the strength of wood are well known. When sample boards
were prepared into the test shape, kept in a high humidity location for ten days and then
tested as before, no sudden fracture occurred and cracking proceeded gradually. When
prepared boards were immersed in water for a week and removed about one hour before
the experiment, they bent with some cracking. Upon removal from the bending apparatus,
they restored to the original shape and revealed little evidence of cracking or curvature.
4. Discussion on Rate Effects • omitted (This section contains Ref. 5.).

S. The Vibration of Boards during Fracture

So far, the above discussion is mainly concerned with fracture phenomenon and
earthquakes. It should be an interesting problem in the field of vibration to examine the
periods and shapes of vibrations that occur during fracture with audible cracking sounds
and inaudible vibrations. The author is presently studying these, but will report after the
vibrations of pick-up are clarified.
6. (Remarks)

This report is incomplete since quantitative aspects are not presented. These will be given in
the future. Here, I briefly described how I started the present experiment. A related theory
is discussed in reference (5), but I will contemplate on it further. As I am unfamiliar with
studies in engineering fields, I hope to be enlightened by someone.
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Finally, I am grateful to H. Kimura, B. Engr., for his experimental assistance, and to S.
Haeno, B. ScL, for the use of a vacuum tube amplifier.
(December, 1933.)
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Acoustic Emission from Drought-Stressed Red Pine
(Pinus resinosa)
Robert A. Haack and Richard W. Blank
plants appears to be ultrasonic (Ritman and Milburn, 1988;
Sandford and Grace, 1985; Tyree and Sperry, 1989a), occurring primarily in llte 100-300 kHz range (Tyree and Sperry,
1989b). Several researchers have studied AE production by
woody plants, using both commercial and custom-made
equipment (Table I). The main objective in most of these
investigations was to correlate AE production with cavitation
events. However, frequency-domain analysis has been conducted in woody plants (Tyree and Sperry, 1989b) as well as
drying lumber (Noguchi et al., 1985; Ogino et at., 1986).

Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) was recorded from potted red
pine (PinKS resinosa Ail) seedlings during two tests that
covered 3 to 5 weeks of simulated drought. AE results from
cavitation of water-conducting elements in vascular plants.
Drought stress, which increases the likelihood of cavitation,
was induced by withholding water from half of the seedlings.
AE was recorded at regular intervals during the drying period.
For each AE signal, several time-cSomain waveform parameters were determined such as signal duration, AE counts
(oscillations above threshold), rise time, and peak amplitUde.
Stressed seedlings flfSt produced AE events after 10 to 12
days in Test 1 and peaked within 20 10 23 days at 39
events/min; in Test 2, AE events rlfSt occurred on days 20 to
23, and peaked on days 31 to 37 at 22 events/min. Wellwatered (control) seedlings produced virtually no emissions.
Mean waveform parameters for AE events recorded during the
rlfSt half of the AE-production period for individual stressed
seedlings did not differ significantly from those recorded during the second half. Mean waveform values for all AE events
from the drought-stressed scedlings in Test 2 were 22.2 ~s
for signal duration, 3.9 counts, 8.8 ~s for rise time, and
36.8 dB for peak amplitUde. Positive correlations were
detected among signal duration, counts, rise time, and peak
amplitude.
1.

We are studying AE production by drought-stressed trees
from an entomological perspective. OUf interest is in
whether bark- and wood-boring insects that preferentially
attack drought-stressed trees (Haack and Mattson, 1989;
Mattson and Haack, 19871, b), may perceive and use Ihese
drought-induced acoustic signals during host colonization
(Haack et aI., 1988). One means to test this hypothesis
requires characterizing the AE rate and waveform pattern from
drought-stressed trees, and llten testing if insects are attracted
any differently to substrates pulsed with ultrasound that simulates drought-induced AE than to similar nonpulsed substrates. Our model system includes various species of pines
(PinKS spp.) and their associated bark beetles (Coleoptera:
Scolytidae). We conducted the present study to record and
characterize AE production in drought-stressed red pine (Pinus
resinosa Ait.) seedlings.

Introduction
2. Material and Experiment

To conduct water in vascular plants, xylem tissue functions at negative pressures with water being held under
tremendous tension (Kramer, 1983; Zimmermann, 1983).
During drought, this tension increases dramatically and
eventually results in cavitation of water columns within the
xylem clements (primarily single-cell tracheids in the wood
of nccdle-bearing coniferous trees and multi-cell vessels of
broad-leafed hardwood trees) (Tyree and Sperry, 1989a).
Cavitation releases energy that result in acoustic emission
(AE), both in the audio and ultrasonic (>20 kHz) range
(Ritman and Milburn, 1988; Tyree and Sperry, 1989a).
Theoretically, each AE evcnt represents cavitation of a
single water column.

2.1 PlanI Material and Preparation

Sixteen 3-year-old red pine seedlings, measuring 60·80
em in height, were used in the study. The seedlings had been
transplanted to pots when 2-years-old during spring of 1987,
and allowed to stabilize for one growing season outdoors. In
1988, eight seedlings were taken into a heated greenhouse in
January (Test I); the remaining eight were taken 10 the
greenhouse in February (Test 2). Once indoors, all seedlings
were watered regUlarly for 5-6 weeks, during which time
active new shoot growth began. In February (Test I) and in
March (Test 2) 1988, six of each group of eight seedlings
were selected for similar size and new-growth characteristics,
and taken to the laboratory. During each test, three seedlings
were assigned to the control (well-watered) treatment and
lltree to the drought (no water) treatment. Control trees
received about 200 m.l of water every 2-3 days; droughtstressed trees received no water until the end of the study
(after 22-25 days in Test I and 33-39 days in Test 2). When
not being tested for AE production, trees were kept next to a
series of east-facing windows in the laboratory.

Acoustic detection of cavitation in plants in the audio
range was fltSt reported by Milburn and Johnson (1966).
Ultrasonic AE from drought-stressed plants was discovered
more recently (Tyree and Dixon, 1983). Most AE in woody
Received 31 May 1990. The authors are affiliated with North Central
Forest Experiment Station, U.S. Depanment of Agrieulture Forest
Service, 1407 S. Harrison Road, Room 220, East Lansing, MI
48823 USA.
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Table 1. Summary data from several studies of AE from woody plants.

AE system

Bandpass
filter
Threshold
voltage
setup
(kHz)
M

AE equipment·
Sensor

Reference

Tola!
System
gain
(dB)

Genera of woody plants tested

Dixon et al. (1984)

B&K 8312

B&K, custom

100-2000

0.25

72-74

Thuja

Dixon et aI. (1988)

B&K 8312

B&K

100-2000

0.25

72-74

Rosa

Haack et aI. (1988)

PAC R15

PAC

100-300

0.3

72

Acer, Betula. Pimu. Quercus

Jones & Pefta (1986)

B&K 8312

Custom

100-1000

0.12-0.18

67

Mabu

Pefta & Grace (1986)

B&K 8312

B&K

100-1000

0.15

67

Pimu

Ritman & Milburn (1988)

B&K 8312

B&K

100-2000

76

Acacia. Ricimu. Tasmannia. Thuja

Salleo & 1.0 Gullo (1986)

B&K 8312

B&K, Ultrasci 100-2000

Salleo & 1.0 Gullo (1989)

B&K 8312

B&K, Ultrasci 100-2000

Sandford & Grace (1985)

B&K 8312

Custom

100-1000

PAC, custom

100-300

Sperry et al. (1988)

PAC R15 & 1151

-

..

0.12-0.18

Chorisia
Ceratonia
67
76-78

Chatruzecyparis. Malus
Cassipourea. Rhizophora

Tyree & Dixon (1983)

B&K 8312

B&K

100-2000

0.25

81

Tyree & Dixon (1986)

B&K 8312

B&K, custom

100-2000

0.25

72-74

Tyree & Sperry (1989b)

Several

Several

Several

0.25

Tyree et al. (1984a)

B&K 8312

B&K, custom

100-2000

0.25

72-74

Thuja

Tyree et al. (1984b)

B&K 8312

B&K, custom

100-2000

0.25

72-74

Thuja. Tsuga

Weiser & Wallner (1988)

ARTMCSOOLAET

350-700

Thuja
Acer, Thuja, TSilga
Acer, Betula. Pinus. Thuja

78

Comus. Fraximu. Malus, Pinus.
Pyrus

• Sensor: B&K 8312 = Bruel & Kjaer (Denmark) broadband transducer; PAC R15 = Physical Acoustics Corporation (New Jersey,
USA) ISO kHz resonant transducer; PAC 1151 c 150 kHz resonant transducer with internal post-amplifier; AET MC500L =
Acoustic Emission Technology Corporation (California, USA) 500 kHz resonant transducer.
• AE system includes amplifier, filter, AE analyzer and counter equipment: ART, B&K, and PAC as above; Ultrasci (Canada);
Custom = mostly custom built equipment
•• A dash denotes that no such information was specifically presented by the authors.
To aid in transducer placement, a circular section (about
1 em) of bark was removed near the base of each seedling.
The exposed xylem (sapwood) was covered with silicone
grease to reduce localized dehydration. The transducer was
affiXed to the exposed xylem with a silicone-grease couplant,
and a support cylinder was formed around the base of the
transducer and seedling stem using a hot-melt adhesive. The
support cylinder allowed for exact placement of the transducer on each sampling day.

300013004, which was set for an additional 32 dB gain; total
system gain was thus 72 dB. An event was recorded when the
resulting amplified signal was greater than a 0.3 V threshold
voltage. Other researchers have used similar settings (Table
1). For each recorded AE event, the PAC 300013004 measured
signal duration (J.1S), AE counts, rise time (15). and peak
amplitude (dB; 0 dB = 1 J.1V at the sensor). See Fig. 1 for
definitions.
Seedlings were sampled for AE production three times
weekly until the first events were detected, and then
sampling occurred every 1-2 days. AE sampling took place
during mid-morning (9-11 am) and continued until all
drought-stressed seedlings were severely wilted. after which
they were watered. AE was recorded for 10 minutes on each
seedling, using the same transducer, preamplifier, and AEprocessor channel throughout the studies.

2.2 AE Monitoring
We used AE equipment from Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) of Princeton, NJ. The sensors were 150 kHz
resonant transducers (PAC model R15) of the ceramic
piezoelectric type with -68 dB sensitivity. PAC model
InOA preamplifiers with 100-300 kHz bandpass filters and
40 dB gain were used. The AE processor was a PAC model
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SUbstantially during the drought period, mean parameter
values from the first half of the active period of AE
production (calCUlated indiVidUally in days for each droughtstressed tree), were compared with mean values from the
second half.

RISE
T1MEl
_

PEAK AMPLITUDE
--

COUNTS
'..- ENERGY

3.

Results

3.1 AE ROle

In both tests, AE production was far greater in the
drought-stressed seedlings than in the well-watered controls
(Fig. 2). In Test I, emissions were flTSt detected on day 10
after water was withheld, with mean AE rate peaking on day
20 at 39 events/min. In Test 2, AE was flTSt recorded on day
20, with peaking on day 31 at 22 events/min. The individual
drought-stressed seedlings began to produce AE events within
2 (Test 1) to 3 (Test 2) days of each other, and had peak AE
rates within 3 (Test 1) to 6 days (Test 2) of each other. In
general, AE production by drought-stressed trees was domeshaped, i.e., increasing to a peak and then declining. In both
tests, AE production by control trees was near zero
throughout the studies; only 8 and 6 AE events were recorded
from control seedlings in Tests 1 and 2, respcctfully.

Fig. 1. Typical AE waveform showing parameters commonly
measured above a preset threshold voltage: event duration,
rise time, peak amplitude, AE counts and energy.
Table 2. Simple correlations ([) among signal duration,
counts, rise time, and peak amplitude for AE events recorded
from drought-stressed red pine seedlings in Test 2; based on
all AE events having values of 1 ~s or greater (N",553
events), £<.0001 for all values below.
Duration

Counts

~)

(N)

Rise time Amplitude
(dB)
(v.s)

0.933

Duration
Counts
Rise time
Amplitude

0.933
0.849
0.750

0.849
0.826

0.826
0.659

3.2 AE Waveform Characteristics

0.750
0.659
0.550

All correlations among the AE signal parameters were
highly significant (P<O.OOOI; Table 2). Strong positive
correlations existed among duration, AE counts, rise time,
and peak amplitude.

0.550

Mean signal duration, AE counts, rise time, and peak
amplitude are presented in Table 3 for AE events recorded
during Test 2. No significant differences (E.<0.05) were
detected between mean signal parameters recorded during the
flTSt and second halves of the AE-producing period (Table 3).
In general, average signal duration and amplitude were
broadly similar between AE events recorded from stressed and
control seedlings (Table 3).

2.3 Stalistical Analysis

AE data were analyzed with procedures of the Statistical
Analysis System (SAS, version 6.03). Some technical problems occurred during AE signal analysis in Test I, so data
from Test 2 will be emphasized. Correlation analysis was
performed among the measured AE signal parameters from
Test 2. To test whether mean AE-parameter values changed
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Fig. 2. AE rate (events/min) recorded with a 150 kHz resonant transducer from watered (control, 3 trees/test) and unwatered
(drought-stressed, 3 trees/test) red pine seedlings on various days during a period of simulated drought: threshold voltage '" 0.3
V, total system gain", 72 dB.
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Fig. 3. Distributions of various waveform parameters for AE events recorded from drought-stressed red pine seedlings during a
33-day period of simulated drought (553 AE events, Test 2 data only): threshold voltage = 0.3 V, total system gain = 72 dB.
Table 3. Mean values of waveform parameters (mean ±. 1 SE) for AE events recorded from drought-stressed and control (watered)
red pine seedlings (fest 2), using a 150 kHz resonant transducer, threshold voltage of 0.3 V, and total system gain of 72 dB.

Parameter •
Duration (J.LS)
Counts (N)
Rise time (Ils)
Peak amplitude (dB)
AE events (N)

lst half
22.3±1.0
2-110
3.9±O.1
1-16
8.5±O.4
0-23
37.1±0.3
29-53
217

Drought-stressed pjne
Port jon of dO'ing period ••
2nd half
f>
22.l±O.8
2-70
3.9±0.1
1-11
9.0±0.4
0-43
36.6±O.2
29-53
336

0.90
0.84
0.22
0.20

All
22.2±0.6
2-110
3.9±O.1
1-16
8.8±O.3
0-43
36.8±O.2
29-53
553

Watered
pine
16.5±3.5
5-26
1.5±0.2
1-2
1.8±0.7
0-4
40.0±3.1
27-47
6

•
For peak amplitude, 0 dB = 1 IlV at the sensor.
.. The period of time (days) over which AE production occurred was divided in half for each drought-stressed tree before
analysis, with mean parameter values (within rows) analyzed for significant differences (P<O.OS; ANOVA).
4.

Frequency distributions for signal duration, AE counts,
rise time, and peak amplitude are presented in Fig. 3 for AE
events recorded from the drought-stressed pines in Test 2.
Overall, distributions for signal duration and rise time were
skewed downward from low to high values, while distributions for AE counts and peak amplitude were more bellshaped. The bell-shaped distribution for peak amplitude indicates that total system gain was set sufficiently high.

Discussion

4.1 AE Rate
The higher rate of AE production by the drought-stressed
pines appears to reflect the greater number of cavitations
that these trees experienced compared with the well-watered
pines. The stressed seedlings, however, were not checked for
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any loss in hydraulic conductivity, which is strong evidence
that cavitation has occurred (Tyree and Sperry, 1989a). The
shorter time period before AE was initiated in Test 1
compared with Test 2 may reflect the variation in room
relative humidity (RH) that occurred, i.e., 20-25% RH during
Test 1 and 35-45% during Test 2; room temperature was
about 220 C during each test. Noguchi et a1. (1983) reported
that AE rate was very sensitive to changes in atmospheric
humidity.

The range of AE values reported here for seedlings is
probably similar to that recorded from mature pine trees.
However, since larger cells may release more energy during
cavitation than smaller ones (see discussion in Ritman and
Milburn, 1988; Tyree and Sperry, 1989a, b), some increase
in mean signal duration and peak amplitUde could occur
because average length of xylem elements increases slightly
with tree age (Bailey and Tupper, 1918; Fegel, 1941). For
example, mean tracheid length increased from 1-2 mm in
young trees of several pine species to 3-5 mm in mature
trees (Bailey and Tupper, 1918).

Similar differences in AE production between droughtstressed and well-watered trees have been reported for Scotch
pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) (Pella and Grace, 1986) and apple
(Malus domestica Borkh.) (Jones and Pena, 1986). The
threshold for occurrence of AE is about -1.0 MPa in the
north-temperate woody plants studied to date (Dixon et aI.,
1984; Jones and Pella, 1986; Tyree and Dixon; 1983). The
increase and eventual decrease in AE rates noted here are
similar to changes in AE rate from cut branch samples
(Haack et aI., 1988) and drying lumber (Becker, 1982;
Honeycutt et aI., 1985; Noguchi et at, 1980, 1983, 1985,
1987; Skaar et aI., 1980). One possible explanation for the
eventual decline in AE production with increasing stress is
that only a fmite number of xylem elements occur within the
listening distance of the transducer, and that AE rate
decreases once most elements have cavitated. However, with
whole plants, AE rate may eventually decline due to increased
stomatal closure in leaves, which would reduce water loss and
thus reduce AE production resulting from cavitation.

It has been suggested that the largest xylem elements
should cavitate first during periods of drought (Tyree and
Dixon, 1986; Tyree et at, 1984b), and as stated above,
larger cells may release more energy during cavitation. If
true, then mean AE parameters such as signal duration and
peak amplitude should decrease over time. Such trends did
occur for AE events recorded from branch samples of eastern
white pine (Pinus strobus L.) that were allowed to dry
indoors over a 7-week period (Haaclc et at, 1988). However.
such trends were not observed in the present study as
indicated by similar AE parameter values recorded early and
late during the drought period. In contrast to the 7-week
drying period in the above white pine study, AE events in
the present study were actively produced for only 1-2 weeks
before the seedlings were rewatered. A much narrower range
of tracheid sizes may thus have cavitated in the seedlings
than in the cut branch samples that dried from 66 to 34%
moisture content (Haack et al., 1988). Tyree and Sperry
(1989b) analyzed AE waveforms from four tree species during
dehydration, using fast Fourier transform (FFT), and noted
that AE signals shifted to higher frequencies as drying
progressed. However, such shifts in AE frequency may not
simply renect cavitation of cells of varying sizes (larger to
smaller cells), but may reflect how changes in wood water
content affect the mode of AE transmission through drying
wood (Tyree and Sperry, 1989a). In addition to AE signal
parameters being altered as they travel through wood, Tyree
and Sperry (l989b) report that the qualities of the transducers
will also innuence the received waveform parameters.

4.2 AE Waveform Parameters
As in the present study, Haack et a1. (1988) also
reported positive correlations among signal duration, AE
counts, rise time, and peak amplitude for four other tree
species. Such trends appear logical; Le., AE events of longer
duration would tend to have greater values of AE counts, rise
time, and peak amplitude. However, because AE signals are
modified as they travel through wood (Tyree and Sperry,
1989b), the calculated correlations could change somewhat if
AE events were measured at their source rather than on the
wood surface.

4.3 Implications for Bark- and Wood.Feeding Insects
The wide range of values recorded for the various AE
parameters probably renects more the variation in origin of
the AE events, and thus differing degrees of attenuation (see
Jones and Pena, 1986; Sandford and Grace, 1985; Tyree and
Sperry, 1989a, b), than variation in tracheid size. Overall,
tracheids are rather uniform in length and diameter in species
of pine (panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980). For example, Bailey
and Tupper (1918) reported that tracheid length in red pine
ranged from 1.8 to 3.2 mm, with a mean length of 2.7 mm.
Moreover, in the study by Fegel (1941), tracheids averaged
3.2 mm long and 28 ~m wide in trunk: samples of red pine
trees. Within-tree variation in length of xylem elements is
much greater in hardwood trees than in conifers. For
example, in diffuse-porous hardwoods (e.g., maple (Acer] and
birch [Betula)) most vessel lengths range from 2 to 30 cm,
while in ring-porous hardwoods (e.g., ash (Fraxinus] and oak
[Quercus)) vessel lengths range from less than 10 cm to more
than 10 m (Zimmermann and Jeje, 1981; Zimmermann and
Potter, 1982).

Many bark- and wood-feeding insects preferentialJy
attack drought-stressed trees. but just how they detect
stressed trees is not completely understood. Drought-stressed
trees are generally more susceptible as well as nutritionally
more suitable to insects than are well-watered trees (Haack
and Mattson, 1989; Mattson and Haack, 1987a, b). Visual,
olfactory, and gustatory cues are known to be important
factors in allowing tree-infesting insects to locate, recognize, and accept their host plants (Haaclc and Siansky,
1987). It is not known, however, if AE signals serve as
additional cues for insects to recognize drought-stressed
trees. Nonetheless, insects in several diverse groups are
known to produce andlor respond to ultrasound over the
range from 20 to 200 kHz (Haack et at, 1988; Sales and
Pye, 1974; Spangler, 1988).
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stomatal conductance and cavitation on a sapling of ThlAja
occidentalis L," Plant, Cell Environ. 7, 615-618.

Pine-infesting insects such as bark beetles fly to
appropriate host trees, lUooel through the bark to the wood
(ltylem) surface, and there mate and lay eggs. Such insects
would be eltposed to a range of vibrational signals as they
penetrate the bark. That is, for a given degree of stress, relatively few low-intensity AE signals would be perceived at the
bark surface, but as the insects tunnel toward the sapwood,
many more AE signals would be sensed. For example, in our
attenuation studies with red pine branches (unpublished data),
AE pulses of 99 dB were sensed at a distance of 5 em as
signals of 76 dB on the wood surface, but only 51 dB on the
bark surface. The rate of AE production would depend pri·
marily on the degree of drought stress that the tree was
experiencing at the time of attack. As noted in the above
discussion (Sec. 4.1), the threshold for AE production in
many woody plants is about -I MPa. For some coniferinfesting bark beetles, their threshold for attack is about -2
MPa (Ferrell, 1978), and thus some AE production would
undoubtedly be occurring during the attack phase. Bark
beetles apparently do not fully accept or reject the host tree
until they have tunneled through the outer bark and into the
inner bark-sapwood region (Elkinton and Wood, 1980).
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1991
1st International Conference on AE in Manufacturing
Papers are solicited for this Conference to be held June 12-14, 1991, Berkeley, California. The manuscript should be
submitted by October 31, 1990 to: Professor David A. Dornfeld, 1st International Conference on AE in Manufacturing,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 FAX 415-643-8982

4th International Conference on Acoustic Emission
Plan is under way for the 4th International Conference on Acoustic Emission following the meetings at Anaheim (1979),
Lake Tahoe (1985) and Charlotte, North Carolina (1989). 35th AEWG meeting will also be held. This conference is
cosponsored by the American Society for Nondestructive Testing during its 50th Year Anniversary Meeting in Boston,
September 16 - 19, 1991. For more details, contact Dr. S. Vahaviolos, general chairman, Physical Acoustics Corp., PO Box
3135, Princeton, NJ 08542. FAX 609-895-9726

1992
11th International AE Symposium
The 11th lAES, sponsored by the JSNDI. will be held on Oct. 21 - 24, 1992 at Sun Palace (convention center) in Fukuoka,
Japan. Fukuoka is located on the island of Kyushu and can be reached in less than 2 hours from Tokyo by air. Paper and
Program Committee Chair is Prof. K. Takahashi (Kyushu Univ.) and the Organizing Conunittee is chaired by Prof. T. Kishi
(Tokyo Univ.) while the Secretarial Committee by Prof. M. Ohtsu (Kumamoto Univ.). Details will be announced later. The
10th IAES was held at the Aoba Memorial Hall, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan on 22 - 25 October 1990. The
Symposium attracted about 160 participants. Committee chairs were Profs. H. Niitsuma, K.Yamaguchi and H. Takahashi.

From left to right, Profs. H. Niitsuma (Tohoku Univ.) T. Kishi, K. Yamaguchi (Tokyo Univ.),
K. Takahashi, M. Ohtsu and H. Takahashi (Tohoku Univ.). At the 10th IAES Banquet.
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The Effect of Moisture Content and Ring Angle on the
Propagation of Acoustic Signals in Wood
Stephen L. Quarles
Abstract

Whereas the complexity of the wood system makes it
difficult to model the propagation of acoustic signals, it is
still useful to understand the relative importance of physical
and structural properties on attenuation. Knowing the relative
importance of these properties will aid in future experimentation and will also be of some practical importance in implementing acoustic based (ultrasonic) nondestructive evaluation
systems in actual process control and monitoring situations
(e.g., drying, defect detection, glueline curing, and detecting
early stages of decay in structural wooden members). The
objective of this study, therefore, was to evaluate the effects
of propagation direction (Le., ring angle) and moisture content on the propagation of acoustic signals.

Transverse and longitudinal propagation of a pUlsed signal was investigated using Douglas-fir and California black
oak samples subjected to six different moisture content conditions at a constant temperature of 21°C. The pulsing and
receiving transducers were 110 kHz and 175 kHz resonant
frequency sensors, respectively. Results showed that the root
mean square (rms) value of the received signal was much
greater in the oak specimens. Propagation in the transverse
direction was dependent on the direction of propagation relative to the growth ring, although the exact relationship was
species dependent Propagation at moisture levels above the
fiber saturation point was significantly less than that at
lower moisture contents. Differences in propagation could be
explained in terms of changes in acoustical impedance resulting from density differences within and between growth rings
and variation of the speed of sound with moisture content

2.

California black oak (Quercus kelloggiiJ, a ring porous
hardwood, and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesiiJ, a softwood exhibiting an abrupt transition between earlywood and
latewood, were used in this study. A diagram of these two
species is given in Fig. I. Specimen material was carefully
machined into 20 x 20 x 20 rom cubes. Samples were processed so as to obtain a range of ring angles so that propagation directions from parallel to perpendicular to the growth
ring could be tested. Propagation in the longitudinal direction was also tested on all specimens. A total of sixteen
samples were used for each species. The number of samples
per ring angle group was unequal. Actual numbers are given
in a later section.

1. Introduction
The use of acoustic-based non-destructive evaluation
techniques (e.g., acoustic emission (AE) and acousto-uItrasonics (AU» have increased significantly recently. This
technology has provided useful laboratory techniques for
evaluating and monitoring certain solid wood and wood composite manufacturing processes, some of which have found
commercial application and acceptance. In several of these
applications and potential applications, the effect of physical and/or structural properties on the propagating signal
(from the source) could lead to misinterpreting the meaning
of the received acoustic signal. Wood is an anisotropic
(ortholropic) material and highly attenuative. Noguchi et a1.
(1987) reported that the effective propagation distances for
acoustic emission signals might be only 50 em parallel to
the grain and 10 em perpendicular to the grain. The actual
effective propagation distance should depend on the threshold voltage of the monitoring equipment as well as the
intensity of the acoustic event. Beall (l987) summarized
material effects on signal propagation, and Okyere and
Cousin (1980) published attenuation values for several wood
species in the green (wet) condition. Preliminary results
reported by Lemaster and Dornfeld (1987), Quarles and Zhou
(1987), and Quarles and Lemaster (1990) indicated that wood
moisture content also affects signal propagation.

Measurements were made at six moisture content conditions. These included the fully saturated condition (designated
S), three equilibrium conditions below the fiber saturation
point (at equilibrium with approximately 90. SO and 10%
relative humidities), and at one point during desorption
between the saturated condition and the 90% relative humidity (RH) equilibrium condition (designated I). Therefore, at
this intermediate condition, a moisture gradient existed in
the specimen. The saturated condition was obtained by submerging the cubes in water and subjecting them to a series of
vacuum and atmospheric pressure cycles over a period of
three days. The same samples were tested at each moisture
condition. Relative humidity conditions were obtained using
saturated salt solutions (potassium nitrate, calcium nitrate
tetrahydrate, and lithium chloride for the 90, SO, and 10%
RH conditions respectively). The dry-bulb temperature was
constant at 21"C. Equilibrium times for the 90%, 50%, and
10% RH conditions were 44, 70, and 87 days, respectively.

Received 30 September 1989. The Dullior is affiliated willi University of California Forest Products Laboratory, Richmond, CA
94804 USA.
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Experimental

The acoustic source consisted of a nearly continuous
signal supplied by a signal generator coupled with a laboratory built signal pulser. The spike-pUlse signal had an ampIi
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height) were 10 and 30 ns, respectively. All specimens were
tested in a through-thickness transmission mode. Pulsing and
receiving transducers were coupled to conical steel wave
guides which were tapered from a diameter of 25 mm to 10
mm at the wood end with a 60' angle of taper. A standard
AET SC6 resin couplant was used to couple the transducers to
the waveguide. A 2 mm thick piece of black neoprene rubber
was used as a couplant between the waveguide and the wood.
An AET 204B was used to amplify (SO dB total gain) and filter (0.125 - 2 MHz bandpass filter) the received signal. After
amplification the received signal was sent to an Analog
Devices true-root-mean square (rms) voltage chip, and the
rms voltage was then displayed on a digital voltmeter. The
rms voltage was used as a relative measure of signal attenuation.

California black oak

T
Vessel
band
Growth rlng

L

R

Density profiles at several transverse ring directions
were measured using an x-ray densitometer. The source was
generated using a Kevex x-ray tube with a tungsten target and
the sensor was a Victoreen 500 cesium iodide, photo diode
scintillation detector. The 1.5 - 2.0 mm thick specimens, cut
from the original 20 x 20 x 20 mm specimens, were placed
on a computer controlled translation table. Measurements
were made at 0.053 mm intervals along the 20 mm length
(across successive growth rings) of each specimen. The densitometer was calibrated for Douglas-fir, and no calibration
runs were made for these specific Douglas-fir or California
black oak specimens. Therefore, the density profile measurements, and acoustic impedance calculations, should only
be considered as relative values.

Douglas-fir

T
Latewood

(high density)

L

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1. A diagram showing the major anatomical differences
between Douglas-fir and Califomia black oak. The ring
angle, ~, is also shown.

1.1 Transverse Grain Propagarion
Averaged over Moisture Content Condition - The average moisture content and standard deviation at each test condition is given in Table 1. Douglas-fit exhibited more consistent moisture contents at each test condition compared to
California black oak, however the moisture contents of the

tude of approximately 250 V with a repetition frequency of
500 Hz and was sent to a 110 kHz resonant frequency transducer (the pulsing transducer). The half-height pulse width
was 25 ns, and the rise and fall times (10-90% of pulse

Table I The average moisture content (MC) and fractional void volume of the California black oak and Douglas-fit
specimens at each moisture condition. The standard deviation of the moisture content is given in parentheses.

Species
Oak

Douglas-fit

Test
Condition

Average MC (%)

(Std Deviation)

Fractional Void Volume

Saturated
Intermediate
90%RH
S09& RH
10%RH
Oven-dry

109.3
76.0
27.3
9.8
2.7
0.0

(21.6)
(13.3)
(1.9)
(0.3)
(0.2)
(0.0)

0.17
0.33
0.55
0.64
0.67
0.69

Saturated
Intermediate
90%RH
50%RH
10% RH
Oven-dry

131.8
66.5
20.3
9.4
3.4
0.0

(2.2)
(3.9)
(0.4)
(0.2)
(0.1)
(0.0)

0.04
0.36
0.58
0.64
0.67
0.68
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Fig. 2. The effect of moisture content on rms voltage for
Douglas-fit and California black oak: specimens tested in the
transverse grain directions. The RMS values are averaged
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Fig. 3. Interaction plot for Douglas-fit and Califomia black
oak showing the relationship between propagation direction
and moisture content for selected testing conditions.
with a transition occurring near the FSP (i.e., near the 90%
RH condition). At the lower moisture content levels the measured signal was fairly constant, and at the higher moisture
content levels the signal decreased toward zero as the moisture content approached the saturation condition. These
results were in agreement with the expected trend based on
signal loss due to an increased impedance mismatch corresponding to the higher moisture contents. The acoustic
impedance, Z, is numerically equivalent to the density, p,
multiplied by the speed of sound, c. As moisture content
decreases, density (current mass, current volume) decreases
and the speed of sound increases (Kollman and Cote 1968;
James et al., 1982). Because the volume of wood remains
constant at moisture contents above the FSP (a moisture content of approximately 30%, oven-dry basis), the relalive
increase in density above the FSP is greater than the relative
decrease in the speed of sound and consequently contributes
more to the calculated value of Z.

oak: samples were fairly consistent at the three equilibrium
humidity conditions. The variability within a given conditioning group was always lower at the lower moisture content levels. Three oak: samples exhibited extremely high
moisture contents at the saturated and intermediate
(desorption) conditions (137, 141, 1729& and 96, 93, 1139'0,
respectively). Excluding these specimens the average moisture content at the first two COnditions were 99.99& (s=3.8)
and 70.29& (s..3.3). In the saturated condition the average
fractional void volume for the oak specimens was greater
than that for the Douglas-fir (0.17 versus 0.04). However,
the fractional void volume of the oak specimens with the
high moisture content values were slightly below the average
value, and therefore should not have influenced the observed
higher moisture content At the intermediate desorption condition, the fractional void volumes were approximately equal
for both species (0.33 and 0.36 for oak: and Douglas-fir,
respectively) (Table 1). Void volume was calculated assuming
specific gravities of wood substance, bound water, and free
water of 1.46, 1.115, and 1.0, respectively.

Values of Z for Douglas-fir and oak: were estimated to
determine if changes in Z could account for the observed differences in attenuation. With regard to Douglas-fit, it was
assumed that the speed of sound perpendicular to the grain
was 790 mls for moisture contents above the FSP and 1012
mls for moisture contents below the FSP. Using average
specimen density values for Douglas-nr, the value of Z was
0.718 x 106 and 0.623 x 1()6 kglm1 s above and below the
FSP, respectively. Values for the speed of sound were
obtained by averaging the data given for the softwood
species in Kollman and Cote (1968), and by estimating the
influence of moisture using data presented by James et al.
(1982). For oak, speed of sound values reported by James el
al. (1982), and average density values from Ute test speci

The effect of moisture condition On transverse signal
propagation for Douglas-fit and California black oak is
shown in Fig. 2. Even though the RMS values of the
received signals were generally 3 or 4 times stronger in the
oak specimens, the trends were similar for both species. It
should be noted that rms voltage (RMS) will be used
throughout the paper to characterize the magnitude of the
received signal, indicating the degree of signal attenuation
occurring in the wood. For each species, maximum signal
attenuation occumd above the fiber saturation point (FSP),
191

mens, gave Z values of 0.775 x 106 and 0.615 x 106 for
moisture contents above and below the FSP, respectively.
This information showed that changes in Z caused by
changes in moisture content, gross density, and speed of
sound can be significant enough to affect the strength of the
propagating signal. However, the absolute difference between
Z determined above and below the FSP is relatively small
(between 15 and 20% for both species), which may be an
indication that attenuation is also dependent on differences
in other physical properties (e.g., elastic modulus), or to a
relaxation proc::ss. Differences, for example, in the elastic
modulus would also help explain the species differences
observed in this experimenL

Douglas-fir were different than those for oak, and consequently this explanation does not hold. The variation of E
with ring angle is a function of several factors, inclUding the
modulus of rigidity, Poisson's ratio, and E, and therefore this
relationship may vary between species.
Figure 3 also showed that attenuation as a function of
propagation ring angle is minimal at the saturated condition.
At the saturated condition the RMS for the oak was 14.5
times greater than that for Douglas-fir, showing that absolute
differences can exist between species. Factors that affect the
absolute reading include density and density variability, both
between and within growth rings, and their impact OD physical properties. Void volume could also affect the strength of
the received signal, however, as shown in Table I, the fractional void volume differences between species at each testing condition was minimal. In addition, the effect of void
volume has been reported to be small (Lemaster and Quarles,
1990).

The information shown in Fig. 2 was averaged over
RMS values from the transverse propagation directions. The
measurements at the 90% RH condition were significantly
greater than measurements at the lower RH and oven-dry conditions. This was especially lrUe for Douglas-fir, but also
evident with oak. In order to observe any potential interaction between environmental testing condition and propagation direction, RMS measurements were calculated for each
direction over the range of environmental conditions used.
This information is shown in Fig. 3, and indicates that the
signal increase at the 90% RH condition was consistent over
most of the propagation directions. Graphical information
reported in James et at (1982) showed a change in slope in
the transit time/unit length versus moisture content curves
for mixed hardwoods and red pine (the curve for Douglas-far
was not shown). The rate of change in transit time/unit
length per %MC above approximately 30% was less than
that below 30% (the nominal FSP). Consequently, it is possible that the impedance mismatch at this point is lower relative to the other RH conditions because of an interaction
between speed of sound and density in the earlywood and
latewood bands at this condition. thereby leading to lower
attenuation. Burmester (1965) measured the speed of sound in
the longitudinal direction in earlywood and Iatewood in several conifer species, and found that in some cases velocity
was significantly lower in the lower density earlywood, and
in no case was the velocity higher.

Avera~ed Over ADele - The propagation angle was measured between the pUlsing direction and the growth ring (Fig.
1). Therefore at O' the acoustic signal would be propagating
in the tangential direction, and at 90' the signal would be
propagating in the radial direction. The transverse ring
angles investigated with the Douglas-fir specimens included
O. 5, 15, 25. 30, 60, 65, 75, 85, and 90', and with the oak
specimens included 5, 10, 35, 45, 55. 80, and 85'.
Measurements were made on both transverse surfaces, and
therefore for Douglas-fit the 0/90, 5/85, 15n5, 25/65, and
30/60' measurements were made on the same specimens. The
number of samples per ring angle group for the 0190, 5/85,
15175, 25/65, and 30160' specimens was 4, 4, 3, 2, and 3.
respectively. Similarly for oak, the 5/85, 10/80, 35/55, and
45/45' measurements were made on the same specimens. The
number of samples per ring angle group for the 5/85. 10180,
35/55 and 45/45'specimens was 4, 4, 5, and 3, respectively.
The results of the Douglas-fir and oak measurements
averaged over aU moisture content conditions are shown in
Fig. 4. Compared to the oak specimens, the Douglas-fir RMS
values were relatively small at aU ring angles. The Douglasfar RMS measurements showed a decreasing trend between O'
and 90' (i.e., the maximum RMS measurement occurred when
the acoustic signal was propagating in the tangential direction). Signal attenuation was minimum in the tangential
direction since propagation could occur completely in a earlywood or latewood band, without crossing a growth ring
boundary. Therefore signal attenuation due to impedance
mismatches would be minimized. In the radial direction, the
number of boundaries, and the resulting number of impedance
mismatches, would tend to increase signal attenuation. as
indicated by the results. The exception to this general trend
occurred with the 30/60' specimens, pulsing in the 30' direction, where the average measurement was greater than those
at other propagation angles. It should be noted that the 30'
RMS measurements were not significantly different from the
O' measurements.

Alternatively, the relationship between moisture content
and ring angle observed in Fig. 3 may be related to the variation in Young's modulus, E, with ring angle. Bodig and
Jayne (1982) reported that a second degree (parabolic) relationship existed between the effective modulus and ring
angle. This is similar to the curves at low moisture contents
shown in Fig. 3. Since Z can also be defined in terms of
density and elastic modulUS, and assuming that density is
constant at a given moisture content. the variation in Z
should be proportional to the square root of E (Z = ~
Therefore, the relationship between attenuation and ring
angle should be similar to that between E and ring angle. For
oak samples at low moisture contents, this was the case. The
relatively flat curve observed with the saturated oak samples
could be related to differences in Z between water filled and
empty vessels. Hussey (1975) gave a value of Z for water of
1.43 x 106, somewhat less than half the value reported for
oak at moisture levels above FSP, indicating that the influence of water filled vessels can be significanL The results for

The results of the oak measurements are also given in
Fig. 4. The general trends exhibited with the Douglas-fir
specimens (decreasing signal level from the tangential to the
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trend was consistent at all test conditions except the saturated condition (see Fig. 3), and appeared to become more
pronounced as the nominal test moisture content decreased.
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The relationship betwecn transverse propagation direction (ring angle) and moisture content was inconsistent for
Douglas-fir and oak. At the higher moisture content conditions (saturated and inlermediale) the effect of ring angle was
minimal. At the equilibrated moisture content levels, the
relationship between signal level and ring angle was the
same as the trends exhibited in Fig. 4. This result indicated
that when testing at high moisture content levels (I.e.,
above the FSP) it would not be necessary to make any
allowance. or correction, for ring angle. At lower moisture
contents some correction may be necessary.
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In order to observe differences in density gradients with
propagation direction, the vertical density proflle was determined for each sample. Examples of the measured density
profiles for the Douglas-far and oak specimens are given in
Figs. S and 6. The plotted density values were averaged over
the specimens in the 30/60· and S/8S· groups for Douglasfir, and the 3SISS· and S/8S·groups for oak. The results
shown here are representative of the trends exhibited in the
other ring angle groups. Since the Douglas-far measurements
shown in Fig. 4 were averaged over aU moisture content
levels, one can assume an average velocity. and therefore
changes in acoustic impedance. would follow the same within
specimen pattern as the density profiles. Therefore. one
could expect greater atlenuation at angles approaching radial
propagation and less attenuation at angles approaching tangential propagation. solely on the basis of the greater number of significant impedance mismatches encountered in the
radial direction.
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Fig. 4. The effect of propagation direction (ring angle) on
rms voltage for Douglas-fir and California black oak. The
RMS values are averaged over all moisture contents. The
upper and lower bars represent the 9S% confidence intervals.
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Results from the density profiles for Douglas-flC and oak
support the results observed in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 5
clearly shows that the number and magnitUde of density variation and therefore of impedance mismatches is greater at 60'
and 85· compared to S· and 30·, and consequently attenuation
at the larger ring angles should be grealer. This relationship
was observed in Douglas-far (Fig. 4). As seen in Fig. 6, the
oak density profiles for the 8S·and S· directions were very
similar, and therefore one would expect changes in Z to be
similar. The density profiles for the SSG ring angle samples
show less abrupt, and fewer changes in density, as do the 35·
samples, although in this case the prome was far less
smooth compared to those in the 35· direction. Density variation does not explain all of the observed differences, especially at the smaller ring angles. For example, the density
profile for the S· direction was similar to that for the 35·
direction yet the signal RMS was very different The grealer
attenuation at the mid-grain angles was thought to be due to
grealer vessel volume, and an associated increase in energy
absorption, which occurred in the propagation pa\h.
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Fig. S. Resulls of the x-ray densitomeler density profile for
Douglas-nr. Ring angles include a) S· and 8S·, and b) 30·
and 60·.

3.2 Longitudinal Propagation

radial direction) were not evident here. The RMS measurements at the low (5 and 10·) and high (80 and 85") propagation angles wcre very similar. Thc middle angles (35, 45 and
55·) were also very similar and consistently lower than the
measurements at the low and high propagation angles. This

The results of the longitudinal (parallel to the grain)
measurements for Douglas-fir and oak are given in Fig. 7.
The longitudinal RMS measurements for Douglas-fir were
consistently larger than in the transverse grain direction
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was approximately constant, but as was the case in the
transverse direction, the maximum RMS measurement occurred at the 90% RH condition.
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The results of the oak measurements indicated that attenuation was greatest at the lower moisture content levels. The
trends shown here were opposite to those seen for all transverse measurements and for the Douglas-fIT longitudinal measurements. These results could indicate that the open pore
structure found in all red oak type wood (as compared to
white oak, in which case the vessels (pores) are generally
filled with a substance called tyloses), tend to enhance signal
propagation. This seems to be especially true when the wood
is at a fairly high moisture content (I.e., at or above the
FSP).
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These results indicated that. within a given species, the
propagation of sound through wood could be explained by
differences in moisture content and density across the growth
rings. Comparing observed propagation differences between
Douglas-fIT and Califomia black oak indicated that structural
(I.e., anatomical) differences between, and perhaps even
within, species have a significant effect on propagation.
These results also confirm that signal transmission in the
longitudinal direction is much greater than that in transverse
grain directions (i.e., attenuation is less in the longitUdinal
direction). The relationship between RMS and moisture content showed that attenuation decreased with decreasing moisture content from the saturated condition to the FSP, and a
relatively constant signal from the FSP to the oven-dry condition. Therefore, the fiber saturation point appears to be the
major delineation point affecting signal propagation, with
attenuation being significantly greater at higher moisture
<:ontents.
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Fig. 6. Results of the x-ray densitometer density profile for
California black oak. Ring angles include a) So and 85°, and
b) 35° and 65'.
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Conferences and Symposia
(Continues on page 214 and pages 223 • 226)
This paper is a modest contribution to the application of
acoustic emission technique to studies of machining process.
The object of the current work is to apply AE technique to
monitor tool wear and thereby establish AE techniquc as a
powerfUl method to ensure quality surface finish for components. The paper contains three phases of work. The first
phase pertains to the application of AE technique to determine certain major cutting parameters on a centre lathe. The
second phase of the work deals with the analysis of AE signal during machining. In the third phase the on line monitoring technique has been developed using microprocessor
and AE technique. This investigations can be applied as a
powerfUl tool in medium and small scale industries.

10tb International Acoustic Emission Symposium. October 22-25, 1990. Sendal, Japan
Abstracts of papers presented
Session 1: Manufacturing
1-1 "An Experimental Study on AE Monitoring of Fine Wire
Drawing Process". E. Suzuki, T. Kishigami, N. Teraoka, E.
Ogawa, T. Ohkushi and Y. Mori, Suzuki Metal Industty Co.,
Ltd., JAPAN
Acoustic emission (AE) measurement tests were done on a
fine wire drawing machine in a drawer during daily scheduled
process operations. Using a traditional AE equipment used
widely in the field of AE tests. acoustic emission signals
produced at the natural diamond drawing dies were measured.
Continuous type acoustic emission signals were generated
during process operation, and the mean voltage of full-wave
rectified AE signals was measured and recorded. Relationships
between AE signals produced and the processing conditions,
such as the diameter of wire and the reduction of drawing
processed in a die, were also examined. It was shown that
acoustic emission measurement with such a simple AE
equipment and AE parameter used can monitor the degradation
of drawing die, and can detect the fracture of die. Acoustic
emission measurements have proved to be useful in monitoring fine wire drawing process, especially in detecting the die
fracture at early stage, that was essential for maintenance of
quality, the evaluation of product integrity and reducing scrap
in the production of wires. It was also suggested that acoustic emission technique might be used as a method for evaluating the lubrication in wire drawing.

1-4 "Manufacturiing Process Monitor for Fiber Reinforced
Metal Composites by Thermo-acoustic Emission Technique",
N. Sato, T. Kurauchi and O. Kamigaito, Toyota Central R&D
Laboratories Inc., JAPAN
Composite piston of the internal combustion engine has
been developed. which is made of the aluminum alloy block
in which an annular fiber reinforcement is embedded at the
place of its circumference. The piston is manufactured by the
casting of the molten aluminum alloy into a die in which an
annular ring of the continuous fiber is placed. In the manufacture. the occurrence of the microcrack and imperfect impregnation into the fibers are the most feasible defects. In
order to detect the defects, the acoustic emission (AE) technique was applied in the casting process and also in the
thermal treatment process of a cylindrical aluminum alloy
block in which the reinforcement is embedded. As a result
the occurrence of the microcrack at the reinforcement in the
cooling period of the castiog process and in the thermal
treatment process could be detected by the AE measurement.
The imperfect impregnation could be also detected by the
measurement. It was found from the AE measurement that the
occurrences of the microcrack is dependent on the type of the
fiber used for the reinforcement and that the imperfection is
dependent on the manufacturing condition. Therefore, it was
considered that the AE technique is useful not only for the
detection of the microcrack but also for the selection of the
fiber for the reinforcement and for the adjustment of the
manuracturing condition.

1-2 "Changes with Material Properties of Acoustic Emission
Produced during Single Point Machining", C. R. Heiple, S.
H. Carpenter and D. L. Armentrout University of Denver,
USA.
Acoustic emission was monitored during single point. continuous machining oC 4340 steel and Ti-6AI-4V as a function
of heat treatment. Acoustic emission produced during tensile
and compressive deCormation of these alloys has been previously characterized as a function oC heat treatment. Heat
treatments which increase the strength oC 4340 steel increase
the amount of acoustic emission produced during deformation, while heat treatments which increase the strength of Ti6AI-4V decrease the amount of acoustic emission produced
during deformation. If chip deformation were the primary
source of acoustic emission during single point machining,
then opposite trends in the level of acoustic emission produced during machining as a function of material strength
would be expected for these two alloys. Trends in rms acoustic emission level with increasing strength were similar for
both alloys, demonstrating that chip deformation is not a
major source of acoustic emission in single point machining. The data suggest that sliding friction between the nose
and/or flank of the tool and the newly machined surface is
the primary source of acoustic emission.

Session 2: Special Lecture
..Acoustic Emission in Advanced Materials", T. Kishi,
University of Tokyo, JAPAN
(abstract not available)
Session 3: Advanced Materials
3-1 "Laser/AE Technique for Evaluation the Thermal Shock
Resistance of Functionally Gradient Materials", T. Hashida
and H. Takahashi Tohoku University, JAPAN
A laser/AE technique for evaluating the thermal shock resistance of functionally gradient materials (FGMs) was demonstrated. The method utilizes laser heating to simulate various
transient thermal loads under high heat flux conditions.
Conventional plasma-sprayed Zr01 coating and FGMs consisting of Zr01 and NiCrAIY were used to develop the
laser/AE technique. Laser thermal shock and thermal cycling
tests identifled two possible fracture processes which cause
the eventual spallation of ZrO:t layer in conventional coating

1-3 "Application of Acoustic Emission Technique to
Machining Processes" N. S. Venkataraman and G. S. Kandasami, Anna University, INDIA
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Nondestructive Evaluation of Adhesive Bond Strength of
Finger Joints in Structural Lumber Using the AcoustoUltrasonic Approach
Henrique L. M. dos Reis, Frank C. Beall,
Michael J. Chica and Dick W. Caster
Much work has been done on the ultrasonic NDE of fiber
reinforced matrix composites (Vary and Lark, 1978;
Williams, Jr. and Lampert, 1980). In contrast, not as much
work has been done to address the ultrasonic NOE of wood
products. Beall (1985) successfully used acoustic emission to
monitor the internal bond strength of wood based composite
panel materials. Noguchi et al. (1984) showed the feasibility
of using acoustic emission to monitor the process of drying
hardwoods. Reis and McFarland (1986) used the acoustoultrasonic technique to predict the capacity of wood fiber
hardboards to resist swelling when exposed to humidity. A
good review of the recent work addressing the NOE of wood
products is given in references (Beall, 1989; Falk et aI.,
1989; Quarles and Lemaster, 1989; Pellerin and McDonald,
eds., 1989).

Abstract
Acousto-U1trasonic (AU) nondestructive evaluation of
finger joints in structural lumber has been conducted to evaluate the adhesive bond strength using the stress wave factor
(SWF) measurement technique. Wood specimens with different levels of adhesive bond strength were manufactured and
nondestructively tested. The strength of the finger joints was
then evaluated using the commonly used destructive tensile
test method. It was observed that higher values of the SWFs
correspond to higher values of the tensile strength data.
These results show that the AU approach has the potential of
being used in quality assurance of the adhesive bond strength
of fmger joint connections during the manufacturing process.

1. Introduction
Analytical ultrasonics implies the measurement of material microstructures and associated factors that govern mechanical properties and dynamic response. It goes beyond flaw
detection, Oaw imaging and defect characterization and includes assessing the inherent properties of material environments in which the Oaws reside.

Quality manufacturing with low production costs is the
ultimate goal for all industrial sectors. For wood and wood
composites, because of their intrinsic nature and characteristics, maintaining this balance is especially difficult. As a
consequence, on-line quality control and testing in general
play a vital role in the manufacturing of wood products.
Although proof testing is needed to evaluate wood structures
under operating conditions and to eliminate defective structural members, it is basically destructive and may damage
those components that pass the tesL Furthermore, proof testing can be time consuming and expensive. The need to further develop nondestructive techniques for the evaluation and
characterization of wood and wood composites is apparent.

Acousto-ultrasonics is an analytical ultrasonic NOE technique which measures the relative efficiency of energy transmission in the specimen (Vary, ed., 1984; Vary, 1988). An
ultrasonic pulse is injected with a transmitting transducer
mounted on the surface of the specimen. More damage (I.e.,
flaws, changes in the microstructures, etc.) in the specimen
tends to result in higher signal attenuation, resulting in lower stress wave factor (SWF) readings. The SWF has already
been correlated with the mechanical strength of composite
materials by Vary and Lark (1978), Williams and Lampert
(1980), Kautz (1985), and Govada, et al. (1985). SWF measurements have also been correlated, with damage in wire
rope (Reis and McFarland, 1985), with the adhesive bond
strength between rubber and steel (Reis et aI., 1986; Reis
and Kautz, 1986), and, as already mentioned, with swelling
of wood products (Reis and McFarland, 1986). A review of
analytical ultrasonics in materials research and testing is
given in references (Vary, ed., 1984; Vary, 1988).

The nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of laminated wood
products also have significant economic ramifications. Currently, destructive testing methods require that the performance of a sample be evaluated in order to characterize the
larger group represented by the sample. If variation in bond
strength is significant, it is possible that perfectly acceptable laminated wood products in the larger group may be
rejected as a result of the statistical analysis of destructive
tests of the smaller sample. Such needless waste can be
avoided through NDE, possibly in the form of an on-line
quality monitoring program.

In this study, the feasibility of using the acousto-ultrasonic (AU) technique to characterize the adhesive bond strength of finger joint connections in structural lumber beams
is investigated. Various stress wave parameters, i.e., SWFs,
were used and correlated to the shear strength of the adhesive
bonded connections. A number of stress wave factors in the
time and frequency domain exhibited excellent correlation

Received 11 June t990. H.L.M. dos Rei. and M.J. Chica are
affiliated with the Department of Oeneral Enginccring, University of
Illinois, 104 S. Mathcws, Urbana, Illinois 61801 USA. F.C. Beall is
with University of California Forest Products Laboratory, Richmond,
california, 94804 and D.W. castcr is with thc Weycrhacuser Co.,
Tacoma Washington 98477.
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TABLE 1. Controlled Glue Line Variations.
BOARD NUMBER NUMBER OF BOARDS
3,6, 10
3
2
1,5
4,9
2
2
2, 8
7, 14
2
2
11, 13
2
12, 15

DESCRIPTION
Normal- Considered to be the conlrol group
Two Fingers without adhesive
3/4"x2 1I2"(l9mmx64mm) void in center of finger joint
Teflon film over 2 1/2 fmgers for 2 112" (64mm) width
Thicker glueline
Grease spot in center of finger joints
Assembled after a 40 minutes open assembly time
defects in the wood specimens shown in Table 1 were
unknown until the AU data was obtained.
Figure I represents the configuration of the AU data
acquisition system used in this study. The system consisted
of the portable Acoustic Emission Technology (AET) model
206 AU instrument, two transducers, an AST computer
equipped with an STR·825 analog-to-digital board and
Digiscope software developed by SonoteIc. Inc. Both the
transmitting and receiving transducers were AET AC-175L
having an approximate sensitivity of -66 dB (relative to
IV/~bar) at a resonance frequency of 175 kHz. The transmitting transducer was excited by the AU instrument which was
set at a pulsing rate of 250 pulses/so The output signal of the
receiving transducer was amplified 40 dB by a preamplifier
(AET model 140B) with a plug in filter having a passband
between 30 kHz and 2 MHz. The signal was then further
amplified another 40 dB in the AU instrument for a total
gain of 80 dB. The analog signal from the AU instrument
was then digitized using the AID board and the digitized signal (i.e., waveform) stored on a floppy diskette in the AST
computer. Silicone rubber disks with 25.4 mm in diameter
and a thickness of 1.6 mm were used as a dry couplant
medium between the wood board specimens and the transducers. The rubber disks were auaehed to the transducers using a
silicone based adhesive and the contact pressure between the
wood specimens and transducers was such that the saturation
pressure was exceeded. A transducer separation distance of
102 mm was used to force interaction between the waveform
and the glueline as shown in Fig. 1. The orientation of the
specimens with respect to the transducers was held constant
during the SWF measurements.

Sill TENSIl.E
S~fCIME.NS

Fig. 1 Configuration of the acousto-ultrasonic data acquisition system.
with the shear strength of the adhesive bond. Therefore, the
results of this study show promise not only for eventual
implementation in on-line quality control, but also for evaluating the deterioration of the bond line integrity in the
field.

2. Experimental Procedure
To examine the feasibility of using the AU approach to
evaluate the adhesive bond strength of fmger joint connections in structural lumber, 15 laminated wood beam speci.
mens were manufactured. These 15 wood specimens consisted
of two blocks of wood connected through a finger joint at
the middle as shown in Fig. 1. The final wood specimens
have the dimensions of 38 x 108 x 241 mID. In each wood
block specimen the wood grain was oriented along its
length. RF-900 Resorcinol resin was used as an adhesive
along with K17·79 hardener in a 100:17 ratio. With exception of the specimens with thicker glueline and the specimens with voids, see Table 1, 20 g of mixed adhesive was
used per joint in a single spread mode. Furthermore, normal
specimens were allowed to cure at ambient temperature for 24
hrs before clamps were removed. To obtain specimens with
different levels of adhesive bond strength, the samples were
made with variations in the finger joint glueline (Table 1).
These variations were chosen to represent common defects
that could occur in the glueline during manufacturing. The AU
scans were done on blind specimens, i.e., the controlled

To obtain SWF measurements which were representative
of the glueline, six 13 rom wide tensile specimens were
sketched at the top and bottom surfaces of each block leaving enough wood material (approximately 16 rom) at the
block longitudinal edges to avoid edge effects as shown in
Fig. 1. Three lines 13 mm apart were sketched on each side
of the finger joint such that the transducer separation distance was kept constant as shown in Fig. 1. The sending
transducer was centered in each of these lines and a waveform
was stored for a total of thirty six waveforms per block (six
waveforms per longitudinal tensile specimen).
Once all the SWF measurements were complete, the
destructive mechanical testing of the respective adhesive
bond strength was conducted. Each of the IS blocks were cut
into six 13 x 38 x 241 mm longitudinal tensile specimens
for a total of 90 specimens as shown in Fig. 1.
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3. Results and Discussion

The SWF does not yet have a standard definition. In this
study, the SWF is assumed to be any useful ultrasonic parameter in any domain such as the time and frequency. A variety
of SWFs is provided by Reis at aI. (1989). The discussion of
experimental results given here will focus on the SWFs having the highest correlation with the adhesive bond strength.

Acousto-ultrasonic measurements have been conducted
on wood beam samples manufactured with finger joints having controlled adhesive bond strength. SWF results were correlated with the adhesive bond strength defined as the breaking load obtained during destructive tensile testing of the
longitudinal tensile specimens.

Figure 2 shows the AU signal rectified area in the time
domain, chosen as SWF, as a function of the tensile break
force (or the lest specimens. In Fig. 2, for each of the 90
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data points, the SWF represents the average of six SWF measurements per tensile specimen and the corresponding tensile
break load represents one measuremcnts per tensile specimen. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the average rectified area,
energy, and maximun peak amplitude in the time domain,
respectively, averaged over each block. as a function of the
tensile break force for the test specimens averaged over each
block. In the frequency domain, Figs. 6 and 7 represent the
average zeroth moment of the power spectral density (area
under the curve) and the average maximun amplitude, respectively, averaged over each block, also chosen as SWFs, as a
function of the average tensile break force, averaged over

each block. In Figs. 3 to 7, for each of the 15 data points,
the average SWF represents the average of 18 measurements
(18 SWF measurements per block) while the corresponding
average tensile break load represents the average of six measurements (one measurement per tensile specimen and six
tensile specimens per block).
In Figs. 3 to 7, the average value of SWF was regressed
on the average tensile break force and the results are provided on each figure. The correlation coefficient is reported
as a qualitative measure of the linear relationship between
the average SWF and the average tensile break force. It was
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Fig. 1 Average maximum frequency amplitude vs. average tensile break force load in the frequency domain.
The results indicate that the approach could be used for qUality control, eliminating the need for a costly destructive testing program. In addition, there is potential application of
this approach for evaluation of adhesive bond strength and
possible delamination in wood connections already in the
field. For more effective and practical applications of the
technique a more detailed investigation should be undertaken
by studying multilayered laminated beams with layers of different thickness.

observed that higher values of the SWF measurements correspond to higher values of the shear strength test data.
The results of this investigation also show that the AU
approach has great promise for evaluating the adhesive bond
strength in laminated wood connections. Several SWFs, partiCUlarly the peak amplitUde and the rectified area in the time
domain as well as the zeroth moment of area in the frequency
domain, show high correlation with adhesive bond strength.
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Determining the Abrasiveness to Tools of Wood-Based
Composites with Acoustic Emission
Richard L. Lemaster
Abstract

posites are overlayed with plastic or paper laminates the
abrasiveness becomes even more pronounced.

This paper outlines a feasibility study whose objective
was to determine if acoustic emission (AE) could be used to
evaluate the abrasiveness to tools of wood-based composites.
The abrasiveness of wood-based composites is affected by
both the resin and the type of wood used. as well as by the
kinds of plastic and paper overlays used. It is desirable to
know the abrasiveness of the composite for comparison with
other products. It is also desirable to monitor the abrasiveness of a product as a quality control parameter to alert the
manufacturer of any changes in the manufacturing process. In
the past a cutting tool was worn by machining a test specimen and then the degree of wear was evaluated. either optically. or indirectly by measuring the cutting forces or power.
This study monitored the AE generated when a specimen was
machined. Four classes of material were evaluated; medium
density fiberboard (MDF), particleboard, plywood, and oriented strandboard (OSB). The resUlting rms voltage of the AE
signal was sensitive to the density gradients in the specimen
as well as to small changes in the blade sharpness. Good
correlations existed between AE signal strength and tool
wear. within a composite group. though there was no relationship when all composite groups were combined. This
was probably due to the different chip formation processes
associated with the different material classes.

As will be discussed below. considerable research has
been conducted on the source and severity of tool wear due to
composite machining. There is stin a need. however, to
evaluate the abrasiveness of composite materials. By monitoring the abrasiveness of a composite material. a manufacturer can determine if his product is remaining consistent
over time. A change in the abrasive index of a product can
be an indicator of a change in the adhesive. wood furnish, or
both. In addition. as new products enter the market it will be
desirable to compare the machinability of the new product
with the existing prodUCts. This study evaluated the feasibility of using acoustic emission (AE) to monitor tool wear as a
composite material was being machined. This technique
shows potential to be a quick, inexpensive and easy means
of monitoring the abrasiveness of wood-based composites as
a quality assurance parameter for the composite manufacturing process.
1.1 Tool Wear and Wood-Based Composites
As stated above. considerable research work has been
conducted on the wear induced by various components of
wood-based composites. These studies have come to similar
conclusions according to Klamecki (1979). Rackwitz (1972)
measured tool wear based on edge recession in cutting laminated boards made using urea-formaldehyde resin adhesive
with various vegetable flour extenders. The wear of high
speed steel tools increased with the increase of flour extenders in the adhesive. There was close to a tenfold variation
in tool wear with different extenders. Work by Endersby
(1956) showed that when cutting plywood. much greater tool
wear occurred in the region of the glueline compared to the
regions of solid wood.

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen an increase in the types and uses
of wood-based composites. Reconstituted wood products are
being used in all aspects of the construction industry including sheathing. underlayment. and core stock for cabinets and
furniture. A new class of composites is competing with traditional wood products for structural uses. Panel products that
are competing with plywood for sheathing include oriented
strand board (OSB) and Com-Ply. a product consisting of particleboard overlayed with a veneer. Products that are competing with dimensional lumber include those that are formed by
laminating veneer to form dimension sized composite lumber
(LVL). products that are formed by extruding narrow pieces
of veneer to form composite studs (paralam). and joists that
are essentially wooden I-beams with particleboard webs. A
primary concern in using wood-based composites is the
machinability of the composite. Wood-based composites by
their very nature tend to be more abrasive to cutting tools
than solid wood. This is due to the higher densities of the
material. the abrasiveness of the adhesive resins and exten
ders. and the presence of silica in the board. When the com

Pahlitzsch and 10stmeier (1964a. b) conducted research
to determine the effect of the wood species used in particleboard on both steel and carbide cutters. They noted that
while tool edge recession was comparable for similar CUlling
lengths using high speed steel, pine particleboard wore carbide cutters about twice as fast as particleboard made from
popular. They also noted that greater tool wear occurred on
the portion of the blade corresponding to the surface of the
particleboard. This wear pattern was attributed to the density
and silicate content variations across the board thickness. In
cutting overlaid particleboard, Pahlitzsch and Dziobek (1965)
again noted that the amount of tool wear varied along the
knife edge and was related to the resin used. In these tests a
melamine resin produced less wear than a softer phenolic
resin. In a similar study. Huber (1985) measured the tool
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1.2 AE and Tool Wear Monitoring

wear when machining decorative paper overlayed particleboard. Huber stated that both tool wear and edge quality were
influenced by the structure, composition and density of the
surface layer of the particleboard. The principal causes of
tool wear in this study were sand particles with diameters
less than or equal to 0.05 mm, high density maxima near the
surface of the boards and abnormalities of the chip formation
process. Other influences such as hardness, resin content,
grinding powder percentage, wood specimen, chip gluing and
setup method did not significantly influence tool wear or
edge qUality. Neusser and Schall (1970) also reported local
edge wear which corresponded to local density for machining
medium density hardboard and particleboard. The amount of
wear measured increased with increasing sand content of the
boards. The size of the sand particles as well as their cohesiveness in the board was also important

Acoustic emission generation has been shown to be
sensitive to a variety of characteristics in metal manufacturing processes, including chip formation in single point tuming, milling and drilling, tool condition monitoring (wear
and fracture detection), and friction and contact phenomena
for surfaces (Kannatey-Asibu, Jr. and Dornfeld, 1982; Lan
and Dornfeld, 1982: Dornfeld and Handy, 1987; Jiaa and
Dornfeld, 1989). This process-monitoring technique has
proven to be more sensitive to changes in the machining
operation than traditional process monitoring techniques
such as monitoring the cutting forces (Dornfeld, 1983).
In wood machining AE has been shown to be sensitive
to the blade geometry (rake angle, clearance angle, contact
length) (Lemaster et aI., 1982) as well as tool wear (Lemaster
et aI., 1985; Murase et al., 1988). In the work by Lemaster
et a1. (1985), the AE signal levels decreased with increasing
tool wear, in contrast to the results that had been observed
in metal cutting. This change in the AE signal levels
corresponded to changes in the chip formation process. This
indicates that the source of AE in wood cutting was the
primary deformation zone at the tip of the blade whereas the
tool-chip interaction and the tool-workpiece interaction was
found to be the primary source of AE in metal cutting.
Acoustic emission monitoring techniques have also shown
promise in monitoring feed speed and other process
parameters (Lemaster and Dornfeld, 1988; Tanaka and Naloa,
1988).

Bridges (1971) investigated the effects of resin and silica content on tool wear when jointing the edge of particleboard bonded by urea-formaldehyde resin. In the range of 58% concentrations the amount of resin-solids had essentially
no effect on tool wear. There was a rapid increase in tool
wear, however, with greater resin-solid contents. In the range
of silica content used in this study (0.01-0.06%), the abrasiveness of the board increased linearly with silica content.
Klinga and Back (1964) did a similar study but used the
change in the cutting power as an indicator of the board
abrasiveness. The study used uncontaminated hardboards and
boards that had been contaminated with alundum particles.
Required cutting power increased approximately linearly with
tool wear and board density, Wear based upon cutting power
measurements increased almost linearly with inorganic particle content up to about 0.5% silicates. Wear also increased
with contaminant particle size.

In related fields the monitoring of AE during a machining operation has proven itself sensitive to changes in the
vertical density profiles of composite wood products
(Lemaster et aI., 1988). In this study the AE generated when
a cutting tool was moved across the thickness of a composite panel was monitored and correlated to the density of the
material removed. One adaptation of this technique is to
rotate the test material and place an AE sensor on the cutting
tool. The test specimen may be kept stationary and rotate
the cutting tool (i.e., use a fly cutter). A typical AE rms
voltage output for such a test setup changes as a function of
distance through thickness. The use of a calibration material
of known density makes it possible to normalize the portion
of the rms voltage output due to machining the test specimen
regardless of the cutting velocity or the condition of the
cutting tool.

Power (1974) in studying the wear of tools used to machine laminates showed a ;lnear relationship between a tool
wear index and the decor paper wear index which is a measure
of the paper's resistance to abrasion. Power and Wulfekotter
(1974) showed that abrasive particles added to paper laminates to increase wear resistance, as well as the abrasive particles in the pigments used in the laminates also caused an
increase in tool wear when these materials were cuL
These studies have shown the complex interactions of
process variables that can affect wear of the cutting tool. In
addition they have served to illustrate the need for manufacturers to evaluate their prodUCts periodically to insure product
quality and consistency.

The technique described in the remainder of this paper is
a variation of the density profile method described above.
Instead of the calibration sample, multiple test specimens of
the same material are placed on the lathe. This insures that
some degree of tool wear occurs during a single CUlling pass.
By correlating the change in the rms voltage signal to the
degree of actual tool wear or to the length of cut, an AE
based wear index is obtained.

The most common technique used to measure the abrasiveness of the composites in these studies consisted of
wearing the cutting tool and optically evaluating the degree
of tool wear. Other evaluation techniques include monitoring
the required power or the cutting forces as a blade is worn.
The use of AE to monitor tool wear, as will be discussed in
the next section, has definite advantages over these more
common methods.

2. Experimental Procedure
In this study, 2 cm thick particleboard, medium density
fiberboard, oriented strandboard and plywood were evaluated.
Each material class was replicated three times. Each replica
204

designation specifies the chemical content of the molybdenum steel based blade and is used for standard machining op
erations. The sharpness of each cutting tool was determined
using a Talysurf model 3 stylus based surface roughness instrument. Six profiles of each tool were taken initially and
after every 5 cutting passes (Fig. 1). The average nank wear
as determined from the profiles was recorded.

A

The cutting conditions included a feed rate of 0.13
mmlrevolution. a depth of cut of 0.64 mm. and a cutting
velocity of 2.6 mlsec. After each pass the diameter of the
specimen was measured and the arbor speed was adjusted lO
maintain the cutting velocity. The computer sampled the rms
voltage value of the AE signal at a rate of 12 Hz or approximately 2 samples per revolution.

CUTTING TOOL

The AE scnsor used was an AET 175 kHz resonant seDsor. The signal was preamplified and filtered with an AET 40
dB preamplifier equipped with a 125-250 kHz bandpass filter.
The signal was then further amplified using an AET 208
amplifier with a 10 dB gain. The raw signal was then sent lO
an Analog Devices true nus voltage chip with a single pole
filter. The nus voltage signal was then sent lO the AID CODverter in an IBM PCJAT 286 computer.

Fig. 1 Cutting lOol profile and Wear parameters.
tion consisted of tests on ten 15cm diameter disks mounted
side by side on a shaft connected lO an engine lathe equipped
with an aUlOmatic carriage feed. A single point cutting lOol
was mounted in a lOoi holder equipped with an AE sensor.
The cutting tool was a Rex M2 single point cutting lOol
with a rake and clearance angle of 5 degrees. The M2 blade
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Fig. 2c Rms voltage output of aSB - replication I. pass 1.

Fig. 2. Rms voltage output of MDF - replication I. pass 1.
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Fig. 2d Rms voltage oUlput of aSH - replication 2. pass 2.
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in the aclual rms voltage due to tool wear for the MOF and
particleboard specimens (Fig. 2a and b). The reason for the
increase in the rms voltage output for the asa specimen is
not known (Fig. 2c). It could be due to the greater loading at
the tip of the blade during cutting that was observed when
cutting the asa specimen. The asa and plywood specimens
did not show a large degree of wear when compared to the
particleboard and MOF specimens. The asa specimens
whose corresponding cutting tools exhibited a greater degree
of tool wear did show a negative slope in the rms voltage
output (Fig. 2d). As discovered in previous AE tool wear
studies, the difficulty in evaluating the AE technique is in
comparing the results with those of the standard tool wear
methods.
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In this study the tool was removed from the tool holder
after every 5 passes or roughly 3350 m (11,000 ft) cut.
Whenever the tool was removed from the tool holder it was
difficult to re-establish the same depth of cul In addition the
AE output was affected by the blade being removed even
when the depth of cut was properly re-established. Figure 3
shows the average rms voltage per pass and the depth of cut
for the 15 cutting passes for the second particleboard replication. The figure shows that even though the depth of cut
remained constant the rms voltage values changed drastically
each time the blade was removed. This illustrates the sensitivity of the AE technique to minute changes in the cutting
configuration.

Fig. 3 Rms voltage versus length of cut, Particleboard replication 2. Tool was removed from toolholder twice, once
at 3344 m and again at 6705 m.
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The analysis of the remainder of the study concentrated
on only the first 5 cutting passes so the effects of blade
removal would not be noticed. The average rms voltage for
each cutting pass was calculated. This data was then regressed
against the length of cut using a multiplicative regression
(Fig. 4). The flank wear after 5 cutting passes was also
determined using the Talysurf instrument as discussed above.
Figure 5 shows the flank wear for each blade. As can be seen
from the graph, the second blade used to machine MDF
exhibited significantly less tool wear than did the other
blades used on the MOF material. Upon closer examination it
was observed that the blade was not a standard M2 but was a
tungsten steel based T5 blade. This type of blade is more
resistant to wear than the M2 type. The significantly greater
degree of wear exhibited by the third blade used on the particleboard material is believed to be due to the blade being
slightly overheated during grinding, as evidenced by the
presence of some burn marks near the end of the blade.
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Fig. 4 Rms voltage versus length of cut, Multiplicative
regression - MDF replication 1.
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The rate of change of the rms voltage signal during the
5 cutting passes as represented by the slope of the regression line was regressed against the average flank wear.
Figure 6a to d shows the linear regression for each of the
material classes in terms of the slope of flDS voltage vs.
flank wear. Figure 7 shows the regression results for all
material classes. Comparisons of Figure 5 and 7 show that
the rms voltage level was sensitive to flank wear within a
material class. The rms voltage, however, was not sensitive
to the degree of tool wear when all the material classes were
combined. This is probably due to the different chip formation processes that occur for the different materials.
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Fig. 5 Flank wear - all material replications.
3. Results and Discussion
The rms voltage value from each pass showed the density profiles of the individual samples as well as the decrease
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The variability of the tool wear within a material class
was due, in part, to variations in the cutting tools themselves. The AE technique was able to detect when a more
wear resistant cutting tool was inadvertently used.

COMPOSITE MATERIAL ClASSES

Fig. 7 Rate of rms voltage change for each material class.
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age signal and the degree and rate of tool wear is material
dependent. This is probably due to the diffcrent chip formation processes occurring at the tip of the blade. This should
not be considered a disadvantage since a primary use of this
technique would be to evaluate changes in a specific product
When evaluating several differcnt products a calibration procedure would be necessary to establish the relationship
between the AE signal level and the actual wear of the cutting tool. This would be advisable in any type of AE based
tool wear investigation since the absolute AE signal levels
would also be dependent on the machining parameters used in
the study.
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Conclusion
This technique offers a quick and inexpensive means of
evaluating relative density profiles and the abrasivencss of
wood-based composites. 80th of these are important quality
control parameters that can detect variations in the raw materials as well as in thc manufacturing process itself.

Acoustic emission monitoring has been shown to be
sensitive to the tool wcar occurring when wood-based composites are machined. The relationship between the rms volt
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Lumber Stress Grading utilizing the Acoustic Emission
Technique
Keiichi 8ato, Hajime Takeuchi, Katsuya Yamaguchi,
Naoto Ando and Masami Fushitani
a low level of bending stress in specimens of ezomatsu
(Picea jezoensis) which contained knots or compression
failUres. The results indicated that AE could be used to
inspect specimens for defects and tbat the tecbnique was
particularly effective on compression failures, which cannot
be detected by MOE measurements alone. The results of
another study whicb evaluated the strength of sugi (Cryptomeria japonica) specimens containing knots using both AE
and MOE have also been discussed (Sato et ai., 1988). The
evaluation using AE was similar to that using the knot ratio
and could identify weak specimens which could not be
detected by measuring MOE alone. As a result of these findings a new, reliable mechanical grading system for lumber
based on measurements of both MOE and AE could be
proposed.

Abstract
An acoustic emission (AE) technique was applied to the
stress grading of lumber. The system selected was edgewise
loading in three-point bending with rolling wheels. The
stress level used was less than 20% of the strength of defect
free lumber. An AE wheeled SeDsor was set at the center of
the span on the tension side. AE activity significantly
increased in the vicinity of defects such as knots or cross
grain around knots, thereby making it possible to detect
them. The AE count rate at the defect was a better parameter
than knot ratio for estimating lumber strength. Therefore, a
reliable mechanical grading system for lumber could be
realized by measuring both the modulus of elasticity and AE.
1.

IntroductloD
AE wheeled sensors have proved to be a powerful tool
for on-line inspection of material. Such a sensor has been
used as an acousto-ultrasonic pulser and receiving sensor in
an internal bond strength measurement system for particleboard (Green, 1990), and for detecting poor glue bonds in
plywood (Sato et ai., 1989). In this work, an AE lumber
stress grader using the wheeled sensor was developed. The
detection of defects and the evaluation of the lumber using
AE were investigated in order to evaluate the capability and
reliability of AE-based stress grading.

There are two methods for grading lumber; namely,
visual and mechanical grading. The former is most generally
performed in wood products factories and sawmills. Defects
in the lumber which reduce strength are visually detected at
the sorter. Kunesh and Johnson (1972) have reported on the
correlation between knot size and tensile strength of Douglas-fir dimension lumber. The Japanese Agricultural Standard
prescribes knot size or knot ratio as criteria for grading
structural lumber. Mechanical grading measures the modulus
of elasticity (MOE) by either static loading, vibration or
sound wave velocity, and is based on a high correlation
between modulus of rupture (MOR) and MOE. Though MOE
can be determined automatically, it is nominally only an
average measure of the quality of the material, and thus it is
also necessary to visually evaluate the lumber for defects.
The relationship between MOR and MOE of wood is scattered, making it necessary to establish a nondestructive
testing method for estimating the strength of lumber in order
to make strength evaluation of structural lumber more
reliable.

2. Experimental Procedures
2.1 AE Grading Machine
The grading machine wbicb we developed is shown in
Figs. la and lb. The grading machine utilized edgewise
three-point loading in bending, using rolling wheels, over a
120 cm span. Forty pieces of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) lumber (30 x 80 x 2800 mm) were tested by
running them through the grading machine at 28 cm/s. Every
sample was tested twice, thereby enabling each edge to be
stressed in tension. The applied load at the center wheel was
1290 N, giving a stress level of 12.1 MPa. This stress level
was low enough to disregard any potential influence on the
strength of defect free wood or wood containing small knots,
as their strength would be expected to be more than 68.9
MPa. An AE wheeled sensor (AET WFI, 375 kHz resonance)
was set at the center of the span on the tension side. AE
signals detected were amplified with a preamplifier (PAC
1220B, 60 dB, bandpass filter 200-400 kHz). The AE count
rate (ringdown counts per 0.2 sec) was measured using a onecbannel AE analyzer (PAC 4300, 41 dB gain, 300 kHz highpass filter, 0.2V threshold).

Since acoustic enusslon (AE) is sensitive to stress
concentrations around defects, it is potentially an effective
method to evaluate wood for knots and other defects. Sato et
al. (1985) found that many AE signals were generated even at
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Fig. la Lumber grading machine using AE.

Fig. Ib Loading wheel (top) and AE wheel sensor (bottom).
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Fig. 2a AE count rate vs. location of defects in lumber. Top: lower side in tension; Bottom: upper side in tension.
12o-cm long static bending sample, containing in the center
section the region which generated the highest level of AE
activity, was cut from each piece of lumber. The test was
performed at 20°C and 6S%RH using a Shimazu Servopulser

2.2 Bending Test

Arler passing the lumber through the AE grading
machine a section of each piece was tested in static bending
over IOO-cm span in order to measure MOR and MOE. A
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3. Results and Discussion

80

r-----------------,
r-=-O.621"

3.1 Detection of Defects using AE
The location of defects, such as knots and cross grain
surrounding the knots. in the lumber and the AE count rate
generated when the lumber was tested in the AE grading
machine are shown in Figs. 2a, b and c. Many AE signals
were generated at knots or in the region of cross grain
around knots located on the tension side. It is difficult to
detect cross grain visually. These results indicated that
detection with AE is possible.
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32 Evaluation of Lumber
Figure 3 shows the relationship between MaR and MOE
as determined in the static bending tests. The correlation was
significant at the 1% level (the correlation coefficient, r,
equal to 0.793), and indicated that MOE could be used to
estimate the strength. However, because of the scatter
observed in Fig. 3, it is unlikely that the assigned grade
would be completely reliable. Since the MOE is only a
measure of the nominal quality of the lumber, it cannot be
expected to evaluate local stress concentration at a given
defect. It is, therefore, necessary to use the MOE in
conjunction with an index that can offer information on the
effect of defects such as knots.
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Fig. 5 Relationship between MaR and AE count rate at
defect.
coefficient was -0.621, and is greater than obtained with
knot ratio (Fig. 4). Thus. the AE count rate is a better parameter for evaluating defects such as cross grain surrounding a
knot.
Figure 6 shows that the MaR versus MOE information
contained in Fig. 3 can be segregated by using an AE count
rate of 120. Most of the specimens which exhibited an AE
count rate of less than 120 also had an MaR less than 39.4
MPa. thereby providing a potentially useful detection and
rejection criterion. Whereas it is possible to use the AE
method for lumber grading, the AE evaluation would only be
useful for lumber containing defects. It can also be used as an
alternative golno go grading system. In both of these situations it would be necessary to also measure MOE. An
important advantage of this system is that MOE and AE can

The knot ratio is defined as the ratio of the width of the
face knot to the width of the plain-sawn surface (Booth and
Reece, 1967). Figure 4 shows the relationship between MaR
and knot ratio. The correlation coefficient (-0.363) is
relatively small since the reduction in strength is caused by
the cross grain surrounding the knot rather than by the knot
itself. As shown in Fig. 4. there are specimens with low
strength even though they have knot ratio of 0%.
The relationship between MOR and AE count rate
measured at the defect is shown in Fig. S. The correlation
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be measured simultaneously with the AE stress grading
machine.

4.

e: AE count rate ~120

K. Sato and M. Fushitani (1988), "Application of Acoustic
Emission to Stress Grading of Timber", Progress in Acoustic
Emission W, K. Yamaguchi et aI., eds., JSNDI, Tokyo, pp.
657-663.

Conclusion

K. Sato, K. Yamaguchi, N. Ando and M. Fushitani (1989),
"Detection of Poor Bond in Plywood Utilizing Acoustic
Emission Technique", Proc. of 12th World Congress on NDT,
Amsterdam, pp. 1627-1629.

AE grading using an AE wheeled sensor can detect
strength-reducing lumber defects better than the current visual
grading system based on knot ratio. The results of this study
show that reliable AE lumber stress grading can be realized
by using AE to detect defects in lumber in conjunction with
the more traditional MOE classification.
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memory alloy by classifying AE waveforms.

materials. AE results demonstrated that the AE technique can
detect the onset of these fracture processes during the laser
heating tests. Based on the AE characteristics, the effect of
gradient composition in FGMs on the thermal shock resistance was examined. It was shown that the critical laser power
for the FGMs was about three times higher than that of the
convcntional Z~ coating, indicating the effectiveness of
FGMs to mitigate the induced thermal stress.

3-4 "AE Studies on the Fracture Bahavior during Small Punch
Tests of C03Ti Intermetallic Compound", A. Kimura, H.
Izumi, K. Itakura, K. Sate and T. Misawa, Muroran Institute
of Technology, JAPAN
Acoustic emission(AE) technique has been applied 10 the
studies of the deformation and fracture behaviors of C0 3Ti
intermetallic compound with use of small punch (SP) testing
apparatus. Fracture behavior of C03Ti strongly depended on
deformation rate; with decreasing deformation rate, fracture
mode of C03Ti changed from ductile shear rapture 10 brittle
intergranular cracking. AE signals were measured during tests
and compared between specimens broken in a ductile and
brittle manner. Specimen surfaces were observed by scanning
elecclrOn microscope (SEM) on the way of deformation to
make clear the relation between generation of AE signals and
Cormation of microcracks on specimen surface. A whole loaddIsplacement curve was divided into 4 regions. In specimen
Cractured in brittle manner, hoth a high count oC AE and
many surCace cracks were observed in the second region;
namely after yielding, while very low count of AE and a few
cracks were observed in the same region in specimen fractured in ductile manner. So distinct difference in waveform
was recognized between specimens fractured in ductile and
brittle manner.

3-2 "AE Signal Characterization for Integrity Evaluation of
Laser Glazed Titania Coat", Y. Hayashi, T. Nanbu and M.
Takemoto, Aoyama Gakuin University, JAPAN
Mechanical properties of sprayed and laser glazed titania coat
onlO the stainless steel was evaluated by AE signal characterization during four-point bending test. The comparison of
detected waves with the surface displacement simulated by
newly developed ADAS system made it possible to elucidate
the fracture process and threshold stresses and strains to
cause micro-fracture. A micro-exfoliation of the coat occurred
prior to the cracking in the coat. me fracture of laser glazed
titania is unstable and faster than that of as-spraYed one.
Threshold fiber stress to cause fllSt micro-exfoliation was
improved by laser glazing, however, depended on the structure of the coat to a great extent.
3-3 "Acoustic Emission Waveforms Generated by the Phase
Transformations in Cu-Al-Ni Shape Memory Alloy Single
Crystals and its Sources", K. Yoshida, A. Takahashi, K.
Sakamaki and H. Takagi, University of Tokushima, JAPAN
AE waveform characteristic was determined to clarify the
dynamic behavior during the thermoelastic and the stressinduced martensitic transformations of CU-Al-Ni shape memory alloy single crystals. Transformations we take up were
the ~1(D03) .... Pi(I8R) stress-induced transformation in Cu13.8 mass pet AI-4.1 mass pet Ni alloy and Cu-14.l mass
pct AI-4.1 mass pct Ni alloy, respectively.
The results obtained are as follows:
(I) AE activities showed the asymmetry between the loading
and the unloading processes as well as that in the thermoelastic transformation. AE event counts during loading were
3.5 times as many as these during unloading. It was concludcd that the asymmetry was associated with the elastic
strain energy stored during the forward transformation.
(2) AE signals were classified into 5 types of waveforms.
Sources of these types of waveforms were investigated using
the sequential optical photographs of these transformations.
In the case of the thermoelastic martensitic transformation,
the AE waveform of type (a) which has shorter rise time and
much higher amplitude corresponded to the initiation of very
large Ofil martensitic plate which does not occur so often. The
AE waveform of type(c) which has longer rise time and much
lower amplitude was related to the growth of il martensitic
plates and the shrinkage of martensitic intersections which
arc formed during heating.
(3) In the case of the stress-induced martensitic transformation, the type(a) waveform corresponded to the acceleration
and deceleration of martensite/austenite interfaces, and the
change of P'l martensitic plates in layers to a larger single
crystal. Therefore, it became clear to an extent that these results showed the probability of identifying the dynamic behavior or martensitic transformations in Cu-AI-Ni shape

Session 4A: Metal
4A-I "Acoustic Emission Analysis during Martensitic TransCormation in an Fe-3090Ni Alloy", K. Takashima, M. Moriguchi and H. Tonda, Kumamoto University, JAPAN
Acoustic emission (AE) generated during the martensitic
transformation in an Fe-309&Ni alloy was measured and the
propagation velocity was estimated by means of AE source
wave analysis. Metallographic observations and AE peak
amplitude distributions showed that one martensite plate
formed during cooling gave rise to one AE event. The propagation velocity of the plate was found to be about 900 mlS
at 200K and 400 mls at 160K. These results indicated that
the propagation velocity is not constant, but decreased with
decreasing temperature. This appears that the strain constraints by the previously Cormed plates impede the propagation of the plate.
4A-2 "Acoustic Emission in Fracture Process of Solder
Metal", T. Ookouchi, M. Ito, K. Tanaka and S. Shirakawa,
Nagoya Institute of Technology, JAPAN
Mechanical properties of solder metals for ternary and binary
alloys vere researched using Acoustic Emission (AE) signal
analysis. The uniaxial tensile test by round bar specimens
vere performed for the both alloys. The linear relation for
the both nominal and actual strainstress curve were actualized
and the subsequent curved points saturated the nominal
stresses were observed. As the both stresses were saturated
immediately after the linear relation,the strain hardening
were supposed to be small enough. Ihe binary alloy solder
had large rupture elongation for about 80 x , but the ternary
alloy solder had the larger tensile strength but the elongation uas less than the binary.
Much AE signals were generated in the initial linear clastic
stress-strain relations in both alloys. In ternary alloys, near
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AE Literature • Wood

Thomas F. Drouillard and Frank C. Beall
This is a special bibliography of 130 references devoted specifically to acoustic emission from wood
and wood products. Included are a number of references on acousto-ultrasonic testing of wood products,
several references on the study of termite activity in wood, and one reference on paper. Although not a11inclusive the list does present a compilation of the bulk of the world literature published on the subject
from 1929 to the present.
The bibliography is arranged alphabetically by principal author, then by coauthor(s), and finally by
title of the article. Each entry lists the author and all coauthors; the title of the article; all known
sources of pUblication, such as journal article, technical report. paper in proceedings, patent, thesis,
etc.; dates of pUblication and presentation; where presented; languages of pUblication and translations; and
pertinent information on availability. All articles were published in the English language, unless indicated
otherwise. All foreign titles include an English translation. Journal titles are given in full, and are
followed by the CODEN, a five-character code. Included in book references is the International Standard Book
Number (ISBN) to facilitate identification and procurement.
The work was performed in part under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. Mr. Drouillard is
affiliated with EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc., P.O. Box 464, Golden, Colorado 80402. Dr. Beall is Director of the
Forest Products Laboratory. College of Natural Resources. University of California at Berkeley, 1301 South
46th Street, Richmond, California 94804. Special thanks are extended to Patricia Hohn Drouillard for her
editorial review of the manuscript.
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Conferences and Symposia
(Continues from page 196 and page 214)
the maximum nominal stresses, the many event counts were
observed. These event counts were supposed to be generated
by the slips of Sn rich parts in the metallographic structures.
The intensive spectrum in low frequencies corresponded to
these initial behaviors of the alloys. The comparative much
events were observed before the final rupture, in these signals, the high frequency components were intensive by the
spectrum.

designed for express-diagnostics as well as for monitoring of
the object under control.
The original technological ways of shift evaluation by measuring AE parameters on various wave types received from
active and passive waveguides were created. The method of
AE measuring in pits and geological holes was worked ouL
The information emission parameters and rational time of
measuring were determined. For detection of potentially dangerous sliding cavities an acoustic-dynamic method of landslide activization was worked out with the help of created
technology, the co-ordinates of zones of maximum landslide
activity were determined and positions of sliding mirrors
were revealed on some objects.

4A-3 n Acoustic Emission Generated during the Tensile Deformation of AZ31 Magnesium Alloys", H. Kato, T. Tozawa and
Y. Takayama, Utsunomiya University, JAPAN
Acoustic emission behaviors during the tensile testing have
been investigated for AZ31 magnesium alloys which were
annealed at various temperatures. Acoustic emission voltage
versus strain curve showed a peak near yield point where the
plastic deformation started. After showing the peak.the
acoustic emission voltage reduced gradually with the increment in plastic strain.Particular fluctuations in the acoustic
emission voltage also emerged after about 1.5Cil plastic
strain. Both the peak value and the amplitude of fluctuations
in the acoustic emission voltage became higher as average
grain size increased. The acoustic emission signals generated
under the tensile deformation were mosdy burst-type ones.
Moreover.a lot of deformation twins were observed on the
surface of the specimens after plastic deformation. Therefore,
it was concluded that the burst-type signals resulted mainly
from the formation of deformation twins.

48-3 "Acoustic Emission of Large-scale Enbankment Experiment to Evaluation Collapse Location", S. Naemura, M.
Tanaka, S. Nishikawa, M. Nakamura, K. Jo and T. Kishishita, Public Works Research Institute, Ministry of
Construction, JAPAN
Since the collapse of soil structure takes place as combination of various factors, it is extremely difficult to predict the
phenomena. In precisely predicting collapse of soil structure,
the only method available at present is to measure as many
factors as possible and to analyze the data systematically.
The authors have studied utilization of the acoustic emission
(AE) generated in soil as a factor in predicting soil collapse.
This study was made a full-scale experiment, attempted to detect the sliding surface in collapse by means of the AE.
Results obtained in this experiment were as follows;
The generation of AE was detected before a little displacement of wall and generation of surface crack by the collapse.
In proportion as displacement of wall, it was able to evaluate
definite location precisely.
AE makes it possible to understand the transformation in the
soil and the sensitive microscopic processes. It can be utilized as a reliable means to determine the behavior of soil
structure.

Session 4B: Civil Engineering
4B-l "A Study of AE Parameters and Shear Strength of Soils",
V. K. Garga and A. Chichibu, University of Ottawa,
CANADA
This paper presents a study of the characteristics of AE
parameters during stress path controlled triaxial tests on
sands. These parameters are fundamentally related to the
mechanism of soil deformation and can be used to seek an
AE parameter which would be a sensitive indicator of the
onset of instability in earth structures such as slopes or
embankments. The correlations between the characteristics of
AE parameters such as the AE event count, ring down count,
peak amplitude, energy and energy moment and the strengthdeformation response of soils have been studied by using a
specially designed AE apparatus.

4B-5 "Study of AE Response of Coastal Structures under
Storm Wave Loading", M. H. Davies, A. Chichibu and V K.
Garga, Hydraulics Laboratory, National Research Council,
CANADA
This paper reviews the use of AE measurement in large scale
model testing of soil response to the storm wave loading of
a caisson resting on a sand berm. In two parallel-flumes,
large submerged berms were built, a steel caisson, ballasted
with concrete blocks, was placed on top of each berm, one
of which was built of fine sand, the other of coarse sand.
Tests were run over a wide range of wave conditions, with
wave periods from I to 4 seconds and wave heights from
0.05 to 0.25 m for two different water levels. Acoustic emissions were measured beneath each caisson along with incident wave heights, caisson motions, and the pore pressure
response. Comparisons are made between the intensity of
wave loading, the motion of the structure, the pore pressure
response and the measured AE activity. Good correlation is
seen between the intensity of loading and measured AE
parameters. This study shows the applicability of AE techniques for measuring the soil response of sediments under
wave loading and demonstrates the usefulness of AE techniques in interpreting soil response in model studies of
wave/soiVstructure interaction.

4B-2 "Control of Ground Stability and Antilandslide Measures by the Acoustic Emission Method", G. Muravin, Union
Science and Research Institute of Transport Construction,
USSR (not presented)
Technological ways of control and diagnostic of grounds
moving, determination of borders and sliding mirror of the
landslide have been worked out by the acoustic emission
method (AE). This method has been applied for the feasibility assessment of anti-landslide measures while constructing
and utilization of big bridges as well as civil structures in
the areas of unstable slopes. In the most cases the experiments were carried out under conditions when the landslide
activity map had been done by traditional geodesic methods
as a result of long observation, but objective circumstances
confirming the grounds moving along unrevealed mirrors
occurred. AE method of measuring the grounds moving was
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investigated in order to judge the capability of the on-line
AE inspection system.

Session SB: Wood
SB-2 "Application of Acoustic Emission to Stress Grading of
Timber III, Evaluation Using MOE and AE", H. Takeuchi, K.
Salo, K. Yamaguchi, N. Ando and M. Fushitani, Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology, JAPAN
An acoustic emission (AE) method was applied to the stress
grading of 228 pieces of SPF lumber (32 x 86 x 2800 mm).
The loading system utilized edgewise three point bending,
and was applied loading with rolling wheels. The stress level
was less than 20x of the strength of the defect-free lumber.
AE signals were detected with a S inch diameter AE wheeled
sensor located at center span on the tension side. Since
many AE signals were generated at defects such as knots,
checks, cross grain and decay, it was possible to detect the
defects. In order to judge the capability and reliability of an
on-line AE grading system, the relationship between the
modulus of elasticity (MOE), calculated from deflection data,
and AE count rate, or AE total counts and modulus of rupture
(MaR) was investigated.

Session 6B: Composites
6B-2 "Acoustic Emission Study on Stress-induced Transformation and Microfracture in Zirconia and Metal Fiber/
Zirconia Composites", M. Saito, H. Takahashi, A. Kawasaki
and R. Watanabe, Tohoku University, JAPAN
Recently. the development of Functionally Gradient Materials (FGMs) as super heat resisting materials at the next generation which is usable to continuously under very high temperature and severe environments has heen in progress as a
national project (87-92). However, for the design by computer as FGMs become minimum thermal stress condition, all
kind of material properties for each microstructure (NonFGMs, namely. metal ceramic composites) which is the base
of the gradient structures must be previously known and prepared as the data base of FGMs design. To answer this problem. fracture toughness test for a few kinds of ceramic and
metal ceramic composite materials were carried out to determine mechanical properties for this PGMs data base preparation. Furthermore, during the fracture toughness tests
Acoustic Emission (AE) technique was applied. From these
results, AE characteristics of various brittle materials were
compared, and the microscopic fracture mechanism was discussed on the basis of the consideration for AE source, that
is, by the detailed examination for the combined fracture
toughness and AE and scanning electron microscope observation results to make clear toughening mechanism and the factor affecting strength and toughness on ceramic or
metalJceramic composites.

SB-3 "Effect of Poor Bonding on Bending Strength
Properties and Acoustic Emission of Laminated Wood", H.
Byeon, K. Sato and M. Fushitani, Tokyo University of
Agriculture and Technology, JAPAN
The MOEs for both T r and Cr types. of construction decreased slightly with increasing non-bonded area until an
NBA ratio of 4 was reached, but the ratio of MOE decreased
to about 0.8 at an NBA ratio of 8. The MaRs for the Cr
types was similar in behavior to the MOE. The MaRs for Tr
types, which had non-bonded areas in the tension-side layer,
decreased with increasing non-bonded area, and tended to be
affected by non-bonded areas compared to those for the Cr
types, which had non-bonded areas in the compo side layer.
There was litUe difference in the AE cumulative event count
between the N type and the Cr and T r types whose NBA
ratios were I, 2 and 4, but the AEs for Tr and Cr types were
generated earlier and had much more counts than those for
the other types. The AE waves for the types having large
non-bonded areas were distributed in all amplitude ranges.
The correlation coefficient between the MaR and the MOE
for all the specimens was O. 819 and that between the MaR
and the logarithm of the regression coefficient, A, as an AE
parameter also showed a high value of -0.723. Consequently,
the MaR can be evaluated by using the MOE or the AE
parameter. It was found that large non-bonding area could be
detected by using the logarithm of the regression coefficient
A as an AE parameter.

7: Evening Session (Washington Hotel)
7-1 "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of a Wear Occuring in a
Lubricated Ball-on-Cylinder Test", S. L. McBride and R. J.
Boness, Royal Military College of Canada, CANADA
This paper is concerned with the measurement and subsequent
analysis of acoustic emission rms signals from lubricated
sliding contacts. The results show that the nature of the time
dependent rms signal depends on the type of wear and the
presence of wear reducing additives. A direct empirical relationship between integrated rms signal and the wear volume
removed from the test ball in a ball on cylinder test apparatus has been obtained.
7-3 "Acoustic Emission from SiC/SiC Composites after
Thermal Aging", J. Benoit and D. Valentin, Centre des
Materiaux, FRANCE
This study is an attempt to use acoustic emission as a nondestructive mean of investigation of the quality control of
SiC/SiC (Cerasep 347) composite. For this, defects such as
poor densification, delamination has been introduced in the
material and the corresponding decrease of flexural strength
has been correlated with the change of the amplitUde histograms at different load levels. Interface degradation due to
ageing at 850·C in air has also been analyzed. Two main
ranges of amplitude has been identified; 25-30 dB and 50-60
dB intervals corresponding respectively to microcracking of
the matrix and to failure of the SiC impregnated yarns. For a
given load the more important was the proportion of high
amplitude events, the greater was the decrease in nexural
strength. According to these reSUlts, although the material
was elastic until failure, a possible warning in the change of
mechanical properties was then possible.

5B-4 "Acoustic Emission Inspection of Poor Bonding in
Production Line of Plywood in Factory", M. Ishibashi, K.
Sato and M. Fushitani, Tokyo University of Agriculture and
Technology, JAPAN
Plywood is widely used in housing construction as wall and
flooring materials. Quality control consists of only visual
inspection and defect such as poor bonding pass without
being detected. The establishment of nondestructive testing
method is desired. In previous work, it was observed that
many acoustic emission (AE) signals were generated from a
poorly bonded plywood which was loaded In bending.
Therefore, the AE method could be applied to the testing. In
this paper, two type of AE testing machines were made for
the purpose of inspecting defects in plywood boards and
floor boards. The AE count rate was measured using AE
wheeled sensors. Results should that poor bonding on the
compression side generated many AE signals. The relationship between AE COUDt rate and the size of poor bonding was
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9-5 "A Study of Acoustic Emission Waves in Double-layered
Composite Plates", T.T. Wu and C.L. Kuo, National Taiwan
University, TAIWAN
Experimental and numerical investigations of the acoustic
emission wave propagations in perfect-bonded double-layered
composite plates (isotropic or orthotropic) were studied in
this paper. The numerical results were simulated by a fortran
program based on the finite difference method. In the acoustic emission experiments, fracture of glass capillary was employed to generate a vertical force with a unit-step source
time function. The displacement signals were measured by an
NBS displacement sensor and recorded by a 60 MHz digitizer
(Tektronix 390AD). The double-layered composite plates
studied were a perspex-glass and a perspex-fiber reinforced
composite thin plate. The numerical simulated acoustic emission signals are in very good agreements with those measured from acoustic emission experiments.

Session 9: Theory
9-1 "Automatic Modeling of Ultrasonic Phenomena" I.
Grabec and W. Sachse, EK University, YUGOSLAVIA
This article deals with modeling of ultrasonic phenomena as
information processing which can be automatically performed by a system composed like a neural network out of an
array of sensors. a memory, an estimator and an array of
actuators. The focus is on explanation of those properties of
the system which enable prediction of data from incomplete
measurements. For this purpose a conditional average is
estimated from incomplete data sample and a set of complete
data samples memorized during previous experiments.
Performance of the system is demonstrated on examples of
AE and ultrasonic scattering phenomena. It is shown that
forward and inverse AE problems can be treated, and also the
material inhomogeneities can be characterized by the same
modeler simulated on a data acquisition system.

9-6 "The Characterization of Materials with Simulated AE",
W. Sachse, A. G. Every and K. Y. Kim, Cornell University,
USA
The use of simulated AE signals for materials characterization
applications has been developed over the past several years.
We have called this the ultrasonic poi1ll-source/poi1ll receiver
(PS/PR) technique, because it utilizes a small aperture ultrasonic source and receiver. When coupled with knowledge
about the propagation of transient elastic wave signals
through a bounded medium, it enables truly quantitative Ultrasonic measurements to be made. It is demonstrated in this
paper that measurements of wave arrival times in various
directions of an anisotropic specimen can be used to determine the matrix of elastic constants of the material. Further,
it is shown that the amplitudes of PSIPR signals, corresponding to the amplitudes of various ray arrivals, hold
information related to the wave propagation and to the damage of a material. Measurements made in single crystal specimens of silicon and a composite material are used to illustrate these ideas.

9-2 "Elastic Waves Radiating from a Penny Shaped Reservoir
Crack in a Rock witb Attenuation and Mapping of a
Reservoir Crack", K. Hayashi and M. Iimura, Tohoku
University, JAPAN
Dynamic, elastic responses of a rock with attenuation are
analyzed against the sudden growth of a penny shaped reservoir crack, in order to study the characteristics of elastic
waves from the crack and particle motions observed at
observation stations in an intermediate region where the distance from the crack is several ten times the size of the
crack. In the analysis, first a singular integro-differential
equation was derived in the Laplace image space and the equation was solved numerically by a collocation method. Then,
the solution was transformed onto the Fourier image space to
install the effects of attenuation, wbere the attenuation was
expressed by frequency dependent Q values. The results show
that, when attenuation is absent or very small, displacements
rise steeply just after P and S wave arrivals and small oscillations are accompanying at the steeply rising portions. As
attenuation becomes larger, the rising just after P and S wave
arrivals becomes less steep and the small oscillations disappear. As a result, when attenuation exists, displacement vectors at the observation stations do not point necessarily to
the crack tip but to the interior of the crack in some cases.

Session 10: Special Lecture
"Ocean Bottom Seismographs as a Tool to Study the Interior
of the Earth", H. Shimamura, Hokkaido University, JAPAN
(abstract omitted)

9-3 "Crack Kinematics by Simplified Moment Tensor Inversion of AE". M. Shigeishi and M. Ohtsu, Kumamoto University, JAPAN
A simplified moment tensor inversion of acoustic emission
(AE) is investigated to elucidate crack types and orientations
of AE sources. Selecting only P wave term from the fullspace Green's function of homogeneous and isotropic material. a computer code named SiGMA (simplified Green's function for the moment tensor analysis) is developed to determine six independent tensor components .
To classify crack types and to determine crack orientation
from moment tensor components, the eigenvalue analysis of
the moment tensor and the decomposition of the eigenvalues
are proposed. The decomposition determines proportions of
shear contribution and tensile contribution. On the basis of
the ratio of proportions, AE sources are classified into crack
types of the dominant contribution. Following the classification of crack types. orientations of tensile cracks and shear
cracks are determined from directions of eigenvectors. The
procedure is applied to a pull-out test of anchor-bolt from
concrete block. The results confirm the applicability of the
inversion technique to determine crack kinematics by multichannel AE observation.

Session 11: Civil Engineering
11·1 "AEIMS Studies of Highway Rock Slopes", H. R.
Hardy, Jr. and E. J. Kimble, Jr, Pennsylvannia State University, USA
In recent years studies have been underway at the Pennsylvania State University to investigate the feasibility of utilizing
AEIMS techniques to monitor the stability of rock slopes
associated with highway construction. Although undertaken
on typical highway rock slopes the procedures and results of
these studies have application to rock slopes in general. Studies have been conducted using both low- and high-frequency
AEIMS monitoring systems. The low-frequency studies «
500 Hz) utilized two types of transducers, velocity gages
(geophones) and accelerometers, and the Penn State mark II
mobile monitoring facility. The high-frequency studies utilized 30 kHz and 175 kHz resonant-type AE transducers, and a
commercial AE monitoring system. The paper will briefly
discuss transducer installation techniques, monitoring procedures and the results of a variety of on-site tests.
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11-2 "The Acoustics of Booming Sand", M. F. Leach and G.
A. Rubin, Laurentian University, CANADA
Booming sand is a relatively rare phenomenon which occurs
in some desert regions. Literature as early as the ninth century mentions dunes of booming sand. Since the end of the
last century, research into the sounding mechanism of the
booming has investigated several theories which are suggested by some of their characteristic physical features of the
sand particles such as their smoothness, the uniformity of
their size and the narrowness of their size distribution. It
seems however that no single agent is responsible for the
booming sands and no individual theory can explain the
phenomenon adequately. The present study begins with a
summary of some of the main theories which have been proposed and the main results of these earlier studies. From this
review, there emerges a feature which is common to all the
theories and which characterizes acoustic emissions from
booming sand, namely a low frequency beat which is discernible in the field and is reported in some of the earlier accounts of this peculiar phenomenon. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the fust published report on the observation of such beat patterns obtained in the laboratory from
air-borne signals produced by relatively small samples of
booming sand. A comparative analysis of acoustic emissions
from two types of sand which share many physical features
is made. Natural in-situ samples of booming and Ottawa
sands have been sectioned and their emissions analyzed in an
attempt to determine whether the distribution of sand particles sizes has some bearing on the generation of such beat
patterns, and whether any size fraction has a monopoly on
booming.
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Detection of Irradiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Steels
by Magneto-Acoustic Emission
Db-Yang Kwon and Kanji Ono
Abstract
its microstructure at atomic level. The affected microstructure
degrades the mechanical properties, some of which are critical
to structural integrity of reactor vessels. The primary concern
of great significance is the catastrophic failure by brittle crack
propagation.

The irradiation effects of reactor vessel steels were studied
by magneto-acoustic emission (MAE). MAE is generated primarily by domain wall motions during the magnetization of
fenomagnetic materials in lite alternating magnetic field. Since
MAE activity is sensitive to the microstructural changes, it is
applied to determine the status of steel samples exposed to neutron irradiation.

Various test procedures have been developed to evaluate
the embrittlement of steels under controlled irradiations.
Mechanical testing methods are centered on measurements of
the ductile-to-brittIe transition temperature. Other properties,
such as yield and tensile strength, fracture toughness (Klc), and
microhardness, have also been used (Steele, 1975). In addition,
transmission electron microscopy has been extensively used to
study the basic mechanism of irradiation embrittIement.
Although these methods can provide valuable information on
radiation damage and an effective means to prevent
catastrophic failures by controlling microstructures, they are
destructive testing and cannot be applied to the reactor in
operation.

Two commercial steels, A302B plate and A533B weld, and
two model alloys were irradiated at four different conditions;
high and low flux, two fluence levels (0.5 or 1 x 10111 nlcm2)
and three temperatures (271, 288 and 307°C). For each material/condition and unirradiated control samples, MAE intensity
in rms voltage with increasing magnetic field was measured.
Direct and envelope-detected MAE waveforms were also
recorded. Measurements were also made for the samples unirradiated but aged at 288°C up to 278 hours in order to separate the
effects of thermal aging from irradiation effects. Barkhausen
noise signals were also investigated using a surface probe. All
the magnetization were at 60 Hz and waveform data were obtained at 32 kAlm rms magnetic field intensity.

A Dumber of nODdesUllctive testing methods have been
developed for the structural integrity of reactor components,
primarily to determine the presence and size of cracks. They
include: ultrasonic, radiographic, eddy current, and acoustic
emission testing (Nichols, 1983). While the detection of
cracks is important for assuring the reliability and safety of
nuclear reactors, it is also important to determine the
microstructural changes causing embrittIement. No such
method has been found.

The MAE intensity measurement showed effects of irradiation, whereas the Barkhausen did not. MAE waveforms changed
systematically for most of the conditions. Barkhausen waveforms exhibited smaller changes, especially in low nickel
compositions. Both MAE and Barkhausen waveforms showed
double peaks during each half-cycle of magnetization. While
the Barkhausen waveforms could not indicate irradiation effects, MAE waveforms exhibited substantial variations. Both
peak height and peak positions were affected by neutron irradiation.

Since magneto-acoustic emission (MAE) activity is sensitive to the microstructural changes (Ono and Shibata, 1980,
1981; Ono et al., 1981; Shibata and Ono, 1981; Ono, 1986;
Kwan et at., 19841, b). it is applied to determine the status of
steel samples exposed to neutron irradiation. Recently, MAE
was employed to examine the mechanisms of neutron irradiation damage of alpha-iron (Buttle et al., 1987). It showed that
MAE responses can be correlated with the metanurgical conditions of alpha-iron. MAE can provide the bulk properties of
materials since the penetration depth is at least an order-ofmagnitude greater than other methods at 60 Hz magnetization
(Ono et aI., 1981). This can be a special benefit in application
environments where the condition of near surface layer is oflen
quite different from that of bulk. The present study has
attempted to correlate the MAE responses of reactor vessel
steels with the microstructural changes due to neutron irradiation. Surface Barkhausen noise (SBN) signals were also measured to supplement this study. However, little information has
been uncovered using SBN measuremenL

The results of this study show that MAE waveform analysis can be a promising nondestructive evaluation technique for
monitoring the microscopic changes in the steel components
subjected to neutron irradiation.

1. Introduction
The radiation damage of a reactor vessel steel by highenergy nuclear radiation originates from the modification of
Received II November 1990. Ob-Yang Kwon is affiliated with NDE
Lab, Kol'A Standards Research Institute, P.O.Bolt 3, Tacdok Science
Town, TaejOD, 305-606, Korea and Kanji Ono is with Dept. of
Materials Science and Engineering, University of California, Los
Angeles, CA 90024 USA. This paper is based on the Ph.D. dissertation of Oh-YanB KwOD, submitted to University of California. Los
Angeles.
Journal of Acoustic Emission
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Table 1 Chemical compositions of irradi~ alloys (percent by weight)

Cu
Ni
C
Mn
Alloy A - A302B steel plate
0.17
1.47
0.23
0.20
Alloy D - AS33B steel weld (EPRI Linde 0091)
0.60
1.36
0.40
0.12
Alloy L - model alloy
0.28
<0.01
0.10
<0.01
Alloy S - model alloy
0.10
0.54
0.35
<0.008

Si

P

S

Cr

Mo

0.26

0.013

0.024

0.050

0.52

0.51

0.006

0.013

0.044

0.44

<0.01

<0.02

<0.01

<0.01

<0.07

<0.007

<0.004 <0.003

Fe

V

0.004

Bal.
Bal.

<0.01

Bal.

<0.006

Bat.

Table 2 Designations for irradiation and aging conditions
Alloy

Designation

A, D
L, S
All
All
All

00
00
10
11

All

23
33
34

All
All

22

Description

As-received
Solution treated
Aged
Aged
Irradiated
irradiated
irradiated
Irradiated

Neuaon
Flux
(nlcm2-s)

Neuaon
Fluence
(nlcm2)

Temperature
(OC)

•

*

5 x 1012
5 X 1012
0.5 X 1012
0.5 x 1012

0.5 X 1019
O.S X 1019
0.5 X 1019
1 X 1019

288
288
288
307
307
270

Time
(hr)

•

*

278

555
278
278
2778

5SSS

• As-received conditions.
Plate A: Normalized at 913±42°C; Austenitized at 871±42°C for 4 hours; Quenched in water; Tempered
at 663±14°C for 4 hours; Cooled in the furnace; Stress-relieved at 607±14°C for 40 hours.
Weld D: The above plus post-weld heat treatment (PWH1) at 621±14°C for SO hours.
t Solution treatment at 7500C, I hour; Forced-air quenched.

2. Experiments and Data Processing

hour (as-received conditions, LOO and SOO). Therefore, the representative microstructures were bainitic for the commercial
steels and recrystallized ferrite for the model alloys.

2.1 Material
Samples of two commercial steels, A302B plate
(designated as A) and AS33B weld (designated as D), and two
model alloys (designated as L and S) were obtained in variously
iIradiated conditions. Chemical compositions of the materials
are given in Table 1. The irradiation and/or thermal aging
conditions are summarized in Table 2. Model alloys are almost
pure ternary alloy L (Fe-C-Cu) and quaternary alloy S (Fe-C-CuNO, whereas the commercial steels contain various impurities
and some aUoying elements like manganese in both steel A and
weld D. A major difference between A and D, or between Land S
is the copper and nickel contents.

Model alloys were given an additional heat treatment at
7S0·C for 1 hour followed by forced air quench (LOO and SOO)
before being subjected to the irradiation or thermal aging. This
was necessary to ensure that copper was initially in solution
(Lucas et at., 1985). An initial distribution of fine carbides
believed to be epsilon carbides resulted in the matrix (Lucas et
aL, 1988). Samples were aged at 288°C for 1()6 sec or 278 hours
(this heat treatment is referred to as 10) and for 2 x 106 sec or
S55 hours (this heat treatment is referred to as 11) to separate
the effect of thermal aging from the irradiation effect All the
heat treatmCDts were performed under vacuum and samples were
prepared with No. I microfinish after each additional heat
treatment.

Samples were irradiated in the University of Virginia
Research Reactor. Designations and some complementary
informations can be found elsewhere (Lucas et al., 1985, 1988;
Mager, 1982; Server and Oldfield, 1978). All the samples were
rectangular sheets whose dimension were 38 DUD long, 22 DUD
wide and 0.5 mm thick.

2.2 MAE Data Acquisition and Processing
MAE measurement utilized a U-core electromagnet energized by 60 Hz alternating current through variac. Magnetic
field intensity was monitored by a gaussmeter (Model 750; RFL
Industries, Boonton, NJ) with Hall probes. A specimen was
placed on top of the elecaomagnet which is covered by a layer
of elastomeric vibration insulator. An AE lransducer was placed
on the top surface of the sample, while an SBN sensor was
attached on the bottom surface which faced electromagnet The
AE transducer was acoustically coupled with viscous resin
whereas there was a minimal air gap between the sample surface
and the SBN sensor. A quasi-wideband AE sensor was employed
(Model MAC42SL; AET Corp.. Sacramento. CAl. It was con-

As-received condition of A302B plate (AOO) was normalized at 913 ± 42°C then austenitized at 871 ± 42°C for 4 hours
followed by water quenching, then tempered at 663 ± 14°C for 4
hours followed by fumace cooling, and stress-relieved at 607 ±
14°C for 40 hours. AS33B weld (000) had the same history as
AOO except the additional postweld heat treatment at 621 ±
14°C for 2S hours. The model alloys were cast from double vacuum melted stock and hot rolled. After final cold rolling into
0.5 mm thick sheets, samples were annealed at 857°C for 0.5
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eXperimental setup and the envelope detection procedure can be
found elsewhere {Ohtsu and Ono, 1984}.

neeled to a preamplifier (AEf 160B) that included a bandpass
f1lter (l2S - 1000 kHz). The SBN sensor was a
coil of 20
turns, 7 mm in diameter made: of 0.1 mm thick magnet wire,
which was mounted on a 1 mm thick PMMA plate. The SBN
signal was also fed to the same preamplifier except with a
bandpass filter of 125 - 2000 kHz.

nat

For the pattern recognition analysis, a reference pattern
must be prepared for each class of physically different states or
processes. The dimension of the reference vectors should be
identical to the number of elements in the pattern vector of
measured data. The classification of waveforms was performed
under the k-th nearest neighbor decision rule (kNNDR).
Euclidean distances In the 32-c1imenslonal space were calculated
between a pattern vector and the references. A few program were
written in either FORTRAN or BASIC for this calculatioD and
other preliminary data processing. Typically, five nearest
neighbors were printed out at the end of calculation. The Dumber of the farst nearest neighbor classified into each reference
vector Is then printed in a confusion matrix form. When identification is perfect, one can expect a diagonal mabix.

For each alloy of as-received, thermally aged and the irradiated conditions, MAE and SBN intensities were measured as a
function of magnetic field. The intensities (or rms voltages) of
MAE and SON signals were monitored at preamplifier output
stage using an nos voltmeter (HP 3400A). Real-time plots of
intensity versus magnetic field were made by using an X-Y
recorder. For the waveform analysis, signal was further amplified by a main amplifier (AEf 201) then fed to a full-wave integrating rectifier to obtain an envelope. All the waveforms were
recorded at 32 kAlm rms magnetic field intensity. Envelopes
were averaged 1024 times by using a transient recorder with
signal averaging capability (Data 6000A; Analogic Corp.,
Danvers, MA). The sampling interval was 20 JLS and 512 data
points were used for an envelope which can cover a magnetic
half-cycle of 8.3 ms duration. Five envelopes were recorded for
each combination of specimen, magnetic field, and transdUcer.
The obtained data were transmitted to a microcomputer (CP/M
5-100 with 10 MB Iomega drive, later replaced by IBM-PC/AT)
where they were stored 00 a hard disk and processed subsequently. Most of the waveforms were also plotted on a graphics
plotter (HP 7470A) directly from the transient recorder.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 MAE and SON Activities
Thermal aging at 288°C did not produce any noticeable
change in MAE intensity of unirradiated steel A whose microstructure had already been stabilized by a series of heat treatments. This is ShOWD in Fig. 1 where almost a single curve was
formed from the intensity measurements of AOO, AIO and All
conditions. Note that the aging condition AIO was chosen to
be at the same time and temperature as the irradiated condition
A22, shoWD in Fig. 2. Any differenccbetween AIO aDd A22 is
thus generated by the effects of irradiation. Figure 2 shows that
they are almost identical at lower magnetic fields, but the
irradiation causes a slight decrease in MAE intensity at higher
magnetic fields. The reduction of MAE intensity was essen-

In order to eliminate the effect of coupling and intensity
variation, each eovelope was normalized by the peak ampli·
tude. Thus, only the shape of envelope was employed as the
pattern in classifying waveforms. To form a feature set vector
of 32 elements, segment averages of 16 consecutive data
points out of 512 points were calculated. More details on the
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Fig. 2 Effects of neutron irradiation conditions on MAE intensity of steel A. (Sensor: MAC 425L)
tially the same for A22 and A23, the latter with higher irradiation temperature of 307°C.

irradiation in 1..22 over LIO whereas MAE intensity for A22 was
decreased from AIO as shown in Fig. 2. MAE intensities were
also suppressed by prolonged aging of 5555 hours at a lower
temperature and lower flux (L34) instead of the increase of
intensities observed in the commercial steels. The response of
alloy S was the same as that of alloy L except an unusual
increase in intensity for the condition S33. Little difference
was observed between 1..22 and 1..23 or S22 and S23, implying
that the effects of irradiation temperature were minimal in both
alloys Land S. These results indicate that effect of irradiation
temperature at about 300°C on MAE activity is not detectable
when the microstructures are homogeneous and stabilized (A, L
and S). In the welded microstructure (0), however, a significant
increase in MAE intensity resulted in D23 over that of D22.

In the condition designated A33, irradiated at a lower dose
rate and a higher temperature for 2778 hours, a significant
reduction in MAE intensity was observed (20% at 80 kAlm). In
contrast. the MAE intensity of A34 reached a level slightly
higher than that of AIO. This sample was irradiated to twice the
fluence (to 1019 nlcm2) at the lowest temperature (271 0c) for a
longer duration (5555 hours).
Similar observation was made for steel D. MAE intensity
of unirradiated samples increased by the aging at 288°C for 278
hours as much as 10% but no further increase resulted from
prolonged aging up to 555 hours. MAE intensities from irradiated samples varied almost the same way as those of steel A
except there was a significant increase for the condition D23.
The smaller (in steel A) and the larger (in steel D) increase in
MAE intensity between conditions 22 and 23 may be attributed
to the composition dependence of the sensitivity to neutron
irradiation, as welds are expected to exhibit larger variations in
alloy composition. The overall increase of MAE intensity of
the condition 22 from that of the condition 23 can be the effect
of irradiation temperature. The less homogeneous microstructure (Lucas et at, 1985, 1988) of weld D also appeared to
produce larger variations in MAE intensity than in steel A.
Difference was also observed between D23 and D33 which could
be attributed to the effects of dose rate or flux.

The comparison of conditions 23 and 33 generally shows
that MAE intensity decreases by the reduction in neulron flux
(except in alloy S). The change may be partly due to.the thermal aging, but the microstructural variation causing MAE
intensity changes is certainly dictated by the neulron flux as
well as the total neulron fIuence.
Ignoring the effect of irradiation temperature between the
conditions 33 and 34 (while keeping the flux constant), the
doubling of the fluence (in condition 34) always reversed the
trend in MAE intensity_ In alloys A, D and L, MAE intensities
were the lowest in condition 33. In alloy S, the increase in
MAE found in condition 33 was essentially eliminated
in condition 34. These results indicated that the changes in
MAE intensity is not monotonic and even the trend depends on
the chemical composition (or possibly the microstructure).
Nonetheless, neutron irradiation definitely yields detectable
changes in MAE intensity.

MAE intensities of the model alloys (L and S) were also
increased by thermal aging in the same way as those of steels A
and D. However, various irradiation conditions produced different responses from the results obtained for the commercial
steels. A significant increase in MAE intensity resulted from
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Fig. 3 Effects of the thermal aging and the neutron irradiation on MAE waveform of steel A.
(A22) on MAE waveforms for steel A are shown in Fig. 3 for
steel A. There was little change in the waveforms from the asreceived (AOO) to the thermally aged (AIO) condition. This was
not totally unexpected since the microstructure of steel A was
sufficiently stable not to be affected by aging at the temperature below 300°C.

SBN responses of the same series of samples were determined. They were less consistent than MAE responses.
Thermal aging at 288°C for 278 hours decreased SBN intensity
of steel A but increased that of weld D. Further aging at the
temperature for SSS hours increased the intensity of both A and
D. The effects of irradiation are even more complicated. The
intensity of SBN signals increased in steel A by the irradiation
(A22) especially at lower field. The low field activity remained
high whereas the higher field activity decreased when irradiation temperature was raised (A23) and flux at this temperature
were increased (A33). Irradiation at lower temperature and prolonged time (A34) resulted almost identical curve as thermally
aged (AIO) condition. In steel 0, irradiation suppressed SBN
activities for all the conditions except 033, which produced an
almost identical curve as thermally aged condition (DIO). There
were considerable reductions in the lower field SBN intensity of
the irradiated conditions on and 023.

In contrast, the irradiation (A22) produced a major change
in the waveform; the reduction of peak height and shorter time
interval between the first and the second peak. Figure 4 shows
the changes in waveforms between the two irradiated conditions A22 and A23. A higher irradiation temperature increased the peak height without changing the peak positions or
other parameters. However, a longer irradiation time (A23)
generally suppressed MAE activities again.
Steel 0 produced a larger variation in MAE waveforms
both by the thermal aging and by the irradiation. The microstructure of this weldment is still inhomogeneous in the asreceived condition even though it was suess-relieved after
welding. When the defective microstructure was irradiated at
relatively low temperature with a higher dose rate, namely, in a
short period, it produced a different waveform from the others.
The samples irradiated at higher temperatures (023 and D33) or
for longer periods (033 and D34) basically recovered the
consistency in waveform, but in the latter case the peak
heights were suppressed as in the A33 or A34 conditions.

Both alloys L and S showed low SBN activity and the
variations were insignificant comparing to the MAE responses. There was a small increase in the low field SBN activities
of both alloys by thermal aging at 288°C for 278 hours.
Various irradiation conditions appeared not to produce systematic changes in SBN activities in the model alloys. The intensities from all the irradiated conditions were either a little
higher or lower than that of the unirradiated.
3.2 Walleform Analysis

Model alloys produced an apparent dose-rate or irradiationtime dependence on MAE waveforms. Figure Sand 6 are MAE
waveform envelopes of alloy L showing the effects of irradiation and that of irradiation temperature in shoft-time

The envelope of both MAE and SBN waveforms produced
two distinct peaks within a magnetic half-cycle of 8.3 ms
duration. Effects of the thermal aging (AIO) and the irradiation
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Fig. 5 Effects of neutron irradiation temperatures on MAE waveform of steel L.
copper and nickel contents than alloy L also showed the
same trend as the above but the difference between the condi·
tions was smaller.

irradiation. There was almost DO change in the waveform
within the same dose rate (L22 and 1...23), but the irradiation
increased the peak height and the interval between two peaks of
waveforms from that of thermally aged (LIO). For conditions
L33 and L34 in Fig. 6, peak heights were suppressed but the
interval between two peaks increased as in the case of other
irradiated conditions. Alloy S whose composition is higher in

SBN waveforms were hardly affected by either the thermal
aging or irradiation except in weld D. In steel A seven different
aging or irradiation conditions produced similar waveforms.
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Fig. 7 Effects of the thermal aging and the neutron irradiation on SBN waveform of steel A.
actually resulted in the envelope similar to those of steel A.
Waveform envelope for 023 was also similar to that of 022 but
the first peak was suppressed. With the longer aging time or
the lower dose rate, condition 033 resulted in the waveform
similar to 000 or 010. However, the f11'St peak activity of 034
was again suppressed so that a nearly symmetric envelope was

AIO waveform was lower and peak positions were wider as
shown in Fig. 7, but others were close to AOO and All. On the
other hand. SBN envelopes of steel 0 changed drastically
between the conditions as shown in Fig. 8. Although the
thermal aging did not produce much changes, the irradiation
produced completely different waveforms. Condition 022
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Fig. 8 Effects of neutron irradiation temperatures on SBN waveform of steel D.
obtained. Although these results showed some clustering by
the dose rate or the aging time, the lack of consistency makes
it difficult to extract any trend.

From the results discussed in the last section, there was an
apparent clustering about the dose rate or the irradiation time.
The references for pattern recognition were prepared by averaging two adjacent patterns which were irradiated for the same
or almost same duration. For example, the reference AI was the
mean vector between AIO and All. Thus, the reference Al was
referred to the thermally aged, A2 to the irradiated for 218 hours
at 288°e, and A3 to the irradiated for 2778 hour to SS55 hours
at 307°e or 271 °e. References for as-received conditions, AO,
DO, 1.0 and SO, were actually AOO, 000, LOO and sao, respectively. The individual pattern was originally recorded by
real-time ensemble averaging at the transient recorder.

The SBN waveforms from model alloys were also affected
little by various irradiation conditions. All the irradiation conditions produced similar waveforms in alloy 5 as well as in
alloy L Although waveforms of thermally aged condition were
different from those of irradiated conditions. these results
cannot be utilized to determine the radiation damage in pressure
vessel steels of differently irradiated conditions.
From the above results, the irradiation clearly affects the
MAE activities and the peak height of the waveforms. Several
parameters, for example, the peak height and its position or
the skeWness of waveforms, may be utilized for the qualitative
prediction of radiation damage in steels. However, most of
these parameters are also affected by the applied magnetic field
and the sensitivity of detecting system including the acoustic
coupling between the sensor and samples. Therefore, the measuring system has to be under careful control. To alleviate some
of these diffiCUlties, the pattern recognition technique previously developed (Ohtsu and Ono, 1984) was employed.

The results of classification for MAE waveforms are
summarized in Fig. 9. Any number at the ofC-diagonal position
indicates the misclassified data. The overall rate of 879& correct
identification was achieved. MAE waveforms of alloys A and L
were perfectly classified with the four references, whereas
those of alloy 0 and S resulted in some confusion which
lowered overall success rate. The rate from weld D was particularly low and unacceptable. This was a little unexpected
since the changes in waveforms between various conditions
were larger in weld D than in plate A. This reveals that only
those systematic changes are good for identifying materials
status through this approach.

3.3 Classification by Pattern Recognition

As discussed previously, the inhomogeneous microstructures of weld 0 are believed to experience some complex
changes when they were exposed to various conditions of the
neutron irradiation. Although alloy S is also high in copper
and nickel contents, 30 out of 35 test data were correctly
identified. Model aUoys were fabricated under tight control (for
example, double vacuum melting) and had homogeneous micro-

The pattern recognition technique was applied to identify
the degree of radiation damage in pressure vessel steels by
utilizing the envelope of MAE and SBN waveforms as the
pattern. It was found that the waveforms were kept more or less
constant in shape whereas the intensity or the peak height was
strongly dependent on the magnetic field strength. When the
feature vectors were extracted from patterns, each one is normalized to its own peak amplitude. Therefore, feature vectors
represented only the shape of envelope.
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Due to the limited availability of samples, the composition dependence of irradiation embrittlement could not be studied thoroughly. For example, the alloys with lower copper content were also lower in nickel content and the alloys with
higher copper content were also higher in nickel content.
Nevertheless, for the model alloys, the MAE response of alloy
S is quite different from that of alloy 1.. There is no large difference in the copper content between the two aUoys and it is
much higher than 0.19& that is known as the critical value
above which steels become highly sensitive 10 neutron irradiation (Lucas et al., 1988). Therefore, the difference in MAE
behavior between alloy L and alloy S could be attributed 10 the
effect of nickel on the iJradiation embrittlement sensitivity.

structure (Lucas et al., 1988) with simpler chemical compositions.
Note that the chemistry of weld D is high in manganese,
molybdenum and especially silicon as well as in copper and
nickel. Silicon Is one of the most common elements found In
nonmetallic inclusions of steels (Kiessling, 1978). This type
of nonmetallic and nonmagnetic inclusions can considerably
affect the MAE responses of steels since they can be the
primary obstacles to the motion of domain walls. The role of
these small obstacles becomes significant for MAE activities
at higher magnetization level, i.e., the Type II behavior (Kwan
et al., 1984b).
The classification for SBN waveforms resulted In the overall success rate of 78.5C11, which makes this technique less
desirable for identifying radiation damage in the reactor vessel
steels. In comparison to the results for MAE waveforms, the
number of test data misclassified ioto differeot alloys increased
as well. For example, five out of ten S33 and S34 were misclassifted into U. Thirty waveforms were misclassified out of 140
test data in Iotal and 17 out of those 30 were misclassifted inlo
differeot alloys. Unless this type of misclassification is overcome, the reliability of classification using SBN waveforms is
questionable. The rate of successful classification was lower for
the alloys with higher copper and nickel cootents (D and S)
than for the other alloys, A and L. This reveals that an extensive study is necessary 00 the MAE and the SBN behavior of
iJradiated steels with the systematic change of nickel and copper contents. The combined or interactive effects of nickel and
copper 00 the irradiation embrittlement have not been clearly
underslood yet However, nickel appeared to enhance the copper related embrittlement due to 288°C radiation especially in
weld metals, such as alloy D (Guionnet et al, 1982; Hawthorn,
1982; Little, 1984).
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4.

Conclusions

1.

MAE and SBN intensity measurements and the waveform
analysis in combination with a pattern recognition technique were performed to evaluate the irradiation effects on
ferritic reactor vessel steels and model alloys as a fully
nondestructive means.

2.

MAE intensity measurements showed systematic changes
useful in detecting the embriUlement of ferritic steels
whereas SBN measurements showed only small changes
and also hardly correlated with the irradiation conditions.

3.

Waveform analysis of MAE signals based on their envelopes can identify the degree of the irradiation embrittlement of ferritic steels.

4.

Pattern recognition analysis of MAE waveforms appears
to be a feasible method of nondestructive evaluation on
the irradiation embriltlement of ferritic nuclear reactor
vessel steels.
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New Algorithm for Acoustic Emission Source Location in
Cylindrical Structures
Dong-Jin Yoon, Young H. Kim and Oh-Yang Kwon
circumferential paths of stress wave propagation (Yoon et al.,
1990a,b). The time differences not between sensors but between
propagation paths were considered, and the concept of virtual
sensors was introduced so that the location of sources could be
determined using a single sensor. However, a problem of
multiple predictions due to the symmetry oC(;urred (Yoon et al.,
1990a).

Abstract
An acoustic emission source location technique using path
differences between several propagating directions from a
source to a sensor in cylindrical structures is proposed. One
sensor can receive multiple waveforms sequentially arrived
through a direct and the spiral paths. Using a series of waveforms from a source detected by the same sensor and the time
differences between arrivals, we can calculate the source location. The proposed method was examined experimentally for an
actual cylindrical pressure vessel by detecting circumferential
waves from simulated acoustic emission sources. The optimum
seDsor location in cyliDdric:al structures was also proposed by
comparing experimental results. It was possible to eliminate
the ambiguity of source location likely to arise in the single
sensor configuration by using the dual sensor configuration.
The results appear to be promising for a simple acoustic emission source location without the use of multi-channel instrumentation.

In order to resolve the problem. dual sensor configuration
has been used. The proposed technique is most efficienlly
applicable to cylindrical structures and to the paralell section
of cylindrical vessels. However, the hemispherical closure sections in cyliDdrical vessels have to be monitored by conventional planar location method for which at least four sensors
are needed at each end.
2. Theory
The source location in a plate requires at least three
sensors located at triangular points as shown in Fig. I. For
monitoring a larger area in practical applications, however,
morc sensors are necessary to form a network of triangles. The
arrival time difference between two sensors forms a hyperbola
on the plate, and two or more hyperbolae obtained from the
time differences determine a region of the source (Baron and
Ying, 1987).

1. Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) technique has been widely used to
detect and analyze the stress waves generated by the internal
stress changes such as crack initiation and propagation. The
technique has advantages of in situ and remotely controlled
global monitoring with a limited number of sensors attached to
structures. When it is applied to the monitoring of pressure
vessels, the precise location of flaws is one of the most
important features.

The same technique as above is applicable to the cylindrical surface. However, there exist different waves propagated
from the same source to the same sensor through circumferential paths as shown in Fig. 2. In most of commercial instruments, the circumferential waves may result in mislocation of
sources so that all waves arriving in a predefmed period after
the first arrival, so-called the dead time, are rejected. Actually,
the circumferential waves contain useful information for source
location. They could be analyzed and utilized when the expansion of cyliDder into a plane is taken under consideration.

In general, many senson are placed on the surface of
structures to form suitable monitoring regions. The arrival time
of stress waves at different sensors are measured and the
location of stress wave source is determined by the arrival time
differences. The number of sensors is determined by the shape
and size of the structure under test. For a typical cylindrical
pressure vessel, the number of sensors is usually more than ten,
each of which is accompanied by an AE signal processing unit.
This means the high instrument cost which is one of the
obstacles for AE to be a more widespread lec:hnique.
In cyliDdrical structures, an AE generated from a certain
source can be treated as several sequential waves reaching a
sensor through circumferential and reflecting paths due to the
puticular geometry of the structures. The number of sensors for
the cylindrical structures could be reduced by considering the

Typical waveforms of multiple arrivals at a sensor from a
source in the cylindrical structure is shown in Fig. 3. This indicates that the degree of attenuation is low and the fmt three
arrivals can be utilized to determine the source location. Each
path can be considered as one of the mUltiple sources generated
simultaneously or a single source detected by multiple sensors.
In the present investigation, the virtual sensor concept will be
used because of its similarity to the planar location technique
with three sensors.

ReceiVed 6 December 1990. The authors are affiliated with NOE Lab,
Korea Standards Research InstilUte, P.O.Box 3, Taedot Science Town,
TacjoD, 3OS~, Korea.

The expanded view of a cylinder on a plane is i1Juslrared in
Fig. 4. The virtual sensors are placed at the vertically repeating
positions and the distance between each pair of virtual sensors
is a .. ttD, where D is the diameter of a cylinder. The stress wave
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Fig. I Intersection of hyperbolae used for the source location
by three sensors.
Fig. 4 Expanded view of propagation paths in the cylindrical
structure and the intersection of hyperbolae.
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where, v is wave speed in the slIUcture.
In actual experiments, the time intervals rather than the
absolute time arc available so that ALI and ALz arc given as
Fig. 2 Several propagation paths from a source to a sensor
possible in cylindrical structures.
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As shown in Fig. 4, two hyperbolae A and B are obtained from
and ~L, respectively, and the intersection of these
hyperbolae indicates the location of the source. Namely, the
source location can be done by utilizing three arrivals of 10, tl
and lz.

Fig. 3 Typical waveforms of multiple arrivals due to different
propagation paths.

In determining the location of a source from the times of
arrival, there arc two equivalent points deduced from equation
(1). In cylindrical structures, however. the source S can exist at
either upper or lower half as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
region I or upper half and the region II or lower half arc divided
by the horizon passing through the physical sensor position
(Ro>. Rl and Rz are imaginary sensors and can be interchanged
due to the symmetry of the structures. Consequently, there are
two more equivalent points which result in the quadruple source
location. To determine the actual location, the quadruple
locations obtained by an AE sensor must be compared with
another set of quadruple locations by the other AE sensor.
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generated at a source, S, arrives at an AE scnsor through different paths. The nearest sensor from the source is denoted by Ro
and the successive ones by R] and Rz, respectively. These
sensors are virtually different but physically identical. La, Ll
and 4 are distances between the source S and the receivers Ra.
Rl and Rz , respectively. For a source at (x,y). each arrival time
is given in the form of
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Fig. 5 The cylindrical pressure vessel used for the experimental verification.
Ute, each peak is distinct enough to calculate time differences of
circumferential paths. It is also shown that the attenuation is
not a serious problem to capture the ftrSt three arrivals in
metallic vessels similar to the one used in this experiment

3. Experiment
The dimensions of a cylindrical vessel used in this experiment are 1.05 m in outer diameter, about 6 m in length and 65
mm in wall thickness. The elastic waves generated from the
simulated source of pencil lead breaks (Hsu, 1976) were detected
by AE sensors with resonant frequency of ISO kHz (RIS,
Physical Acoustics, Princeton, NJ) located on the surface of
parallel section. The detected signals were amplified by 60 dB
with 100 to 300 kHz bandpass fJlter, then digitized and stored
using a digital oscilloscope. The waveforms of these signals
were analyzed and evaluated with personal computers. The two
sensors were placed at points separated by 2 m or 3 m horizontally and by 0.8 m circumferentially. The simulated sources of
pencil lead breaks were along rows of points to form a twodimensional array at the parallel section of the vessel. When
the two sensors were separated by 3 m horizontally, almost the
entire surface of the vessel except the hemispherical ends was
covered.

Figure 6(a) and (b) are signals detected by sensors R. and
Rb • respectively, from the pencil lead break source at (-0.2, 0).
This is the case when the source generated inside the rectangle
formed by the two sensors. As discussed previously, time differences between each arrival waveforms are calculated to
determine hyperbolic curves which resulted in the quadruple
locations for a sensor. If there is only one common point out
of two sets of quadruple points determined by the two sensors,
the source location can be determined without ambiguity. The
points marked by O's and o's of Fig. 6(c) are the determined
sources from detected signals by sensors R. and Rb , respectively. The final source 10catioD, 5, is actually determined as
the centroid of the two closest points out of two sets of quadruple points.

Figure 5 shows the cylindrical pressure vessel for hydrogen storage used for the experimental verification and the rectaDgular coordinate system. In order to separate the dead line
and the overlapping of determined locations, the two sensors
were placed at different x- and y-coordinates. The sensors were
placed at R. (-1.0, 0.4) and Rb (1.0, -0.4) for the 2 m separation
and at R. (-1.5, 0.4) and Rb (1.5. -0.4) for the 3 m separation,
taking the intersection of two linear arrays of source points as
the origin of rectangular coordinate. Note that the y-coordinates of the two sensors were +0.4 m and -0.4 m, respectively.
The circumferential separation of 0.8 m, approximately a quarter of the circumference. was assumed to be enough to cover the
entire surface of the parallel section.

Another typical case of the source location is shown in
Fig. 7 when the source generated outside the rectangle formed
by the two sensors. In this case, the source was generated at (0,
-0.6) whose y-coordinate exceeds the range of ±OA m. The
accuracy of source location was as good as in the case shown in
Fig. 6 so that the entire circumference of structures can be
covered by using only two sensors.
Figure 8 shows the third case when the source points are
on the rectangle formed by the two sensors. As shown in Fig.
8(b), the second (tl) and the third (t2) arrivals reached the
sensor Rb (1.0, -0.4) at the same time when the source was
given at S (05, -0.4). The overlapped two arrivals are considered as the second arrival in the computer, however, and the
fourth arrival. (t3), is taken as the third arrival. Consequently, a
false set of quadruple points around the sensor Rb is formed as
shown in Fig. 8(c) which resulted in a mislocation of S' instead
of the actual source given at S. This is the major drawback
found in the proposed method and is named as the dead line

4. Results and Discussion
Typical waveforms arrived at sensors are shown in Fig.
6(a) and (b). The three peaks indicate the first, second and the
third arrivals generated at the same source but propagated
through different circumferential paths. As is found in this fig
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Fig. 6 MUltiple arrival waveforms due to different propagation
paths and the type of location for the source at (-0.2, 0); (a) at
sensor Rat (b) at sensor Rb , (c) the type of source location.

Fig. 7 Multiple arrival waveforms due to different propagation
paths and the type of location for the source at (0, -0.6); (a) at
sensor Rat (b) at sensor Rb' (c) the type of source location.

problem. If the y-coordinate of the source is the same as that of
a sensor, the point belongs to the dead lines.

at R. (-1.0, 0.4), and Rb (1.0, -0.4), respectively. The intervals
between the adjacent source points were varied from 20 to SO
em. The result showed that a very good agreement between
theory and experiment As discussed above, a few points of
mislocations in the so-called dead lines were eorrected by the
conventional planar location. In the actual source location,
another set of the dual sensors may be introduced at supplementary coordinates to monitor those sources generated in the
dead lines.

In order to overcome the dead line problem. the conventional planar location had to be used in p8l1. Namely, the time
difference between the two first arrivals (lo's) in Fig. 8(a) and
(b) was utilized. The source location was determined by the
hyperbola and one set of the quadruple points around the
sensor, Ra (-1.0, 0.4) as shown in Fig. 8(c).
Finally, the resultant map of source locations obtained for
a cylindrical vessel by the proposed method is shown in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10. The +'s are the points where the simulated sources
were given and the •'s are the points determined by the proposed method, whereas the o's are the points located at the dead
lines and corrected by the conventional planar location.

Figure 10 is the resultant map of source locations when the
horizontal separation is 3 m between the two sensors which are
placed at Ra (-1.5, 0.4) and Rb (l.s, -0.4), respectively. In this
experiment the intervals between the adjacent source points
were varied from 10 to SO em. Note that the sources in the line
'AA' resulted better locations than those of Fig. 9 although
they are physically at the same points. This means that the

Figure 9 is the result of source locations when the horizontal separation is 2 m between the two sensors which are placed
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to

From the experimental results summarized in Figs. 9 and
10, some aspects of applying the proposed algorithm can be
examined. The spacing between sensors has to be selected
properly. An optimum value of the vertical spacing is nD/4
whereas there is no such rule of thumb to determine the optimum horizontal spacing. When the sources are located outside
the rectangle formed by the two sensors, the accuracy of source
location should be reasonably good provided that the attenuation is not a problem to capture the first three arrivals. When
the diameter of the structure is much smaller than the horizontal
spacing of sensors, the source location becomes similar to the
linear location. For example, the proposed method is not
applicable to the small diameter pipes since most of the surface
suffers the dead line problem. On the other band, within the
aJJowable range of attenuation, the horizontal spacing can be
adjusted in proportion to the vertical spacing when the diameter of structures is extremely large.
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A simplified algorithm of AE source location by utilizing
circumferential wave paths in the cylindrical structures is proposed. The time differences by paths rather than those by
sensors have advantages in the source location including the
reduction of the number of sensors for source location in cylindrical structures. By experimental verifications, the range of
locations in metallic structures can be expanded to as far as 3 m
by using two sensors. The range of location is more dependent
on the size and shape of cylindrical structures than the attenuation of waves for nondispersive structures.
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By employing dual sensor configurations, the source location for the whole circumference of cylindrical structures can be
determined without ambiguity by the proposed method. The
dead lines of the proposed method can be covered by the conventional planar location or by employing a supplementary set
of dual sensors. The results appear to be promising and the
proposed method can be used as a simple AE source location
technique without the necessity of multi-channel instrumentation.
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Characterization of Fatigue of Aluminum Alloys by
Acoustic Emission, Part I • Identification of Source
Mechanism
D. J. Buttle and C. B. Scruby
spurious sources are known and distinguishable. This work was
undertaken therefore to investigate the characteristics of different types of emission source, in order to enable the technique
to be reliably applied 10 future airframe monitoring.

Abstract
Two series of acoustic emission (AE) measurements were
carried out OD 7000 series aluminum alloys. The fint series
investigated the material processes responsible for primary AE
during fatigue of compact tension specimens, whilst the objective of the second series of experiments (Buttle and Scruby,
1990) was to distinguish between different emission sources
during high cycle fatigue of riveted test coupons.

The project was designed in two parts. The objective of
Part I was to determine the material processes responsible for
primary acoustic emission generated during the fatigue of a
commercial 7000-series aluminum alloy, in order to predict to
what extent defect growth can be monitored in an aircraft structure. A compact tension specimen geometry was chosen
because of its suitability for AE study..

The conclusion of the flI'St series of experiments was that
each primary· emission event was associated with the sudden
growth of a microcrack from the fatigue crack tip to a fractured
inclusion just ahead of the crack front. This conclusion was
reached by analyzing the three dimensional locations of each
emission event using extremely accurate transducers· and
advanced signal processing. The errors in location were 100
JUD. which enabled the events to be located within ±90 .,un of
the plane of the crack front. This refuted a previous model in
which the emission was generated by the fracture of inclusions
as the whole plastic zone (0.8 Dim diameter) moved through the
alloy.

The objective of Part II (Buttle and Scruby, 1989, 1990)
was to distinguish between different emission sources (primary
crack advances, secondary fretting, spurious) during the fatigue
of standard riveted test coupons. Work by others (Scala, 1987;
Scala and Coyle, 1987) on airframes had previously highlighted the need for criteria to distinguish crack growth signals
from rivet fretting, if the AE technique was to achieve acceptance for airframe monitoring. Both Part I and Part II studies
were conducted using state-of-the-art broadband sensors and
advanced instrumentation and analysis techniques.

The data demonstrate how this accurate AE technique can
be used 10 plot very precisely the shape and position of the
crack front at any stage of the fatigue, and also show the extent
of defect growth over a given number of cycles.

Consider some of the mechanisms of crack growth in aluminum alloys. The most significant microstructural feature in
aluminum alloy to affect AE during fatigue crack growth is the
inclusions. Previous work (Weatherly et al., 1986) using 7010
aluminum alloys indicated a correlation between the frequency
of AE signals and the inclusion density distribution. Furthermore McBride et 81. (1981) report a good correlation
between the inclusion size distribution and AE event size distribution. The most probable source of AE was believed lObe
the fracture or dccohesion of the MgzSi inclusions during plastic deformation ahead of the advancing crack tip. Several investi_ators came to a similar conclusion for 7075 aUoy (Bianchetti et al., 1976; Cousland and Scala, 1981; Graham and
Morris, 1975; Heiple and Carpenter, 1982). Scala and Cousland
(1985) found that AE activity was reduced after overload during
fatigue of 2024 alloy and this reduction was too great to be
accounted for by a lower subsequent crack growth rate alone.
This result was consistent with the fracture of the inclusions
being the source of AE.

1. General Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) was proposed as a nondeslrUctive
method for monitoring the integrity of aircraft structures some
years ago. It has not yet been widely and systematically
applied to metallic structures for a number of reasons. One
overriding practical reason is the geometrical complexity of
aircraft compoocnts which make source location and identification extremely difficult. Furthermore, in most structures there
is a multiplicity of secondary emission sources due to fretting
and friction at joints and rivets. Because the primary emissions
due to crack advance tend Dot to be very energetic, they become
swamped by the secondary sources.
Nevertheless it is recognized that there are localized
regions of the airframe where potentiaUy serious defects could
grow, and where AI! techniques would be viable, proVided the
characteristics of primary (crack growth), secondary, DOd any

However, work by McBride and Harvey (1987) using 7075
alloy indicated a correlation between AE amplitude and yield
strength during fatigue, suggesting that matrix properties were
at least partially controlling the AE. The AE could be due to
matrix failure alone, or a combination of matrix and inclusion
properties if the inclusiOn/matrix interface were an important
consideration. Transmission electron microscopy observa-
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transient AB. The full solution for the AB source is obtained by
deconvolutioD both of the transducer and system responses
and, of the transfer function which describes elastic wave propagation. This can only be achieved for simple component
geometries; e.g. compact tension (CT) specimens (Scruby et al.
1985; Ohira and Pao 1986). Consequently the technique has
not been much applied in the field. However a somewhat simpler approach known as 'forward modeUing' can be adopted,
whereby various acoustic source representations are assumed
(Ohtsu and Ono, 1986). The predicted waveforms are then compared with the experimental data to indicate by 'best fit' the
type of source responsible for the AB.

tions have shown that the number of detected acoustic emissions is less thau 1", of the Dumber of fractured inclusions
(McRae, 1984). Thus inclusion fracture may not be the fundamental source mechanism. Previous work by McBride et al.
(1981) (and others mentioned above) had however already
established the role of Mg 2 Si inclusions in the AE source
mechanism, on the grounds of close agreement between the AE
amplitude distribution and the size dislribution of the inclusions. McBride and Harvey (1987) therefore proposed the following model in which AE is triggered by inclusion fracture.
The resulting change in local slless then causes sudden plastic
deformation or microcracking of the matrix material which
links the crack tip to the fracbJriDg inclusion. This mechanism
would explain the role of both inclusion fracture and matrix
yield stress in determining the AE event amplitude.

The method used for this work was a forward modelliu& one
where only the fmt compression wave arrival was considered.
The approach was to measure the compression wave arrival
strengths at each of the transducers for each AE signal, and to
make a comparison with each of the different model source
types. First, however, we consider the theoretical aspects of
the elastic wave generation at the source, its propagation
through the medium and reception at the surface by a transducer.

Observations of fatigue crack growth in 7075 alloy made
in the scauning electron microscope (McBride, 1987) were
consistent with the model outlined above. The crack was
observed to propagate fairly continuously through the base
material until the crack tip approached within t60 JUD of the
fractured inclusion. If the inclusion was less thau 10 JUD from
the crack plane then plastic deformation was found to occur
between the inclusion and the crack tip. The crack then
extended suddenly (brittle-like crack extension) to the fractured
inclusion. This rapid microcrack extension would be expected
to result in high amplitude AE, fmtly because of its brittle
nature, and secondly because of its proximity to the crack
plane, reSUlting in au amplification of the AE (Achenbach et
al., 1983; Wadley and Scruby, 1983).

2.2 ElDstic Wave GenerDlwn, PropagDlion ll1Id Surface
Detection
Acoustic emission. the term used to describe the release of
transient elastic waves, occurs in a material when there are sudden localized changes in stress. These changes can occur, for
example, at the crack tip during defect growth, or on the crack
faces during crack face rubbing or debonding. If the stress field
around the source changes sufficientiy rapidly, the resulting AE
signal will have a large amplitude which increases its likelihood of detection (e.g. brittle crack growth). Often the size of
the AE source is small compared with its distance from the
transducers so that it can be modelled as a point source. Then,
by assuming that all parts of the source radiate simultaneously
with the same time dependence, the source can be represented
either by discontinuities of displacement, UjCt), or by a cluster
of forces, fj(t). Each type of acoustic source will have a characteristic radiation pattern.

This model of crack growth (McBride and Harvey, 1987)
suggests that the sources of AE, arising from microcracking
from the crack tip to a fractured inclusion, should be located to
within tlO J.lm of the crack plane. The fracture of inclusions at
the perimeter of the plastic zone was not thought to result in
large AE signals due to their small size. The resolution for 3-D
AE source location was previously reported as to.3 mm (Scruby
et al., 1986). Consequently, to test the model, this technique
must be refmed in order to determine the location of the emissions with sufficient accuracy. At the same time the largest
plastic zone possible in the aluminum alloy material needs to
be acHieved whilst maintaining controlled fatigue crack
growth.

The elastic waves will travel through the bulk of the material before beiog detected as displacements at the transducers.
The displacement, U1 (t1, at time t',. at any point x', can be
determined by convolution of the source function with a transfer function which describes the elastic wave propagation. For
a perfectly isotropic elastic body of infmite extent the transfer
functioo is given by the solution of the appropriate wave equation. The solution for a delta function source in time and space
is known as the Green's functioD. Thus, for a source a1 point X,
the displacement at point x' at time l' is given as;

In order to verify further that AE signals were from microcrack extension, radiation pattern analysis was carried out in
addition to the AE source location and other measurements. The
theoretical basis for radiation pattern analysis has been derived
extensively elsewhere (Hsu et aL, 1977; Cerauoglu and Pao,
1981a,b,c; Scruby, 1985a; Ohtsu and Ono, 1986) and so will
be reviewed only briefly here.

(1)

2. AE Source Radiation Characterization
where Glj (x', t' - t; x) is the Green's function expressing displacement in the directions i
I, 2, 3 at poin1X' at time l' In
the case where a force is instantaneously applied with components in directions j a I, 2, 3 at point x at time 1. In assuming
that the observations are far from the source we need only consider far-field terms io the Green's function, so all terms which
depend upon 11,.0 , where n > I, can be ignored. The Green's
function then simplifies to (Aki and Richards, 1980):

=

2.1 Introduction
Acoustic emission source characterization based on radiation (directivity) patterns, is a powerful tool for differentiating
between primary, secondary and spurious acoustic emission
signals. The technique is deterministic, involving theoretical
modeUing of the generation, propagation and detection of
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G(X', t'- t; X) .. _ I-1 'Yi'Yj !.. 3(t' - t - r Iv p)
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acoustic emission event for calibration purposes (Scruby et aI.,

(2)

1981).

r

The AE sources considered were the double monopole,
dipole, dilatation, shear dislocation and microcrack. The displacements due to each of these sources within the bulk of the
material for the compression wave are reviewed below.

- _1_ ('YI'Yj-3 Ij )!..3(t'-t-r/vJ
1
4np v I
r

In this expression the terms are respectively the far-field
compression and shear wave radiations, p is the medium density, vp and VI are the compression and shear wave velocities,
'YI are the direction cosines from x to x', the distance being r ..
, x - x' I, and 3 is the delta function.

(I) The Double Monopole

Suppose two infinite crack faces an: joined together at a
point by a small ligament. The double monopole, which consists of two equal and opposite point forces, can be used to represent the decohesion of tightly bound crack faces at that point
(secondary emission). The crack faces will separate the medium
into two half-spaces so that each of the forces will only act in
half of the medium. Therefore we can represent each by a point
force which is suddenly switched on. The displacement from the
compression wave will then have the angular dependence of a
point force:

The inflDite elastic body Green's function is only valid
provided that the elastic waves reach the detector without interacting with any boundary. As the first compression wave
arrival alone was studied in this work, it was assumed that direct
propagation to the transducer had occurred. Since all the transducers were positioned on an external surface, the Green's function for a half-space was approximated by taking into account
reflection at a stress·free surface.

cos 9 for X3 > 0
The stress-free boundary conditions cause reflection and
mode conversions of an incident elastic wave, which depend
upon the angle of incidence, ., at the surface. The perpendicular
displacement U';(x'), at a point on the surface is given by,

and

-cos 9 for X3 < 0

where the crack lies in the xlx2 plane at X3" 0 and 9 is the
angle with respect to the crack plane normal. However the
boundary conditions at the surface modify this dependence,
particularly at angles close to the surface plane, and the correct
directivity pattern is given by (Miller and Pursey, 1954):

(3)

21.2

where U1(x') is the amplitude of the compression wave at point
x', and R (ell) is the receiver function given by,

.20.5

2k (k - 2s1n 0) (1- sin 9)
2.12

2

20.52

20.5

(S)

(k - 25m 9) + 4sin e (1- sin 0) (k - sin 9)
(2) The Dipole

For 8 single dipole with axis n .. (0,0,1) the angular
dependence is determined by taking a spatial derivative of the
Green's function (Scruby, 19858) and is cos2 (0).

This expression is deduced from Miller and Pursey (1954),
who consider the radiation of acoustic waves from a perpendicular point force, by assuming reciprocity. In equation (4), k
is the ratio of compression to shear wave velocities. It was
assumed that the transducer was sufficiently distant from the
source for the elastic wave far-field term to be considered as a
plane wave. There is also a parallel component to the displacement at the surface, but this will be neglected since the transducer is primarily responsive to perpendicular displacement

(3) The Dilatation
The force components for a dDatation are all equal and
therefore there is no angular dependence.
(4) The Shear Dislocation
For a dislocation with displacement vector n .. (0,0,1) and
normal to the dislocation plane of v c (1,0,0) the angular
dependence is given by sin29cos9 (Ohtsu, 1983) where, in
polar coordinates, 9 is the azimuth angle at the source. This is
an example of a secondary shear where the shear plane is
paral1el to a principal axis of the defect. For 8 primary shear the
shear plane will be at 4S· to one of the defect planes. The
primary (I) and secondary (II) shear sources considered for this
work were as follow:

2.3 Poinl Source Represenlalions
For many purposes, it is reasonable to approximate each
emission event to a point source. In a study such as this the
errors in this assumption are unlikely to be large. As the AE
sources of interest are internal to the body they must be selfequilibrating, i.e., there is no net force or couple generated by
the source. Therefore every internal force must be part of a force
dipole and every couple part of a double couple. Some simulated
acoustic emission sources, e.g., pencD lead fracture (Hsu et al.,
1977), and helium gas jet (McBride and Hutchison, 1976), are
external and generate a net force perpendicular to the surface.
The thermoelastic source, used to calibrate the transducers in
this work (Sec. 3.3), is generated just below the surface of a
metal, and is therefore internal, and a better simulation of an

cos2 9 - cos2 '" sin1 0
2
1
2
C05 9 - 5in '" sin 8
sin 29 cos '"
sin 0 sin 2",
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Fig. 1 Radiation patterns from AE point sources: displacement, Ur (9), for (a) double monopole, (b) dipole, (c) dilatation, (d) shear
dislocation and (e) microcrack.

(5) The microcrack

(8)

T4

T3

The microcrack source can be represented as an edge dIslocation (Sinclair, 1979) which can be considered as a combination of a dilatation and a 45 degree shear. For n "" (0,0,1)
and v "" (0,0,1), the radiation pattern is (Ohtsu, 1983),

to

2cos2 (9) + 2v/(l - 2v)
where v is Poisson's ratio.

48mm.__----'

JO

The angular dependence of these five sources is shown
ploued in Fig. 1 (only one example of a primary shear is
shown). For the geometry used in Part I, (xl,X2,x3) "" (x,y,z).

3. EquIpment and Procedures

T1

3.1 Specimen GeomJ!try and Plastic Zone Size

..._ - - 50 mm - . _ - <..
_

Compact tension (CT) specimens were machined from 20
mm plate of 7075·T651 aluminum alloy, their dimensions being in accordance with BS5447:1977 (Fig. 2). Their side faces
were lightly polished to facilitate measurement of crack
lengths.

T5
(b)

,
t

20mm

There were two possible approaches to obtaining a large
plastic zone size. First a different geometry than the CT specimen could have been used. However, the maximum effect which
can be achieved by changing the specimen geometry is to
switch from plane strain to plane stress conditions by using
thin specimens. The increase in plastic zone diameter is then
-50~ for aluminum, which is only marginal. In addition, crack
growth in the plane stress condition is regrettably dominated
by shear lips orientated at 45 degrees to the crack plane on the

T6

Fig. 2 Compact tension specimen geometry in (_) plan and (b)
section. Also shown are transducer positions for 6 channel
tests n to T6.
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of 6·channel AE system.

3.2 The Acoustic Emission System

faces of the plate, making the plastic zone a complicated
shape. These difficulties made the second approach preferable,
which is to increase the maximum load attained during fatigue
whilst maintaining controlled crack growth. The forward
plastic zone size is controlled by the square of the maximum
stress intensity factor, K IIIU • However the crack growth rate is
controlled by 4K2 and so to ensure that the growth rate remains
constant the load range should remain constant or (in practice)
slighUy reduced and the maximum load increased.

The transducers used for this study were a large bandwidth
non-resonant type, incorporating a conical piezoelectric
element with a contact area of 0.9 mm2 • These have an omnidirectional response, making them well suited for AE source
location and characterization, and their frequency response
falls only slowly at high frequencies (-6 dB at 3 MHz, -12 dB
at 10 MHz). They therefore have a very short risetime (-60 ns)
enabling arrival time measurements to be made accurately.
Their detection threshold is 2 x 10-13 m (further details in
Scruby, 1985b).

The plastic zone size was estimated using the Irwin model
which yields, for the radius of the zone, r:
r=

(KmaJ2 /2ml

where C1y =yield strength.

Fatigue tests for AB monitoring were carried out using a
screw-driven testing machine because the servohydraulic
machine was found to be acoustically noisier. The loading pins
were coated with PTFB in order to reduce grip noise. Six
transducers were screwed to the specimen in the positions
indicated in Fig. 2. Each of the transducer channels, shown
schematically in Fig. 3, consisted of a charge amplifier, a 30
kHz high-pass filter, a maiD amplifier and a 20 MHz digitizer.
The bandwidth was 7 MHz. The digitizers were triggered using a
separate channel derived from channel 2 via a 300 kHz to 3
MHz band-pass filter. This enabled low frequency signals, such
as grip noise, to be rejected without reducing the fidelity of the
AE signals collected. Further details of the AE system can be
found in Scruby et al. (1986).

(6)

The maximum stress intensity attainable in 7075 alloy,
i.e. the plane strain fracture toughness, is between 16 and 28
MPa m l12 • Therefore the maximum plastic zone diameter from
the Irwin model is betwccn 0.3 and 0.9 mm for a yield strength
of 540 MPa. Clearly the highest stress intensity possible is
required in order to ensure that the plastic zone is larger than
errors in AE source location measurements.

cr specimens were initially fatigued at 10 Hz with a load
range of +6 to +12 kN on a servohydraulic testing machine to
initiate the crack growth. This gave crack lengths of 0.7 to 1.0
mm measured on each face after -2,300 cycles.

AB monitoring was initially conducted using a load range
of +6 to +12 kN· at 0.1 to 0.2 Hz giving a maximum stress
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Table I Relative sensitivities and location of transducers.
Centre of specimen taken as origin (Fig. 2).
Relative
Channel sensitivity
(linear)
1
2

3
4
5
6

1.00·
2.79
2.96
1.15
1.52
1.79

x
position
(mm)

y
position
(mm)

z
position
(mm)

5
25
17
-5
12
12

-24.1

0

0
0

24.1
24.1
-7.6
0

0
0
9.7
-9.7

15
E

0.

c:

Q)

E 10
Q)
U

• Defmed

III
0.

intensity of 20.7 MPa ml/2 • During later tests the load range
was reduced, as the crack grew, to 7.4 to 12 kN (thus maintaining a low crack growth rate). The maximum stress intensity
was then 25.8 MPa ml/2 • Each test was between 1 and 3 hours
duration, there being six monitoring periods in all.

CII

0

5

3.3 Radiation Pattern Characterization and Calibration

AE data from six-channels was used for source characterization. As outlined in a previous section, a forward modelling approach was employed which relies on the AE source
being represented by one of five idealized types, the double
monopole, dipole, dilatation, shear and microcrack. These
source types result in different compression wave signal amplitudes at the position of each transducer. It was therefore necessary to cah'brate the relative sensitivities of the transducers.

o

o

50

100

Time/ps
Fig. 4 AE event detected near maximum tensile load during
fatigue of compact tension specimen (flfSt monitoring period).
Channels I to 4 displayed one above another for clarity.
Locatioo (2.2,-2.3,-0.1). Accuracy +0.6 nun.

Calibration was carried out using a Nd-YAG pulsed laser as
a standard acoustic source (Scruby et al., 1981). The laser was
arranged to produce a partially focused spot 00 the surface of
the specimen. This acts as a thermoelastic source of elastic
waves which can be considered in terms of force dipoles rather
than a force monopole and is therefore of Ihe same category as
the five model sources above. Transducers 1 to 4 were calibrated
whilst still mounted on the CT specimen, in order to avoid
errors (rom acoustic coupling variations. The laser spot was
directed ooto one of three positions on one of the large faces of
the wecimen. These positions were chosen so as to be equidistant from two of the transducers and to produce the same
source and receiver angles (Secs. 2.2 and 2.3; 9 and 41). Thus
the three positions were used to compare three different pairs of
the four transducers. The compression wave amplitude observed
from the laser pulse source was then compared for each channel
pair (the same amplifiers etc. being used as in the fatigue test)
(Table 1). The remaioing two transducers were then calibrated
by mounting them in tum on a large test block together with
transducer 1 and comparing the compression wave amplitUde as
before (Table 1).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Source Location

Figure 4 shows a typical AE event obtained during fatigue
as observed on four channels. These occurred every 2 to 4
cycles close to maximum tensile load. The waveforms of these
signals contained much high frequency components aod had
sharp risetimes characteristic of crack growth signals. All the
compression wave arrivals have the same negative polarity
indicating a positive surface displacement consistent with a
microcrack source. AE events were located by measuring the
first arrival times, lj, of the signals at each transducer (i = 1,4)
and solving the set of equations,
~

'" to + [(Xj - 1.)2 + (yj - y)2 + (Zj - z)2]O.S/Vp

(7)

where (x,y,z) is the unknown position of the source, (Xj'Yi'Zj)
is the position of the i-th transducer, vp is the velocity of compression waves and 10 is the time at which the event occurred.
The positions of the transducers are given in Table 1.

Having calibrated each channel, the compression wave
amplitudes of the AE data collected duriog fatigue tests were
measured and scaled with respect to the relative chanoel sensitivities. These values could then be compared with those from
the different source models.

The positioning of the transducers was important in order
to optimize the location accuracy. The crack front lay within
the transducer array in the x, y and z directions such that
transducers were approximately equally distanL Channels I to
4 all lay in the x-z plane whilst the remaining chanoels had
equal y coordinates of opposite sign. This enabled the highest
accuracy for location in the x-z plane (the x axis being the
crack growth direction and the z axis the direction perpen-
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Table 2 SUIDID8J)' of location data obtained during fatigue of compact tension specimen. Number of events collected
and located together with maximum stress intensity, mean x coordinate, scatter in z coordinate
and calculated plastic zone diameter for each monitoring period .
Monitoring
Period

Max. Stress
Intensity
(MPa mO.S)

Monitoring
Time (min)

AE events
collected

AE events
located

Mean x

(Jun)

(mm)

Plastic
Zone
(mm)

20

)
) ±130

2.37
2.84
2.96
3.12

)
) 0.8

12

)
) ±IS0
)

17

±90

3.49

0.8

8

5

23.5

2

20

23.5

50

23

3
4
5

120
29
37

25.0
25.0
25.0

40
20
20

18

6

89

25.8

20

1

Scatter in z

17

2.28

)
) 0.6

)

• AE Source locations
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T- Plane of
Fatigue Crack

Boundary of
Plastic Zone
1st and 2nd Period

4

X/mm

5

----,
Boundary of
Plastic Zone
6th Period

·21------------------------------------~

Fig. S AE source locations in section (first, second and sixth monitoring periods). Estimated plastic zone perimeter and plane of
fatigue crack also shown.
of ±80 ~ This method depends upon a good signal-to-noise
ratio, and a similar compression wave time dependence on all 4
channels.

dicular to the crack plane) since that was of primary importance
in order to test the AE source models.
The location procedure used the following approach:
[1] Analysis of the data from cbannels 1 to 4, using a least
squares method in 2-D, enabled a vCty accurate location to be
made in the x-z plane. The x and z coordinates are obviously
the most important in this experiment. Location along the y
axis could then be determined by including channels S and 6.

The CT specimen was monitored during fatigue for six
periods and AE data collected. 2-D location was carried out
using channels 1 to 4 data for all six periods whilst 3-D
location, using all 6 channels, was carried out for periods 3 to 5
only. The monitoring time and calculated maximum stress
intensities are given in Table 2.

(2) The compression wave arrival time on channels I to 4
was measured carefUlly by interpolating the exact time from the
compression wave peak profile at which the amplitude was onehalf the peak height. It was estimated that this would give an
accuracy of (0.25) x (sampling interval) x (wave velocity).
Taking the velocity as 6.3 mmlllS we then obtain an accuracy

Two-dimensional AE source location results for the 4
channel tests are shown plotted in the x-z plane for monitoring
periods I, 2 and 6 together with the calculated plastic zone
perimeter aDd the estimated crack plane position in Fig. S.
Note that the crack appears to have grown by -1 mm between
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3
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1
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4
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5
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I

Plane of
Fatigue Crack
-1

•••

Boundary of
Plastic Zone
Periods 3 to 5

~

-2'------------------------------------------'
Fig. 6 AE source locations in section (third. fourth and flfth monitoring periods). Estimated plastic zone perimeter and plane of
fatigue crack also shown.
•

and after the last period 2.6 and 2.2 mm respectively. First,
these values are somewhat smaller than the It locations of the
AE sources (Fig. 5), and secondly the scatter in the x values is
larger than that of the z values for a given monitoring period;
i.e. during monitoring periods 1 and 2 the scatter in the
x coordinate was -0.8 mm. whilst that in the z coordinate was
only 0.26 mm. This was because the crack front is curved so
that the y coordinates for these events would vary across the
crack front reSUlting in x coordinates equal or larger to those at
the end of the crack. The larger crack extension from the AE
data compared with the optical data. is consistent with
enhanced crack growth in the central region of the crack front

AE Source locations
Specimen edne

r -- - - -- - -- -- __ 1.9.P_l-_---....--

'--_-...

Y/mm

I

,,

I

7.5

I
I
I

5.0

,
I

I

2.5

I

I

.

It is noted that, compared .with previous work (Scruby et
al., 1986). the location accuracy is improved by a factor of
between 2 and 3. This opens up the possibility of determining
the position of each source event within Ute plastic zone
andlor relative to the crack plane. The maximum stress intensity was 23.5 and 25.8 MPa m l12 for monitoring periods 1 and
6 giving an estimated plastic zone diameter of 0.6 and 0.8 mm
respectively. Therefore, the spreads of :t130 ~ and %90 ~ in
the z coordinate of the located AE sources for monitoring
periods 1 and 6. respectively, are appreciably smaller than the
plastic zone size (Table 2).

.-L---.---t----+---t---+-+~I__--.--_f
I -7.5
·5.0
-2.5

,
,

\
I
I
I

I

·2.5

-5.0

- Crack Fronl
(estimated)

I
I
I

,

-7.5

I

l-------------:ror---~--~---~
Specimen edge

Three-dimensional AE source location results obtained
from 6 channel tests during monitoring periods 3 to S are
shown together with the calculated plastic zone diameter and
estimated crack plane position projected in the It-Z plane in
Fig. 6. The data indicate a crack length in excess of 3 mm
which compares with a measured length at the sides of the
specimen of 2.6 and 2.2 IDID. However, the curvature of the

Fig. 1 AE source locations in plan (fourth and fifth monitoring
periods) shOWing curvature of crack front
the rust and last monitoring periods. The crack lengths measured optically at the left and right hand sides of the specimen
after the second period were ooly 2.0 and 1.5 IDID respectively,
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Trnll5dllCll,

z

4.2 Radialion Pattern Characterization

(Xi Yi li)

[Xj.l;

1= (X;1.

To calculate the compression wave amplitUdes at each
transducer for each of the source types, it was nrst necessary to
determine the source and receiver angles. An assumption made
here was that the AE source normal was in the z direction,
which is perpendicular to the crack plane (i.e., the principal
loading direction). If the AE source location is (x,Y,z) and the ith transducer is positioned at (Xj,YItZi), then by defming:

z:)",

elc.

y

6;" la,,-1

1
(X. +
[

'z.

(8)

y.1)~1]
t

I

the source angle is subsequently given by;

(9)

(I) Transducer normal parallel 10

The receiver angle will depend upon the orientation of the
transducer with respect to the crack growth and crack plane
normal directions, these being parallel to the x and z directions
respectively. Figure g indicates these angles. The three cases
are:

X axis.

III
_I [(Y;J + ljJ)'n]
~; • Ian
xi

(i) Transducer normal parallel to x axis,
\0.5

Z

(1)

(II) Transducer normal parallel 10 Y axis.

III I

=tan

·1

(y I + ZiJ

XI

(il) Transducer normal parallel to y axis,
(1)

Ill.

(iii) Transducer normal parallel 10 Z axis.

a

au"

=tan -1 (XI +y.Z.>

(10)

(ill) Transducer normal parallel to z axis,

Fig. 8 Derivation of AE sovn:e angle, 9, and receiver angle,
for source located at origin. Axes defmed as for compact
tension specimen geometry.

Ill,
Having determined the source and receiver angles for each
transducer position and for each AE event location the receiver
function, R(lll), can be calculated from equation (4) and therefore
the relative displacements can be obtained from the relevant
equations in Sec. 2.3 and from equation (3) for each model
source type. Both the experimental and theoretical amplitudes,
AI (i '" 1 to 6 channels), were then normalized using,

crack front may now be quite large. Most of the AE signals were
located in 3-D using data from all six channels, and the x-y
projections of the source locations are shown in Fig. 7. The
accuracy of the 3-D locations is lower (-0.5 mm) making any
estimate of the curvablre difficult. However, some curvature is
evident in Fig. 7 together with a slight asymmetry about y '" O.
As an example, it is interesting to note that one of the AE
signals from the 6th monitoring period had a x coordinate of
only 2.83 mm placing it between the two groups shown in Fig.
S. The corresponding y coordinate for this point is -6.6 mm
and therefore it is fairly close to the specimen edge which had
the smallest measured crack length (Fig. 7).

6

Normalized AmpUblde = Alx 100lL AI

(11)

I

A direct comparison could then be made between each
sovn:e model and the experimental data. Table 3 gives a typical
example showing both the normalized experimental and
modelling data.

The sensitivity of the location technique to smaD crack
extensions is high. Consider the mean x coordinate for AE
events for each of the monitoring periods when AE data was
collected (fable 2). Note that there was some fatigue between
monitoring periods. These data demonstrate that crack front
extensions of the order of 100 JU11 can readily be observed.

In order to make a more quantitative comparison the
percentage deviation of the experimental data from the theoretical values for each source model was calculated. This was
done as follows. For example, for the microcrack source model,
the sum of the squares of the differences between experiment
and theory is calculated, Smic,
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Table 3 Radiation characterization data for typical AE event
located at (3.27, -3.93, -0.18). Comparison of compression
wave amplitudes with values calculated for each radiation
pattern.

Double Monopole
Dipole
Dilation
Shear Ia
Shear Ib
Microcrack
Experimental Data

S

1111.

Relative Displacements
234
5

1

Source Models

apt

lay in x-y plane.
(2) The spread in the AE source locations perpendicular to the
crack plane (z direction) was ±I30, ±150 and ±90 f.1m
during successive monitoring periods (Table 2).
(3) The plastic zone diameter during tests was calculated to
grow from 0.5 to 0.8 mm. Therefore, all AE events located
well within the perimeter of the plastic zone (Table 2).

6

32.0 0.6 21.4 27.2 17.3
1.5
38.7 0.0 22.6 31.2 7.5 0.0
16.0 17.6 12.2 14.4 17.3 22.7
46.8 -0.1 18.7 33.5 -0.8
0.0
18.2 -20.6 10.5 14.6 -9.4 -26.6
22.4 12.6 15.1 19.1 14.5 16.3
26.1
8.8 16.3 22.7 15.7 10.4
1111. 2

.. L(A I - AI ),

The AE events themselves were identified as occurring
from crack advance from the following characteristics:
(1) AE sources were located close to the crack plane and crack
tip as confirmed by optical measurements at the ends of
the crack.
(2) AE events occurred close to maximum tensile load.
(3) AE waveforms were high bandwidth and nonrepetitive.
(4) Comparison of relative amplitudes of frrst compression
wave amplitudes on each transducer channel with values
calculated for a number of different source radiation patterns, indicated that the best agreement was with the
microcrack source. Therefore, AE during fatigue of 7075
alloy cr specimens was predominantly due to microcrack
growth.

(12)

I

where Ai are normalized amplitudes. The root mean square value
per channel, Mmie, is then obtained as,

Mmic .. smie /6

(13)

for 6 channels. Finally, the total percentage deviation, pmie. is
given by

These results are consistent with the model of crack
growth in which AE is generated by microcracking from the
crack tip to a fractured inclusion (McBride and Harvey, 1987)
rather than from the inclusion fracture process itself. Radiation
pattem analysis of AE signal data indicated that signals were
predominantly due to microcrack growth.

(14)
A good fit is indicated by a small value of P. Thirteen signals
were analyzed in this way and the results given in Table 4
(s~ondary shear sources were not considered in Part 1), All of
the experimental signals best fitted the microcrack model
(average percentage deviation, pmie, -29%) giving further
evidence that AE during fatigue of cr specimens is predominanUy due to crack growth.

This result and the study of McBride and Harvey (1987) are
together significant because they establish the mechanism of
crack advance and emission. Primary AE in these materials are
more closely linked to the crack advance and less to plastic
deformation than was previously thought. Therefore, primary
AE should still be detectable from crack advance in structural
members which have been plastically deformed; a conclusion
that an a1temative model may not have predicted.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The principal objective of these experiments was to
obtain the highest accuracy location possible. The following
results were achieved:
(I) AE source location in 3-D was carried out using cr specimen geometry with an accuracy in the x-z plane of "'±IOO
f.1m. Accuracy in the y direction was ±a.5 mm. The crack
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Table 4 Percentage deviation of experimental Part 1 data from theoretical values for each radiation pattern.
AE Event
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Double
Monopole

Dipole

33.7
44.1
37.2
44.5
36.5
66.5
39.5
54.9
61.5
36.0
50.3
40.0
38.5

53.1
49.2
56.0
41.7
48.6
70.9
50.1
58.3
87.8
40.5
51.2
54.4
50.2

Dilatation

Shear
Ia

Shear
Ib

Microcrack

60.1
62.3
50.2
60.3
51.0
32.7
56.0
46.9
50.2
60.3
51.1
48.2
53.1

73.9
66.1
78.0
58.3
78.4
88.8
64.6
79.6
114.8
70.3
69.6
82.1
79.8

134.7
134.2
134.8
125.7
131.2
147.3
129.1
135.4
151.6
120.6
130.8
132.8
132.3

35.3
35.5
21.7
34.9
23.2
22.3
30.0
26.3
42.8
34.6
28.0
20.7
26.3
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S.L. McBride, J.W. Maclachlan and B.P. Paradis (1981),
"Acoustic emission and inclusion fracture in 7075 aluminum
alloy", J. Nondest. Eval., 2, 35-41.
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Characterization of Fatigue of Aluminum Alloys by
Acoustic Emission, Part II • Discrimination Between
Primary and Other Emissions
D. J. Buttle and C. B. Scruby
secondlU)' fretting and spurious events) duriog the fatigue of
standard riveted test coupons. Work by others (Scala, 1987) on
airframes had previously highlighted the need for criteria to
distinguish crack growth sigoals from rivet fretting, if the AE
technique wu to achieve acceptance for airframe monitoring.
Both Part I and Part II were carried out using state-of-the-art
b~adband sensors and advanced ioslrUmentation and analysis
techniques.

Abstract
Two series of acoustic emission (AE) measurements were
carried out on 7000 series aluminum alloys. The first series (the
preceding paper) iovestigated the material processes responsible for primary AE duriog fatigue of compact tension specimens, whilst the objective of the second series of experiments
was to distinguish between different emission sources during
high cycle fatigue of riveted test coupons.

In addition to the crack openiog emissions observed duriog fatigue of aluminum alloy, a number of acoustic signals of a
different nature can occur. This CaD be particularly true in
specimens designed to simulate airframe components. For example, in a collaborative programme between the Defence
Science and Technology Organization of Australia and the US
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency, work was conducted unambiguously to identify AE from crack growth in the
presence of extraneous noise (Scott and Scala, 1986). Three
types of specimen were tested in the laboratory including a
simulated joint incorporating a load canying fastener. AE from
tests was thought to occur from fretting and crack face rubbing
as well as crack advance, as reported by Graham and Eisley
(1983). Energy measurements were done in an attempt to separate these different signals but differences were found to be subtle. Hutton aDd Lemon (1983) used a technique of selecting
suitable autocorrelation lags (time delays) followed by extensive statistical analysis. Some success was achieved on individual specimens but it was not possible to transfer the results
obtained from one specimen to a second.

Four coupons with dimensions SO mm x 101 mm x 8 mm
which were with or without rivets were fatigued in tensioncompression so as to simulate the stresses experienced io the
airframe. In the second series of experiments, primary (crack
growth), secondary (fretting of the rivet) and spurious emission
events were all detected. These three sources of AE were characterized using 6 parameters: (a) Time dependence/frequency content, (b) Relationship to appUed cyclic load, (c) Principal wave
arrival amplitude, (d) Reproducibility from cycle to cycle, (e)
Location, (f) Radiation pattern.
These results are relevant for airframe monitoring as they
offer specific criteria for distinguishiog primlU)' emissions
from others. However all except (b) and (c) require sensors and
recording systems of high fidelity and bandwidth. Since at least
two criteria need to be met for reliable identification, we conclude that dependable discrimination is only possible if special
broadband inslrUmentation is used.
I. Introduction

The Australian Aeronautical Research Laboratories (ARL)
have developed a pattern-recogoitioD method to distinguish between AE waveforms from defect growth and extraneous sources
such as gas flow, electromagoetic interference, mechanical
noise, transient electronic noise and hydraulic flow noise
(Scala and Coyle, 1983; Scala and Coyle, 1987). The aim of
this work was to identify fatigue crack propagation in a Mirage
wing-spar by AE sigoal analysis. Both conventional transducers and pinducers were used (Scala, 1984) although waveforms
from the pinducers were found to be the most amenable to pattern recognition analysis (Scala, 1987). The most useful
parameters for source determination were found to be risetime,
duration, autocorrelation lags and position of the AE event on
the load cycle. Using these it was possible to show that fatigue
cracks were propagating from two of the zones monitored and
this was later confarmed by metallography.

In the precediog paper of this issue (Part I), the material
processes responsible for primary acoustic emission generated
duriog the fatigue of a commercial 7000-series aluminum alloy
were iovestigated. This was io order to predict to what extent
defect growth can be monitored io an aircraft slrUcture. A compact tension specimen geometry was chosen because of its
suitability for AE. However in most struetures the geometry is
not ideal aDd there is a multiplicity of secondlU)' emission
sources due to fretting and friction at joints and rivets. Because
the primary emissions due to crack advance tend not to be very
energetic, they become swamped by the secondary sources.
The objective of this paper (Part II) was to distinguish
between different emission sources (primary crack advance,

In later tests by ARL on the Mirage airframe, AE was monitored continuously under in-service-type (random) loading
(Bowles, 1989). By using the load cycle dependence of inclusion fracture it was possible to identify the regions On the
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Fig. 1 Dimensions of coupon specimen. (a) plan and (b) section views.

2. Equipment aod Procedures

complex load curve where AE from defect growth was likely to
occur. Since AE generally occurred over the whole load cycle
due to many sources of extraneous noise, defect growth was
only detected when the AE activity from the inclusion fracture
regions exceeded the average noise level from other regions.
Using this approach aU active cracks greater than 0.2 mm deep
were detected, although several false indications oC cracks
occurred. Difficulties were encountered when AE noise from
extraneous sources become high and occurred on different parts
of the load curve at different times. The ARL AE work is summarized in Scott and Scala (1986).

2.1 Specimen Geometry and Loading
Plates of 7010 alloy of 10 mm nominal thickness were
obtained from Alcan Ltd. in the T76S1 condition. Tensile specimens were machined with the rolling direction parallel to the
direction of the applied load (dimensions ShOWD in Fig. 1). A 6
mm diameter rivet hole was machined in the center of the gauge
in each specimen and two crack starter notches machined, one
on each side of the hole.
The specimens were loaded via four threaded pins, two at
each end of the specimen. The specimen grips were designed to
house acoustic emission transducers, one in each grip. It was
important that the grips held the plates tighUy in tension and
compression with litUe or no relative movement of any of the
parts. Any movement in the grip/specimen system would be
likely to cause excessive spurious noise particularly when
cycling the load through zero. Therefore special tapered
threaded pins were used to lock the grips to the testing machine, ODe for each grip.

In order to obtain a more realistic range of AE waveforms
it was 'desirable to use a specimen geometry which was more
closely related to conventional airframe component tests.
Therefore coupon specimens were used which contained rivet
holes with or without rivets. In order to simulate the conditions
of the airframe during flight a realistic loading would be
medium to high cycle fatigue in teosion-compression with R =
-0.1 (R is the ratio of the minimum load to the maximum load).
In comparison to the previous study (part I), a wider range of
AE source events was studied, inclUding primary (crack
growth), secondary (e.g. crack face fretting) and spurious
emissions (e.g., grip and test rig noises). The number of AE
recording channels was also varied, to determine the optimum
number for the effective characterization of fatigue crack
propagation.

The slress intensity range for coupon specimens at the
position of the starter cracks should be as low as possible to be
realistic but the crack growth must occur over a reasonable time
scale for measurements. Work in Part I used stress intensity
ranges between 20.7 and 25.8 MPa mOoS and these were considered as an upper limit The lower value corresponded to a initial load range of 27 kN for the coupons.

The AE was characterized by frequency content. load, signal amplitude, reproducibility from cycle to cycle and source
location. In addition, as a further tool for signal classification,
source radiation pattern analysis was carried out
256

channel tests, one broadband point-contact transducer was situated at each end of the specimen inside the grip housings. (b)
For four-channel tests, two point-contaet transducers were situated, one on each face of the specimen, close to the rivet hole,
whilst one transducer was situated at each end of the specimen
as in (a). The end transducers were either point contact or 2.5
MHz damped piezoelectric sensors. (c) For seven channel tests,
one 2.5 MHz transducer was situated at each end of the specimen, and five point contact transducers were positioned close
to and surrounding the rivet hole on all four remaining faces of
the specimen. The end transducers were then only used as
'guards' to distinguish AE events occurring from outside the
array.

Table 1 Initial crack lengths (in mm) on 7010 aluminium
coupons as measured by fluorescent penetrant inspection.
Front
IllS
RHS
Specimen
Specimen
Specimen
-Specimen

1
2
3
4

Back
lHS
RHS

No Rivet Hole
0.2

0.0

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

0.5

1.2

1.5

1.0
1.0

1.2

In order to initiate crack growth from the two notches,
specimens were fatigued in a servo-hydraulic machine operating at 15 Hz using a higher stress intensity range (6K = 26
MPa m l12 ). This produced cracks of -2 mm length after -5000
cycles. Cracks on both sides of the specimens were then measured using fluorescent penetrant inspection (crack lengths
given in Table 1). All subsequent fatigue cycling was carried
out in an Instron screw-driven machine at either 0.1 or 0.15 Hz.

The screw-driven testing machine was used for AE monitoring, this being a relatively quiet machine. However, because
of the loading conditions chosen, care was taken to reduce all
potential sources of spurious noise as much as possible.
Careful grounding virtually removed electrical interference,
which was initially found to be a problem. Polishing and then
coating the pins with PTFE also reduced low frequency acoustic
noise, although it was not possible to completely remove this.
Some high amplitude signals were observed every few cycles as
the load went through zero. Raising the low frequency cut-off in
the trigger channel filter improved the situation. Set-up and
laser calibration tests were carried out using a coupon specimen
containing no rivet hole in a similar manner to that described
in Sec. 3.3 of Part I.

One of the coupon specimens (specimen 4) had an aluminum rivet inserted after short cracks had been initiated from
the starter notches. Both sides of the specimen were countersunk so that the ends of the rivet were flush with the surfaces of
the specimen. The countersinking removed most of the cracks
leaving only short buried cracks -3.6 mm wide (in z direction)
in the center of the specimen thickness.

2.2 The Acoustic Emission System and Measurements

The location of the transducers for each test are sum-

marized in Table 2, where the x-coordinate is measured parallel
to the crack growth direction, the y-coordinate parallel to the
tensile axis and Ihe z-coordinate perpendicular to x and y. The
origin of the coordinate system was at the center of the rivet
hole on the top race of the specimen.

The acoustic emission system was similar to Ihat used for
earlier experiments (Buttle and Scruby, 19881, 1990). The 20
MHz digitizers were triggered by taking a separate signal from
channel 2 via a variable band-pass mter thus enabling some
adjustable discrimination between high and low frequency AE
signals. The load at which each AB event occurred was also
recorded as a de offset on channel 4 by taking a load signal
from the testing machine via a suitable attenuator.

In order to characterize each emission event, a number of
parameters and/or criteria needed to be selected. Those most
suitable were the load at which the AE occurred, source location, amplitude, radiation pattern, the reproducibility of signals from cycle to cycle and Iheir time dependence or frequency
content These are discussed in the following sections.

A load gating device was used for some of Ihe tests which
could enable or disable the trigger ch8DJlel for any portion of
the fatigue load cycle. This was useful for selecting !he signals
at high tensile load which were considered most likely to be due
to crack advance.

2.3 Radiation Pattern Characterization
Source characterization was carried out in a similar manner
as before (Sec. 3.3 or Part I) by comparing the experimental
compression wave amplitudes with those calculated for different radiation patterns. The AE data from the seven channel tests
(specimen 4) alone were used.

Two types of piezoelectric receiver were used for AE monitoring, the high bandwidth point-contact transducer described
in Sec. 3.2 of Part I and a standard 2.5 MHz damped transducer.
The 2.5 MHz transducer and pre-amplifier has the advantage of
being more sensitive than the point-contact type for sources
on the transducer axis, although this depends upon the bandwidths of the AE signal and background noise. However, !he
larae front face (diameter 12 mm) means that it is not omnidirectional and therefore unsuitable for off-axis source location. In addition, the narrower bandwidth makes this transducer
less effective for source characterization.

The AE signals which were believed to be due to crack
growth, were generally small in amplitude making measurement of the compression wave difficult Therefore, only a few
higher amplitude signals were used for characterization. These
values were then compared with Ihose from the different source
models. The relative sensitivities of the five point contact
transducers were measured as described previously (Sec. 3.3 of
Part I).

Several different transducer arrangements were used in
order to determine the best positions for monitoring the rivet
area. The number of transducers was also varied between 2, 4
and 7. The transducers were ICX:llted as follows: (a> For two-

Compression wave amplitude data were scaled with respect
to the transducer sensitivities before comparison was made
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Table 2 Position of AE transducers for 2, 4 and 7 channel tests during fatigue
of coupon specimens for Part II experiments.
Test

Coordinate

2
channel
test

x
y

z

4

x

channel
test

y

7
channel
test· (I, 2)

x
y

7
channel
test - (3)

x

7
channel
test - (4)

z

1

2

Channel Number
4
5

3

0
50.5
4

0
·50.5
4

0
50.5
4

2
5
0

-2
-5

8

-7.S
-9.5
0

IS
-7.5
4

-IS

y

-7.2
9.4

7.9
-9.6

z

8

8

IS
8
4

-IS
-8
4

x
y

-8

7

15

-15
-8

9
8

z

-9.5

8
4

8

7

0
-50.S
4

7.5
9.5
0

z

6

7.5
4

0
9.5
8

0
50.S
4

0
-50.5

0.9

0
50.5

0
-50.5
4

9.5
0
0.5

9.5

4

0

4
0
50.5
4

4

0

-50.5
4

Table 3 Details of fatigue experiments using coupon specimens. Loading range, stress intensity range at crack tip,
number of AE channels, fatigue time and number of AE events coUecred.
Specimen

Monitoring
Period

Load Range
(kN)

1 (No hole)
2 (Rivet hole)

R
Ratio

Stress Intensity
Range
(MPaml l2)

Fatigue
-Time
(miDs)

AE Events
Collecred

Used for calibration only
1

1.5 to 30

+ 0.05

>23.1

1

5 to 2S

+ 0.20

16.2

2

- 3 to 23.5

- 0.14

21.4

1

2.5 to 24

+ 0.10

17.4

2

4 to 26.5

+ 0.15

3
4

-4to22
- 2.3 to 23

- 0.18
- 0.10

4 (pt contact)

300·

290

4 (2pt contact)
(2 Std damped)
II
4

345

760

420

460

18.2

7 (5pt contact)
(2 Std damped)
7

72

440

21.1
20.5

7
7

90
600

180
1,185

3 (Rivet hole)

4 (Filled
Rivet hole)

No of
AE Channels

.

. .

II
II

·Specimen 2 failed.
with amplitudes predicted for each model source radiation pattern. This procedure was followed for the analysis of the following three classes of signals:
(1) Signals attributed to crack growth.
(2) Signals occurring periodically from cycle to cycle
early on in fatigue cycling.
(3) Signals similar 10 class (2) but occurring later on in
fatigue cycling.

of the load range and maximum stress intensity being given in
Table 3. Specimens 2 and 3 were both monitored using a 4channel AE system, although for specimen 3 two of the pointcontact transducers were replaced by the 2.5 MHz damped transducers. Specimen 4 was monitored with a seven channel AE
system. Specimen 2 was fatigued using a higher load range
(Table 3) and failed after only 5 hours. None of the other specimens was taken to failure.

3. Experimental Results

Source location was c8Iried out using the method described
in Sec. 4.1 of Part I. The accurae:y of AE source location for Part
II experiments does not need 10 be as high as for Part I.
However, location data is required to distinguish Whether AE
events emanate from the defective region or elseWhere. The

3.1 AE signal characteristics and location

Fatigue tests on the coupon specimens were carried out
either in tension-tension or tension-compression, the details
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Fig. 2 AE events o~served on four channels during fJrllt fatigue test of coupon specimen 2. (a) low frequency signal and (b) high
frequency signal which occurred at 18 and 30 leN respectively. (a) locates at one of the loading pins whilst (b) locates close to one of
the crack tips. First compression wave arrival (P-wave) Indicated in (b).
determination of the radiation pattern (Sec. 3.3) also requires a
fairly accurate source location.

(source location 7.7,-0.6,4.8). Such AE signals were believed
to be from crack growth. They were usually characterized by a
higher frequency bandwidth than the spurious noise events.

3.1.1 Four channel tests with specimens 2 and 3: Fatigue
tests were carried out on specimen 2 in tension-tension using a
high maximum load and positive R value to ensure that crack
growth signals could be detected. This ensured less secondary
and spurious AE and more crack growth. Some 290 events were
recorded before the specimen failed. The short fatigue life in
this case indicated that for the subsequent tests the slress intensity range must be reduced to ensure a high cycle fatigue regime
(realistic for airframe conditions).

Due to the fairly large distance of sensors 1 and 4 from the
rivet during fatigue of specimen 2, the amplitude of the compression wave signals was very small making source location
difficult (e.g., Fig. 2(b». Therefore the two distant transducers
were replaced by the higher sensitivity 2.5 MHz damped transducers for the fatigue of specimen 3. The loading was either
tension-tension or tension-compression (fable 3). The specimen was fatigued for 5 hours and 45 minutes after which the
crack had grown by no more than 114 mm. This indicated that
the fatigue life was much longer than for specimen 2. During
part of the test the load gate was used to select the events which
were most likely to be due to crack advance.

Two typical events are shown in Fig. 2. Transducers 1 and
4, situated at the far ends of the specimen, should receive crack
growth signals after transducers 2 and 3. However in the example of Fig. 2(a), the AE signal reaches transducer 4 before
transducer 2. This event was shown to be located at one of the
lower loading pins (source location -5,-22,19), positioned
between transducers 3 and 4 and was therefore believed to be a
spurious signal. Most of the spurious signals located at the
pins were low frequency events like Fig. 2(a) and they generally occurred at loads well below maximum tensile load (e.g.,
18 "leN compared with a maximum load of 30 kN). The other
class of events, such as that of Fig. 2(b) had sharp risetimes
and a high frequency bandwidth. In addition, they occurred at or
close to maximum load (e.g., 29.8 to 30.0 kN). The fust compression wave arrivals reached channels 2 and 3 first, as
expected for signals originating from the rivet hole region

Signals believed to be due to crack growth were observed
during fatigue of specimen 3 using either load range (fable 3)
and these occurred at the maximum tensile load in each case.
The first compression wave arrival was now clearly visible on
channels 1 and 4 as well as channels 2 and 3 (data not shown)
and the AE waveforms were similar in character and bandwidth
to that of Fig. 2~). In addition to these high frequency signals,
low frequency Signals were also observed as for specimen 2,
and these were attributed to spurious events.
Figure 3 shows load values for AE events from specimen 3
while monitoring with and without the load gate. In the regions
(a), (c) and (e) of the figure, where no load gate was used, most
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Fig. 3 Load values of AE events during second fatigue test of coupon specimen 3. Regions (a), (c) and (e) mostly contained spurious
events. In regions (b) and (d) the load gate was used and a high fraction of events had the character of primary emission.
of the events occurred at random loads. All signals observed to
occur below maximum tensile load had the character of spurious
events and none of these were located in the region of the rivet
hole. In regions (b) and (d), a relatively high fraction of the AE
signals had the characteristics of crack growth (-2090). Crack
face fretting and other types of secondary emission either did
not occur or were below the detection threshold. However the
crack lengths were below 2 mm. possibly too short to generate
significant secondary emission.

accuracy in location for specimen 3 where the furthest transducers were replaced by more sensitive ones was estimated as
-±O.7

Mm.

3.1.2 Seven channel tests with specimen 4 (a riveted
coupon): The location accuracy for specimen 3 was improved
by using the higher sensitivity sensors. However, as their frequency characteristics were inferior to those of the point-contact transducers, the arrangement was unsuitable for good characterization of the AE signals. Three more point-contact transducers were therefore positioned around the rivet hole on the
faces and edges of specimen 4 (locations in Table 2). The high
sensitivity transducers positioned at the ends of the specimen
were then used solely to differentiate signals which originated
from outside the defect region, i.e., as guard transducers.

The transducers had previously been calibrated by laser
(Scruby, 1985). The peak noise was +0.4 pm (0.8 pm peak-topeak) during tests. The compression wave peak displacements
at sensors 2 and 3 for crack growth signals were typically 0.2
to 4 pm. These are fairly small displacements and, since the
two sensors were close to the source of emission, it is implied
that the crack growth signals themselves were of fairly low
strength, in agreement with earlier work (Weatherly et aI.,
1984).

The five point-contact transducers were used to characterize the
AE waveforms. These were positioned to ensure that, as far as
possible, the elastic waves would have a direct path to the
transducers. In general, it was not possible to achieve this for
all five transducers for aU AE soun:es. However, any AE occurring from the two cracks would have a direct path to four transdUcers, making 3·D source location possible. Two of the transducers were positioned on opposite sides of the rivet hole and
therefore only one of these would be expected to give a suitable
AE signal, the other transducer not having a direct path to the
AE source. The AE signal must always arrive at the transducer
with the direct path f'USL Consequently, these two signals
could be added together on one digitizer channel so that a four
channel digitizer would suffice for the five point-contact transducers.

For specimens 2 and 3, only 21 (7%) and 76 (l09b) AE
events respectively were located at the positions of the cracks.
The slightly higher fraction in the second test may be due to
the load gate used during some of the monitoring periods. AU
of the other AE events were located at one of the four pins supporting the specimen or at the two pins supporting the grips.
AE signals taken during the first test (e.g., Fig. 2(b» were
located with a fairly poor accuracy (-±1.S mm) due to difficulty
in measuring the small compression wave arrival time on
channels 1 and 4. This was less than adequate for the radiation
pattern analysis of Sec. 3.3, i.e., a movement of 1.5 mm in the
source position corresponded to a change in the receiver angle
of -13° at transducers 2 and 3, resulting in -2090 errors. The
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Fig. S Load cycling of riveted coupon specimen showing high amplitude fretting signals superimposed as sharp spikes on this long
time scale. Note repetition of AE signals at discrete loads from cycle to cycle.
Fatigue was initially carried out in lenSion-leDSion (Table
3. monitoring periods 1 and 2) and no AE signals were
observed from the rivet region during the farst 3 hours of monitoring (though spurious signals occurred from elsewhere).
However. in the next 3 hours of fatigue. some 460 signals were
collected. 40 of which occurred from the region of the rivet
These signals (Fig. 4) were similar in character to the high fre·
quency signals observed from uoriveted coupons. and in each

case occurred at maximum tensile load and were located at one
of the two cracks. Figure 4(a) was localed at (4.8•...().9.S.8). the
right hand crack. and Fig. 4(b) at (-3.3.-0.3.7.9). the left hand
crack. These events were therefore identified as primary emissions.
After -7 hours fatigue the cracks were expected to have
undergone some growth. although they had not grown through
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events are shown in each case.
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to the surfaces of the specimen. The loading was changed to
tension-compression (Table 3, monitoring period 3). During
this period AB signals began to occur periodically at discrete
loads well below maximum (Fig. S). These signals were of such
high amplitUde, that it was necessary to remove the final
amplifier stage (see Fig. 3 of Part I). Initially these data only
occurred during decreasing load at --0.3 leN, one signal each
cycle. However, they later occurred during both increasing and
decreasing load (Fig. 6(a,b». Figure 7 shows examples of these
signals. Note that shortly after the first compression wave
arrival the signal exceeded the range of the charge amplifier
resulting in distortion of the waveform. The compression wave
itself was either positive or negative and this depended upon
whether the load was increasing or decreasing. Initially the
successive signals were similar in shape. Later on, however,
there were small differences from one signal to the next. Figure
8 shows examples of successive AB waveforms observed at
channel 3. The compression wave amplitudes corresponded to
displacements of 2000-4000 pm, whilst their risetimes were
1.0-1.6 ~s. For comparison the amplitudes of crack growth
signals were 0.2 to 4.0 pm with risetimes 80-120 ns. The secondary emissions were therefore 1000 times greater in ampli·
tude and also much lower in frequency bandwidth. These repetitive signals originated from the riveted region and were
thought to be due to fretting.
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Fig. 7 Fretting signals observed on four channels at (a) 5 kN decreasing load and (b) 15 kN increasing load. Note that compression
waves have opposite polarities and that waveform distorts after the fust wave arrival due to overload of the charge amplifier.
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data all occurred at a single load level of -0.3 kN unlike the later
fretting signals.

24,--,---r--

The source locations of the later fretting signals from
increasing load were positioned around a single region as
before (Fig. 10(a». Note that whereas the early fretting signals
radiated from a region between 12 and 3 o'clock in the x-y
plane (Fig. 9) the later data were located between 3 and 6
o'clock (Fig. 10(a». Several AE fretting signals occurred during
decreasing load each cycle (Fig. 6(b» and these are shown
located in Fig. IO(b). In this case, there were two distinct
groups of data in the x-y plane, one between 3 and 6 o'clock
and the other between 9 and 12 o·clock. Those events occurring
below zero load were located in the former group whilst those
data occurring at a positive decreasing load were in both
groups.
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The compression waves from the fretting signals had a
relatively long risetime (Fig. 7). Therefore, an accurate determination of the location was more difficult than for the primary
emission, the accuracy being estimated at ±2 mm. However, the
AE source locations of Fig. 10(a,b) (the set of later fretting
signals) are very scattered and further from the rivet/coupon
interface than was the case of the early fretting signals. This
indicates a poorer location accuracy than ±2 mm. A consideration of the transducer positions with respect to the AE source
locations suggests the reason for this. The regions of the
rivet/coupon interface between 3 and 6 o'clock and between 9
and 12 o'clock as seen on the x-y plane projection could not be
readily seen by 4 transducers, Le., there is not always a direct
line from the AE source to the transdUCers. Elastic waves generated in these regions had to travel along the curved
rivet/coupon interface before reaching some of the transducers.
This increased the path length of the AE for those particular
channels and thus caused a larger error in the determination of
the source location.

4
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o

100

Fig. 8 Six successive AE waveforms attributed to fretting of
the rivet in its hole shown here on channel 3 only, displayed
one above another for clarity. Note similarity in the shape of
the waveform from one AE event to the nexL
results are shown in Fig. 9. The AE source positions were
within a single region close to the rivet/coupon inler/ace and
away from any of the cracks. As previously discussed, these
• AE
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Fig. 10 Location of further fretting signals which occuned during (a) increasing and (b) decreasing load and (c) location of crack
growth signals all shown in x-y plane.
(1) The FT of the crack growth signal (Fig. Il(b» has the
largest high frequency content between 2 and 5 MHz; the
spectra of Fig. 1I(d) and ll(f) fall more rapidly than Fig.
11(b). Por instance they are -10 dB smaller at 5 MHz.

To confmn this interpretation consider one of the particularly poor locations in Fig. 10(b) of (5.10,-2.21,12.83). Not
only is this position 5.6 mm from the center of the rivet (3 mm
diameter) but the z coordinate lay outside the specimen (0 < Z <
8 mm). If we assume that in travelling to transducers I and 4 the
AE signal travelled half way around the rivet, the extra path
length is 3.4 mm. On subtracting the equivalent times from Ihe
arrival times of these channels the location algorithm yields a
source location of (1.60,-2.21,7.49), i.e., the source location
lies within the specimen in the z direction and it's radial distance from the center of the rivet is now only 2.7 mm, close to
the interface.

(2) The fretting signal (Pig. 1I(d» has more energy in the
range 1 to 2 MHz than the spurious signal (Fig. 11(f». For
instance, at 1 MHz, Pigs. l1(d) and 11(f) are respectively·
50 dB and -56 dB.
(3) The spurious signal has similar or. slightly greater
energy than the fretting signal above 3 MHz but this is
probably due to the low noise level of the latter (Fig.
ll(d».

When monitoring the fatigue for high amplitude fretting
signals the final amplifier had been removed to reduce clipping, and consequently crack growth signals were not detected.
With the amplifier in place a large number of signals at or close
to maximum tensile load were collected, corresponding to one
signal approximately every 100 cycles. The high frequency
signals which originated from the rivet region (31 of them)
were located in 3-D (Fig. 10(c» using the new transducer positions given in Table 2. These are from two distinct groups, one
from each crack. However, the scatter is very large. In this
specimen, the rivet countersinks increased the diameter of the
hole from 6 to -13 mm at the surfaces of the specimen. It was
thought that the AE signals from the cracks may have been
reflected off of the angled countersink as they travelled towards
the specimen surface and the transducers. Therefore there was
again a large error in the AE source location. Note that the
cracks were only -2 mm in length, and that primary AE from
longer cracks would not suffer from this problem.

(4) All three FT's contain a characteristic peak below 1
MHz. This corresponds to a 'fundamentai' period in each
waveform; i.e., 600 kHz for the crack growth signal, 100
kHz for fretting and 140 kHz for the spurious signal, corresponding to time periods of 1.7, 10 and 7.1 J1$. respectively. Such low frequencies are probably due to normal
modes of the coupon.
Therefore the crack growth signals can be distinguished
from spurious and fretting signals, even below 1 MHz, from a
frequency analysis because their Fourier spectra fall less rapidly
with increasing frequency. In the time domain, the crack
growlh signals (Pig. 11(a» have shorter risetimes and periodicities.
3.3 Radialion Paltern Characteri:alion

The relative compression wave amplitudes for each of the
source types were calculated as outlined in Sec. 3.3 of Part I
(previous paper in this issue). However, although the source
angle is given by equation (8) of Part I for crack growth signals
from the coupon specimens (in the appropriate coordinate
geometry), this will not generally be true for the other events.
Signals which do not originate from the crack plane will have a
different orientation. Therefore, it was necessary to make a
different assumption regarding the AE source orientation for

3.2 Frequency Analysis

Fatigue of the riveted coupon specimen was continued at a
modified load range (Table 3, period 4) for a further 10 hoUrs.
During a large part of this period, AE monitoring was carried
out and characteristic crack growth, fretting and spurious signals were observed. Examples of each type of signal together
with its Fourier Transform (FT) for a bandwidth of S MHz are
shown in Fig. 11. We observe that;
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signals located away from the crack plane. Fortunately, all the
secondary AE is believed to origiDate from the rivellcoupon
iDterface, so that the AE source normal could be assumed to be
perpendicul8l' to this iDterface. Thus the source normal would be
parallel to the crack plane and It axis at y 0, but perpendicul8l'
to the crack plane at x O. The angle, a, the source normal
makes with the crack growth direction (i.e., x-axis) is tan-I
(YIX) where (X,y> is the 2-D location of the AE source.

The AE source angles could then be determined from,
1

9.

Q

In order to calculate the source angles for each respective
transducer position the coordinate axes were rotated by the
mgle a. The new transducer positions aDd AE source location
were then given by;

Yt' .. YI cos a -XI sin a
~' .. Zj

X' .. Xcosa+Ysina
Y'aYcosa -Xsina
Z'aZ

=

(2)

whilst the receiver angles are given by equation (4) of Part I in
unrotated coordiDates. For comparison with the radiation patterns iD Part I, the axes were defined as (xl,x2 ,x,) .. (x,Zo-y).

::I

Jet' .. XI cos a+ Yt sin a

1 0.5

{OCt-X, +(Y'rY') }
tan
7: Z'
t-I

In order to assess how closely the data fit the theoretical
models, the percentage deviation of the experimental data from
the theoretical values was calculated as ouUiDed iD Sec. 4.2 of
Part I. (Both primary and secondary shear sources were considered).
3.3.1 Crack growth signals: Table 4 shows an example
where model data and experimental data can be compared afler
normalization. These experimental data do not generally compare as well as the Part 1 results with the predicted microcrack
radiation pattern. Fourteen AE crack growth events were analyzed to see how well they fitted each model. The percentage
deviatioD from each radiation patlem for each event was determined (Table 5) and using the same procedure as in Part I. Few

(1)

where the i-th transducer was at position (Xit YI. Zj), the AE
source at (X, Y:z>, and the primed coordinaleS are those of the
rotated frame.
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rately because of their smaller magnitude than the arrivals from
the CT specimens.

Table 4 Radiation characterisation data for typical AE crack
growth event located at (-6.03,-2.81,5.79). Comparison of
compression wave amplitudes with values calculated for each
radiation pattern.
Source Models
I

3.3.2 Fretting signals: The early fretting signals were
almost identical from cycle to cycle (Fig. 8) and all located
within a reasonably small region (Fig. 9). It was therefore only
necessary to do radiation pattern modelling with one signal, or
with the average of several of these signals (fable 6).

Relative Displacements
2
3
4

Double Monopole
Dipole
Dilatation
ShearIa
Shear Ib
ShearIla
Shear lIb
Microcrack

2.15
3.26
1.49
2.63
3.83
0.90
0.29
2.01

0.82
050
1.05
-1.08
0.36
-LOS
1.24
0.89

4.50
- 3.07
5.42
-4.69
2.42
-5.76
-6.45
4.72

2.52
3.17
2.04
1.60
3.39
2.29
-2.02
2.38

Experimental Data

3.06

1.26

3.17

2.51

The fretting signals did not have mixed compression wave
polarities as expected for a shear type rubbing signal. Indeed
the results of Table 6 indicate that the AE source was similar to
a dilatation. In other work on offshore steels (Buttle and
Scruby, 1988) it was found that secondary emissions had a radiation pattern between that of a microcrack and a double monopole. The double monopole was proposed as the radiation
pattern for two very small ligaments unsticking, whilst ligaments of larger diameter would give some lateral constraint
resulting in a less directional radiation pattern. Infinite ligaments would give the maximum constraint and result in a
microcrack type radiation pattern. Therefore, the results were
understood in terms of some lateral constraint The specimen
material, geometry and the environment were quite different
during those tests (Buttle and Scruby, 1988), but the mechanism of secondary emission may well be similar.

of these data clearly best fit the microcrack radiation pattern. If
we average the percentage fit data for the double monopole,
dipole, dilatation, shear la, Ib, I1a, lIb and microcrack sources,
we obtain 45, 48, 52, 128, 57, 138, 118 and 45 percent respectively. That is, the data could be said to fit the double monopole, dipole and microcrack radiation patterns equally well.
There are a number of reasons why the crack growth data
does not appear to compare well with the microcrack radiation
pattern in the Part II experiments. First, the large errors in
source location caused by the complex rivet geometry close to
the AE source cause even larger errors in radiation pattern analysis. Determination of the receiver angles is particularly sensitive to location errors because of the thinness of the specimens. A source location error will also result in a corresponding error in the calculated theoretical compression wave amplitudes for each radiation pattern. Secondly the experimental
arrangement did not allow the transducer sensitivities to be
determined whilst the transducers were mounted on the specimen. Therefore the transducer sensitivities were less accurately
known for Part II than for Part I. Thirdly, the complex rivet
geometry is likely to have distorted the wave arrival amplitudes, which were in any case more difficult to measure accu-

The early fretting signals all occurred during the unloading
part of the fatigue cycle close to zero load. Therefore, it is conceivable that during tensile loading parts of the rivet became
bonded to the material, and that during subsequent unloading,
emissions arose as disbonding of the rivet occurred. This would
be expected to occur more frequently as the rivet becomes a
looser fitj i.e., when cracks have begun to grow in the material.
This indeed was the case here, and so the onset of secondary
emission could be taken as an indication of crack growth.
The fretting would be expected to occur at positions of
maximum shear stress at ±45°j i.e., at 1-2 o'clock and 7-8
o'clock positions which is in broad agreement with the data of
Figs. 9 and 10(a,b).

Table 5 Percentage deviation of experimental crack growth data from theoretical values for each radiation pattern.
AE Event
number
I
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Double
Monopole
76.5
43.8
36.5
33.2
51.2
73.7
42.8
5I.0
62.8
61.7
30.5
22.5
15.1
22.3

Dipole

Dilatation

Shear
Ia

Shear
Ib

Shear
IIa

Shear
lIb

99.6
34.1
27.6
20.6
58.2
43.2
45.6
54.0
69.4
93.1
14.2
24.1
32.9
48.8

74.8
52.1
54.7
55.8
49.2
93.7
43.4
50.9
59.0
43.5
50.2
41.6
32.2
21.0

121.0
96.1
151.0
143.6
134.6
148.1
111.8
97.0
109.2
116.3
128.8
132.1
150.9
152.8

147.0
39.3
35.2
33.1
64.7
25.7
42.5
60.6
77.2
98.0
27.4
27.7
35.1
87.9

121.9
144.5
139.8
134.8
144.9
169.9
152.3
151.0
137.4
95.1
152.5
141.4
139.1
113.7

104.7
104.5
110.6
106.6
140.7
128.9
164.7
121.0
140.2
139.6
84.6
141.4
132.5
34.2
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Microcrack
745

44.9
40.1
38.2
50.9

78A
42.9
50.4
61.7
56.6
34.7
26.9
17.2
18.5

Table 6 Radiation characterization data for early fretting
signals. Average for 20 signals located at (2.31,1.41,5.46).
Comparison of compression wave amplitudes with values
calculated for each radiation paltem and percentage deviation.
Source rotation angle 58.60 •
Source Models

Relative Displacements
3
4
1
2

Double Monopole 0.20 0.78 5.63 3.39
0.00 0.11 7.00 2.89
Dipole
2.88 1.59 3.04 2.49
DilatatioD
-3.18 -1.92 -4.76 -0.15
Shearla
-1.70 -0.50 5.67 2.13
Shear Ib
-0.26 1.33 -1.86 6.56
Shearlla
5.28 2.49 -0.22 2.01
Shear lib
2.02 1.15 4.21 2.61
Mic:roc:rack
Experimental Data

4.02

1.56 2.21

The modelling results for the later fretting signals are
shown in Table 7(a,b) for increasing and decreasing load,
respectively. The AE signals which occurred during increasing
tension located within a single region (Fig. 100a» and these all
gave similar radiation paltems. The average percentage fit data
for the double monopole, dipole, dilatation, shear la, Ib, lIa,
lIb and microcrack sources were 105, 145, 56, 138, 152, 138,
116 and 75 percent, respectively. Like the early fretting signals, this indicates a radiation pattern between that of a microcrack and a dilation. For data taken during decreasing load the
respective averages were 48, 93, 34, 149, 119, 103, 131 and
36 percent (fable 7(b». These data occurred from two distinct
regions around the rivet (Fig. 1O(b» and again appear to have a
radiation pallem between that of a microcrack and a dilatation.

Percentage
Deviation
106.5
129.1
28.9
148.3
140.0
146.7
57.9
57.7

The results of modelling the AE radiation patterns from the
coupon specimens was less conclusive than the cr specimens.
Por example, although the fretting signals were distinctive
from crack growth signals by their periodic occurrence, lower

2.21

Table 7 Percentage deviation of experimental fretting data from theoretical values for each radiation pattern.
(a) AE occurring during increasing load.
AEEvent
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Double
Monopole
106.2
81.8
119.7
128.5
120.9
90.9
82.3
111.0
128.1
115.8
68.6

Dipole
145.4
113.8
161.2
166.9
150.1
137.1
124.1
164.5
164.0
157.1
108.5

DilatatioD

Shear
la

Shear
Ib

Shear
lIa

Shear
lib

Micro-

51.7
57.2
64.9
70.3
82.9
38.2
58.7
53.5
37.6
62.8
39.3

137.6
147.0
141.1
139.6
159.2
138.6
124.5
130.1
127.6
129.8
139.0

154.6
125.6
149.5
155.7
175.5
146.9
143.3
164.4
164.4
166.2
128.8

150.1
136.6
129.9
129.1
139.7
132.8
151.1
121.7
142.8
155.9
125.5

121.9
121.5
158.6
121.1
170.6
94.1
65.6
81.1
135.7
94.3
106.5

73.1
70.5
79.1

crack

86.S
98.6
62.3
71.5
74.2
64.8
87.4
56.1

(b) AEoccurringduringdecreasingwad
AEEvent
number
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Double
Monopole
106.2
47.2
57.3
80.3
46.2
51.8
60.5
48.3
35.2
56.0
48.8
28.1
33.4
25.1
32.2
48.5
61.4

Dipole

Dilatation

Shear
la

Shear
Ib

Shear
lIa

Shear
lib

Microcrack

145.4
108.7
86.4
133.4
62.8
91.9
133.2
85.1
86.2
113.3
85.4
75.9
82.6
70.3
76.3
100.7
99.1

51.7
47.6
41.3
21.6
46.4
15.8
46.9
30.7
32.6
39.8
15.2
35.3
31.2
51.3
29.5
20.5
42.2

137.6
150.9
151.5
150.3
147.4
155.3
133.7
159.7
159.5
149.5
149.5
151.4
157.6
144.4
143.1
141.9
144.5

154.6
142.2
95.8
154.9
60.4
107.2
165.4
125.3
109.5
126.4
97.7
104.5
104.4
130.9
127.7
132.7
116.7

150.1
138.3
86.7
99. 1
145.8
101.2
157.6
91.2
112.2
62.6
99.5
107.3
110.4
103.9
87.2
75.7
76.8

121.9
144.9
136.4
131.5
95.1
142.8
135.7
77.4
144.2
141.3
141.1
145.3
145.5
147.3
93.3
123.7
158.4

73.1
36.8
52.7
50.0
44.7
36.0
43.0
43.2
23.5
31.3
34.7
20.6
21.9
28.3
28.3
23.2
52.9
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microcrack and dilatation. Errors in modelling were believed to
be greater for the later data because the source locations were
less accurate owing to unfavorable transducer positions.

repetitive loads, higher amplitudes and different frequeDcy con
tent, their radiation patterns were not very different from those
of crack growth signals. The fretting did not result in shear
type signals, as might have been expected, with distinctive
mixed compression wave polarities. Regrettably the small differences between the crack growth and fretting radiation patterns were largely masked by errors in source location which,
in turn, arose from the complicated geometry. Longer cracks
(which have grown away from the rivet and countersink) should
give AE signals less influenced by the rivet geometry and
therefore more amenable to location and subsequent radiation
pattern modelling.

Primary (crack advance), secondary and spurious AE events
from the high cycle fatigue of 7010 alloy coupons containing
rivet holes with fasteners, had the fonowing distinctive characteristics.
(1) Bandwidth and time dependence. Primary emissions

had a much higher bandwidth and sharper compression
wave arrivals than both secondary and spurious emissions.
(2) Load. Primary emission occurred at or near maximum

4. Discussion and Conc:Juslons

tensile load whilst spurious signals occurred at random
loads, particularly around zero. Secondary emissions
occurred at several discrete loads periodically from cycle to
cycle during both increasing and decreasing load.

The principal objective of Part II experiments was to identify the characteristics of different types of AE source event during high cycle fatigue of riveted coupon specimens. These signals were characterized in terms of their amplitude, load, frequency content and waveform shape, location and radiation pattern.

(3) Reproducibility of waveform. Primary emissions all
had similar characteristics but the details of their waveforms varied. Secondary emissions at any partiCUlar load
often had nearly identical waveforms, whilst spurious
emissions were completely irreproducible.

During fatigue of unriveted specimens two types of AE
signals were observed. First, some AE events occurred near and
at maximum tensile load. These signals had sharp compression
wave arrivals with short risetimes and the waveform contained
high frequencies (Fig. 2(b». Secondly low frequency AE events
were observed (Fig. 2(a», and these occurred at a number of different loads, particularly zero load (Fig. 3). The high frequency
AE signals were located at one of the two crack positions and
were believed to originate from crack growth, whilst the low
frequeDcy ones either could not be located (because they
occurred from outside the transducer array) or they were located
at one of the four loading pins near the ends of the specimen.
Consequently, the low frequency events were believed to be
spurious signals. No signals were observed which could be
interpreted as secondary emissions.

(4) Amplitude. Primary and spurious emissions were of rel-

atively low amplitude, whilst secondary emissions were
usually -60 dB larger.
(5) Location. Within experimental error primary emis-

sions were located at one of the crack tips, whereas secondary emissions were located somewhere around the
perimeter of the rivet hole. Spurious emissions were
located either at one of the loading pins or from outside
the transducer array.
(6) Radiation Pattero. Crack growth radiation patterns
were directional like a microcrack. dipole or double
monopole. Fretting signals were somewhat less directional. Spurious signals did not have well defmed primary
arrivals and so were unsuitable for radiation pattern analysis.

Fatigue of the riveted specimen, however, yielded three
types of AE signals. Both crack growth (Fig. 4) and spurious
signals were observed to occur in a similar manner as before.
However, in addition. two or more very large AE signals occurred every cycle (Fig. 7) during both increasing and decreasing
load (Fig. 6). These signals were lower in frequency than those
from crack growth (Figs. ll(a),(c» and their waveforms were
often similar from cycle to cycle (Fig. 8). They were located
around the interface between the rivet and the material (Figs. 9
and 10) and were believed to be secondary emission from
fretting of the rivet in its hole.

The number and position of transducers were important for
accurate source location and radiation pattern analysis. At least
four probes are required for 3-D location and these have to be
positioned close to the region to be monitored to obtain a location accuracy of ±O.s DUD and that was only if the transducer
positions were favorable with respect to the AE source locations. A complex geometry makes the deterministic approach
more difficult to implement. Indirect sound paths cause larger
than expected errors in location and radiation pattern analysis.

The radiation pattern characterization for crack growth and
fretting signals was somewhat inconclusive. The crack growth
signals generally gave directional radiation patterns, although
these correlated with either a microcrack, dipole or double
monopole equally well. Errors in modelling were thought to be
due to source location inaccuracies and transducer calibration
uncertainties.

Six criteria have been investigated for distinguishing
between crack growth. fretting and spurious signals. These
could be important in practical airti'ame monitoring. Several of
the criteria would have to be met to determine the nature of any
AE signals with any confidence, because one parameter is
likely to be inadequate. For example, if the loading were random the maximum load criterion (2) would not be sufficiently
well defined for primary emission validation. Furthermore,
secondary emissions would not occur periodically.

The fretting signals generally gave slightly less directional radiation patterns. Early signals best fitted a combination of double monopole and microcrack sources. The later data
were even less directional having a pattern between that of a
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Since all criteria except (2) and (4) require sensors and
recording systems of high bandwidth and fidelity, we must conc:lude that reliable discrimination is only possible if special
instrumentation is available. Bearing in mind all the difficulties associated with in-flight monitoring, it is hard to see these
new characterization techniques being applied to airframes in
flight for some time.

Evaluation, vol. 2A, eds. D.O. Thompson and D.E. Chimenti,
Plenum Press, New York, pp. 459-470.
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monitoring using AE", Rev. 01 Qualltitative Nondestructive
Evaluation, vol. 6, eds. D.O. Thompson and D. E. Chimenti,
Plenum Press, New York, pp. 361-369.

It is noted that location and radiation patlern analysis (and
to a lesser exlent frequency analysis) would regrettably become
appreciably less effective if the transducers were mounted a
large distance from the rivet hole. In particular, mounting the
transducers on one or more structura1 members that are attached
by fasleners to the member containing the potential defect,
would seriously distort the propagating acoustic waves. It is
unclear on the basis of present knowledge whether primary and
secondary emissions could still be distinguished successfully
under these more difficult conditions. We recommend that, if
wave propagation is subject to extensive distortion by the
structure, a statistical approach to source characterization (but
based as far as possible on the knOWledge gained in the present
study) is seriously considered.

C.M. Scala and R.A. Coyle (1983), "Pattern recognition and
acoustic emission", NDT International, 16(6), 339-343.
C.M. Scala and R.A. Coyle (1987), "Acoustic emission waveform analysis to identify fatigue crack propagation in a Mirage
aircrafl", J. Acoust. Emis., 6(4), 249-256.
I.G. Scon and C.M. Scala (1986), "An overview of Australian
research on nondestnactive testing", COIlf. 011 Nondestructive
Testing and EvallllJlion 01Advanced Materials and Composites,
Colorado Springs, CO, Aug. 19-21.

In conclusion, we have shown by taking AE waveform
recording and analysis to the state-of-the-art, that source discrimination and characterization is possible in these materials,
including when rivets are present It has become clear, however, that source characterization is very difficult, even under
near-ideal laboratory conditions. In view of this, and the fact
that these are relatively quiet materials, we recommend that
quantitative AE techniques are mainly developed for laboratory
studies of metals such as the 70G0-series aluminum alloys in
the immediale future.

C.B. Scnaby (1985), "Acoustic emission measurements using
point-contact transducers", J. Acoust Emis., 4(1), 9-18.
C.B. Scnaby and G.R. Baldwin (1984), "Three-dimensional
crack location by acoustic emission", J. Acoust Emis., 3(4),
182-188.
G, Weatherly, J.M. Titehmarsh and C.B. Scruby (1986),
"Acoustic emission monitoring of fatigue in 7010 aluminium
alloys", Mat Sci. Tech., 2, 374-385.
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AE INSPECTION OF MONORAIL TRAINS
(See Cover Photograph)
In the current test setup, a six-car train is run in the
maintenance yard over a 100 m ttack at 10 to 20 kmlh.
During each run four bogies are inspected. Two sensors
are magnetically attached diagonally to each bogie frame to
monitor six wheels. This can be achieved through an inspection hole on the car floor. HESCO's AE 1000 twochannel AE equipment monitors and analyzes AB signals
with an input switching box that selects two of eight
preamplifier outputs.

Tokyo Monorail trains run between downtown Tokyo
and Haneda Airport over 13 Jan long ttacks. It started commercial operation in 1964, the year of Tokyo Olympiad,
and has carried over a half billion passengers.
One of the key components is the bearings of guide and
stabilizer wheels. Two pairs of guide wheels and one pair
of stabilizer wheels are used on each bogie and each car has
two bogies.

Signal discrimination algorithm relies on peak signal
amplitude, frequency content, peak-to-background ratio and
others. Discrimination thresholds were determined empirically from a series of testing. Results are indicated as
"Normal", "Level I Indication" and "Level 2 Indication".
Various AE data as well as the fmal indication are printed
out for record.

The bearings have been periodically inspected visually.
In order to improve the safety, Tokyo Monorail asked
Hitachi Engineering Services Co., Ltd. (HESCO) to develop a periodical inspection technique using AB, nearly
three years ago. After a year of experimentation and software deverlopment, AE testing equipment was installed at
Showajima maintenance yard. Hitachi's Energy Research
Laboratory provided technical assistance for the development During the rust year of operation, each of 84 cars
has been inspected every six months. Labor and material
cost savings almost comparable to the development and
equipment expenses have been achieved after only two
years of operation.

Getting into the third year of field use, the AE equipment has yet to locate a defective bearing. This is probably because all the bearings were replaced two years ago.
With prolonged uses, a defect will appear eventually and
the value of the AE testing will be affanned.

The bearings are roller bearings. Defects occur on
rollers and raceways as scratches and pits, and as rough surfaces on the raceways. The former contribute to burst-type
AE signals, whereas the latter shows up as continuoustype AE. Barely visible defects were enough to produce
strong AE signals according to actual running teslS with a
test train running at 80 krnIh. Tests with artificial flaws
produced even stronger AE signals.

Thanks are due to Tokyo Monorail's Mr. Tadahiko Ohtani
and Mr. Tadao Hoshino and HESCO's Mr. Takashi Katsuki and
Mr. Minoru Yanagibashi for arranging and accompanying the
visit to Showajima maintenance yard, where the AE inspection
under real test conditions was demonstrated.

Kanji Ono
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Acoustic Emission Source Location Using Simplex
Optimization
M. P. Collins and R. M. Belchamber
Abstract

Multiple transducers are required for acoustic emission
source location. For three dimensional (3-D) location, when
the acoustic velocity of the medium is known, a minimum of
four transducers are required for an exact solution of the location equations. Because of error in the arrival time data, exact
solutions are not always possible. For this reason it is desirable 10 use an algorithm that provides an optimum solution.
For instance. to provide information on the statistical quality
of the solution, the NLS algorithm requires at least five transducers. If the acoustic velocity is not known source location is
still possible, but six transducers are now required. In practice
it is difficult to detect acoustic events at every transducer.
Therefore, more than the minimum number of transducers are
usually deployed.

In many application of acoustic emission monilOring it is
necessary 10 spatially locate the sources of acoustic activity.
In one such application, monilOring corrosion damage in reinforced concrete structures, spatial location proved 10 be difficult due 10 the lack of accurate acoustic emission arrival time
data. Algorithms used to calculate source positions from this
data, such as the NewlOn Least Squares (NLS) method, often
failed to converge to a location solution. A method based on
simplex optimization was developed which overcame this
problem.
The simplex and NLS methods have been compared using
synthetic and real acoustic emission data. The simplex method
was demonstrated 10 be capable of locating acoustic emission
sources with sufficient accuracy for most practical purposes.
When accurate arrival time data is available the NLS method
provided slightly more accurate results. However, as the uncertainty in the arrival time data increased the simplex method
continued 10 provide reliable results when the NLS method
completely failed.

1.

The success of source location is partially dependent on
the choice of algorithm. The NLS algorilhm is one method that
has been used to solve the location equations (Redfern and
Munson, 1982). In situations where the acoustic wave has
been attenuated or is buried in background noise it is difficult to
obtain accurate arrival time estimates. When the error present
in the arrival times is large the NLS algorithm will often fail to
converge. For instance this problem was noted when attempting 10 locate the sources of weak acoustic emission signals
emanating from structural damage occurring within large concrete blocks. The problem is exacerbated when the system is
less constrained such as is the case when the p-wave velocity of
the medium is not accurately known. To try and improve the
number of acoustic sources that could be successfully located
during a monilOring exercise it was decided 10 investigate an
alternative location technique.

Introduction

Source location of acoustic events is particularly important when monilOring large structures. It is often possible 10
detect maoy thousands of acoustic emissions when monilOring
large structures such as crude oil slOrage tanks or bridges.
Source location may be the only method of determining
whether the acoustic emissions originate from areas of active
damage or from spurious background sources.

2.

The first arrival of energy at the transducer is always a
compressional wave (p-wave) that arrives by the shortest possible route (Beattie, 1983). Usually this farst arrival of energy
is used 10 estimate the spatial location of the source. By timing the arrival of this energy at a set of spatially resolved
transducers, relative 10 the first transducer which detects the
signal, it is possible 10 calculate the position of the acoustic
source.

Simplex optimization is a well known method for sequentially optimizing multivariate experimental systems. It was
ftrst described by Neider and Mead (1965). Since then numerous modifications have been made to improve the efficiency
with which the algorithm converges 10 an optimum. For this
application we have chosen to use a version of the simplex algorithm known as the Composite Modified Simplex (Betteridge et aI., 1985) which incorporates a number of these improvements.

In order 10 do this a number of assumptions are generally
made (Redfem and Munsen. 1982).
1. Acoustic emissions originate from a point source.
2. The source 10 transducer path is straight
3. The medium is isotropic.
4. A set of acoustic arrivals is related 10 a single source.

The variables which are modified during the optimization
are the x, y and z spatial coordinates of a hypothetical source
such that the error betwcen the arrival times calculated from
this source position coincide with the measured values. The x,
y and z coordinates. p-wave velocity and an error term are used
as coordinates 10 describe an information space. A simplex is a
geometric figure, with one more vertex than variables, which

Received IS September 1989. In revised ronn, 20 March 1990. The
autholl are afrdiated with B.P. IDtemalional Lid., Sunbury Researdl
centre, C1ertsey Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TWI6 ?LN. UK.
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where R .. simplex response, (~ - tcJ .. error, n .. number of
transducers, i .. i-th transducer, tl1 .. anival time calculated from
vertex and 1ej measured anival time, respectively.

lies within this information space. The vertices of the simplex
each represent a particular set of spatial coordinates, p-wave
velocity and the associated error term. The algorithm moves
the simplex about the information space, by defining new vertices, such that the simplex response term is maximized and the
error term is minimized.

l:I

The algorithm then generates a new vertex according to a set of
predetermined rules aimed at maximizing R. The vertex with
the largest associated error is removed from the simplex. As
the error is reduced additional rules cause the simplex to contract in size and move towards the optimum with increasing
precision. This operation proceeds sequentially until the error
between the calculated arrival times and the actual arrival times
is reduced to within acceptable limits. At this time the spatial
coordinates defmed by the vertex of the simplex are virtually
coincident with the actual source position. Figure I illustrates
this sequence of operations.

The vertices of the starting simplex are chosen at random.
The simplex is constrained at all times to fall within the physical bounds of the structure and the p-wave velocity constrained
within a range of possible values. The arrival times of the pwave at each transducer are calculated for each set of parameters
defmed by a vertex of the simplex. These calculated arrival
times are then compared with the measured anival times at each
transducer and the simplex response term, R, estimated:
~
1
R .. ~
1.\

1 + [ 1 + (ter tcJ ~

input
coordinates
of each
transducer
yes

input
measured
arrival times

output
source
location

generate sets
of vertices
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calculate the
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from these
coordinates
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Fig. I Flowchart for simplex source location.
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4.

ComparIson or Methods UsIng Synthetic Data

transducers. placed at each comer of the cube were then calculated for each source position. Varyiog degrees of measurement
error were introduced by adding a random number to the calculated mival times. The simplex and NLS programs were then
used to estimate the acoustic emission source source was determined. The calculations were performed for the cases of known
and unknown p-waves velocity.

The simplex and NLS methods were compared using simulated mival time data. Both algorithms were implemented in
Fortran. Each algorithm was allowed 100 iterations before being stopped. This is considerably in excess of the number of
iterations usually required for either algorithm to converge.
However. the computation is very rapid and this proves to be
an easy method of insuring convergence. if it is at all possible.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of arrival time error 00 the
accuracy of the source location. When acoustic velocity is
unknown and measurement error exceeds 0.05 (S%). the simplex method performs better than the NLS method. As mea-

Figure 2 shows the experimental scheme adopted. A pro-

gram was used to randomly generate SO source positions within
a unit cube. The theoretical mival times of signals at eight

generate random
source locations

t
file of AE source
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Fig. 2 Comparison of source location methods.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of error propagating properties of the simplex and NLS methods in 3-D source location.
suremetlt error increased, a progressively larger proportion of
NLS calculations diverged. At 0.4 (40%) measurement enor the
algorithm diverged in 80% of the calculations; i.e., it was not
possible to locate the origin of four out of every five acoustic
emissions. With the same data, the simplex method. which
does not exhibit divergence. gave acceptable estimates of the
location (Fig. 3).
S.

Both the simplex and NLS methods were used to locale the
acoustic emission sources. An Apollo workstation was used to
display the results in the form of a three-dimensional stereoscopic projection.
The acoustic velocity of the concrete beam was unknown
at the start of the experiment The simplex and the Newton
method both gave similar velocity estimates of approximately
3100 mls. Figure 4 shows the location results obtained using
both methods on the same set of arrival time data. The positions of the transducers are indicated by the large circles and the
acoustic emission sources by the small cin:les.

Comparison 01 Methods Using Real Data

Real acoustic emission data was also used to compare the
two algorithms. Eight acoustic emission transducers were
spaced, randomly, on the surface of a concrete beam (7 m x 407
mm x 229 mm). Acoustic emission was stimulated in the beam
by drilling a I cm diameter, 4 cm deep. hole in the beam and
ftlling it with expanding grout As the grout sets it expands
causing internal slressing and cracking of the concrete matrix.
Signals from each transducer were recorded using an algorithm
which identified the first statistically significant deviation
from background noise levels.

Approximately two thirds of the NLS calculations failed to
converge. The simplex method produced a location for every
acoustic emission that was detected by five or more of the
transducers. Both methods located the maiD cluster of acoustic
sources close to where the plug of expanding grout was located.
At the end of a thtee day monitoring period this region was so
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Fig. 4 3-D stereo representation of concrete bcam section comparing simplex and Newton methods operating on the same nrrivnl
time data with unknown acoustic velocity. The large circles represent transducer positions on the surface and the small circles
represent acoustic emission loentions.
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badly cracked that a large lump of concrete was pushed out of
the beam.
6.

Conclusions

It is apparent from these experiments that the algorithms
essentially complement one another. When accurate arrival
time data is available and the p-wave velocity is known precisely the NLS method provides superior resUlts. The simplex
method performs better than NLS for conditions of high measurement error and unknown velocity. The simplex method
always provides a location estimate, a particular advantage
when the acoustic source is infrequent and signal-fO.noise ratio
is poor.
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Acoustic Emission during Lumber Drying

s.
Abstract

Ogino, K. Kaino and M. Suzuki

drying surface decreases below the fiber saturation point and
the cell wall of drying surface begins to shrink.

To apply the acoustic emission (AE) technique to the
control of the lumber drying condition, the AE count rate and
amplitude disllibution during lumber drying have been studied.
Simplified measurements oC the AE wave propagation loss in
wood have also been made using a mechanical vibration of the
PZT transducer as an artificial AE source. The AE count rate
varied with drying conditions and the decrease of the moisture
content of the specimen. On the other hand, the amplitude
disllibution oC AE signal showed little change with drying
conditions. The propagation loss oC the AE signal in wood was
dependent on the direction (radial or longitudinal) and the
moisture content oC specimen. It is concluded that the AE count
rate is useful Cor the control of lumber drying conditions, while
the dependence on size and configuration of wood should be
duly considered in using the propagation loss in wood.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the variation of the
AE count rate and peak amplitude distribution against the
progress of drying and the drying condition, and to evaluate the
applicability of these information for the drying control.
Because the AE signal amplitude depends on the distance, the
propagation loss of AE signal in wood was measured using the
mechanical vibration of PZT transducer as an artificial AE
source.

2. Specimen and Experiment
Specimens (hartwood) having the dimension of 20 mm
along the grain and SO mm x SO mm (Fig. I), were taken from
Japanese larch (a type of Japanese pine). One of the crosssectional surface, which is prone to surface checking during
drying, was used as the drying surface and an AE sensor
(resonant frequency: 60 kHz) was acoustically coupled to the
opposite surface using cyanoacrylic glue. The moisture content
of specimen before the experiment was about 130%. Except Cor
the drying surface and a portion where an AE sensor was
located, all the surfaces of the specimen were covered with
polyethylene film to prevent drying.

1. Introduction
In an artificial lumber drying, drying procedures should
not only ensure a rapid removal of moisture from wood at a
minimum expenditure of energy, but should also preserve high
quality of wood products being dried. In the artificial drying
procedure. however, It is difficult to obtain optimum control of
lumber drying condition because of a complex process of mass
and heat transfer in wood. Serious checks, warpings or fiber
collapses often occur on a wood which was dried too fast.
Acoustic emission (AE) often accompanies these checks.
On basis of occurrence of AE at the formation of checks during

lumber drying, AE is expected to be one additional instrument
for improving the drying condition (Skarr et al., 1980; Ogino
et at., 1985). To apply AE technique to the control of lumber
drying condition, basic properties of AE which occur during
lumber drying were studied. BeUo (1964) indicated some
promises for AE technique for detecting the formation of
surface checking in wood during drying. Noguchi et al. (1983)
reported that AE signals during drying were burst type
emissions and the AE rate responded sensitively to the change
in surface moisture content. Becker (1982) showed that
relationship exists between the AE rate and the variance of
length and width of specimens. Ogino et at. (1984) showed that
the AE rate increases abruptly when the moisture content of

POLYETHYLENE FILM
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Fig. 1 Specimen. AE sensor was coupled to the back. Except
for the drying area, the surfaces of the specimen were covered
with polyethylene film.
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badly cracked that a large lump of concn:te wu pushed out of
the beam.
6.

Conclusions

It is apparent from these eXperiments that the algorithms
essentially complement one another. When accurate arrival
lime data is available and the p-wave velocity is known pn:cisely the NLS method provides superior results. The simplex
method performs better than NLS for conditions of high measurement error and unknown velocity. The simplex method
always provides a location estimate, a particular advantage
whcn the acoustic source is infrequent and signal-to-noise ratio
is poor.
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Acoustic Emission during Lumber Drying

s.

Ogino, K. Kaino and M. Suzuki

drying surface decreases below the fiber saturation point and
the cell wall of drying surface begins 10 shrink.

Abstract
To apply the acoustic emission (AE) technique to the
control of the lumber drying condition, the AE count rate and
amplitude distribution during lumber drying have been studied.
Simplified measuremcnts of the AE wave propagation loss in
wood have also been made using a mechanical vibration of the
PZT transducer as an artificial AE source. The AE count rate
varied with drying conditions and the decrease of the moisture
content of the specimen. On the other hand, the amplitude
distribution of AE signal showed little change with drying
conditions. The propagation loss of the AE signal in wood was
dependent on the direction (radial or longitUdinal) and the
moisture content of specimen. It is concluded that the AE count
rate is useful for the control of lumber drying conditions, while
the dependence on size and configuration of wood should be
duly considered in using the propagation loss in wood.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the variation of the
AE count rate and peak amplitude distribution against the
progress of drying and the drying condition, and to evaluate the
applicability of these information for the drying control.
Because the AE signal amplitUde depends on the distance, the
propagation loss of AB signal in wood was measured using the
mechanical vibration of PZT transducer as an artificial AE
source.

2. Speclmen and Experiment
Specimens (hartwood) having the dimension of 20 mm
along the grain and SO mm x SO mm (Fig. I), were taken from
Japanese larch (a type of Japanese pine). One of the crosssectional surface, which is prone 10 surface checking during
drying, was used as the drying surface and an AE sensor
(resonant frequency: 60 kHz) was acoustically coupled 10 the
opposite surface using cyanoacrylic glue. The moisture content
of specimen before the experiment was about 130%. Except for
the drying surface and a portion where an AE sensor was
located, all the surfaces of the specimcn were covered with
polyethylene film to prevent drying.

1. Introduc:tlon
In an artificial lumber drying, drying procedures should
not only ensure a rapid removal of moisture from wood at a
minimum expenditure of energy, but should also preserve high
quality of wood products being dried. In the artificial drying
procedure, however, it is difficult to obtain optimum control of
lumber drying condition because of a complex process of mass
and heat transfer in wood. Serious checks, warpings or fiber
coUapses often occur on a wood which was dried too fast.
Acoustic emission (AE) often accompanies these checks.
On basis of occurrence of AE at the formation of checks during

lumber drying, AE is expected to be one additional instrument
for improving the drying condition (Skarr et aI., 1980; Ogino
et al" 1985). To apply AE technique to the control of lumber
drying condition, basic properties of AB which occur during
lumber drying were studied. Bello (1964) indicated some
promises for AE technique for detecting the formation of
surface checking in wood during drying. Noguchi et at. (1983)
reported that AE signals during drying were burst type
emissions and the AB rate responded sensitively to the change
in surface moisture content. Becker (1982) showed that
relationship exists between the AE rate and the variance of
length and width of specimens. Ogino et al. (1984) showed that
the AE rate increases abruptly when the moisture content of
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Fig. 1 Specimen. AE sensor was coupled to the back. Except
for the drying area, the surfaces of the specimen were covered
with polyethylene film.
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the specimen was carried out by a hot air drying in a wind tunnel. Experiments were conducted under several different condition of dry-bulb temperature. Wet-bulb temperature of 4S·C and
wind velocity of 1.0 mls were constant during drying. In place
of a wood specimen. a moist gauze was located in the test section and the moisture evaporation velocity was measured against dry-bUlb temperature. Results (Fig. 3) indicate that the
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badly cracked that a large lump of concrete was pushed out of
the beam.
6.

Conc:luslons

It is apparent from these experiments that the algorithms
essentially complement one another. When accurate arrival
time data is available and the p-wave velocity is known precisely the NLS method provides superior results. The simplex
method performs better than NLS for conditions of high measurement error and unknown velocity. The simplex method
always provides a location estimate, a particular advantage
when the acoustic source is infrequent and signal-to-noise ratio
is poor.
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Acoustic Emission during Lumber Drying

S. Ogino, K. Kaino and M. Suzuki
Abstract

drying sudace decreases below the fiber saturation point and
the cell wall of drying sudace begins to shrink.

To apply the acoustic emission (AE) technique to the
control of the lumber drying condition, the AE count rate and
amplitude distribution during lumber drying have been studied.
Simplified measurements of the AE wave propagation loss in
wood have also been made using a mechanical vibration of the
PZT transducer as an artificial AE source. The AE count rate
varied with drying conditions and the decrease of the moisture
content of the specimen. On the other hand, the amplitude
distribution of AE signal showed lilUe change with drying
conditions. The propagation loss of the AE signal in wood was
dependent on the direction (radial or longitudinal) and the
moisture content of specimen. It is concluded that the AE count
rate is useful for the control of lumber drying conditions, while
the dependence on size and configuration of wood should be
duly considered in using the propagation loss in wood.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the variation of the
AE count rate and peak amplitude distribution against the
progress of drying and the drying condition, and to evaluate the
applicability of these information for the drying control.
Because the AE signal amplitude depends on the distance, the
propagation loss of AE signal in wood was measured using the
mechanical vibration of PZT transducer as an artificial AE
source.

1. Specimen and Experiment
Specimens (hartwood) having the dimensioo of 20 IDOl
aloog the grain and SO mm x SO mm (Fig. 1), were taken from
Japanese larch (a type of Japanese pine). One of the crosssectional sudace, which is prone to sudace checking during
drying, was used as the drying sudace and an AE sensor
(resonant frequency: 60 kHz) was acoustically coupled to the
opposite sudace using cyanoacrylic glue. The moisture content
of specimen before the experiment was about 130%. Except for
the drying sudace and a portion where an AE sensor was
located, all the sudaces of the specimen were covered with
polyethylene film to prevent drying.

1. Introduction
In an artificial lumber drying, drying procedures should
not only ensure a rapid removal of moisture from wood at a
minimum expenditure of energy, but should also preserve high
quality of wood products being dried. In the artificial drying
procedure, however, it is difficult to obtain optimum control of
lumber drying condition because of a complex process of mass
and heat lransfer in wood. Serious checks, warpings or fiber
coDapses often occur on a wood which was dried too fast
Acoustic emission (AE) often accompanies these checks.
On basis of occurrence of AE at the formation of checks during
lumber drying, AE is expected to be one additional instrument
for improving the drying condition (Skarr et ai., 1980; Ogino
et al., 1985). To apply AE technique to the control of lumber
drying condition, basic properties of AE which occur during
lumber drying were stUdied. Bello (1964) indicated some
promises for AE technique for detecting the formation of
surface checking in wood during drying. Noguchi et al. (1983)
reported that AE signals during drying were burst type
emissions and the AE rate responded sensitively to the change
in sudace moisture content. Becker (1982) showed that
relationship exists between the AE rate and the variance of
length and width of specimens. Ogino et al. (1984) showed that
the AE rate increases abruptly when the moisture content of
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The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. Drying of
the specimen was carried out by a hot air drying In a wind tunnel. Experiments were conducted under several different condition of dry-bulb temperature. Wet-bulb temperature of 4S'C and
wind velocity of 1.0 mls were constant during drying. In place
of a wood specimen, a moist gauze was located in the test section and the moisture evaporation velocity was measured against dry-bUlb temperature. Results (Fig. 3) indicate that the
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moisture evaporation velocity is proportional to the dry-bulb
temperature. Moisblre content of the specimen was monitored
with an eleclroDic balance. AE signala were amplifted 70 dB by
a pre-amplifier and a maiD amplifier. To obtain the AB count
rate and the amplitude distribution of AI! events during lumber
drying, AB signals were supplied to a comparator where amplitude level histograms of AB events were printed out against
drying time. Amplitude levels of individual AB events, which
were determined from peak voltage of AI! signals, were classified as follow:
Levell
0.1 - 0.2 V.
Level 2
0.2 - 0.3 V.
Level 3
0.3 - 0.4 V.
Level 4
0.4 - 0.6 V.
LevelS
0.6 - 0.8 V.
Level 6
0.8 - 1.0 V.
Level 7
1.0 - I.S v.
LevelS
1.5 - 2.5 V.

~

1000

W
~

100

Results

3.1 AE ColUII Rale
To obtain the relationship between AB count rate and
drying conditions during lumber drying, AE count rate was
measured against dry-bulb temperature. Dry-bulb temperature
was set at 55, 60, 65 and 70·C sequentially every 30 - 60
minutes and the AI! count rate was measured against each drybulb temperature. This measurement was repeated several times
until moisture content of specimen is below 1011&. Results are
shown in Fig. 4. As the moisture content of a specimen
decreases, the AE count rate increases until the moisture
content is about 309fl. When the moisture content of a
specimen decreases below 30%, however, the AE count rate
decreases abruptly. It is well known that drying stress (surface
tension and internal compression caused by surface cell walls
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the radial section of the spe(:imen along arrows which were
shown in Fig. 8 through -1.7 mm waveguide. Frequency spectIum of AE signal which was obtained by drying the radial section is shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, the frequency spectrum
which was obtained by an artificial AE source is also plotted.
As two frequency spe(:trum are almost the same, It can be used
for an artificial AE source.

shrinkage) is gradually moderated when the moisture content is
below 30 - 409&, be(:ause iDterior parts of the lumber also
shrink by the extension of the area, where the moisture content
is below fiber saturation point It appears that the abrupt
decrease in AE count rate shown in Fig. 4 is caused by this
drying stress moderation.
Figure 5 indicates the relationship between the AE count
rate and the dry-bulb temperature. These are plotted using data
of moisture content of 40, 60, 80 and 1009& iD Fig. 4. This
figure indicates that the AE count rate varied almost proportionally with the dry-bulb temperature under the same moisture
content It can be seen that the AE count rate contains the
useful information for the control of lumber drying condition.

The propagation loss in longitudinal direction and in radical direction on the radical section is represented by Fig. 10.
Sound velocity along the longitudinal d~tion is greater than
that along the radial direction 1.3 - 2.2 (Kollmann and Cote,
1984). The propagation loss of AE signal amplitude in the radial direction is greater than that in the longitudinal direction.
Figure 11 indicates the results of propagation loss which
were measured by traverse an artificial AE source along radial
direction at the 5 mm distance from the end where the AE sensor
is located against the dried spe(:imen (moisture content: S%).
Configuration of the Ipe(:imen is the same as that shown in
Fig. 8. Results of green material (Fig. 10) are also plotted. It Is
well known that the sound propagation speed in wood increase
with the de(:rease of moisture content (James et al., 1982).
Similarly, propagation loss of the AE signal in the dried lumber is much smaller than that of the green lumber.

3.2 Amplitude Dist,ib",;01'1
The AE amplitude distribution gives the relationship between the intensity and the count rate of AE signals. The change
of AE amplitUde distribution during lumber drying is shown in
Fig. 6. Dry-bulb temperature is 60·C. NormaJm:d AE count rate
or the ratio of count rates, R(V), is used in Fig. 6. This is
defmed as
R(V).. 100 x N(V) I N{O.5)

(9&)

Here, N(V) is the AE count rate, which has amplitUde of V(volt)
(after 70 dB amplification and indicating the mid-range of amplitude discriminators) and N(O.5) is the count rate of AE events
which has the amplitude of 0.5 ± 0.1 V, respectively. As long
as the moisture content is above 30%, the amplitude distributiOD is almost constant When the moisture content is below
30%, normalized AE count rate of high intensity AE events
(over 1 V) decreases and that of low intensity below 0.5 V
increases. The reason of this increase can be due to the fact that
surface tension and inner compression which occur by cell
walls shrinkage begin to moderate at the moisture content of
30Cil.

The propagation loss of AE signals depends on the direction (radial, longitUdinal) and the moisture content. The
dependence of AE amplitude on the sm: and configuration of a
wood should be duly considered in utilizing the AE technique
for the lumber drying.
This study was performed using Japanese Larch. If the
species, the structure and elastic properties of wood samples are
different. it is possible that the AE amplitude and the AE count
rate also will be differenL Phenomena which occur during lumber drying; i.e., evaporation of sUrface moisture, occurrence of
the surface tension and the internal compression, occurrence of
the surface che(:king, moreover surface tension moderation in
the later drying period, however, varies llUle from species to
species. Therefore, It can be considered that variation of the AE
count rate and the AE amplitude distribution during drying and
AE wave propagation loss dependence on the direction and the
moisture content which were obtained in this study, are similarly observed in other species.

Similar amplitude distribution were measured under two different drying conditions; Le., dry-bulb temperature of 70'C and
80·C. Results are shown in Fig. 7. In this figure, the direct line
indicates the amplitude distribution of AE events which was obtained at ihe moisture content of about 15%. The amplitude distribution of AE events which was obtained during lumber drying is almost the same irrespective of drying conditions.

3.3 P,opagaJion Loss o/the AE Amplitude in Wood
The amplitude of AE signal de~ted by a sensor is influenced by the propagation loss characteristics in a spe(:imen.
Therefore, the difference in propagation loss between the longitudinal direction and the radial direction using a dried wood or
a green wood has been measured in order to evaluate the propagation loss characteristics in wood qualitatively.

4.

Conclusions

1.

AE count rate is useful for the control of lumber drying
condition. AE count rate varied almost proportionally
with the dry-bulb temperature under the constant wiad
velocity and wet-bulb temperature condition. Time of drying stress moderation will be known from the AE count
rate.
Amplitude distribution of AE signals cannot be utilized for
drying control since it shows liUle change against the drying progress and drying conditions except below 30%.
As the propagation loss of AE signal shows complex characteristics, dependent on d~tion and moisture content,
the dependence on the lumber size and configuration
should be duly considered in utilizing this AE technique ID
the lumber drying.

2.

Spe(:imens were also taken from Japanese Larch and the
shape is indicated in Fig. 8. AE sensor (resonant frequency: 60
kHz ) was coupled to a shaded portion in Fig. 8. Mechanical
vibration was generated by supplying a square wave to a PZT
transducer (resonant frequency: 400 kHz) and was used as an
artificial AE source. This artificial AE signal wu generated on

3.
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AE Source Orientation by Plate Wave Analysis

Michael R. Gorman and William H. Prosser
Abstract

The time response and directionality of certain individual
AE sources have been determined by several Iesearchers (Eitzen
et al., 1981; ScNby et aI., 1985; Ohtsu and Ono, 1986: Kim
and Sachse, 1986 and references therein) theoretically and in
laboratory experiments. In order to accomplish this, it was
fU'St necessary to remove the coloration of the waveforms by
the transducer and detection electronics. It was also necessary
to remove the effects of multiple reflections and mode conversions caused by the geometry of the specimen. First of all,
transducer effects were minimized by detecting with broad band
transducers. Then, the remaining effects were removed from the
AE signals by deconvolution, which uses previously measured
absolute calibrations of the sensor. Likewise, the effects of the
detection electronics were removed by using previously measured calibrations. The effects of multiple reflections were minimized by choosing specimen geometries with very large
dimensions which approximated a semi-infmite half-space or a
thick infinite plate. The impUlse response functions (or Green's
functions) for these geometries were calculated theoretically
and used to eliminate the geometrical effects from the waveforms. The resulting waveforms were then interpreted in terms
of moment tensor analysis. The waveforms were from measurements at several locations on the specimen. The results
yield the time response and directionality of the AE source.

Lead breaks (Hsu-Neilsen source) were used to generate
simulated acoustic emission signals in an aluminum plate at
angles of 0', 30', 60' and 90' with respect to the plane of the
plate. This was accomplished by breaking the lead on slots cut
into the plate at the respective angles. The out-of-plane and inplane displacement components of the resulting signals were
detected by broad band transducers and digitized. Analysis of
the waveforms showed them to consist of the extensional and
flexural plate modes. The amplitude of both components of the
two modes was dependent on the source orientation angle. This
suggests that plate wave analysis may be used to determine the
source orientation of acoustic emission sources.

1. Introduction
In conventional acoustic emission (AE) testing, the elastic wave produced by an AE source is converted to a voltage
signal by a resonant transducer. Certain parameters such as the
peak amplitude. energy, duration and risetime are recorded by
an AE analyzer. These AE parameters are USUally plotted against
test parameters such as load, strain and temperature. After
repeated tests on identical specimens, empirical inferences are
made about the sources of the emissions. The sources are the
(micro-) failure mechanisms assumed to be operating at a particular point in the test Sometimes, other nondestructive and
destructive techniques are used to verify the fallure mechanisms. This approach has been successful, particularly in
applications in which the presence of emission is used as an
early warning signal. There are limitations to this approach,
however. Different sources yield values of the AE parameters
that overlap substantially. In composite materials, for example, the ability of the AE technique to distinguish between
matrix cracking and fiber breakage has been the subject of considerable discussion in the literature for years. It has also been
shown that the amount of emission and the values of the AE
parameters are heavily dependent on the previous load history
of a specimen. It is becoming clearer that the set of parameters
in current use is insufficient to distinguish between sources.
One obvious way around these difficulties is to determine if
more information about AE sources can be extracted from the
waveforms. The so-called quantitative AE techniques attempt to
do this. The effects of source motion, wave propagation and
transduction are treated theoretically and are compared with
experiment

This approach has led to better methods for calibrating AE
transducers and a better understanding of AE source mechanisms. Currently, however, it is of limited applicability for
practical AE monitoring of damage in structures. One limitation is the need for absolutely calibrated wide band transducers
and detection electronics. Another is the sensitivity of the
deconvolution algorithms to noise. Probably the biggest limitation is the complexity in calculating impulse response functions for even the known simple geometries, much less for the
more complicated geometries.
Another approach to obtaining quantitative information
about AE sources from measured AE signals has been investigated recently. Gorman (1990) used broad band sensors to
detect signals from simulated AE events (lead pencil breaks) in
aluminum and graphite/epoxy composite plates. It was demonstrated that in these thin plates, only the lowest order extensional and flexural plate modes wCte detected. FurthermoIe, it
was shown that the amplitudes of the extensional and flexural
modes were different when the lead break AE source was applied
on the surface versus when it was broken on the edge of the
plate. Thus, it was postulated that interpretation of the AE signals in terms of plate waves may be useful in determining
source orientation.
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(3)
where E is the Young's modulus and h is the thickness. The
superscript 0 indicates that these equations are for the motion
of the mid-plane of the plate. These equations predict the inplane displacement for the extensional mode. However, this is
only an approximation. Due to the Poisson effect, the extensional mode also consists of an out-of-plane displacement.
The velocity Co of the extensional mode is given by

Classical plate theory was used 10 predict the velocities of
the modes and good agreement with experimental measurements was exhibited. Gorman and Prosser (1990) used classical
plate theory to predict the low frequency portion of the out-ofplane displacement component of the flexural mode for a fmite
plate. Good agreement with experiment was demonstrated.
Further research by Gorman and Ziola (1990) has shown
that AE signals from a real AE source (transverse matrix cracking) also contained plate waves. They also discussed the effects
that the different modes can have on locating AE sources. Most
AE location techniques assume a single velocity of propagation. When multiple modes with different velocities occur,
erroneous location results can be obtained.
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p(l-v)

The flexural motion is governed by

While the applicability of plate wave analysis only to
plate geometries is a limitation, this approach is still useful
since most practical structures to be tested have one dimension
that is much smaller than the other two. Examples of this
include aircraft structures, such as wing and fuselage skins, and
pressure vessels, whose walls are usually thin. Prosser et al.
(1990) illustrated that these modes were present in a thinwalled graphite/epoxy tube of a type similar to that proposed
to be used in NASA's Space Station. Even though the tube had
less than a 5-cm radius of curvature, plate theory accurately predicted the extensional and flexural mode velocities. In this
paper, the effect of source orientation was investigated further.
For source motion at 0·, 30·, 60· and 90· to the plane of the
plate, both the in-plane and out-of-plane displacement components were measured. It is shown that the amplitudes of both
components of the two modes were dependent on the source
orientation angle. At the smaller angles, for which largest
component of the source motion was in the plane of the plate,
the extensional mode was larger. For larger angles, the flexural
mode was dominant.

4

a1w

DVw + p - cO

(5)

at:l

where w is the displacement along the z axis which is normal 10
the plate, and 0 is the bending stiffness given by
(6)

In this case, only an out-of-plane displacement component is
predicted. However, the same argument used previously suggests that an in-plane displacement component of the flexural
mode should also exist. The velocity of this mode is dispersive, with the higher frequencies traveling faster than the lower
frequencies, and is given by
(7)

where f is the frequency.

2. Theory
3. ExperIment
Waves propagating in plates have been studied theoretically by numerous authors (Graff, 1976 and references therein).
Displacements for waves propagating in plates are governed by
Lamb's homogeneous equations. The solutions to these equations
called Lamb waves and consist of an infinite number
of modes. In the case when the wavelength is much larger than
the thickness of the plate, the equations of motion can be
reduced to a much simpler form using classical plate theory. In
this case the resulting waves are called plate waves and there
exist only two modes, extensional and flexural.

AE signals were produced by pencil lead breaks (HsuNeilsen sources) at 0·, 30·, 60· and 90· with respect to the
plane of the plate on a set of aluminum plates and the amplitudes of the displacement measured. At each angle, the break
was repeated ten times 10 determine the variability of the magnitude of the impulse applied to the plate. The dimensions of
the plates were 508 nun in width, 381 mm. in length, and 6.35
mm. in thickness. The lead break normal to the plate (90") was
positioned at the center width of the plate and at a length of
127 nun from the plate edge. For the case of 30· and 60· lead
breaks, slots were machined into the plate at the same position
as the 90· break to allow the lead to be broken at an angle. A
plan view of the plate showing the positioning of the slot is
presented in Fig. I. A cross sectional view of the plate and slot
is shown in Fig. 2. For the case of the O· break, where the
source motion is parallel to the plane of the plate, the break
was positioned on the edge of the plate at the center of the
width.

are

The extensional mode in an isotropic material is governed
by \he equations:

and

a0
a0
aauo
__
+v) __
av + (l-v)av + ( 1

aa

0

P v_
(2)
aya
2
ax:l
axay
A at a
where x and y are the coordinate axes in the plane of the plate, u
and v are the displacements along these axes respectively, v is
the Poisson's ratio, p is the density, and A is given by
c

The waveforms were detected by two 3.5 MHz ultrasonic
transducers (panametrics). These transducers offer relatively
flat frequency response over the 20 kHz to 1 MHz frequency
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carried out on a separate plate that was only 259 mm in length.
This was done in order to compare the wave amplitudes from aU
of the sources for the same propagation distance.
All.

A third sensor was placed next to the source and was used
to trigger the transient recordcr (LeCroy 6810) used to digitize
thc waveforms. This sensor is also indicated on Fig. 1. After
being amplified and filtered in a preamplificr (physical Acoustics Corp. 1220A with 20 kHz high pass filter), the waveforms
were digitized at a sampling rate of 5 MHz on the transient
recorder which had a vertical resolution of 12 bits. The signals
were thcn stored on a computer for further analysis and display.
A block diagram of the setup is presented in Fig. 3.
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4. Results and Discussion
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Fig. 1 Plate dimensions and positioning of sensors and
sources.
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A typical out-of-plane displacement waveform due to a lead
break source on an aluminum plate is shown in Fig. 4. The
extensional and flexural modes are identified in this figure. The
measured velocities of the two modes agree with the theory
which confll'lDS that these are the plate modes. This waveform
was detected by thc broad band transdUcer. When a typical narrow band resonant AE transducer is used, the two modes are
indistinguishable because of the ringing in the transducer.
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Fig. 2 A cross sectional view along center of plate detailing
slot and sensor location.
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup.
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Fig. 4 A typical out-or-plane displacement componcnt for a
lead break source on an aluminum plate indicating extensional
and flexural modes.

range of AE signals in comparison to conventional low frequency resonant AE transducers. One transducer measured the
out-of-plane displaccment componcnt and was positioned on
the surface of the plate. For thc 30·, 60· and 90· sources, this
transducer was placed at the center of the width and at a distance
of 254 mm from the plate edge (or 127 mm from the source
location). In Figs. 1 and 2, this transducer is designated as the
out-of-plane transducer and its position is shown. For the O·
case, where the source was on the plate edge, the source to
receiver distance was maintained at 127 mm and thus it was
positioned along the center width 127 mm from the edge.

The out-of-plane displacement components of the waves
created by the lead breaks at the four source angles are presented
in Fig. S. The waveform shown at each angle was from a lead
break with a peak amplitude nearest the average peak amplitude
for the ten breaks. For the source motion in the plane of the
plate (0· or edge break), it can be seen that the extensional
mode has its largest peak amplitude while the flexural mode has
its minimum. As thc source angle increases, the extensional
mode pcak amplitude decreases. For increases in source angle
toward normal to the plate, the flexural peak amplitude
increases except for the 60· to 90· cases where the 60· flexural
amplitude is slightly larger than that of the 90· break. At present, it is unknown why this anomaly occuned, but it is being
investigated.

The second transducer was used to determine the in-plane
displacement component and was placed on the opposite edge
of the plate at the center width, Figs. 1 and 2. Thus the source
to teeeiver distance for all of thc breaks except the O· break was
2S4 mm. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that, for the O· break, the
propagation length was longer (381 mm). So this break was
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Fig. S Out-of-plane displacement components for the waves generated by sources at different angles
with respect to the plane of the plate. Each waveform is offset by 2 V to allow comparison.
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Fig. 7 In-plane displacement components for the waves generated by sources at different angles
with respect to the plane of the plate. Each waveform is offset by 1 V to allow comparison.
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M.R. Gorman (1990), "Plate Wave Acoustic Emission," J. of
the Acoustical Society of America, (in press).

The average peak amplitude of the oUl-of-plane displacement components of the flexural and extensional modes are
ploUed against source angle in Fig. 6. The standard deviations
of the ten measurements are shown as the error ban in this figure. The increasing amplitudes of the flexural mode and decreasing amplitudes of the extensional mode with increasing source
angle are as expected. For a 90· source, most of the source
motion is normal to the plate which should produce flexural
motion. The only in-plane component of the source motion is
the result of the Poisson effect which is much smaller and thus
produces a very small extensional mode. For the case of a O·
source, the opposite is true with source motion primarily in
plane. This creates a larger extensional mode and a smaller
flexural mode. At the intermediate angles, the amount of source
motion in the plane and out of the plane of the plate is proportional to the appropriate vector component of the source force.
Thus as the angle increases, there should be an increasing flexural mode and decreasing extensional mode which is as observed.

M.R. Gorman and W.H. Prosser (1990), "Application of Normal Mode Expansion to AE Waves in Finite Plates," submitted
to the Transactions of the ASME: J. of Applied Mechanics.
M.R. Gorman and S.M. Ziola (1990), "Plate Waves Produced by
Transverse Matrix Cracking," Ultrasonics, in press.
K. Graff (1976), Elastic Wave Motion in Solids, Ohio State
University Press, Columbus.
K.P. Kim and W. Sachse (1986), "Characteristics of Acoustic
Emission Source from a Thermal Crack in Glass," Inti J. of
Fracture, 31, 211-231.
M. Ohtsu and K. Ono (1986), "The Generalized Theory and
Source Representations of Acoustic Emission," J. of Acoustic
Emission, 5(4), 124-133.

Examples of the in-plane displacement components for
the four source angles are shown in Fig. 7. Again, it is pointed
out that the O· measurement was made on a separate plate with a
length of 254 mm to maintain a constant source to receiver distance. In these waveforms, the extensional amplitude again
decreases with increasing source angle. However, it is interesting that the in-plane component of the flexural mode is not
detected even for large source angles where it should be largest.
Recall that the out-of-plane component of the extensional
mode is observed for all source angles. The average in-plane
peak amplitudes of the extensional mode versus source angle is
plotted in Fig. 8. The standard deviation is indicated by error
bars.

W.H. Prosser, M.R. Gorman and J. Dorighi (1990), "Extensional and Flexural Waves in a Thin-Walled Graphite/Epoxy
Tube," submitted to J. of Composite Materials.
C.B. Scruby, G.R. Baldwin and K.A. Stacey (1985), "Characterization of Fatigue Crack Extension by Quantitative
Acoustic Emission," Inti J. of Fracture, 28, 201-222.

These measurements demonstrate the effect of simulated
AE source orientation 00 plate modes in thio plates. It is
expected that quantitative source information can be obtained
by the measurement of the amplitudes of the components of the
plate modes due to real sources. One example is the case of
impacts, particularly hypervelocity impacts which are a concern to spacecraft such as the proposed space station.
Measurements of the amplitudes of the plate modes should
allow determination of the angle of the impact and the energy
of the impact which will allow a better estimate of damage.
Consideration of plate wave propagation will also yield more
accurate source location.
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Conferences and Symposia
10th International Acoustic Emission Symposium, October 22-25, 1990, Sendal, Japan

A newly developed numerical method to analyze maximum
shear seismic moment release and its application to microseismicity in a deep coal mine in Japan are described. It is
recognized that the numerically obtained maximum shear
seismic moment release rate has the same order and shows
peaks at almost the same face advances with the observed one
and that the distribution of microscismic events is well
cxplained by newly shear fractured rock elements obtained
through the analysis.

Abstracts of papers presented (continuation from the previous
issue)
Session 12B: Subsurface
12B-l "Precise Estimation of AE Source Direc:tion by Spectral
Matrix Analysis", H. Moriya, K. Nagano and H. NUtsuma,
Tohoku University, JAPAN
This paper describes a spectral coherence analysis and a
spectral matrix analysis for precise estimation of AE source
direction in the tri-axlal hodogram method. An optimum frequency, where linear P-wave Lissajou figure is observed, is
detected by the coherence analysis among three components of
AE signal, and the direction of AE source is estimated by the
spectral matrix at the optimum frequency, in the proposed
method.
We have applied this technique to the source location of the
artificial seismic sources and the AB signals observed in a
geothermal field. It has been revealed that the spectral matrix
analysis successfully reduces the location error due to both the
background noise and the resonance of the tri-axial AE sensor.
This analysis is effective for precise estimation of the AE
source direction in tri-axial hodogram analysis.

128-5 "Seismological Research on Mining Tremors", S. Zhang
and Y. Yang, Institute of Geophysics, State Seimological
Bureau, P. R. CHINA
A sophisticated seismological method has been introduced to
the study of mining tremors by the Institute of Geophysics of
SSB in cooperating with the Beijing Mining Bureau of NCC.
We have obtained some achievements in following aspects:
Thc special facility, SAK-SYLOK, imported from Poland has
been modified into a new system which include some standardized outer device controlled by a general personal computer. A software package for analysis of mining tremors
(SPAMM) has been compiled and applied in real condition.
It was preliminarily found that the mechanical model for
mining tremors is generally made up of both shearing and
expanding by the program for calculating wave field. A table of
classification and gradc of mining tremors was made, based on
induction of data of in situ ground pressure measurement. record
tremors and geosound. Expert system of mining tremors
prediction is being developed by referring to some schemes of
seimological institution, the theories and experiences of
mining engineers, geophysists and expert on rock mechanics.

128-2 "The Observation of Microcracking Cluster in Stressed

Rock by AE and Seismic Tomography Techniques", K. ltaIcura,
K. Sate and A. Ogasawara, Muroran Institue of Technology,
JAPAN
As a result of AE source location conducted for some rock
specimens under compressive stress, it was found that an AE
cluster was generated at a certain stress level and migrated with
increase of stress along the eventual fault plane prior to main
faulting. At this time, the localization of dilatancy developed
in the AE clustering region. These results imply that the AE
activity and the dilatancy in the eventual fault plane are
dependent on the integration of microcracks. In order to reveal
the process of the growth of mierofracturing cluster and its
relation to the main faulting, further experiments were carried
out using plate specimen (100 x 100 x IS mm) of Tuff. In this
compression test, P-wave velocity structure at some stress
levels was reconstructed by seismic tomography techniques and
the variations of the principal strain uound the AE clustering
region were measured using rosette type strain gages.
The result from the seismic tomography showed the area with
Jow P-wave velocity was coincided with the AE clustering
region. Also the magnitude and the direction of the principal
strain around the AE clustering region varied with increase of
slreSs in the higher stress level.

128-6 "Comparison of Aftershocks of Earthquake and AE that
Occurs after Turning Out Gas Stove and so on", H. Ogasawara,
Ritsumeikao University, JAPAN
It is well known that a great number of aftershocks occur fol·
lowing a large earthquake (a main shock) and that the frequency
of oceurrencc of aftershocks decays with time after the main
shock according to power law. Although various mechanisms
have been proposed to account for aftershock phenomena, each
mechanism has no conclusive evidence to exclude the other
mechanisms. This is because it is difficult for us to obtain
direct information in the very vicinity of the hypocentral
region. After turning out gas stove, engine of automobile,
electric cooking-pot and so on, we can hear AE occurring
sequentially. In the present study, the AB after turning out a gas
stove was observed and it was found that they bear close
resemblance to aftershocks of earthquakes. Their focuses were
located at the portion where gas burners are clamped to the
body of the stove by screws. In order to reveal the process at
the portion in further detail, the temperature change around the
clamped portion was observed for an electric cooking-pot,
which has simpler structure than the gas stove, instead of the
gas stove. It was found that the temperature change in the very
vicinity of the core element correlates well to the frequency of
occurrence of AE. Since it is clear that the thermal diffusion

12B-3 "Numerical Analysis of Maximum Shear Seismic
Moment Release for Microseismicity Induced by Deep Coal
Mining Activity", Y. Fujii and Y. Ishijima, Holck.ido
University, JAPAN
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governs the AE from gas slOve and so on. a process equivalent
to thermal diffusion is plausible to govern aftershock phenomena. Taking the difference of time and space scales for AE and
those for aftershocks into consideration, a phenomenon equi·
valent 10 diffusion with an apparent diffusivity of about 103 104 cm2/s is inferred to occur at the hypocentral region of
aftershocks. One of likely processes is a diffusion of pore water
because diffusivity of pore water in fissured zone is 109 - 106
cm2 / s

monilOring and this highlighted problems with the legs which
were also constructed of FRP material. The supporting legs
were then paralleled with metal legs and a re-test was carried out
and since the cell now met the CARP criteria it was put into
service. Some areas of minor AE activity were detected and
identified with areas near the top flange knuckle, bottom of
beam 10 bag attachment and support saddles. Subsequently the
cen was examined after a programmed shutdown and empty, and
cracks were apparent in the corrosion barrier. A fwte element
analysis was carried out and conftrmed that the areas of concern
were those detected by acoustic emission.
The cen was redesigned and additional laminate was added to the
beam and support areas for the metal legs and the resin
employed in the FRP structure was changed. A new cen built
subsequent to the re-design was tested using acoustic emission
and extensive strain gauging so that a better picture of the cell
during a fill from empty could be obtained.
A multiple number of test sequences were canied out on the new
cell. The various investigations in chronological order were (i)
fin the empty cen with cold liquor, (n) statically load on lOp to
simulate the mass loading of the electrodes, (iii) bring the
liquor up to operating temperature, (iv) add the electrodes and
bring the cell to full operating conditions, (v) unload the
electrodes from the cell, (vi) empty the cen of hot liquor.
The experimental evidence showed that the redesigned cen met
the CARP criteria and there was no evidence of the acoustic
emission activity sites apparent in the original design,
however activity was associated with areas which showed some
patching.

Session 13A: Composites
13A-l "Non-Destructive Testing on Glass Fiber Pressure
Vessels Using Acoustic Emission", P. F. Filho and L. E. V. L.
da Costa, BrasitestlKorco Technology Center, BRASIL
A study of the response of glass fiber motor rocket cases during
pressurization was made 10 keep under control the differences in
the bursting pressure caused by the production Variables. The
analysis was performed by a computer that relates the number
of events, counts, amplitUdes, energy (marse) and pressure. The
energy method seems to be most effective to detect early
incompatible damage on the structure even at low loads. The
Felicity effect was also inspected as a possible way to predict
the bursting pressure and to describe the stage of damage of the
structure. It was concluded that AE can be used as an NDT
technique to assure the structural integrity of these molOrs,
although more data will be needed to well define the process.
13A-2 "Acoustic Emission of Filament Reinforced Metallicspherical Pressure Vessels", B. Mouhamath and A. Bunsell,
Centre d' Etudes de Bruyeres-le-ehate~ FRANCE
This paper reports on an experimental investigation of the
Acoustic Emission (AE) behaviour of pressure vessels. AE tests
have beeo conducted 00 smdl-diameter spherical structures
subjected to long term sustained load-to-failure-test The
structures are high pressure fluid storage vessels made by
winding epoxy resin impregnated carbon fibres around a light
alloy liner. Proof tests were used as a basis for inspecting
vessels before failure or burst tests. If a vessel has withstood a
given pressure then it can be considered safe for use and
expected to operate indefinitely at this level unless any
structural degradations have occurred. A study was conducted on
sevl!ral of these vessels The long term performance of these
vessels depends on the composite behaviour if the absence of
defects in the liner can be guaranteed The data suggest that AE
from a safe liner vessel is quite different from that of a damaged
liner vessel. It appears that the AE response of the vessel 10 the
proof test is controlled by the liner. The liner, with defects,
was demonstrated to seriously affect the burst pressure of the
vessel. Hence, AE is a powerfUl tool for the detection of
degradations, not only in composite wrapping pressure vessels
but also in the liner.

13A-S "AE Monitoring during Fatigue Tests of Fiberglass
Components of Trucks", A. Sala, D. Bozzett, F. TonoUni and
O. Salvatore, CISE, ITALY
Some experiments to prove as AE may be a possible examination method 10 be applied during qualification tests of fiber
reinforced plastic footboards of trucks are here described. The
calibration measurements and a set of fatigue tests were carried
out on some full scale footboards both at room and low
temperature (- 40°C). The main results of these experiments are
reported and discussed.
Session 13B: Concrete
13B-I "Rate Process Analysis of AE ActiVity in Uniaxial
Compression Test of Core Sample", M. Ohtsu, Kumamoto
University, JAPAN
A rate process analysis of acoustic emission (AE) actiVity
during uni-axial compression tests of core samples is proposed
to evaluate the deterioration degree of concrete due to microcracking. AE actiVity of a cylindrical concrete sample under
uniaxial compressive loading is found to be related with the
existence of microcracks. When concrete contains a Dumber of
critical microcracks, AE events occur actively from low stress
level. In contrast, AE activity of sound concrete is observed
just prior to final failure. The discrepancy of AE generating
behaviors is quantitatively evaluated, introducing the rate
process analysis. In the case of high AE activity at low stress
level, the value 'a' of the probability function in the rate
process is referred to as positive, while the value 'a' is negative
for low AE activity.
To gauge the applicability of AE rate process analysis, experiments on newly cast concrete and core samples are per-

13A-4 "Acoustic Emission in an FRP Isotensoid Cen", B. R. A.
Wood, R. W. Harris, G. CoaU and G. Poljiak. CSIRO, AUSTlARIA
The Australian Manganese Company Ltd. win be manufacturing
electrolytic manganese dioxide within cells constructed of FRP
material which are designed as a thin walled isotensoid bag
hung from a peripheral ring beam.
The first commissioning test of a new cell employed AE
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formed. The core samples of controlled damage were extracted
from reinforced concrete slabs fatigued by cyclic loading. The
correlation with the strength, the age, and the damage levels of
concrete is clarified. Thus, AE rate process analysis shows a
great promise for providing quantitative information on the
deterioration of concrete in the uniaxial compression test of
core samples.

cumulative event counts and energy counts, etc. for 10 minutes
on specified days, the potential alkali-reactivity of aggregate
can be detected within two weeks.
13B-6 "Several AE Sources Observed during Fracture of
Repaired Reinforced Concrete Beams", S. Yuyama, S. NagataJci, T. Okamoto and T. Soga, Nippon Physical Acoustics Ltd.,
JAPAN
Bending tests were carried out on large repaired reinforced
concrete beams. Fracture process was monitored by AE, visual
observation and displacement measuremenL It was found that
distinctive AE signals were produced by the initiation of early
tensile microcracks, local slips, main tensile crack and largescale slips between the original part and the repaired part. All
these different AE sources and their amplitude levels could be
clearly discriminated by comparing the AE data with the results
of visual observation and displacement measurement. The time
and location of crack initiation could be easily determined by
nonitoring AE, which leads to the conclusion that AE can be a
very useful and powerful tool to evaluate structural integrity of
repaired reinforced concrete beams. It was revealed that the
Kaiser effect starts to break and hign AE activity is observed
during not only loadings but also unloadings once large-scale
slips have occurred between the original part and the repairell
part. Concrete beam integrity (CBI) ratio, the ratio of the load
at onset of AE and the maximum prior load, is proposed as an
effective criterion to measure the severity of damages induced
in repaired concrete beams.

13B-2 "Aspects of Fracture Process Zone of Concrete", N.
Nomura, H. Mihashi, A. Suzuki and M. Izumi, Tohoku
University, JAPAN
Now that numerical analyses have been extensively developed
to predict the nonlinear behaviour of concrete structures, it is
very important to study the constitutive laws to describe the
nonlinear behaviour of concrete in detail. Tension softening
behavior of concrete is highly dominated by the existence of
fracture process zone ahead of the crack tip. It is hardly
possible, however, directly observe the fracture process zone
of concrete.
In this paper, three dimensional acoustic emission technique
(3-D AE) is applied to observe the phase of the fracture process
gone of concrete. The results show that the fracture process
zone is widely created at the peak load and then the zone with
active AE events moves towards the bottom of the specimen.
Revealed aspects of the fracture process zone in the present
study may contribute a lot to the progress of fracture mechanics
of concrete.
13B-3 "Drying Shrinlcage of Concrete and Acoustic Emission",
T. Uomoto and H. Kato, University of Tokyo, JAPAN
Drying shrinkage is one of the most important properties of
concrete after concrete is hardened. Althollgh the phenomenon has been studied by many reearchers through out the world,
it is not yet clarified how the shrinkage starts after the concrete
is revealed to dry atmosphere.
This paper is aimed to clarify how drying shrinkage starts
through experiment, measuring both length change and
acoustic emission after concrete prisms are stored in dry
atmosphere. The results show that the initiation of drying
shrinkage is directly after the concrete is revealed to dry
atmosphe~ and acoustic emission (AE) monitoring show good
correlation with drying shrinkage of concrete.

Session 14: Instrumentation
14-1 "A Simplified AE Source Location Technique in
Cylindrical Vessels", D. J. Yoon, Y. H. Kim and O. Y. Kwon,
Korea Standards Research Institute, KOREA
An acoustic emission source location technique using paths
difference between several propagating directions from a source
to a sensor in cylindrical structure has been proposed. One
sensor can receive multiple waveforms sequentially arrived
through a direct and the spiral directions. In the present work, a
series of waveforms were detected by the same sensor and the
time differences are used for calculating source location. The
dual sensor configuration was used to eliminate the ambiguity
of source location likely to arise in the single sensor
configuration. The proposed method was examined experimentally for an actual cylindrical pressure vessel by detecting
circumferential waves from simulated AE sources. The results
appeared very promising and the method can be utilized for a
simple AE source location with alleviating the necessity of
multi-channel instruments.

13B-4 "Quick Detection of Alkali-aggregate Reaction by AE
Monitoring", S. Nilseki, M. Salake and M. Gouke, Tohoku
University, JAPAN
Recenlly, in Japan, one of significant deterioration in concrete structures is caused by the alkali-aggregate reaction,
which is the phenomenon that alkali of cement reacts with
aggregate and reaction product around aggregate expands and
this expansion pressure \gives rise to cracking in concrete.
Therefore, whether aggregate is reactive or non-reactive is very
important for durability of concrete structures. In the early
stage of alkali-aggregate reaction, the expansion pressure of
reaction product is considered to give rise to microcrac:king and
AE is extremely sensitive to micrceracking in specimens.
From such a point of view, in this paper, we propose a new
method qUickly detecting the alkali-aggregate reaction by
monitoring AE in mortar-bar specimens under the same storage
condition u the mortar-bar test of JASS. In this test, the
mortar specimens with alkali content of 0.56, 0.90, 1.20 and
1.50 perceat Nal0 equiValent are tested and by monitoring AE

14-2 "A Rational Approach to Acoustic Emission Signal
Analysis and System Calibration", N. N. Hsu and K. Yamaguchi, National Institute of Standards & Technology, USA
This paper examines two critical areas of research of the
acoustic emission (AE) technology. One is to make AE results
reproducible and the technology reliable by system calibration, the other is to identify and interpret AE through signal
process. We flfSt sketch an AE system and identify: 1. sensor
characterization and calibration, 2. AE source simu-lation and
3. electrical AE signal simulation as the three key elements for
fruitful AE system calibration. The current status of their
development is reviewed, and caution about the use of the
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dala acquisition systems. A collision free, controlled access
token ring protocol has been chosen for the nelWork, to avoid
any loss of bandwidth (due to collisions and resulting retransmissions). The random generation of events in a channel is
associated with an attribute called re-arming time during which
the probability of arrival of an event is zero, which implies
that maximum arrival rate of events equals lIrearming lime. The
network is simulated using SIMSCRIPT 11.5 with the fonowing
assumptions.
(1) The arrival of events at each system is assumed to be lID
Poisson processes with rate equal to lJrearming time.
(2) Packet lengths are constant for each system (required for
accommodaling the event details).
(3) All the data acquisition systems are equally spaced.
(4) Infinite buffers at each syslem.
Simulation results have shown that a token ring local network
can be used for real lime monitoring of large structures using
AB. Mean queue lengths at each station, moan token rotation
time, bandwidth versus re-arming time curve obtained from
simulation are summarized in the paper.

breaking pencil lead as a reproducible AE is made. Then we
review the general procedure of AE study related to signal
processing aod interpretation and suggest possible improvements for further research.
14-3 "New System Concepts for On-line Digilal Evaluation of
Acoustic Emission Signals", J. M. Rodgers, Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection Technologies, USA
The lall generation of computer-based AE syslems was
designed using hardware logic to characterize AE signal features
in real lime. Signal processing was speedy, adapling to a great
variely of applications, but limilations have become apparent
in the limiled feature set exlracled by these syst.ems. New
features based on more complex characterizations of the signal
envelope, such as energy moments, are showing increased
promise. Frequency domain features have also been shown to
be powerful discriminators belWeen different emission mechanisms. The next generation AE syst.ems will be characlerized
by paler signal processing flexibilily, and may lose their
distinction as uniquely designed for AE signal analysis.
The growing popularity of adaptive training Slralegies for
signal characterization, such as Slatistical patlem recognition
classifiers and neural networks, is also prompling the need for
syslems with signal processing flellibilily. The ideal system
would allow the selection and training of a signal classification
approach for a given application, then use software routines to
optimize the syslem for use in the run-time application.
Literally hundreds of candidate signal features, combined with
several different classification strategies, demand greater
flexibility in system architecture. This can only be achieved
with digital signal processing as a fundamental design concept
This paper will describe the fundamenlal design of the new
generation system required to meet these objectives, and its
implemenlation into a practical instrument for both research
and field use.

14-5 "Development of Dynamic Crack Microscope, Multichannel AE Signal Processing System", S. Mashino, M. Shiwa
and T. Kishi, Japan Tabacco Inc., JAPAN
A new generation AE source characterization system combined
with detected wave analyzing syslem was developed for
materials evaluation. The system consists of six parallel
processing units, a host CPU, a desk-top computer, an external
RAM, and a digilal data recorder.
Signals from six transducers are amplified and digitized using
the AID converters in the processing units. In each processing
unit, Digital Signal Processor is installed to extract such
parameters as peak amplitude, arrival time, rise time of the fust
motion of longitudinal wave from input signals. The host CPU
execules three-dimensional AB source location and then
b'ansfers location results, AB paramclers and waveform data 10
the desk-top computer. AB data can be monitored in real lime
on the CRT graphic terminal. Arler the testing, AE source
functions are computed from both the dynamic Green's function
of the medium and the transfer function of measuring system
which are experimentally determined. Software runs on the MSDOS and the operation is easy to use through a completely
menu driven user interfac:e. By using the advanced system, the
location, size and mean nucleation velocily of microcracks can
be evaluated easily and quickly.

14-4 "A Real Time Token Ring LAN for AE Monitoring", K. V.
M. D. Raju, S. V. S. Rao, K. V. Srinivasan, and M. Annamalai,
Indian Space Research Organisation, INDIA
The rapid advances in the field of computer science and technology have made their inroads into instrumenlation offering
solutions to difficult real time problems. Acoustic Emission
(AE) is one such area, which is an advanced non-destructive
testing method for monitoring structural integrity and characterizing the materials behaviour. The instrumenlation systems
of AE consists of high frequency piezoelectric transducers,
amplifiers and recording and processing equipment with an
ability to locate and classify the flaws in real time. Monitoring
of large structures involves the acquisition of high frequency
AE signals (100 kHz - 1 MHz) from many sensors and
processing them to locate the flaws. A conventional data
acquisition system can not meet these high speed real time
requirements. In this paper, a study has been made to flDd out
whether a local network of computer data acquisition systems
can acquire the high frequency signals from nany sensors and
process and coordinale among themselves to assess and
indicate the status of the specimen under tesL Bach data
acquisition computer is connecled to one transducer through
conditioning amplifier, schmitt trigger and AID sub-system.
Schmitt trigger signals the arrival of an event to the system.
One of the computers in the network, named Channel
Coordinator (C.C.) collects the processed events from all the

Session 15A: Composites
15A-l "Acoustic Emission Studies on Fracture Mechanisms of
Randomly Orienled Carbon Fiber/Glass Matrix Composites",
O. Chen, N. Takeda and T. Kishi, University of Tokyo, JAPAN
Acoustic Emission (AE) analyses have been performed on a
high compliant, high failure strain randomly orienled carbon
reinforced glass matrix composite material. The composite
exhibits a unique nonlinear stress-strain behavior with high
failure strain for both uniaxial tensile and flexural tesling. The
extensive matrix cracking of thjs material during loading
provides an excellent opportunity to study the fracture mechanism. This study concentrates on monitoring damage initiation
and damage progression during tensile and flexural lesting
using acoustic emission sonsors. Data recorded include
cumulative AB events, counts, and count rates as a function of
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load, and amplitude distribution histograms of events at
different load levels. It was shown that the acoustic emission
signal patterns are very different during tensile and flexural
loading conditioDS, indicating different fracture palteras. The
examination of amplitude distributions at various loads
revealed that the method is sensitive enough to distinguish
various fracture process.

Sandstone, Berea Sandstone and Indiana Limestone. Each
specimen was in the form of a cylinder having a diameter of IllS" and a height of 1-112". AE signals were detected by a 175
kHz resonant-type transducer attached to the side of the
specimen. The rotary speed, axial bit load and drill advance
were also recorded during the experiments. It has been observed
from the experiments that the RMS level of the AE per unit
drilling advance clearly depends on the rock characteristics.
Furthermore, the AE power spectrum also indicated considerable augmentation of high-frequency component spectra related
to a decrease in rock drillability.

ISA-3 "Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Failure Mechanism
of Mechanically Fastened Carbon/Epoxy Joints", H. Hamada,
Z. Maekawa, K Hamna, M. Shinobu and H. Naito, Kyoto
Institute of Technology, JAPAN
Mechanical joiots are often used in advanced composite
material applications, but failure mechanism and design of
joints are not totally understood. It is important to make the
failure mechanism clear for designing the joints. The state of
damage in a composite laminate is very complicated because
there are many failures; matrix cracking and splitting, delamination, fiber breakage, interface failures, elc. Acoustic emission (AE) is a useful technique to distinguish these failures.
In this study, we used AE techniques to clarify the failure
mechanism in mechanically fastened carbon/epoxy joints.
Three different laminate configurations were used; Quasiisotropic, Angle-ply and Unidirectional. We chose the two
joint geometries, which exhibit net-tension failure and bearing
failure. Damage progression was examined through soft X-ray
photographs and optical section photograph.
Used AE parameters are AE amplitude and energy. It is thought
that failure mechanisms can be evaluated by amplitude and
failure acale can be evaluated by energy.
As a result, low range amplitude hit is associated with matrix
cracking or splitting in 90° and 0° plies, and middle range
amplitude hit is associated with splitting in 45° ply or
interlaminar shear cracking. High range amplitude and large
energy hit is associated with fiber breakage. It is cleared that
spUtting along the fiber direction in each ply is the dominant
failure mode in the net-tension failure and matrix cracking and
interlaminar shear cracking are the dominant failure mode in
the bearing failure. The joint which shows the bearing failure is
tough and safe.

Session 16A: Ceramics
16A-l "Acoustic Emission in Ceramic Matrix SiC Fiber
Composites during Interfacial Shear Strength Tests", M.
Enoki, H. Tsuda and T. Kishi, University of Tokyo, JAPAN
The interfacial behavior in fiber reinforced ceramic matrix
composites has become very important because remarkable
increase of toughness has been reported by debonding and
friction at the interface. In this paper, acoustic emission
waveform analysis was employed to evaluate the microfracture
process in the SiC fiber reinforced glass composite. A model of
acoustic emission source of debonding at the interface was
proposed. The interfacial shear strength of this composite was
measured by the fiber pull-out test and acoustic emission
waveforms during this test were recorded. The debonding
process in this composite was discussed from the results of
both observation by video microscope and analysis of AE
characteristics.
16A-2 "AE Monitoring of the Sliding Wear of Sintercd Silicon
Nitrides", O. Y. Kwon, D. S. Lim and OJ. Yocn, Korea
Standerds Research Institute, KOREA
The unlubricated pin-on--disk sliding wear of silicon nitrides
(Si3N4) has been monitored by acoustic emission (AE). AE
appeared to be an effective tool for the real-time monitoring of
the wear process of advanced ceramics, for example, the
transition of wear mechanism from the mild wear to severe
wear.
The intensity of AE signals measured in root-mean-square
voltage was more sensitive indicator than the friction
measurement to detect the change at the surface of unlubricated
relative motion. The effect of normal pressure was disclosed
more clearly by parametric analysis of AE signals when the
specimens were tested at a constant sliding speed of 0.016
mlsec. AE event rate changed abrupUy after certain period of
time elapsed, which corresponds to the rapid increase in the
wear rate. The point is assumed the onset of transition in the
wear mechanism.
The transition was not always occurred at the same pressure and
the distance slid due to the uncertainties in materials property
and in experimental procedure. The waveforms detected in the
severe wear stage are quite different from those in the mild wear
stage. The distribution analysis such as peak amplitude or
energy even clearly discriminate the signals detected at the
severe wear from those at the mild wear. This type of wear
monitoring will be sometimes very useful in the practical
situation where it is difficult to measure the wear rate of
ceramic elements.

ISA-5 "Strain Limits in Olassfibre Reinforced Phenolic
Determined by Acoustic Emission", B. Melve, SINTEF Production Engineering, NORWAY
Straight teDSile test specimens were made from flat plates of
glass fibre reinforced phenolic resin. The specimeDS were then
subjected to a tensile creep load through a dead weight apparatus. The creep strain was measured together with the acoustic
emission activity of the specimens. It was found that the onset
of acoustic emission was in the range of 0.2-0.3% initial strain
which might be a possible long term design limit for this type
of material.

Session 158: Subsurface
158-5 "Acoustic Emission Associated with Rock Drilling Tests
UDder Laboratory Conditions", H. Asanuma and H. R. Hardy,
Jr., Tohoku University, JAPAN
Some simple driI1iDg tests UDder laboratory conditioDS, carried
out to investigate the relationship between AE signals and rock
physical properties, are described in this paper. Specimens of
three different rocks were used in this study, namely: Tennessee

16A-3 "Microfracture Process during Bending Tests of Alumina
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Evalualecl by Acoustic Emission", S. Wakayama, T. Koji and H.
Nishimura, Tokyo Metropolitan University, JAPAN
Microfracture process during the bending test of alumina
ceramics was evaluated by acoustic emission technique.
Specimens wilh different dimensions were used for the bending
tests in order to investigate Ihe dependence of microfracture
process on the specimen size. The remarkable points of AE
generation pattern, at which both AE events and energy
increased rapidly, were observed before the final unstable
fracture. It is important that the apparent stress, 0c: at those
points were independent of the AE threshold level and
specimen size. Furthermore, microfracture process on the
surface under the tensile stress was observed using the
fluorescent dye penetrant method, then it was undersfOOd that
Oe: corresponds to the critical stress of the malncrack formation
due to !he coalescence of pores and/or microcracks.
Although !he lltrength of britl1e materials are generally &reated
OD Ihe statistical way based on the 'weakest link theory', it is
de,monstrated in this paper that the nucleation of microcracks,
and the formation and the stable growth of maincrack occur
before the final unstable fracture. Consequently, it was
concluded that the critical stress can be the advanced evaluation
parameter for ceramic materials.

have shown that a systematic change in AE activity was not
found in relation to the pre-stress direction. In the second
study, model tests were carried out in order to investigate the
mechanism of the Kaiser Effect in the lower stress state by
using glass plates containing a inclined crack which simulates
a preexisting closed microcrack in rocks. The results have
shown that both the Kaiser Effect and the recovery of AE
activity with elapsed time were observed in the sliding of
closed crack surfaces and that the recovery of AE activity wi!h
time was associated with the time-dependent behavior of the
residual shear displacement in the sliding.
16B-3 "Stress Memory Measurement in Geological Materials
Using the Kaiser Effect of AE", F. Hassani and M. Momayez,
McGill University, CANADA
Since the fust serious attempt in 1976 at measuring the in-situ
stress in a rock mass using acoustic emission various studies
have been undertaken in laboratory and in the field to improve
in-situ stress estimation under uniaxiai and triaxial conditions.
The main incentive for employing this technique is its
reproducibility, ease of use and the large Dumber of tests that
can be performed in laboratory. In the rust part, the present
paper will review the progress made in the field of stress
memory measurement over the past fifteen years in geological
materials. A comprehensive study has been undertaken by the
authors into the influence of major parameters that affect stress
measurement in rocks using Kaiser EffecL The second part of
the paper presents preliminary results from the tests carried out
on a representative rock type in order to establish a base line
for future Kaiser Effect studies using other materials.

Session 16B: Subsurface
16B-I "An Analysis of Three Dimensional AE Ussajou Pattern
during Well-drilling and Estimation of Source Direction", H.
Asanuma, H. Niitsuma and N. Chubachi, Tohoku University,
JAPAN
Continuous acoustic emission associated with well-drilling has
been remotely detected by a downhole tri-axial AE measurement
system in Higashi Hachimatai Field, Japan. It has been
revealed that the three-dimensional AE Ussajous figure has a
specific polarization direction in a frequency range. The
polarization direction, evaluated by the principal component
analysis of the bandlimited Ussajous pattern, well corresponded to !he actual driUing bit direction. This result indicates
that directly arriving longitudinal wave is dominant over shear
wave. reflected and mode-converted waves in the AE signal.
Detection of !he bit direction was successfully carried out wi!h
error less than 15° in both vertical and horizontal plane.
The auOtors also propose a new me!hod to detect reflected wave
by employing a three-dimensional cross-spectral analysis of
the particle motion detected by the tri-axial AE sensor. It can
be said that deeper reflector layer may be estimated in advance
by this technique.

17: Evening Session
17-1 "An Investigation of the Acoustic Emission Oenerated
during the Deformation and Fracture of Premium Grade 4340
Steel", S. H. Carpenter and C. Pfliderer, University of Denver,
USA

The acoustic emission generated during the deformation and
fracture of premium grade 4340 steel has been investigated in
detail. Four different tempers of the 4340 steel were used to
give a wide range of mechanical properties. The acoustic
emission generated during uniaxial tension and compression
has been measured and characterized. The emission generated
during crack propagation using double cantilever beam samples
has also been measured and characterized. A digital transient
recorder was used to store and evaluate individual waveforms in
both the deformation and crack propagation tests. The
experimental acoustic emission data has been correlated with
the test parameters and the mechanical properties and will be
explained in terms of the microstructure and the deformation
and fracture mechanisms.

16B-2 "A Fundamental Study on the Kaiser Effect in Rock for
Tectonic Stress Measurement", T. Kojima and K. Matsuki,
Tohoku University, JAPAN
In order to develop a method for measuring tectonic stress
using acoustic emission (AE) in the rock sample extracted from
underground. two basic studies were carried ouL In the fust
study, the Kaiser Effect in a granite was investigated. Cyclic
uniaxial compression tests have shown that !he Kaiser Effect in
the granite existed below the onset of dilatancy. However, the
AE activity in the pre-stressed specimen tended to recover wi!h
elapsed time. !hat is. the Kaiser Effect disappeared with elapsed
time. The results on the specimens which were cored in the
several directions inclined to the axis of uniaxial pre-loading

17-2 "Comparisons Between Various WavegUides in Three
Long Term Acoustic Emission Monitoring Projects", B. R. A.
Wood, T. G. Plynn, L. M. Noyes and R. W. Harris, CSIRO,
AUSI'RAUA
The CSIRO has become involved in three 10Dg term acoustic
emission monitoring projects. The fust involves a new Platformer pressure vessel operating in a refmery at temperatures
up to 580°Cj the second is a new large cryogenic storage tank
operating at -40°Cj and the third is a fibre reinforced containment vessel operating at 96°C.
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without any troubles since more than half of the plants are used
for a loog time beyond 100,000 hours. This paper describes
whether acoustic emissioo (AE) is applicable to the on-line
crack moniloring at the plant components or nolo
To compare the amplitude of the AE signal with the noise level
quantitatively. background noise at a turbine casing and a
boiler header under the operating condition were measured at
fU'llt with broad band and resonant response types of transducers. The spectra of the signals detected by these two
transducers were almost the same. The background noise level
at the turbine casing was more than 50 dB greater than that at
the boiler header.
Though the AE measurement during the fatigue crack propagation tests using a cr specimen was also tried. the reliable
AE signals generated by crack propagation could not be obtained. However, investigating the responses for the AE simulated
signal of breaking pencil lead in the field and the laboratory
tests. it was found that the measurement sensitivity at the plant
component decrease especially in the high frequency range of
over 200 kHz because of wave guides and adhesive for the
mounting of the transducers. Moreover, when the amplitude of
the AE signal generated by crack propagation in the cr
specimen was assumed 10 be 0.1 mV at the input lerminal of the
pre-amplifier, the AE signal 10 noise ratio at the turbine casing
was estimated to be about -60 dB. Then it was concluded that
the AE monitoring at the turbine casing is difficult, while that
at the boiler header has some possibilities.
The effects of the signal processing on the improvement of the
signal to noise ratio was also investigated with regard to averaging and cross correlation.

The structural integrity of the Platformer is 10 be monilored
starting from the manufacturing stage forward so that a long
term operation with limited maintenance shutdowns is possible. The cryogenic tank project will use continuous structural
integrity evaluation to provide long periods free of major
maiolenance and also allow operation of the vessel for extended periods of time (in excess of 50 years) as a result of using a
systematic acoustic emission moniloring program. The fibre
reinforced plastic vessel project involves the moniloring of a
number of vessels from new for periods in excess of 20 years 10
provide continuous integrity evaluation and defect location.
A variety of different waveguide and transducer combinations
evaluated for the three applications are discussed. The different
configurations were investigated in both laboralory and field
situations so that some idea of the relative attenuations were
available Iogether with data on the resultant waveforms.
17-3 "Some Considerations on the Application of AE Standards
10 Industrial Practice", G. D. Chiricot, F. Tonolini and E.
Fontana, University of Cagliari, ITALY
In the last ten years several codes and standards have been
produced from different organizations in Europe, Japan and
USA. Some of the standards give the main guides for sensor
calibration and mounting and the procedures for the instrumentation characterization, some other are devoted to special
applications as the examination of fiberglass reinforced plastic
resin tanks, the monitoring during continuous welding and
resistance spot-welding, the hydrotest of metal vessels, etc.
Recently in Italy the Working Group of the Study Commission
on Standards in the field of Mechanical Constructions of CNR
(the Italian National Research Council) developed a code
devoted to AE examination of metal manufactures. This document has been approved by Engineering Committee of CNR.
In the paper the main aspects of this standard are systematically reported and discussed. This document talces inlo
account of the suggestions of previous codes issue by other
Standard Bodies and is based for a large part on the IS years
experience of CISE in AE researches and in the field of AE
application 10 metal pressure vessels.

18-3 "Application of AE Technology 10 Moniloring of Headers
of Thermal Power Plant", M. Mocchetti, 0 Bonetti, F.
Cattaneo, E. Fontana and S. Ghia, ClSE, ITALY
After a long period of operation in the headers of thermal power
plant boilers, cracks, likely due to thermal stress and creep may
arise and grow. These cracks occur in the welds of the nozzles
of the numerous branches connecting the headers to the superheaters and reheaters tubes bank of the boiler. These defects
may propagate through thickness producing leakages of high
temperature (-5S0'C) and high pressure steam waler. The sleam
water jet may involve important safety aspects and give rise 10
severe damages of the components.
An AE monitoring of these headers might give an useful
information on flaw evolution and likely on plant operation
which could affect the crack onset and extension.
AE experiments on the full scale header were carried out in
laboralory in order to measure attenuation versus frequency and
to prove location capability in a such a complex geometry
component (-360 nozzles are welded to the header wall).
Sources positioned on a surface including the nozzles inside a
circumferential strip of 30 em width were located.
In order to evaluate the AE signal to noise ratio in different
operation conditions of thermal power plant, a sel of measurements have been carried out on a header of an ENEL power
station. The background acoustic noise produced during various
transients and at different load values was characterized. The
attenuation of white noise generated by artificial source was
estimated too. Finally the experiments to prove the location
capability through waveguides in the operation condition were
performed. The results obtained in this preliminary research
activity appear to be promising for an application to header

Session 18: Structural Integrity
18-1 "Acoustic Emission Moniloring of a Ground Durability
and Damage Tolerance Test", S. 1.. McBride, M. R. Viner and
M. D. Pollard. Royal Military College of Canada, CANADA
Periodic inspection of the structure for mechanical integrity is
a significant cost for ground durability and damage Iolerance
testing of airframes. We have used acoustic emission to
continuously monilor selected areas of an airframe subjected to
such a tesL Data which was obtained with sensors separated by
as much as 0.75 m to monilor the growth in 9 suspect areas will
be reported. The 12 acoustic emission sensors, located on the
lower wing, detected cracks at fastener holes and also in the
inner spars. Theae defects were separately confarmed using
conventional NOT methods.
18-2 "Possibility of AE Crack Moniloring in Thermal Power
Plant Components", Y. Sugita, Chubu Electric Power Company, Inc., JAPAN, M. Shibasaki and K. lma!, Nippon Steel
Technos Corp., Japan
On-line monitoring of crack initiation and its growth is
considered 10 be much valuable to operate thermal power plants
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mean fragment length I in the SFC tesL A single fiber is embedded near the surface of the epoxy resin specimen, and a
tensile load is applied to the fiber by four-point bending tesL
The AE from fiber breaks is monitored by two PZT sensors,
thus the positions of fiber breaking are located. The number of
AE events N generated by fiber breaks in the constant length L
is counted and I is calculated from I "" lJ (N + 1). Calculation of
the source location is done taking account of correction for the
difference in AE amplitude and rise time. Oood agreement is
found between the results of the measurement of the mean
fragment length I by the AE technique and by microscopic
observation. This method displays many advantages compared
to the optical method, such as increased measurement speed and
applicability to automatic measurement and to opaque matrix
specimens.

online monitoring during plant operation.
184 "Application of Acoustic Emission to Testing Transmission Towers", M. N. Bassim and R. Roller, University of
Manitoba, CANADA
A potential application for use of acoustic emission as a
nondestructive evaluation method is monitoring the performance of transmission towers holding conductors (cables)
subjected to high voltage. These towers experience severe
random wind loadings on the conductors as well as static
loading due to ice. This fatigue loading may cause failure of
some of the members as wen as dislodging of the metal base of
the tower from its concrete base.
A system for continuous monitoring of large structures using
acoustic emission was developed by one of the authors (MNB).
This system was used in an extensive program to test transmission towers. The system was able to Identify damaged
towers as opposed to sound towers, and furthermore, to determine the extent of damage from periods of monitoring which
ranged from four hours to a week at various locations on the
towers. The results of the investigation, substantiating the
forementioned conclusions, are presented.

19A4 "Evaluation of Defects in CFRP Laminates by Acoustic
Emission", I. Kimpara and I. Ohsawa, University of Tokyo,
JAPAN
Acoustic Emission (AE) has been widely accepted as an
effective method for evaluating the failure behavior of advanced
composite materials such as CFRP laminates. However, it has
not been made clear that the AE parameters are really significant to evaluate the effects of defects in composite materials.
An attempt is made in this paper to characterize the AE
properties of unidirectional and cross-plied CFRP laminates
containing several type of artificial defects such as void' and
delamination. The degree and size of defects are varied systematically. The monotonous and cyclic load is applied by a threepoint flexure. The effects of defects on strength and failure
behavior of CFRP laminates are examined in detail. The related
AE properties are evaluated in terms of AE total hit, amplitude,
AE hits during load hold, Felicity ratio and so on. The
correlation between AE parameters and defects is discussed and
an appropriate testing procedure is proposed to evaluate the
effects of defects in CFRP laminates by acoustic emission.

Session 19A: Composites
19A-l "Multi-parameter Analysis of AE Waveform for Identification of Fracture Modes and Behavior in OFRP Low-Cycle
Fatigue Tests", K. Yamaguchi, H. Oyaizu, K. Kobayashi and Y.
Kobayashi, University of Tokyo, JAPAN
The advanced AE instrumentation system which extract multiparameter of envelope detected waveform from every AE wave
was applied to the low-cycle fatigue tests of OFRP. Three types
of fracture modes such as fiber breakage, matrix cracking and
debonding of fibers could be identified by the multiparameter
analysis of cracking AE's generated at peak load. The values of
the parameters to discriminate the fracture modes were similar
to those in previous tensile tests. Two types of AE generation
patterns were typically observed on friction AE's generated at
increasing and decreasing load. The characteristics of the
generation patterns and the generation mechanism of friction
AE's are explained and discussed.

19A-S "Effect of Hygrothermal Ageing of Felicity Ratio
Measurement of OFRP Tubes", I. Ohorbel, D. Valentin, M. C.
Yrieix and J. Orattier, Centre des Materiaux, FRANCE
In this study, the effect of matrix properties on the Acoustic
Emission response of CFRP tubes has been investigated. For
this, two kinds of composite materials have been considered,
differing essentially in the mabix: one is a polyester based
composite and the other a vinylester based composite. It is
shown that the viscoelastic behaviour of the matrix can affect
the Acoustic Emission response (i.e. the damage accumulation
rate of the composites). This is observed throughout different
experimental methods, but essentially by checking the effect
of the influence of hygrothermal ageing, which influences the
rheological properties of the pure matrix. on the Felicity ratio
measuremenL

19A-2"A Study on Fracture Mechanisms ofFRPET by Acoustic
Emission Method (Effects of Sensor-Place and Tensile Speed on
Frequency Characteristics)", M. Suzuki, M. Imura, E. Jinen, S.
Kidat, M. Shimbo and Y. Miyano, Kanazawa Institute of
Technology, JAPAN
In order to classify easily the fracture mechanisms of composite materials, the PET resin and the model FRP test specimens were prepared. and the relation between the detected AE
frequency and the damage mode of these test specimens was
examined by performing tensile teaL The effects of sensor
position and tensile speed on the frequency characteristics were
also examined by using FRPET test specimens.

Session 19B: Metal

19A-3 "Application of an Acoustic Emission Technique to the
Single-fiber Composite Test", T. Nishikawa, T. Ishida, M.
Higuchi and K. Kubomura, Nippon Steel Corp., JAPAN
The single-fiber-eomposite (SFC) test is a method for evaluating the shear strength of the interface between fiber and
matrix in a composite. This paper reports the application of an
acoustic emission (AE) technique to the measurement of the

19B-3 "Non-destructive Evaluation of Degraded CrMoV Steel
by BN and MAE Methods", T. Hirasawa, K. Fujiyama, I.
Komura, K. Onoda and Y. Kato, Toshiba Corporation, JAPAN
Steam turbine rotor components which were exposed to high
temperature condition, suffer degradation of their mechanical
and microstructural properties during long term operation. In
order to ensure the safety of power plants, the remanent life
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assessment of such components based on the non-destructive
evaluation of their damage. has become important subjects.
MagnetoJDC(;hanical acoustic emission (MAE) and Barkhausen
noise (ON) methods are sensitive method to the microstructural
changes. These signals are generated primarily by domain wall
motions during magnetization of ferromagnetic materials. By
the low cycle fatigue specimens of Sleam turbine rotor CrMoV
steel. MAE and BN signals were measured, and microstructure
was observed. The relationship between MAE and BN peak
voltages and micro-crack length were investigated.
The effectiveness of MAE and BN methods as the nondestructive evaluation techniques of fatigue damage were shown from
the experimental results.

counts was observed prior to the ultimate failure. Those AE
properties of callus for this stage were similar to those of
cortical bone. On the other hand, within 4 weeks after the
fracture, AE events initiated at about 309& of ultimare load and
significant rising of AE counts prior to ultimate failure was not
observed.
These changes of AE properties were correlated with the
structural changes and mechanical plU'BJDeters of fracture callus
such as Young's modulus and ultimate strength. So AE
techniques could be applied as a monitoriog system for
evaluation of the strength of callus.
Session 21 :Special Lecture
"Transient Sources for Acoustic Emission Work", F. R. Breckenridge, National Institute of Standards and Tecbnology,
USA
Many techniques have been used by acoustic emission workers
to produce rapid transient disturbances in elastic media. Techniques employing transient sources are necessary for characterizing many acoustic emission system components such as
receiving transducers, transfer media, and other sources as well.
Waveforms from seven types of sources were studied by performing experiments in which the source and a high fidelity
receiver were mounted on opposite sides of an aluminum plate.
Soundspeeds in the plate had been previously measured to
provide information necessary for the calculation of the plate
Green's function. In each experiment, a source was triggered
and the ensuing output from the receiver was captured by a
transient recorder. The force waveform of the source was
calculated by convolving the inverse of the plate Green's
function with the captured waveform.
This paper is a compilation of information about the following
types of sources: pencil, capillary, capacitive transducer,
conical transducer, ball impact, spark, and high explosive.
Force waveforms and other relevant data concerning the sources
are given and comments made on their relative merits. The ideal
source would be infinitesimal in size, have a simple force
waveform such as a step or delta function, and would have a
relatively large amplitude which could be determined from a
priori considerations. None of the sources considered in this
paper approach perfection in aU of these respects. Hence, the
choice of a source for a particular purpose will involve tradeoffs
based on the particular merits of each source.

Session 20B: Medical
20B-l "Evaluation of Callus Strength Using Acoustic Emission
Technique during Lengthening of Human Long Bone". M.
Suzuki. N. Inoue, Y. Watanabe, F. Yamashita, Y. Hirasawl, T.
Kusakabe, T. Hirai and T. Katayama, Kyoto Prefectural
University of Medicine, JAPAN
Lower limb length discrepancy is caused by congenital or
developmental disorders. The lengthening of the long bone is
one of the most expected operative methods. The lengthening
can be obtained by osteotomy and gradual distraction of callus
usiDg the extemal fixator (callus distraction, callotasis). When
the callus obtains the strength enough to bear the body weight.
axial load is applied to the callus through the external fixator
and after that the external fiutor can be removed. But it is
difficult to decide the time to start the weight bearing and the
removal time of the external fixator, because the effective
method to evaluate the strength of the callus has not been
established so far. In this paper the evaluation method of callus
strength during lengthening of buman long bone using acoustic emission technique is developed. The tibial lengthening
was carried out for 16 years old boy. At 27 weeks postoperatively acoustic emission event counts were measured
through the pins of the extcmal fixator. But at 33 weeks no
acoustic emission event counts were registered under weight
bearing with and without the external fixator. It was considered
that monitoring of acoustic emission event counts during the
lengthening of the long bone was useful to decide the removal
time of the external flXator.
20B-2 "Acoustic Emission Properties of Fracture Callus under
Tensile Loading", Y. Watanabe, N. Inoue, Y. Hirasawa and T.
Katayama, Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine, JAPAN
We have studied mechanical propemes of fracture callus by a
combination of static tensile test and acoustic emission (AE)
technique. Femoral shaft fractures in Wistar rats were used as
models for fracture callus. At various interval after the fracture,
femora were dissected and thin plate shaped test pieces were
prepared. Then static tensile test was performed. During the
tcasile test the counts and the amplitude of acoustic emission
signals were recorded. Mechanical property of fracture callus
changed from ductility into brittleness with time. Young's
modulus and ultimate strength of fracture callus increased
monotonously for f1l'St 5 weeks after the fracture. But the value
of YOUDg'S modulus and ultimate strength of 6 weeks after the
fracture showed no statistical significance for those of 5 weeks.
Over 6 weeks after the fracture AE events were f1l'St detected at
about 50-70'" of ultimate load and significant rising of the AE

Session 22: Instrumentation
22-1 "Calibration of AE Sensors with Laser-genarated Ultrasound", Y. Matsuda, H. Nakano, S. Nagai and K. Muto,
National Research Laboratory of Metrology, JAPAN
Laser-generated ultrasound is used as a standard acoustic source
to calibrate AE sensors. Normal monopole force was realized
by covering a test block with water layer. Deformation of the
rear surface was interrogated by an optical interferometer and
subsequently AE sensors. Comparing their outputs, it is
possible to calibrate AE sensors. Experimental results on 5
commercial sensors are also presented.
22-2 "Development and Use of Stress Wave Sensors", T. J.
Holroyd, N. Randall and S. King, Stresswave Technology, UK.
In 1986, at IAES 8 the great flexibility of AE methods was
discussed and a variety of applications of the technology
within Rolls-Royce was presented to illustrate this. In 1988, at
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Session 23: Instrumentation

IAES 9 the basic requirements of an AE system for general
purpose industrial monitoring were discussed in some detail.
The outcome from this 'sideways' look at Acoustic Emission
applications and hardware has been the creation of fully
integrated bolt-on AE systems or 'Stress Wave Sensors'.
In this paper various aspects of the design and performance of
Stress Wave Sensors are presented and comparisons are made
with conventional AE hardware. Examples 'will be presented
iUusll'ating some of the information which can be gained from
the sensor when it is applied in an industrial environmenL
The low bandwidth of the sensor outputs. enables permanent
records of machine and process signatures to be readily
recorded. Advantage has been taken of this during the extensive
proving trials which have been conducted on the sensor to
generate a library of signatures from a wide range of machinery
and processes. By reconstructing these digitally stored
waveforms it has been possible to significantly reduce the
development time and cost of a more specific stress wave
sensor incorporating additional secondary signal processing.
The principle of operation and typical application of this
second Stress Wave Sensor will also be described.
These developments, which have arisen from the matching of
system functionality to user needs. are increasing the
accessibility of the technology of AE to industry in general.

23-1 "Measurement of AE Signals in 100 MHz Frequency
Range". N. Chubachi, H. Kanai, T. Sannomiya. M. Obata and
T. Mihara, Tohoku University, JAPAN
In the literature there have appean:d a lot of works with regard
to acoustic emission (AE) signals observed in a frequency range
below a few MHz. In this paper we describe a new system for
meauring AE signals in the 100 MHz frequency range. By using
piezoelectric thin-film transducers fabricated on the end
surfaces of rectangular bars of glass samples which have been
notched. the AE signals radiated from the crack can be detected
during conventional three point bending test. The output
signal of each transducer is amplified and AID converted at a
sampling rate of 200MHz. The power spectrum of each AE
signal and the coherence function between the two signals are
obtained by using a computer. The new AE measurement system
in VHF range developed here can be applied in a new research
field to be called "micro-AE spectroscopy".
23-3 "Effect of Thermal Heat Cycle on AE Sensor Sensitivity
for Superconducting Magnet", A. Nioomiya, T. Ishigohka, H.
Inaba and Y. Higo, Seikei University, JAPAN
The effect of thermal cycles on AE sensor sensitivity and
degradation was studied. And also. the sensitivity measurement
method at liquid He temperatun= was developed. Tested sensors
were ordinary type and for low temperature. During the cycle,
degradation of sensitivity occurs on the ordinary sensors,
because of the thermal expansion coefficient of sensor component materials are diffen=nL Even if the affect was small, the
sensitivity and resonance frequency was changed. However. the
low temperature sensor using metal joining in housing shows
very stable and similar sensitivity at low temperature as
ordinary AE sensor at room temperature.

22-3 "Development of The High Sensitivity and Low Noise
Integrated Acoustic Emission Sensor". M. Shiwa, H. Inaba and
T. Kishi, University of Tokyo. JAPAN
High sensitivity and low Doise acoustic emission sensor has
been successfully developed. The response behavior of
piezoelectric device (PZ11 and network signal loss of the circuit
are studied. Since circular rod PZT resonance mode is radial and
thickness vibrations. the highest sensitivity is obtained to set
the same frequency resonance both in the radial and the
thickness mode.
Developed equivalent circuit model is flrSt analyzed for the
signal loss and the noise as 8 assembly consisting of PZT, a
signal cable and a pre-amplifier. SUbsequenUy. the integrated
AE sensor with complete shield-case is developed using the
direct coupling between the selected FET and PZT.
This sensor shows that the noise level subsequently. is 14 J.lV
(100 kHz to 1.2 MHz) at the flrSt stage of the circuit and the
signal less is 112 lower than normal system case.

4th international Symposium on AE from Composite Materials, July 27 - 31, 1991 at Seattle,
Washington
The 4th Intemational Symposium on AE from Composite
Materials, sponsored by the CARP and ASNT, will be held on
July 27 - 31, 1992 at Holiday Ion Crown Plaza in Seattle, USA.
Organizing Committee Chair is Dr. Burke Dykes (Boeing
Commercial Airplanes) and the Program and Papers Committee
is chaired by Dr. D.R. Smith. Jr. (Boeing Commercial Airplanes: FAX No. 206-393-74S7). Call for paper can be obtained by writing to Mr. W.T. Hardrath, Boeing Commercial
Airplanes, PO Box 3707. MS 47·10, Seattle, WA 981242207. FAX No. 206-544-1047 Abstract of 200-400 words (3
copies needed) are due on OcL 1, 1991 and full papers are due
on Apr. I, 1992. Pre-symposium seminar will be held au July
27 and the Symposium will be July 28 to 31 (3-112 days).

22-4 "Development of the Heat-proof AE Sensor with Soldering Technjque". I. Sato. T. Yoneyama, S. Kokura. M.
Yanagibashi and H. Inaba, Energy Research Laboratory.
Hitachi Ltd•• JAPAN
This paper describes development of a heatproof AE (acoustic
emission) sensor. fabricated by a soldering technique instead of
a bonding technique. using all organic bond for bonding the
piezoelectric sensor with a metal mounting plate. In order to
avoid breaIcs in the piezoelectric ceramics during soldering.
some special procedure were used; e.g.• polarization of the
piezoelectric ceramics was performed after the solder work. was
finished.
For non-destructive evaluation at the bonding portion. an
electronic scanning ultrasonic testing (UT) technique was used.
Some tests were performed to evaluate thermal characteristics
and sensitivity. The AE sensor was durable from -269 to 2S0'C
and had a higher sensitivity than a conventional bonded type
AE sensor.

A technical tour of Boeing and a boat trip to Blake Island
are planned during the Symposium. Seattle's Annual SeaPair is
scheduled the week following the Symposium. SeaFair is a
popular lO-day festival featuring local arts, crafts, dances and
numerous outdoor events.
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